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Abstract 

This thesis examines and eXtends research into option price modeling in the South Afiican 

market with a particular focus on its most important parameter, namely the volatility of !!te 

underlying. The primary objective of the thesis therefore is to offer an option price model --that takes account of the conditions of the environment prevailing in South Afiica. 

The initial aim of the thesis is to describe the behaviour of the volatility in the South 

Afiican market. This is achieved by conducting three empirical examinations using data 
~"""'~,,,--~..,__. 

from the South Afiican Futures Exchange (SAFEX). The empirical examinations are partly 

based on standard ~ethodologies (that have been modified}n the thesis) and partly based on 

original methodologies adapted for the South Afiican environment. The analysis establishes 
~ 

that the assumption of constant volatility is certainly in_'!PP~Qplj~t~tJQrJhe_Sou.th_.t\.fi:i~qan 
,.. .. __,..,_---=~~'""·-====- .. ,.-~..,-...·~-=-~~--~-- =--""""' ~-~~-- . ··- - --"» 

data over the period 1992 to 1996. Furthermore, the results r~v~~LJhat- sy.stematic 

deviations are foun~ -~~ t~~~~ola!ili!y~a._._<~r~~s ~!ri~~ 

--·"-The incorporation of the systematic deviations of the implied volatility in the form of 

striking price biases and expiration biases are taken account of in a newly developed option 

price model for the South African options on futures market in the thesis. This proposed 
......._._.~-~-~~,..,_ ......... ~-,:_~ - - - -- .. . 

option price model is based upon the characteristics of the implied volatility option price 

model by Derman and Kani (1994). The primary departures from the Derman and Kani 
------------~~=-~~~--~~ 

algoritfiniproposed in the thesis. Additionally, novel methods are developed in the thesis for 

th;-~equired in~er= ~~d ~apOiation of option prices to ensure that the proposed option 

price model reflects the market information with greater realism. 

The new proposed option price model with its implemented extrapolation and 

interpolation methods is assessed empirically and it is evident that the proposed option price 

model stands up well in the South Afiican environment. Thereafter, the proposed option 

price model is used to establish return distributions which capture the market information in 

option prices. The findings of these computations give new insights into the applicability of 

the lognormal distribution assumed in many option price models (such as the Black and 

Scholes (1973) model). The established distributions show clear evidence that the lognormal 



distribution underestimates the probability of large price declines (as occurred in October 

19"87). --, 

In the light of the evidence regarding the deviations in the calculated return distributions 

and the finding of volatility biases, the effects of non-constant volatility are examined in 

detail in the thesis The examiriatiori ~fOcuses ·· ori lhe·-incorporationof1lie lull volifilily 

su~ on option price sensitivities and on portfolio management strategies. 

The effects on the option price sensitivities and on portfolio management strategies reveal 

substantial and impressive evidence that the incorporation of the full volatility surface is a 

necessary requirement as reflected in the proposed option price model for the South African 

environment. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Options and Volatility Effects 

Although options on commodities have been in existence as trading instruments since the 

middle ages or even before, the year 1973 signified the turning point for option markets 

world-wide. In 1973, for the first time, standardized option contracts were traded on the 

new Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE). The contracts traded on the CBOE were 

structured so that option contracts were standardized in their strike prices and expirations. 

The South Afiican Futures Exchange (SAFEX) was established in 1990 with futures 

contracts initially being traded only, subsequently however options on futures were 

introduced on the 16 October 1992. 

The year 1973 is also significant to the contribution of modem option pricing in that the 

first option price model with a closed form solution appeared in the literature. This option 

price model published by Fischer Black and Myron Scholes has subsequently become the 

standard pricing model for financial options. Further extensions· and derivatives of the model 

have been plentiful with one of the most notable extensions being published by Robert C. 

Merton (1973) (who extended the model to options on stocks paying dividends). The 

importance of the model was honoured by the Nobel Price committee with the Nobel Price 

in Economics for Myron Scholes and Robert C. Merton (Fischer Black died in 1995) in 

October 1997. 

Subsequently, the Black and Scholes (1973) model and its extensions have come under 

further critical scrutiny as the underlying assumptions have been questioned regarding their 

realism. The questions mainly draw attention to the assumption of a constant volatility 

across strike prices (striking price bias1
) and across expirations (expiration bias2

). The 

1 The striking price bias is also known as volatility smile or volatility skew. 
2 The expiration bias or time-to-expiration bias is also known as term structure or maturity bias. 
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assumption of constant volatility is required for the assumed lognormal distribution of the 

Black and Scholes (1973) model. Hence, use of the lognormal distribution also becomes 

questionable because it assumes that the probability of a rise in market prices is the same as 

the probability of a fall in market prices and that large rises or falls in market prices are very 

remote. However, the substantial fall in market prices in October 1987 highlighted the 

shortcomings of the lognormal distribution theory. It is not surprising therefore that a 

wealth of international literature reports on significant departures from the constant 

volatility assumption (in a series of markets, for example US indices and stocks, British 

stocks, and a Dutch index)3
. 

The evidence of non-constant volatility is also recognized in many different option price 

models that attempt to either model the volatility process (e.g. stochastic volatility) or take 

the information of the volatility process directly out of the market. However, the attempt to 

model volatility produces additional problems related to the ability to hedge options With 

the underlying asset4
. These problems are not evident in the latter type of the volatility 

models that estimate the volatility process directly from option prices. Therefore in the 

thesis the focus is on the option price models that incorporate the estimation of the volatility 

process directly from the market (which were initially published by Dupire (1994), Derman 

and Kani (1994), and Rubinstein (1994)). 

The more recent option price models are not only able to price options according to the 

volatility process of the market but they are also independent of fixed assumptions about 

volatility and return distributions. This flexibility of the more recent option price models is 

particularly useful especially because of their ability to combine a variety of option types. 

Nowadays, exchange-traded options such as calls and puts are only one important part of 

options markets. Additionally, the so-called "second generation options" or "exotic 

options" are gaining more and more market share although they are mainly traded in over

the-counter (OTC) markets. Moreover, exotic options are priced according to the 

underlying conditions prevailing in the exchange-traded options and are tailored to investor 

specific needs. For example, the exotic options are tailored for the use in speculation 

strategies on the direction of the market (with high leverage), for hedging strategies against 

3 See for example the studies by Rubinstein (1985a), Duque and Paxson (1994), and Heynen (1994) 
respectively. 
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market risk, or for strategies on specified parameters such as the volatility. However, many 

strategies can also be produced by exchange-traded options. Hence, the focus of this thesis 

is on exchange-traded options because the exchange-traded options and their underlying 

conditions (e.g. volatility) set the standards for the valuation of all other kinds of options. 

Today, highly sophisticated option products are available on the market which allow 

many interesting considerations for portfolio construction. For example, it is possible with 

the advantages of options to build guaranteed portfolio products. These products guarantee 

the invested capital and a participation of the capital gains in the stock market. Other 

examples of advantages of options in portfolio management are portfolio insurance, the 

alteration of portfolio distributions, or the improved facilities for a fast and simple 

restructuring of portfolios. Although the advantages are numerous, the use of options has 

been relatively small in South Africa especially in the investment industry5
• Consequently, 

the option market in stock index contracts in South Africa has been. relatively illiquid in 

comparison to the major international markets of the world. 

The main focus of this thesis therefore is on the understanding of the emerging derivatives 

market in South Africa. Developed option models and theories are mainly based on 

empirical results from the large US markets which do not suffer from anomalies, which may 

influence the option market in an emerging market. The motivation for this thesis also arises 

from the fact that implied volatility structures and their effects on option pricing have not 

been researched in a small market context like South Africa. Furthermore, nor have the 

effects of non-constant volatility been examined on portfolio management strategies with 

options. These topics are the focus of the thesis. 

Apart from the literature review in Chapter 2 and the conclusion and the outlook outlined 

in Chapter 6, the investigations into options and volatility effects can be categorized into 

three main parts. The first part (Chapter 3) consists of the examination of the assumption of 

a constant volatility for the South African option on futures market. The assessment of the 

4 Dupire (1994) defines the ability to hedge options with the underlying as "completeness". He values this 
"completeness" of the highest value. 
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constant volatility assumption is emphasized in three different research methods that are 

based on methods in the international literature but have been modified for the South 

African environment. The second part (Chapter 4) includes some novel modifications to 

option price models as well as a completely new approach to option pricing in South Africa. 

Additionally (in Chapter 4 ), the focus is on the theoretical foundation of a new option price 

model by incorporating market information. Finally, the third part (Chapter 5) consists of 

two components to demonstrate the effect of non-constant volatility and the use of the 

proposed option price model. Firstly in Chapter 5, the effects of non-constant volatility are 

analysed for the option price sensitivities (i.e. delta, gamma, theta, and vega). Secondly in 

Chapter 5, the effect of non-constant volatility and the use of the proposed option price 

model is examined for portfolio management strategies with options. Hence, it is felt that 

the approaches adopted in this thesis are not only applicable to the South African 

environment but they will also give useful guidance to a more general environment world

wide. A more detailed structure of the contents of this thesis is given in the next section. 

1.2 Organization of the Thesis 

Throughout the thesis, a style has been adopted of concentrating on the main results and 

relegating some of the technical and analytical developments to appendices (approximately a 

quarter of the thesis). Moreover, empirical findings that merely confirm results in the 

Chapter are also relegated to the appendices. However, these appendices still contain very 

important results and they are therefore a very substantial part of the thesis. The 

organization of the thesis is presented in more detail below. 

Chapter 2 contains three important literature reviews on the main subjects of the thesis. 

Firstly, a literature review is conducted on options on American and European options on 

stock indices as well as on options on futures. In order to achieve a better understanding of 

the subsequent research in the thesis and the special problem of American options on 

futures at SAFEX, the review focuses on the valuation process and the differences between 

5 Firer and Ismelsohn (1991) report on the relatively small use of options in the portfolio management. In 
addition, a more recent report by Bruce ( 1996) indicates little change. 
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American and European options. Secondly, an introductory literature review on volatility is 

presented. In this review, the main differences between historical and implied volatility are 

considered and computational concepts are reviewed. Moreover, the importance of the use 

of the implied volatility for recently developed option price models is discussed. Thirdly and 

·finally, a background discussion on strategies in the portfolio management with options is 

included to assess the importance of options in modem portfolio management. This part 

concludes Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 3, a description of the environment in South Afiica is presented beginning 

with a historical introduction. Secondly, a description of the data used in the ensuing 

empirical research follows. The emphasis in Chapter 3 is on the analyses of the constant 

volatility assumption from Black and Scholes (1973) for the three indices, All Share Index 

(ALSI), Gold Share Index (GLDI), and Industrial Index (INDI). However, this analysis of 

the volatility requires an option price model for options on futures at SAFEX which is an 

appropriate modification of the Black and Scholes (1973) model for the South Afiican 

environment. This so-called modified Black model is thereafter used to compute the implied 

volatility required for the tests of the constant volatility assumption. The first test results 

reveal substantial differences between historical and implied volatility and between implied 

volatilities with different times to expiration. The second descriptive approach attempts to 

detect a strike price bias and an expiration bias in the implied volatility. The results of the 

implementation of both methods (in the second test) is that a strike price bias and an 

expiration bias is evident for all three indices. 

In addition to the two tests, a third nonparametric test based on Rubinstein's (1985a) 

methodology is conducted. This nonparametric test however requires modifications to take 

account of the available data in South Afiica. The third . test confirmed the results of the 

prior two tests statistically. Hence, in this latter test the realism of the constant volatility 

assumption is tackled more formally by conducting tests of significance. The rejection of the 

constant volatility assumption consequently also leads to a rejection of the modified Black 

model used for the computation of the implied volatilities because the assumption of 

constant volatility across strike prices and expirations is no longer valid as one of the 

underlying assumptions of the modified Black model. 

In Chapter 4, an innovative option price model for options on futures is developed. The 

proposed model incorporates the market information in a flexible way (and is based on the 
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option price model by Derman and Kani (1994)). The innovative option price model solves 

the problem (and the influence) of malfunctions of the Derman and Kani (1994) model by· 

using modified and new algorithms. Additionally, novel approaches to the inter- and 

extrapolation methods of implied volatilities are examined and tested. The innovative option 

price model for the South African option market is furthermore tested under different 

scenarios (of constant volatility and non-constant volatility) and is shown to perform well. 

Moreover, a method for speeding up the new option price model is proposed and applied 

with a substantial gain in speed, without loss of accuracy. Finally, the proposed option price 

model is implemented to establish return distributions ("implied distributions") with 

representative data for the South African market. The representative data is constructed in 

the form of a volatility surface from the results of prior research of the implied volatility in 

Chapter 3. Hence, the effect of non-constant volatility is presented graphically confirming 

that the implied distribution shows a higher probability of large market falls than expected 

from the lognormal distribution in the Black and Scholes (1973) model or the modified 

Black model respectively. In particular, it is important to note that the implementation of 

the whole volatility surface is essential and that different results would be obtained if, for 

example, only the implied volatilities across strike prices for one fixed expiration are 

incorporated. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the effects of non-constant volatility on option price sensitivities 

and on portfolio management strategies with options. The examination of the effects of non

constant volatility on option price sensitivities show that the option price sensitivities differ 

substantially compared to constant volatility or even compared to constant volatility across 

expirations and non-constant volatility across strike prices.· Moreover, the effects of non

constant volatility on portfolio management strategies also display considerable differences 

between option price models that are able to incorporate the whole volatility surface and 

that are not. Hence, the results support the need for an option price model that implements 

the whole volatility surface (such as the proposed model in Chapter 4). 

Finally, Chapter 6 contains a summary of the conclusions obtained from the research in 

this thesis as well as giving direction for further research in this area. In particular, some 

final thoughts and new ideas are presented for the direction of further research. 
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2 A Review of Options on Futures, Volatility, and Options in Portfolio 

Management 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the pertinent theories necessary for the developments in the thesis. In 

particular, the concepts of options on futures, historical and implied volatility, and options 

in portfolio management will be reviewed. 

The first aim of the review is to impart a clear understanding of American options on 

index futures. As American options on index futures are the only options which have been 

traded with sufficient volume6 and history since October 1992 at the South African Futures 

Exchange (SAFEX), a clear understanding of American options on index futures is 

therefore essential for the ensuing developments in the thesis. 

Since the development of the Black and Scholes (1973) model, much research has been 

done. on refining the accuracy of option valuation; in particular on American options. In this 

depth, the special characteristics of American options will be discussed and contrasted to 

European options. Furthermore, the differences between options on indices and options on 

index futures are reviewed. The review in section 2.2 is consequently structured as follows: 

- European options on indices, 

- European options on index futures, 

- American options on indices, and 

- American options on index futures. 

Comparisons of the different types of options are also discussed. 

The second aim of the review is to distinguish between historical and implied volatility. 

The conceptual differences between historical and implied volatility are discussed 

6 American options on stocks for Anglo American, De Beers, Richemont, Sasol, SA Breweries, and Liberty 
were only introduced in September 1997 by SAFEX. 
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particularly with the view of the incorporation of volatility in option price models. Recent 

research in implied volatility option pricing methods conclude section 2.3. 

Finally, a discussion on the background of options in portfolio management is found in 

section 2.4. Here, different strategies are proposed for the application of options in portfolio 

management. These discussions are divided into two main categories: 

1. the time horizon of the investment (i.e. options are implemented in asset 

allocation strategies) 

2. the risk of the investment (i.e. options are used as protection or speculation 

utility) 

Additionally, the different uses of traded options and synthetic options as well as the 

advantages and disadvantages of the use of options in portfolio management are discussed. 

Section 2.4 ends with a concluding summary. 

The first part of the review begins with an introduction to options on stock indices as well 

as to options on futures. 

2.2 Options on Stock Indices and Stock Index Futures 

The first standardized stock index options were established in the United States in 1983. 

Subsequently, they have become established around the world with trading of options on 

futures commencing in South Africa in October 1992 on SAFEX. As the South African 

market is somewhat unique, it is important to lay the foundation for the valuation of future 

options (which are appropriate for the South African case) prior to the empirical and 

theoretical research. American options on futures are based on a framework that is 

relatively complex however. The review therefore considers the development of the 

framework for American options on futures from the simpler European option and stock 

index option forms. Additionally, for the purposes of this review, it is assumed that the 

indices pay dividends (through the stocks in them) on which no taxes are paid (as in South 

Africa, for example Alexander (1996)). 

First, an analysis of European options on stock indices is presented. 
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2.2.1 European Options on Stock Indices 

European options on stock indices pave the way for American options on futures because 

their construction is simpler than American options on futures in two aspects. First, the 

European options can only be exercised at expiration. Second, index options are based on 

the stock index instead of more complex instruments such as futures. The aim of the brief 

analysis of European options on stock indices below is to discuss an appropriate valuation 

method for these options in the South African context. 

European options on stock indices cannot be priced using the Black and Scholes (1973) 

model because this option price model is not able to price an option on an underlying (i.e. 

stock index) that pays dividends (as assumed here). Merton (1973) however proposes an 

extension to the Black and Scholes (1973) model for options on an underlying that pays 

dividends. He extends the Black and Scholes (1973) model by discounting the price of the 

underlying with the continuous compounded dividend yield, q, over the life of the option, T

t. Hence, the put-call parity of the Black and Scholes (1973) model, i.e. 

C+ xe-r(T-t) = p + S 

changes to the Merton (1973) model, i.e. 

c + xe-r(T-t) = p + Se:...q(T-t) 

where the European call price, c, is compared with the European put price, p, under the 

consideration of the continuously compounded interest rate, r, and the strike price, X. 

Assuming a positive continuous dividend yield, the put-call parity reveals that the values of 

the call and the put option are different when compared to options without dividends. 

Moreover, the valuation of European options on stock indices is the same as the 

valuation of options on stocks paying dividends. The effect of this valuation method is that 

the call option on a dividend paying index is worth less than an equal call option on an index 

that does not pay a dividend. The reason for the different prices is that the holder of a call 

option does not have the right to receive the dividend, instead the holder of the index 

receives the dividend. Under the assumption of an arbitrage-free condition7
, the gain or the 

7 The arbitrage4 free condition means that neither call nor index holder have an advantage. 
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loss for the holder of the call has to be the same as for the holder of the index. However, the 

gain or the loss can only be equal for both if the call is worth less than a call option on an 

index that does not pay a dividend. This is also valid, vice versa, for European put options. 

The assumption of a continuous dividend yield however is not appropriate for the 

majority of indices in the world. For example, the Japanese stock index (Nikkei), the 

German stock index (DAX) and the stock indices in South Afiica8 only pay dividends in 

particular seasons. The application of the Merton (1973) model on such indices would lead 

to inaccurate pricing because of an incorrect assumption concerning the dividend 

distribution. 

Hence, an alternative valuation approach to the continuous dividend yield for European 

options on stock indices is proposed by Hull (1993). This alternative approach estimates 

and calculates every dividend daily for each stock in the stock index until expiration of the 

option. Hull (1993) then deducts the sum of the estimated dividends from the spot index9 

price, S, to obtain a new spot index price, S*. Hence, the put-call parity of the Merton 

(1973) model changes to the alternative approach by Hull (1993), i.e. 

c+Xe-r<T-t) =p+S* 

This alternative approach would result in the same put-call parity as Merton's (1973) 

model if the dividends are distributed as a continuous dividend yield on the stock index. 

Hence 

Se -q<T-t) = S * 

If S* is then substituted in the put-call parity by Hull (1993), the result is the same as the 

put-call parity by Merton (1973). However, a continuous dividend yield can only become 

evident if the stocks in a stock index pay the same amount of dividends through infinite 

intervals with the same length throughout the year. As noted, dividends are not paid in this 

manner in South Africa. 

Consequently, the valuation of European options with the Merton (1973) model is 

unlikely to be sufficiently accurate enough for South African indices. Hence, the alternative 

approach by Hull (1993) would be preferable if options on stock indices were available. 

8 Dividends on stocks included in the indices in South Africa are normally paid twice a year for each stock 
but with different dates of the dividend payment for each stock. 

9 The spot index price or spot is interchangeably used with the index price. 
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The second type of options that pave the way to modelling American options on futures 

are the European options on stock index futures. They are discussed below. 

2.2.2 European Options on Stock Index Futures 

European options on stock index futures assist in the model development for American 

options on futures because they are simpler in construction to American options on futures 

from one significant aspect. The European options on stock index futures are only 

exercisable at expiration. The aim of the brief analysis of European options on stock index 

futures is to promote an appropriate valuation method for these options which could be 

used in South Africa. Moreover, the influence of the futures as underlying for the options is 

discussed to gain a clear understanding of the problems of modelling American options on 

futures in South Africa. 

Options on stock index futures and options on stock indices do not only differ in their 

underlyings (index futures vs. index) but also in the required delivery when exercised. 

Options on stock index futur~s normally require the delivery of an underlying future whilst 

options on stock indices ~e normally ~ettled in cash. Hence, if a_~c;~J option on a future is 

exercised, the call holder gets ~ long position in the underlying future contract plus a cash 

amount equal to the difference between the current future price and the strike price. If a put 
,,__ . -

option on a future is exercised, the put holder gets a short position in the underlying future 

contract plus a cash amount equal to the difference between the strike price and the current 

future price. 

Besides the differences in delivery, the valuation of European options on index futures 

may also differ from the valuation of European options on indices because of the different 

underlyings. Black (1976) was the first to show the valuation differences using an analytical 

approach by modifying the Black and Scholes (1973) model (based on Merton's (1973) 

findings). As discussed in section 2.2.1, Merton (1973) extended the Black and Scholes 

(1973) model to accommodate dividends by assuming a continuous dividend yield, q. Black 
, 

(1976) also assumes a continuous dividend yield, q, and additionally assumes a risk-free rate 
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of interest, r, to adjust the underlying price, S, in the Black and Scholes (1973) model. 

Through the adjustment, Black (1976) obtains a formula for the price of the future F: 

F = se<r-qXT-1) 

Hence, Black (1976) replaces the price of the underlying, S, with the price of the future, 

F, in the Black and Scholes (1973) model. The put-call parity for the Black (1976) model 

differs slightly from the Merton (1973) model because of the inclusion of the risk-free 

interest-rate. That is 

C + xe-r(T-1) = p + se-q(T-1) 

c + xe-r(T-1) =_p~+ Fe-~(T-1) 
...___~ ---~= -

(Merton model) 

(Black model) 

However, the difference in the valuation of both models disappears for European options 

on futures and European options on stock indices. The value of both European options will 

be' identical for options on the same index, with the same strike price and with the same 

expiration date. The reason is that both options can only be exercised at the expiration date 
' 

because of their European style. At expiration, the future and the index will be identical in 

value. 

The equality of European future and stock index options can also be calculated 

analytically. If the definition of the future price is substituted into the put-call parity of the 

Black (1976) model, the put-call parity will become identical to the index price put-call 

parity of the Merton (1973) model. 

However, the assumption of a continuous dividend yield is not appropriate for the indices 

in South Africa (as discussed in section 2.2.1). Hence, Hull's (1993) alternative approach to 

accommodate discrete dividends (instead of a continuous dividend yield) can also be applied 

for the valuation of European options on stock index futures. The only new parameter is the 

risk-free rate of interest so that the new future price10
, F*, can be derived from the new spot 

index price, s•, (as defined in section 2.2.1): 

F* = s. er(T-1) 

This new future price, F*, is also the same as the new spot index price, S •, at expiration 

of the option. Consequently, no valuation difference appears for European future options 
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and European index options for Hull's (1993) alternative approach. The put-call parity in 

Black (1976) is however adjusted through the exchange of the futures price, F, with the 

new future price, F*, to take account of the dividends appropriately. 

The only difference between Hull's (1993) alternative approaches (in section 2.2.1 and 

2.2.2) and the models by Merton (1973) and by Black (1976) is the assumption concerning 

the dividend distribution. The advantage of the alternative approach by Hull ( 1993) is the 

accurate valuation of options for every index. The disadvantage of the alternative 

approaches is however that all dividends have to be calculated for every stock in the index, 

which can be very time consuming. 

In summary, the sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 argued that the differences between European 

options on index futures and European options on stock indices have no consequences for 

theif v8Iuation. These European options are valued using the same methods and have the 

same value. The discussion concerning the dividend distribution reveals that for indices with 

no continuous dividend payout only an option valuation model with discrete dividends is 

appropriate. 

However, only options on futures with_Amef!c~_~_xercise style are traded in !~e South 

African environment at SAFEX. Hence, an introduction to American options on stock 

indices is given below to lay the final foundation for the later review of American options on 

stock index futures. 

2.2.3 American Options on Stock Indices 

A review on American options on stock indices constitutes the final step towards modelling 

American options on stock index futures because only their underlying differs, but are 

identical in their exercise style. The American exercise style introduces problems for 
' . 

modelling options on stock indices as well as for options on fu!ures (for example the 

analytical valuation). The aim of the analysis of American options on stock indices is 

N N 
10 This can also be written as F*=(S- :EDie-r(ti-t))er(T-t) or as F*=Ser(T-t)- :EDier(T-ti) where the 

i=l i=l 

latter is proposed by Brenner, Courtadon, and Subrahmanyam (1985). 
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therefore to propose an appropriate valuation method that solves the early exercise problem 

of the American options. Moreover, a comparison between American and European options 

is presented to highlight their fundamental differences. 

The difference between American and European stock index options is their exercise 
----~ '" -~ --

feature. Hence, a difference in their values only exists if one exercise feature is more 

valuable than the other. Consequently, the American option could only be worth more than 

an European option if it is optimal to exercise the American option early. The conditions for 

an· early exercise are discussed below for an American stock index call and an American 

stock index put. 

American Index Call 

In general, early exercise of American index calls could be optimal if specific conditions are 

met. These specific conditions are discussed below: 

Under the assumption of a continuous dividend yield, q, for the stock index, early 

exercise is only optimal if the continuous dividend yield, q, is greater than the risk-free 

interest rate, r (i.e. q>r). Simultaneously, the option has to be deep in-the-money11 to be 

exercised optimally. However, the condition of a greater risk-free interest rate, r, than the 
~~-r-',;;. 

continuous dividend yield, q, (i.e. r>q) prevails for almost every stock index world-wide, so 

that an early exercise of American index calls would be very rare12
• 

The assumption of a continuous dividend yield however is not appropriate in South 

Africa (as discussed in the sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). Hence, it might be plausible to expect 

that on a few occasions during the year the value of the dividends is higher.than the interest 

for the period up to expiration of the option contract (i.e. q>r). In this instance, early 

exercise of American index calls would · become optimal if the option contract is 

simultaneously deep in-the-money. 

(~, 11 If the American option is deep in-the-money, N(d1) and N(d2) tend to the value of one in the Black and 
i _;{) Scholes formula. The Black and Scholes formula therefore becomes c = se-q{T-t)- xe-r(T-t) or 

/ P = xe-r<T-t) -se-q{T-t). Additionally, it is assumed that r>q, so that the option price is higher than S-X 
for the call and X-S is higher than the option price for the put. Hence, it would be optimal to exercise the 

· American put and not to exercise the American call early. 
12 One exemption could be Japan where very low interest rates may result in a profitable early exercise 

opportunity for American index calls. 
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In sum, American index calls could be exercised optimally under the right set of 

conditions. However, their early exercise is unlikely to be optimal in the usual market 

situation (i.e. r>q). 

American Index Puts 

In general, early exercise of American index puts can be optimal under the specific 

conditions discussed below: 

The early exercise of American index puts is only optimal if American index puts are deep 

in-the-money and the risk-free interest rate, r, is greater than the continuous dividend yield, 

q, (r>q). The reason is analogous to American index calls. Moreover, the assumption of r>q 

.reflects the usual situation in financial markets so that an early exercise of American put 

options is more likely than that of American call options. 

The assumption of a continuous dividend yield could also lead to a false valuation as in 

the case of American call index options. Hence, the exact dividend dates and dividend 

amounts must also be incorporated in the valuation model of American index puts. 

In sum, American index puts could be exercised optimally under the right set of 

conditions. Furthermore, their early exercise is likely to be optimal in the usual market 

situation (i.e. r>q). 

The discussion on the American index call and put options suggest that early exercise 

could be optimal. The optimal early exercise means that a profit can be gained by exercising 

the American options in contrast to non-exercisable European options. Consequently, the 

early exercise right adds a value to European call and put options. The value of American 

index options can therefore be calculated by summing up the value of European index 

options and the v~ue of the early exercise right. Consequently, American options have a 

higher value than their European counterparts because profitable early exercise might be 

likely under the right conditions13
• 

The price of American index options can therefore not be obtained with formulas 

designed for European index options. In fact, no analytical solution has been produced for 

American options so far, but a few analytical approximations and numerical solutions exist. 

13 An analytic illustration of the differences between European and American index options is given in 
Appendix 2.A. 
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A history of analytical approximations is presented in Appendix 2.B followed by an 

overview of the most important numerical methods in Appendix 2. C. 

The number of analytical approximations are plentiful but none of these are without 

approximation errors. The most acceptable results for the American option valuation are 

obtained using numerical methods, but they are mostly more complex (or at least more time 

consuming computationally) than the analytical approximations. The improved accuracy of 

the numerical methods is however their main advantage compared to analytical 

approximations (whilst the disadvantage of a higher computer time consumption diminishes 

with faster and faster computers and new faster techniques for their computation14
). 

In conclusion, American options have a higher value than European options because of 

the early exercise right. The valuation of American options consequently has to be different 

to European options. However. no analytical solutions exist for the valuation of American 

options so that analytical approximations or numerical solutions have to be implemented. 

Due to the higher accuracy, American options should be valued with a numencal method. In 
__..,-~ ... - .. , ·~ . 

particular, numerical methods such as the binomial and trinomial tree or even finite 

difference methods are recommended in this thesis (according to Appendix 2.B and 2.C) for 

the valuation of American options. However, the binomial tree is the preferred numerical 

method because it is more stable than the implicit finite difference method and simpler to 

construct than the explicit finite difference method or the trinomial tree. 

The review of American options on stock indices as well as the prior reviews of European 

options on stock indices and on futures laid the foundation to review the American options 

on stock index futures below. 

14 
The area of faster computation techniques for numerical methods consists of a wealth of literature, for 
example Dempster and Hutton (1997) and Leisen and Reimer (1996). 
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2.2.4 American Options on Stock Index Futures 

American options on stock index futures are based on a framework that is relatively 

complex. The review therefore considers the framework for American options on stock 

index futures from simpler forms of European stock index and stock index future options as 

well as of American stock index options. Consequently, the three main characteristics of 

American options on stock index futures are only briefly reviewed with reference to the 

prior discussions. These characteristics are: 

1. the difference between American and European options on stock index futures 

2. the difference between American stock index options and American options on 

stock index futures 

3. the vah,1ation of American options on stock index futures 

Firstly, American and European options on stock index futures only differ in their 

exercise right. As already discussed in section 2.2.3, the opportunity of optimal early 

exercise during the lifetime of American options raises its option price above that of 

European options. Consequently, American options on stock index futures are worth more 

than European options on stock index futures (Ramaswamy and Sundaresan (1985) confirm 

this assertion). 

Secondly, it is evident that American options on stock index futures differ not only 

notionally but also in value from American stock index options. The difference in value 

between them is a consequence of the different trading prices for stock index futures and 

stock indices. Hence, the stock index future price is normally higher than the stock index 

price assuming that the risk-free interest rate, r, is greater than the continuous dividend yield 

of the index, q (i.e. r>q). Consequently, the difference between stock index future price and 

strike price is greater than the difference between stock index price and strike price. The 

price of American calls on stock index futures, CF, is therefore higher than the price of 

American calls on stock indices, Cs, whilst the price of American puts on stock index 
" 

futures, PF, is lower than the price of American puts on stock indices, Ps. The opposite is 

true, if the continuous dividend yield on the stock index, q, is greater than the risk-free 

interest rate, r (i.e. q>r). 
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Brenner, Courtadon, and Subrahmanyam (1985, 1989) show that the price difference 

between American stock index options and American options on stock index futures 4epend 
. . --- - - .. -- .. --

/ ' -
qn_~he relationship between the risk-free interest rate and the continuous ~ividend_yield of 

the stock index. Another important relationship is derived by Ball and Torous (1986) who 
-~--~-----

present an arbitrage relationship for American options on stock index futures. This arbitrage 

relationship (confirmed by Whaley (1986b)) replaces the non-existent put-call parity for 

American options on stock index futures: 

__ C:=;F+Xe-r(T-1> s;Ps;C-Fe-r(T-1) +X 

On the left side, the arbitrage relationship shows a lower bound and on the right side an 

upper bound for the American put. Ball and Torous {1986) refer to the left side as lower 

put-call parity and to the right side as upper put-call parity for American options on stock 

index futures. 

Thirdly and finally, the valuation of American options on stock index futures is discussed. 

Similar to the valuation of American stock index options in section 2.2.3, no analytic 

solutions exist for American options on stock index futures. However, the valuation 
~--~~~~-~-------··- - --

methods of American stock index options reviewed in section 2.2.3 are als~ applicable to 

American options on stock index futures with the exception that the underlying variable 

changes from the stock index to the stock index future. 

Some approximation methods for American options on stock index futures have been 

proposed in the literature. For example, Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) develop a 

valuation method for American options on futures on commodities, similar to 1a method by 

Whaley {1986a). Shastri and Tandon (1986) apply the Geske and Johnson {1987) approach 

adjusted for the valuation of American options on S&P 500 Index futures and on German 

Mark futures in their research. Whaley ( 1986b) also implements a compound valuation 

approach that is related to the Geske and Johnson (1984) method. 

However, these approximation methods (mentioned above) also suffer from the 

weaknesses of the approximation methods discussed in section 2.2.3. Consequently, 

numerical methods are recommended in the thesis for the pricing of American options on 
~--- " 

stock index futures because they are more appropriate. Examples of the application of 
.&'~-

numerical methods are found in Brenner, Courtadon, and Subrahmanyam (1985, 1989) who 

value American future options with finite difference methods like Schwartz (1977) and 
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Ramaswamy and ·Sundaresan (1985). Amongst the methods considered in the thesis the 

binomial tree has gained the most favour (as explained in section 2.2.3 and Appendix 2.C as 

well as in Geske and Shastri (1985)). 

The primary result of the above discussion is that American options on stock index 

futures have no closed-form solutions that can be applied to price American options on 

stock index futures. Here, a numerical method like the binomial tree is recommended for the 

@aluation of American options on stock index futures in this thesis. 

In the ensuing review, the application of options in the portfolio management is 

discussed, but first a very important parameter in the pricing of options, namely the 

volatility, is reviewed below. 

2.3 Volatility15 

Volatility is one of the most important parameters in the option pricing process as the 

valuation of an option is very sensitive to the volatility estimate used in the option price 

model (Gemmill (1993)). The influence of volatility on the option price raises·the question 

of how to compute volatility and which aspect of volatility to consider. In the ensuing 

discussion on volatility four aspects are considered: 

1. future volatility 

2. actual volatility 

3. ·historical volatility 

4. implied volatility 

The discussion concerning volatility commences with the first category i.e. the future 

volatility. 

15 Volatility and standard deviation are used interchangeably. 
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2.3 .1 Future Volatility 

The future volatility is the appropriate parameter for the option valuation as option prices 

should reflect future expectations. Nevertheless, for obvious reasons the future volatility 

cannot be computed directly. Different authors (e.g. Whaley (1982), Canina and Figlewski 

(1993)) discuss for example the appropriateness of historical volatility or implied volatility 

as a proxy for future volatility. The objective of the thesis is to value options directly on the 

available data in an arbitrage-free equilibrium. Consequently, the attempt to model future 

volatility with statistical methods (e.g. neural networks) is not the objective of this thesis 

and is therefore not considered in this thesis. 

The review of volatility continues with the second category i.e. the actual volatility. 

2.3.2 Actual Volatility 

The actual volatility (as defined by Tompkins (1994)) is intended to capture the 

instantaneous actual price changes in the market. However, the measurement of the price 

change in practise can only be determined immediately after it has taken place. Hence, the 

measured volatility can no longer be referred to as actual volatility. Consequently, the 

actual volatility although theoretically appropriate cannot practically be measured. 

The above discussed two aspects of future and actual volatility are theoretically appealing 

but have little practical use. Hence, they are not considered further in the ensuing analysis. 

However, the third and fourth categories, historical and implied volatility, are reviewed in 

depth in the two following sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. Here, computational methods will be 

discussed for the two remaining volatility considerations: Additionally under the heading of 

implied volatility, extensions of option valuation methods will be discussed that incorporate 

implied volatility as input estimates in option price models. 

The historical volatility is considered below. 
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2.3 .3 Historical Volatility 

The review of historical volatility is differentiated into two main categories. First, the 

general computation method of historical volatility is discussed. This discussion includes 

the technical requirements of the computation, for example, the length of computation 

periods, the use of trading or calendar days, and the type of trading prices implemented (e.g. 

closing prices}. Second, the specific computation problems of historical volatility for 

options on futures are addressed. Much emphasis lies on the consideration of which 

underlying should be used to compute historical volatility for options on futures (the future 

or the underling of the future). 

Traditionally, historical volatility is measured as the annualized standard deviation of 
~""T"<·-~-- -- - -- ·- '----------~~-'-"-~---~;;~-,_--_,.-~ 

continuously compounded returnsJrom_the past. The continuously compounded returns are 

determined by the natural logarithm of the ratio of two consecutive asset prices (In S1/S1•1). 

The differencing interval between consecutive asset prices should be fixed intervals of time, 

for example, every day or every month. Additionally, the overall length of the computation 

period for the volatility has to be considered. Hull (1993);-ror ~~;;pie, asserts_ thattl}.e 
-~ ---

longer the computation period the higher the accuracy of the volatility estimate. However 

simultaneously, the longer the computational period the less representative is the time 

period for the lifetime of the option as argued by Tompkins (1994). In practice, periods as 

long as the time to expiration (or alternatively 20-trading-day periods) are implemented. 

However, Tompkins (1994) recommends that the return differencing intervals should 

consist of at least daily prices. 

As indicated above a further consideration for the computation of historical volatility is 

the choice of whether trading or calendar days should be utilized. Fama (1965) finds that 

non-trading days as weekends exhibit nearly no volatility16
. This result is confirmed by 

16 Fama (1965) finds that the difference in variance between consecutive trading days and non-consecutive 
trading days is only 22 percent. This difference would have been just less than 300 percent if calendar 
days have the same variance as trading days. The mix of weekends with a three day difference and also 
holidays. which have only a two day difference, result in an expected value of a little less than 300 
percent variance. 
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French (1980} in a similar study17
• The conclusion from the results of both tests suggest that 

the use of trading days is preferable. ,_ --- -

A further dimension concerning the computation of the historical volatility is the 

consideration of which particular trading prices should be used (t~e majority of research 

work uses closing prices for the calculation of the historical volatility}. The impact of 

odfering intra·day trading prices on the volatility computation was considered by Parkinson 

(1980}. He computes the historical volatility based on both the highest and lowest prices in 

the estimation procedure (instead of using closing prices}. Parkinson (1980} finds that his 

method needs 80 percent less data for the same accuracy of the historical volatility 

compared to methods which use only closing prices. Extensions to his method have 

subsequently been proposed by Beckers (1983) who employs high, low and closing prices, 

and by Garman and Klass (1980} who work with opening. closing, high, and low prices. 

The computation of the historical volatility is complicated further by the consideration of 

which underlying, the future or the index, the historical volatility should be calculated on. 

Be-aring in mind that with the future as underlying of the <;>Ption and the index as underlying 

of the future it is uncertain which underlying to use for the computation of the historical 

volatility. Whaley (1986a} and Stoll and Whaley (1990} assert that the standard deviation of 

both index and future price changes is the same if the risk-free interest rate and the dividend 

payments on indices are considered. Their assertion would however only be correct if the 

market between the index and the future is always in equilibrium. However, the equilibrium 

condition between future and index is not always met; it failed, for example, in the market 

crash at the 19 October 1987. On this day, the future was traded considerably lower than its 

calculated fair value18 (for example, the S&P 500 future declined 29 percent whilst the S&P 

500 index weakened only 20 percent). A further problem of the equilibrium condition is 

caused if future trading is stopped or future selling is prohibited for exchange regulation 

reasons19
• These arguments lead to the conclusion that only the volatility computed from the 

17 French (1980) confinns the direction of Fama's results with an observed difference of only 19 percent 
between consecutive trading days and non-consecutive trading days. 

18 The calculation of the fair value can be found in section 2.2.2. 
19 For example, the control commission of the Chicago 8Qard Options Exchange is able to stop the selling 

of futures if a defined daily loss limit is reached. 
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future is appropriate for the historical volatility computation because only this historical 

'"volatility reflects the changes in the underlying of the options on futures precisely . 
.,._.,. 

This conclusion concerning the use of futures for the historical volatility computation is 

supported by research on the lead-lag relationship between future and index markets. Stoll 

and Whaley (1990) present results indicating that the future leads the index on an intraday 

basis. For example, they find that the S&P 500 future leads the S&P 500 index by about 

five minutes on average. Herbst, McCormack, and West (1987) and others confirm this 

result in their research. He~ce for intraday volatility computations, the volatility of options 

on futures should not be determined using the volatility of the index because this spot index 

lags behind all index derivatives (i.e. the future) .. 
' 

Moreover, various empirical studies show that the volatility of the future is higher than 

the index volatility (see for example Cornell (1985) and Brenner, Subrahmanyam and Uno 

(1989) for daily data, MacKinlay and Ramaswamy (1988) for minute-to-minute data). In 

these studies, the basis effect20 is already taken account of The results from these studies 

also support the conclusion that only the volatility offutures, instead of the volatility of the 

index, should be used as historical volatility for options on futures. 

Finally, the implications for the use of futures for historical volatility computations are 

considered. The volatility of futures is more difficult to compute than volatility of the index 

because futures are simultaneously traded with different expirations. For example, often 

only futures are traded close to expiration, and futures only have a limited time series of 

trading prices. Hence, futures with different expirations may differ in their volatilities. 

However, the problem of the limited time series of trading prices may be solved by 

constructing a time series of only the futures closest to expiration. This means that the 

expiringfuture would be rolled over to the next future. However, this new time series of 

trading prices causes an additional problem because a jump between the two consecutive 

futures prices appears at every roll over date. The jump appears because the expiring future 

is identical21 to the index at expiration, whilst the future with the longer time to expiration is 

20 The basis effect requires that the future value must change daily if the index does not change and the 
interest value is not the same as the dividend sum. Hence, the basis is the difference between future and 
index. It is calculated using the risk-free rate of interest and dividend payments for the time to expiration. 
The basis declines when time proceeds so that the basis and the future must consequently change. The 
basis becomes zero and the future value equals the index value at expiration. 

21 The basis is zero at expiration so that future and index are worth the same. 
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different in value from the intk?. Consequently, each future and its historical volatility 

must be considered separately. 

In summ~.zJ.hevhistarical..valatilio/-for_Q~n futures should be computed from the 

~ti~gfuture. Fu:thermore, the calculation of the hisii;;.ical volatility fromtn~ ifl!!i!_for 
• ~ ~ ... ;o.. ...... • ,._ ·- ""' ~- " .._ --- --~-___. 

options on futures could lead to severe errors (as mentioned above). Moreover, use of 
---~- - -,--·~- -"' 

historical data alone is questionable because the past is not always representative of the 

future. 

The methodology of implied volatility (reviewed in the next section) considers the use of 

the information in the market to price options. 

2.3.4 Implied Volatility 

This section discusses the characteristics of implied volatility. The structure of this 

discussion begins with a brief introduction on the implied volatility. Thereafter, different · 

techniques for the calculation of implied volatility are discussed. A discussion contrasting 

the assumed implied volatility behaviour in option price models (e.g. Black and Scholes 

(1973)) and the implied volatility behaviour found in a wealth of international literature 

follows. Thereafter, implications concerning the implied volatility behaviour are discussed. 

The volatility implicit in the option price is termed the "implied volatility". The implied 

volatility represents the assessment of the average volatility over the time to expiration of 

the option by the market participants. In theory, an option price model such as the Black ------ ---- - ~ - ·-

and Scholes (1973) model should be used to solve for the implied volatility, however an 

explicit analytical solutio~ is not po~sible23 . Instead, the analytical problem of computing the 
-implied volatility from the option prices can be handled with iterative procedures. Two 

possible iterative procedures are analysed in depth below. 

22 The basis is above zero. In addition to this, to roll over a future to another future involves the risk of a roll 
over bias as Ma, Mercer, and Walker (1992) report. 

23 Approximations of analytical inversions are made by Brenner and Subrahmanyam (1988), Bharadia, 
Christofides and Salkin (1996), and Corrado and Miller (1996). These attempts generally suffer from 
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The Newton-Raphson method is a techflique widely used for the computation of accurate 

implied volatilities (e.g. Gemmill (1993)). Another is the method of Bisection. It is essential 
r· 

for the further developments in the thesis to explain how implied volatility is computed. 
'-~-' 

Hence, the Newton-Raphson techflique and the method of Bisection are reviewed. 

The input parameters required to calculate the implied volatility in both procedures are 

listed below: 

Newton-Rqphson 

Traded Option Price 

Option Price Model 

Strike Price 

Price of the Underlying 

Time to Expiration 

Risk-free Interest Rate 

Dividend Payments until Expiration 

The Newton-Raphson method requires a reasonable volatility estimate to start the iterative 

process for the computation of the implied volatility. The accuracy of the Newton-Raphson 

procedure is normally very good with only very few iterations. However, Tompkins (1994) 

notes that the Newton-Raphson procedure is only applicable for European opti9ns ~ecause 

the p~ocedure depends on the linearity of the "option price/volatility relations~p" (i.e. 

option price with respect- to the volatility). This option pri~~volatility relationship is linear 
~~-

for European options but it is non-linear for American options because of their early 

exercise right. 

Bisection 

The method of Bisection24 yields accurate results for American and European options 

because it does not depend on the linearity of the option price/volatility relationship. An 

approximation errors compared to the results of iterative procedures and they are consequently not 
considered here! 

24 The method of Bisection works with two estimates of volatility (as described by Tompkins (1994)). One 
volatility estimate is chosen as the high estimate, cr high , corresponding to an option price, Phish, above the 

. market price. The other volatility estimate is chosen as the low estimate, cr low , corresponding to an 
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additional advantage of the method of Bisection over and above the Newton-Raphson 

method is that it is less sensitive to the initial volatility estimate. However, the method of 

Bise'Ction is" Sliglitly slower computationally than the Newton-Raphson method but it has 

siilillar accuracy (if compared for European options) according to Tompkins ( 1994). 

The slightly slower computational speed of the Bisection method by contrast to the 

Newton-Raphson method is rather insignificant when one trades off the advantage that it is 

applicable to European and American options. As a consequence, the method of Bisection is 
' 

/6C_~,71 .. adopted for the determination of implied volatility in this thesis. 
\: .,._<_ /'':// ~~-- . ,:::: 

'~- .' 

. ~. 

The computation of the implied volatility is required to perform tests on the behaviour of 

implied volatility in the South African option market. Currently, evidence in the 

international literature reveals that the Black and Scholes (1973) model and its assumption 

of a constant implied volatility acrpss strike prices and across expirations have come under 

critical scrutiny (mainly because the constant volatility assumption has been questioned 

regarding its realism). In particular, substantial international literature shows evidence that 

implied volatility differs for options with different strike prices (see for example Latane and 

Rendleman (1976), Chiras and Manaster (1978), and Schmalensee and Trippi (1978)) and is 

therefore not constant. Additionally, MacBeth and Merville (1979) argue that the Black an.d 

Scholes (1973) model overprices out-of-the~money options and underprices in-the-money 

options which is found vice versa by Black (1975) (using a different period). 

More recently, a rigorous paper by Rubinstein (1985a) not only confirms these findings of 

the striking price bias in the US but additionally differentiates between the striking price bias' 

and the expiration bi~. Rubinstein (1985a) finds that the observed striking price bias and 

the expiration bias change from period to period. Additionally, Rubinstein (1985a) finds that 

both biases are statistically significant. 

Shastri and Tandon ( 1986) also· find a striking price bias and an expiration bias for S&P 

500 index future options in the period February 1983 to September 1984 .. '(hey present a 

similar result for options on the German mark future in the period February 1984 to 

option value, Ptow, below the market price. The impliecf volatility is then estimated through a comparison 
with the traded market option price, PMarket. That is: 

1m plied Volatility= 0" low + ( 0" hisb - 0" low )(PMB!ket -Plow ) /(Phigh -Plow ) 
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December 1984. However, Shastri and Tandon (1986) argue that these biases, used in a 

hedging strategy, cannot cover the transaction costs. Rubinstein (1994) confirms Shastri 

and Tandon's (1986) results for the time before 1987 but he simultaneously refers to the 

radical changes of the biases after 1987 where the transactions costs are covered. He finds 

that the striking price biases have grown over the period 198 7 to 1992. A clear indication of 

the grown striking price biases can be seen in the development of the implied volatility 

rarige25
• The implied volatility range has grown from around 1.5 percent in 1986 to around 

" 6.5 percent for implied volatilities in 1992. Consequently, Rubinstein (1994) assumes that 

the transaction costs covering striking price bias and the expiration bias have only appeared 

since 1987 as a result of the stock market crash iri 1987. 

The implications and consequences of biases in the implied volatility are very important 

for the pricing of options as the violation of the constant volatility assumption underpinning 

the Black and Scholes (1973) model casts doubt on the accuracy of the model. Clearly, if 

computed option prices are inaccurate, investors could lose substantial sums of money. 

Adaptations that attempt to overcome both striking price biases and expiration biases 

through weighting schemes26 still do not adequately address the problems of the constant 

volatility assumption. Hence, the accuracy of these adaptations is still questionable . 

. Evidence of non-constant volatility has not been restricted to the US markets alone. To 

date, patterns of striking ·price biases and expiration biases have also been established. in 

markets other than the US, for example,· the studies by Heynen (1994} for the Dutch 

European Options Exchange Index and by Duque and Paxson (1994) for British stocks. 

Duque and PaxSon (1994) examine the striking price bias for equity options and index call 

options at the London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE). They 

discover that the striking price bias is primarily caused by a relatively high implied volatility 

25 For example, the implied volatility range is calculated as 1.5 percent when the highest implied volatility 
is 18 percent and the lowest is 16.5 percent. The implied volatilitY range is calculated over a -9 percent to 
+9 percent striking price range. The striking price range means that only the implied volatilities that are 
below the at-the-money striking price - 9 percent or above the at-the-money striking price + 9 percent are 
considered. For example, if the at-the-money striking price is ·100, then only striking prices between 91 
and 109 are considered. 

26 Different weighting methods are described in Latane and Rendleman (1976), Chiras and Manaster 
(1978), Schmalensee and Trippi (1978) or Whaley (1982). Their results reveal that weighted implied 
volatility is superior to historical volatility for volatility forecasting whereas Canina and Figlewski ( 1993) 
find evidence contrary to this hypothesis. 
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for in-the-money call options. Further research by Taylor and Xu (1994) find significant 

expiration biases for currency options and Heynen, Kemna, and Vorst (1994) conclude that 

EGARCH gives the best description of expiration biases. To the author's knowledge, no 

such studies have been conducted in the South African environment (bearing in mind that 

the standardized option market has only been in existence since 199227
). 

In general, all presented evidence of biases in implied volatilities clearly contradicts the 

assumptions of the Black and Scholes (1973) model. Their assumption of a lognormal 

distribution of prices over time suggest that implied volatilities must be identical for options 

across strike prices and across expirations. Hence, other option price models are developed 

that are able to incorporate such biases, for example, stochastic volatility models. Firstly, 

Hull and White (1987) derive a solution for a call option on an asset with stochastic 

volatility. Besides their model, a model approach for discontinuous jumps in the asset price 

has already been presented by Merton (1976). However, both models suffer from a large 

disadvantage compared to the Black and Scholes (1973) model because the option 

valuation in both models is no longer preference-free. Consequently, the replication and the 

hedging of options in both models are currently impossible with known securities and 

derivatives (Dupire (1994)). 

In particular, substantial evidence of biases in implied volatilities in the literature (e.g. 

Rubinstein (1994), Shimko (1993)) has lead to new option price models attempting to take 

~, . "account of the biases. As a consequence, Rubinstein (1994) proposes a new model, the 

"Implied Binomial Tree". He constructs an implied volatility process into the implied 

binomial tree with the help of the binomial probabilities derived from the option market. 

Thi,S process allows to create a volatility "smile" (i.e. non-constant volatility across strike 

prices) ~or a given expiration by first inferring the probability process and then building the 

binomial tree. 

r While Rubinstein • s approach focuses only on the incorporation of the striking price bias;, 

Derman and Kani (1994) use a different tree method, the "Implied Volatility Tree", to 

27 A study on the valuation of calls on gilts and warrants on stocks was conducted by Plastrier, Thomas, and 
Afileck-Graves (1986) who apply the Black and Scholes (1973) model. Their conclusions suggest that 
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incorporate th~ striking price bias and the expiration bias. _Their method is different to 
, c· -·- - - <:; • c-- •. , • 

RUllinstein (1994) because they use the option prices from the marketto construct the 

binomial tree. Thereafter, they are able to obtain the probability process directly from the 

lree. Dupire (1994) follows the same idea as Derman and Kani (1994) and works with a 

trinomial lattice approach to incorporate the implied volatility process for the striking price 

bias and the expiration bias. 

All three approaches assume that risk-neutral probabilities can only be derived from the 

prices of European options because European options are well-defined with their ending 

nodal probabilities. Consequently, Rubinstein (1994) states that his approach does not fully 

cover the stochastic process contained in the price of American options because of their 

different interior and ending nodal probabilities. However, the information derived from 

European option prices can be used to infer a probability process which can then be used for 

the valuation of American options and path-dependent options. 

More recently, Jackwerth ( 1996) found a solution to the problem that the probability 

process can only be inferred from European option prices. He expands the "Implied 
c 

Binomial Trees" approach from Rubinstein (1994) with a new approach referred to as 

"Generalized Binomial Trees". The "Generalized Binomial Trees" approach is able to 

reoover the probability process from all kind of options (American, European, and Exotic 

options). However, this model uses a technique similar to Rubinstein ( 1994) where the 

probability process is inferred from the option prices and then the binomial tree is 

calculated. 

A further discussion of the implied volatility models and their characteristics follows in 

Chapter 4 where an implied volatility model is proposed for the South African environment. 

A review on the prospects for options in portfolio management follows in the third and final 

part of this chapter below. 

the Black and Scholes (1973) model gives good results on average but they allude to the fact that major 
questions revolve around the volatility input. 
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2.4 Background of Portfolio Management with Options 

The academic literature has been fairly silent on the topic of options in portfolio 

management. This section does not therefore constitute a review in the usual sense, but 

rather takes the form of a background discussion. However, the discussion attempts to 

structure the common practical strategies of options in · portfolio management in an 

academic framework. 

This background discussion is considered here to establish the foundation for Chapter 5. 

It is within this context that the background discussion on strategies of portfolio 

management with options is placed. The field of option strategies in portfolio management 

is nevertheless vast hence this background discussion is unlikely to be fully comprehensive 

but it gives the necessary background for the thesis. 

Firer and Israelsohn (1991) argue that the usefulness of options has not been fully 

recognized by fund managers for the purpose of portfolio management in South Africa. This 

disclosure appears to have changed little over the subsequent years as articles in the finance 

press indicate (for instance by Bruce (1996)). Hence, the incorporation of option strategies 

and their uses in the modem portfolio management will be reviewed here (and considered in 

the South African context in Chapter 5). In the ensuing review, portfolio strategies with 

options are discussed in order to lay the foundations for the further developments in the 

thesis. 

Options in portfolio management, particularly index options, are based on the foundations 

of the portfolio theory. Markowitz (1952, 1959), with his ideas on portfolio selection, puts 

the main emphasis on the risk-return relationship of assets and the· diversification of risk to 

reduce the overall portfolio risk. Sharpe (1963, 1970) simplifies the computation of the 

portfolio selection problem by developing a model where the assets are dependent on a 

market index. The use of options on a stock market index assumes that the stock market 

index is a good proxy for the true market portfolio, especially when the stock market index 

is the benchmark for the performance of a portfolio. 

Further development of portfolio theory produced the Capital Asset Pricing Model 

(CAPM) by Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and Mossin (1966). The CAPM differentiates 
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risk into asset specific risk (unsystematic risk) and market risk (systematic risk). The 

unsystematic risk can be diversified away with the diversification process described by 

Markowitz (1959), so that only the systematic risk is relevant. Whilst the theories of capital 

markets suggest systematic risk cannot be avoided, the systematic risk can however be 

reduced by strategies which involve options (or as Beighley (1994) writes, options can be 

used to alter return distributions of portfolios). Hence, an individual relationship between 

systematic risk and return can be constructed very easily with the help of options. 

A brief discussion of options in different aspects of portfolio management follows. The 

review differentiates between strategic asset allocation (in section 2.4.1) and tactical asset 

allocation (in section 2.4.2). In particular, options utilized for speculation (in section 2.4.3), 

portfolio hedging (in section 2.4.4), and portfolio insurance (in section 2.4.5) with 

purchased options (in section 2.4.5.1) and synthetic options (in section 2.4.5.2) are 

discussed in the ensuing sections. 

2.4.1 Options in Strategic Asset Allocation 

Strategic asset allocation is defined as a strategy to attain investment targets in the long run. 

The simple investment strategy ofbuying and holding an equity portfolio (whose benchmark 

is a stock market index) can be replicated with the combination of options on the index and 

a cash deposit. In addition, a portfolio manager can pre-determine a minimum value for the 

portfolio at the end of her/his investment horizons. Depending on the chosen minimum 

value, the portfolio manager may determine the participation ratio28 of the option strategy 

compared to a fully invested portfolio in stocks (if the stock market index rises). 

The above mentioned asset allocation approach29 has differing advantages. One 

advantage is the ability to guarantee a minimum price for a portfolio; another is that 

28 For example, a participation ratio of one means that the option holder participates in the same way in a 
rising market as the holder of the equity portfolio. 

29 A second asset allocation strategy is the capped return strategy where a call option with a very low strike 
price (i.e. well below the actual underlying price) is bought and simultaneously a call option with a high 
strike price (i.e. above the actual underlying price) is sold as cap. The best return for this strategy is 
obtained when the underlying asset price is at the strike price of the cap option at expiration. However, 
the capped return strategy has one main disadvantage compared to the. guaranteed portfolio strategy. The 
return is capped so that the capped return strategy only has a very small return in bull markets while 
other strategies can profit fully from the rise in prices. 
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participation rates could be higher than that of a "nonnal" equity portfolio. In general, 

additional advantages of options in strategic asset allocation are lower transaction costs and 

simplified market access because a whole index can be bought with one transaction. 

A variety of disadvantages related to the use of options in strategic as~et allocation do 

however exist. The availability of only short-tenn options is one problem. Another is that 

only option expirations below one year are nonnally traded with sufficient liquidity at option 

exchanges. Further disadvantages30 of options in strategic asset allocation are related to 

rolling-over effects from one to another option31
, margin requirements, margin 

management, and sometimes position-limits in option contracts (imposed by exchanges). 

For example, position-limits in option contracts are sometimes set to prevent the 

domination of one market participant. Hence, large trades of option contracts are nearly 

impossible at exchanges, especially in illiquid markets like South Africa. 

Some of the above mentioned problems of options in the strategic asset allocation can 

however be solved by synthetically replicated options. The synthetic replication of options 

with an underlying asset and cash position is discussed in depth later in the section 2.4.5.2 

under the heading "Synthetic Options". 

However, the main disadvantage of options are their costs (for exchange-traded as well 

as synthetically replicated options). The option premium reflects the cost of options in the 

strategic asset allocation. These costs of the use of options can be reduced, but not without 

cutting the profit at an upper level. For example, the costs for the above-mentioned 

guaranteed portfolio strategy with a purchased call can be reduced with the writing (i.e. 

selling) of a put. Nevertheless, the portfolio manager takes an additional risk for the put 

premium received because the minimum level of the portfolio is no longer guaranteed with 

this strategy. 

30 The above mentioned guaranteed portfolio strategy is selected to make an important disadvantage of the 
exercise style of options clear. The cash deposit in a guaranteed portfolio is normally fixed until 
expiration of the option so that it would be reasonable to buy European style call options on futures (with 
the same expiration). However, only American style options on futures are traded at SAFEX. These 
American style call options on futures have the disadvantage of being more expensive than European 
options on futures (as described in section 2.2). Hence, the portfolio manager is forced to buy the more 
expensive options with the advantage of early exercise, which he/she does not require. Consequently, the 
outcome of the option strategy is not as advantageous as it would be with European call options on 
futures. 

31 Rubinstein (1985b) finds for a sequel of options, which are rolled over from one to another, that their 
return is below the return of one long-term option. 
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In general, written option strategies can be used further in combination with an existing 

equity portfolio, in particular in covered option-writing strategies (e.g. a put is normally 

covered by a cash deposit). Covered written options are normally used to reduce the risk of 

the portfolio and to profit from the option premium received. The return of the different 

strategies for written calls or puts depend on the relation of strike price to the price of the 

underlying asset. Gladstein, Merton, and Scholes (1978) show for a covered call option 

writing strategy that the higher the premiums received, the higher the returns will be. 

Gladstein, Merton, and Scholes (1982), find in a similar study, that written put options 

display the same results as written call options. The covered call and covered put option 

strategies described by Gladstein, Merton, and Scholes (1978,1982) do not have an overall 

. return as high as from holding the underlying. Nevertheless, the return is significantly higher 

than on low risk securities (i.e. fixed income securities). In summary, strategies with written 

options have a significantly lower risk exposure for portfolios than for the equity portfolio 

alone. Simultaneously, the return on written options is below the return of a portfolio 

without options. 

In sum, every portfolio manager should consider whether an option strategy (for example 

strategic asset allocation) holds more advantage than a simple market investment in equity. 

2.4.2 Tactical Asset Allocation 

Tactical asset allocation strategies take heed of the market timing of the investment process. 

Brenner (1990) asserts that the objective of tactical asset allocation is to enhance returns by 

varying the allocation of funds among asset classes. Options can for example be used in 

tactical asset allocation by influencing the beta of a portfolio. For instance, a strategy with 

purchased call options (or written put options) is able to increase the portfolio beta whereas 

a strategy with bought put options (or written call options) can decrease the portfolio beta. 

Hence, it is possible to construct a portfolio with a beta of zero and a rate of return, that is 

equal to the risk-free rate of interest, with such strategies32
• 

32 It is assumed in the ensuing discussion that taxes and transaction costs do not exist. 
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Cox and Rubinstein ( 1985) propose that betas of options can be calculated using the 

underlying asset beta: 

J3 Option = J3 Asset X QOption 

where !lOption is the elasticity of the option. The elasticity is 

n . = OOption X Asset 
Option BAsset Option 

where OOption is the delta of the option, "Option" is the price of the option and "Asset" is 
BAsset 

the price of the asset (i.e. the underlying). The option beta is normally several times larger 

than the asset beta. It is also more volatile than the asset beta, because of its dependency on 

the delta of the option. However, as Cox and Rubinstein (1985) argue the beta of the option 

can simply be added to the beta of a portfolio because the portfolio beta is the value

weighted average of betas of the individual assets in the portfolio.· 

An important parameter in the calculation of the beta of the option is the delta. The delta 

of the option depends on the relationship between asset price and strike price. The more the 

call option is in-the-money the more the delta moves closer to its maximum of one (for 

exchange-traded options). Consequently, the elasticity of the option would become larger 

and the beta of the option would consequently become larger. The option price of a call 

option however rises simultaneously the more the call option becomes in-the-money. In 

addition, the effect of becoming more in-the-money is greater on the option price than on 

the delta. Consequently, the option beta decreases the more the call option becomes in-the

money and it increases the more the call option becomes out-of-the-mone/3
. Hence, the 

option beta is normally above one and very sensitive to changes in the delta. 

The sensitivity of deltas and therefore the option betas vary substantially for at-the-money 

options34
• Hence, the portfolio manager is required to recalculate the beta of the managed 

portfolio every time large fluctuations occur in the underlying asset of the option (because 

of the strong effects on the option delta and on the option beta). Additionally, the beta of 

33 For example, under the assumption of an asset beta equal to one, a beta value equal to one for a call 
option can therefore only be obtained if the strike price is zero, because then the delta would be equal to 
one and the asset price and the option price would be the same (and vice versa, when the option is a put 
option). 
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the portfolio requires recalculation daily because of the diminishing time to expiration effect 

for the option delta and the beta of the option. 

The effects of the delta and beta changes require additional transactions to rebalance the 

portfolio. Hence, the more the changes in the option delta and consequently in the beta of 

the option occur respectively, the more transactions are necessary so that transaction costs 

for option strategies will consequently increase rapidly. 

Tactical asset allocation with options requires a continuous rebalancing of the option 

portfolio to prevent substantial sources of errors. This approach is very elaborate and 

tedious for the portfolio management. A simpler use of options in the portfolio management 

is presented below. 

2.4.3 Options as Instruments for Speculation 

Speculation with options is conceivable in different ways. One way would be to invest the 

whole portfolio value in one option strategy. For example, purchasing as many call options 

as possible so that the option premium for the calls equals· the portfolio value. The risk 

exposure is very high for such a strategy; i.e. all the money invested will be lost if the 

underlying asset is not in-the-money at expiration. On the other hand, if the option rises 

above the striking price (including the option premium paid), the profit can be substantially 

larger compared to a fully invested equity portfolio. This strategy would be profitable if the 

market rises but it has no insurance for market declines. Alternatively, a full investment in 

puts would be profitable if the market declines (below the strike price minus the paid option 

premium) but the risk exposure again remains very high. 

It is also possible to write options, calls if the market is not expected to rise or puts if the 

market is not expected to fall. Both writing strategies also contain a very high risk exposure, 

in particular when the options are written without cover. Characteristic of uncovered option 

writing or buying strategies is their unlimited loss potential. Such positions should therefore 

be handled very cautiously. 

34 In-the-money and out-of-the-money option deltas only vary substantially when the time to expiration 
diminishes. Instead, at-the-money options deltas scarcely change when the time to expiration diminishes. 
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These above-mentioned strategies are by no means comprehensive, but are just examples 

of how it is possible to speculate on predicted trends in the market. Options offer a variety 

of profit potentials. For example, portfolio managers can not only bet on the direction of the 

underlyirig market with options but they can also bet on the trend of volatility for example. 

All speculative option strategies however include risk. The assumption concerning the 

market is that the market is efficient and that a free lunch or windfall profit is not 

conceivable. Nevertheless, the advantage of options lies in their flexibility to profit from the 

market in a variety of ways in contrast to an investment in the underlying asset. It is also 

quite feasible to avoid an exposure to a total loss (as described above) by mixing the 

exposure and returns of a portfolio investment. Positions can also be created that have a risk 

and return relationship suitable for every single portfolio manager. 

The speculation with options is a high risk way of using options in portfolios. An 

approach to reduce the risk in portfolios would be to use option~ for hedging (as reviewed 

below). 

2.4.4 Options as Hedging Instruments 

Hedging is defined as the process of reducing the risk of the portfolio against any kind of 

market movement by simultaneously forgoing a potential profit. The tactical asset allocation 

discussed above can also be viewed to some extent as a hedging method because the 

reducing of the beta has a similar consequence as hedging. 

However, the definition of hedging is not always used correctly. A differentiation must be 

made between hedging and the purchase of a put option to protect the portfolio. The 

purchase of the put protects the risk of the portfolio only at expiration of the put option. 

Nevertheless, the portfolio participates fully in a rise of the market. Hedging by contrast 

requires a continuously reduced risk but also forgoes all profits if the market rises. The 

objective of reducing the risk continuously can become very important for a portfolio 

manager if, for example, the fund liquidity diminishes. Hence, the portfolio manager would 

have to sell parts of the portfolio contents instantly. In such a situation, a purchased put 
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may not fully cover a market decline whilst a hedge covers fully the losses. Hence, the "so

called hedge" related to a purchase of a put option is not a hedge in the sense of the hedge 

definition because the risk of selling the underlying is not fully covered by the put option. 

After the differentiation between put option and hedge is explained, two hedging 

techniques are reviewed. First, the "delta hedging" technique is reviewed and its advantages 

and disadvantages explained. Second, the "delta-gamma hedging" technique is reviewed and 

compared to the delta hedging technique. 

The delta hedging technique is based on above mentioned delta (see section 2.4.2). 

Hence, the delta of an option, A , is the rate of change of the option price with respect to 

the price of the underlying asset 

A= OOption 
oAsset 

Options gaining from a rising market have a positive delta (e.g. purchased call and sold put 

options) whilst options gaining from a declining market have a negative delta (e.g. 

purchased put and sold call options). An additional definition is that the delta of the 

underlying asset is always equal to one (if it is no option). The delta hedging technique 

therefore simply sums the deltas of the underlying assets (e.g. equities) and the deltas of the 

options together and attempts to balance the overall delta to zero. 

Hence, it is necessary to calculate the required number of options to hedge an existing 

portfolio. For example, the required number of puts, NPuts, can be calculated as 

Pv 
N Puts = --.:...--

A X N Contract 

where Pv is the portfolio value and Neontract is the number of shares or indices in every 

contract of the put option. 

The number of puts is however not constant because the delta of the option changes over 

time as well as in relation to the underlying asset price. Hence, the hedge (i.e. the portfolio 

of options and underlying assets) has to be rebalanced with diminishing time to expiration of 

the option as well as with every price change of the underlying asset. However, the 

rebalancing of the portfolio after every delta change causes transaction costs that rises with 

the frequency of the portfolio rebalancing. Besides the problem of transaction costs, a 

second problem arises in the form of the possible failure of delta hedging. For example, the 
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crash from 1987 showed that delta hedging is very risky if the delta changes erratically in 

short periods. 

The delta hedging technique can be improved if the sensitivity of the delta to the 

underlying asset price is taken account of Hence, the knowledge of this sensitivity helps to 

prevent delta hedges having a large changing risk with respect to the underlying asset price. 

The risk of such large delta~changes can be identified using the gamma, r (for example Hull 

(1993)). Gamma is the change of the delta with respect to the price of the underlying asset 

o20ption r=-....;:_
oAsset2 

New hedging techniques therefore include gamma as, for example, the delta-gamma 

hedging technique. The aim of the delta-gamma hedging technique is to obtain a zero delta 

and a small gamma, which also tends to zero in order to be protected against large price 

changes in the underlying asset. The advantage of the incorporation of gamma into the delta 

hedging strategy is to reduce the number of rebalances for the portfolio hedging strategy. 

Hence, the transaction costs of a delta~gamma hedge should decline compared to the delta 

hedge. Nevertheless, erratic changes, for example the market crash in October 1987, cannot 

be absorbed fully either by the delta~gamma hedging technique but this hedging method 

works better in the long run than delta hedging. 

The hedging mechanisms mentioned thus far, are only able to hedge the overall-risk of a 

portfolio. However, the overall-risk is not the only risk that can be hedged with options. 

Appropriate option strategies can also hedge, for example, the influence of the volatility and 

the influence of the interest rate on portfolios. 

Hence, a portfolio manager can choose different strategies to reduce the risk of 

portfolios. Some of the risk reducing strategies are only possible because of the existence of 

options. Portfolio management without options would therefore drastically reduce the 

variety of strategies. In conclusion, options open new horizons for the hedging of risks in 

portfolios. 

A further use of options for portfolio insurance in portfolio management is reviewed in 

the section below. 
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2.4.5 Options as Instruments for Portfolio Insurance 

Portfolio insurance can be thought of as a technique to insure portfolios against a drop in 

their value. The essential difference compared to a hedge is that the portfolio insurance 

insures the portfolio against a fall below a specific level and does not eliminate all potential 

profits of a rising market. Portfolio insurance techniques are also possible without options, 

for example, with stop-loss strategies, with the constant-proportion portfolio insurance 

(proposed by Perold and Sharpe (1988)), or with futures instead of options. For the 

purpose of this thesis, only option strategies will be discussed for portfolio insurance 

techniques. 

. For all portfolio insurance strategies, portfolio manager need to decide how long the 

investment horizon is and what the insured level of the portfolio should be (i.e. how much 

loss can be accepted). Leland (1980) and Leland and Rubinstein (1981) argue that investors 

whose risk tolerance increases with wealth more rapidly than that of an average investor, 

would benefit more from portfolio insurance. Leland (1980) classifies such an investor as a 

"safety first" investor. Additionally, Leland (1980) argues that an investor who is more 

optimistic than the average investor would also benefit from portfolio insurance. This 

investor class includes for example institutions such as investment funds managed with the 

expectation of above-average returns compared to the average investor. 

Portfolio insurance with options is further subdivided into two categories: 

1. portfolio insurance with purchased options 

2. portfolio insurance with synthetic options 

Both portfolio insurance strategies will be discussed below and finally summarized in a 

conclusion. 

2.4.5.1 Purchased Options 

One very well known strategy of purchased options is the "protective put"35
• For the 

strategy of the protective put, puts are bought with expiration equal to the investment 

35 Another portfolio insurance strategy with purchased options is the portfolio insurance with purchased 
calls (fiduciary calls). The portfolio insurance with purchased calls is also a special case of strategic asset 
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horizon and with a strike price equal to the insured minimum level of the portfolio. The 

return of the protective put strategy depends on the chosen relation between the strike price 

of the option and the price of the underlying asset (portfolio) as described by Gladstein, 

Merton, and Scholes (1982). Hence, the protective put strategy depends on the insured 

level of the portfolio. The result of such a strategy is that the more the portfolio is insured 

(i.e. the higher the strike price) the less is the return of the portfolio. The number of 

contracts required for a protective put strategy is very simple to calculate. The portfolio 

value is consequently divided by the value of the index or the future and the multiplie~6• 

Benninga and Blume ( 1985) assume that an investor purchases a protective put only in 

"less complete" markets. A "less complete" market is, for example, a market where 

continuous portfolio rebalancing is not possible because of transaction costs. Leland (1985) 

argues that the higher the transaction costs the less often an adjustment of the portfolio is 

appropriate. This means that it could be more attractive for the portfolio manager to buy a 

protective put than, for example, to replicate an option37 because of the transaction costs. 

A durable protection of the portfolio is normally achieved by rolling over options. The 

rolling-over is necessary because options for long-term protection are very rarely traded at 

option exchanges requiring short-term options to be combined with a long-term option. The 

problem of the rolling-over is the insecurity concerning the future option price and the 

future strike level that will be available for the insurance strategy. Besides that, Choie and 

Novometsky (1989) find that the rolling-over of options at expiration into another option, 

replicated a long-term option, but only under the condition of a constant volatility and a 

constant interest rate over time. They find a difference of up to circa 32 percent between the 

return of a strategy with synthetic short-term options and the return of a synthetic long-term 

option caused by a changing volatility. Additionally, Rubinstein (1985b) finds that a sequel 

of short-term options has a lower expected rate of return than one long-term option where 

both options cover the same time for the same amount of insurance. Moreover, transaction 

allocation. The creation of the call strategy requires a combination of call options with a cash deposit 
Hence, the minimum value of the portfolio is detennined through the investment in the cash deposit plus 
its interest over the investment horizon. The remaining money from the initial investment in the cash 
deposit is then used to invest in call options in order to participate in a rising market. 

36 The multiplier is the number that describes the relation between one option contract and the index or the 
future as underlying. For example, one index option contract consists of ten options at SAFEX where 
each option is on one future. Hence, the multiplier is ten at SAFEX. 
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costs for a short-tenn option strategy, that replicates a long-tenn option, increase with a 

longer time horizon for the insurance because more transactions and roll-overs have to be 

made (in contrast to a long-tenn option). 

However, the advantages of a protective put strategy are firstly the certainty about the 

minimum level of the portfolio and secondly the certainty about the transaction costs if the 

option is bought once for the entire investment horizon. Nevertheless, the protective put 

buyer would prefer not to use the put but to participate from a rising asset market. 

2.4.5.2 Synthetic Options 

Options can be replicated to solve problems like the non-existence of particular expirations 

or specific strike prices. Moreover, synthetic options can be used if position limits are in 

existence at option exchanges or if the market lacks liquidity for large trades. For example, 

European puts can be replicated with a short sale of the asset and a cash deposit without 

changing the insured portfolio38
• 

The replication of the protective put requires a position in the underlying asset of the 

option in proportion to the delta of the option. The delta of the synthetic put will always 

change with a changing price of the underlying asset and a diminishing time to expiration. 

Hence, the strategy is not as static as the purchase of the protective put but dynamic 

because of the regular readjustments that have to be made. The advantages of the synthetic 

protective put are that the strike price and the expiration can be selected independently from 

available options at an exchange. 

The accurate valuation of synthetic options is also necessary for the . consideration of the 

portfolio valuation. However, whichever option price model is implemented for the option 

valuation, all require some essential parameters for the valuation of the option. Most of the 

parameters such as the interest rate and the underlying asset price are easy to obtain. 

However, the volatility is not as simple to obtain but is essential to price the option 

accurately (and to compute the correct delta of the option). If the volatility estimate is 

37 For the replication, see the section 2.4.5.2 "Synthetic Options". 
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inaccurate, the delta will also be inaccurate and therefore the whole portfolio insurance 

computation would consequently be inaccurate. O'Brien and Rendleman (1990) show that 

the misestimation of volatility results in an inaccurate mix of asset and cash, consequently, 

the accurate volatility estimation is essential for portfolio insurance strategies with synthetic 

options. 

One of two (already discussed) volatility considerations could be used 

- Historical Volatility 

- Implied Volatility 

However, criticism of the historical volatility aspect is evident from the discussion above (in 

section 2.3.3), hence, the historical volatility is not considered further in the thesis. 

Consequently, the implied volatility is viewed as a superior measure in the framework of the 

portfolio insurance with replicated options. 

Hence, the implied volatility is used to determine the value of a synthetic option and 

additionally to detennine the required delta of the option for this portfolio insurance 

strategy. An accurate estimation of the implied volatility can be achieved by the novel 

option price models proposed by Dupire (1994), Derman and Kani (1994), Rubinstein 

(1994), and Jackwerth (1996). These option price models can then be used replicate 

synthetic options for portfolio insurance by computing an appropriate delta and 

consequently obtaining an accurate replication for the synthetic option. 

A dynamic hedging strategy with synthetic options may nevertheless suffer from the 

above mentioned delta problems (discussed in the section 2.4.4). Additionally, a portfolio 

insurance strategy with synthetic options may suffer from rising transaction costs caused by 

frequent changes in the delta value. Hence, the more the transaction costs rise, the fewer 

readjustments are optimal as Leland ( 1985) argues. 

Apart from the discussed problems that may damage the synthetic option replication, a 

legislative regulation may limit the use of synthetic option replication in portfolio insurance 

strategies in South Africa. For example, unit trusts in South Africa have the legislative 

requirement of holding a minimum of five percent in cash. This is problematic because the 

38 Ordinarily, the position for the option replication is not sold short for another account, instead. it is 
balanced with the insured portfolio. Finally, both positions have to be viewed separately, as with the 
purchased protective put and the insured portfolio. 
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delta is zero or one at the expiration of the synthetic option. This means that if the market 

declined below the strike price, the delta is zero for call options and consequently the 

portfolio only consists of cash. If the market rises above the strike price, the delta is one for 

call options and consequently the portfolio only consists of the assets. Hence, a portfolio 

consisting of only assets violates the legislative regulations whilst a portfolio consisting of 

only cash may violate contract conditions of the portfolio manager. 

The reviewed portfolio strategies with options are fairly elaborate and are therefore 

concluded below. 

2.4.6 Conclusion 

The ways in which options can be used in portfolios is diverse {as discussed). For example, 

options are able to alter return distributions of portfolios in the most appropriate way. In 

addition, guaranteed portfolio strategies or high speculative strategies are imaginable. 

Furthermore, options are used to reduce general or specific portfolio risks. Consequently, 

the reduction of the general portfolio risk is one of the most important roles of options in 

portfolio management. 

Some common problems of portfolio strategies with options are the non-existence of 

particular expirations or specific strike prices. However, these two problems can be solved 

by replicating options synthetically. Nevertheless, the synthetic replication also inherits some 

problems, for example the use of inaccurate implied volatility. This problem can be 

overcome with the development of option price models incorporating the implied volatility. 

However, large declines of the markets {as in October 1987) with unexpected and sudden 

increases in transaction costs and large discontinuities in market prices, may also endanger 

synthetic option replication strategies as Rubinstein {1988) argues. To prevent substantial 

loses by such large declines put options must be purchased. The problem of purchased put 

options however lies in the availability of strike prices and of expirations, the market 

liquidity, and the position limits per market participant at exchanges. In general, it cannot be 

expected that risk reducing strategies pay off over every period but it can be expected to 

pay off in the periods when protection is really needed. 
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The background discussion of the portfolio strategies have highlighted the importance of 

the implied volatility. Consequently, the behaviour of the implied volatility is examined at 

SAFEX in the next chapter. 
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Appendix 2.A 

Analytical Illustration of Differences between European and American Index 

Options 

The analytical illustration of the difference between American and European index options is presented for 

the upper and lower bounds for both exercise styles. The bounds of the option price are portrayed in 

simplified terms with the assumption of a continuous dividend yield for the index. However, this simplification 

has no influence on the meaningfulness of the discussion. American options are noted in capitals, C and P, 

European options are noted in small letters, c and p. 

First, the identical upper bound for American and European options is presented: 

c ~s and p.S:X 

C.s:Sand P .s:X 

where X is the strike price and 5 is the price of the index. 

European options 

American options 

Second, the lower bound is displayed which differs between American and European options. The lower 

bound for European index options is 

C > Se-q(T-t) -Xe-r(T-t) 

p > Xe-r(T-t) _ Se-q(T-t) 

where r is the interest rate and T -t is the lifetime of the option contract. 

The lower bound for American index options is 

C>S-X 

P>X-S 

European call 

European put 

American call 

American put 

Additionally, it is differentiated between two cases for American call and put options. In the first case, the 

risk-free interest rate, r, is greater than the continuous dividend yield, q {r>q). In the second case, the 

continuous dividend yield is greater than the risk-free interest rate (q>r). 

1. r>q: The lower bound for European options is always greater than the lower bound for American 

options: 

Se~q(T-t) -xe-r(T-t) >S-X 

Hence, it is never optimal to exercise an American call before expiration under the assumption of 

r>q. American calls are consequently worth the same as European calls, so that C = c. 

However, American put options could be exercised optimally before expiration under the 

assumption of r>q. The equation below proves that an early exercise could be optimal because 

the lower bound for American options is greater than the lower bound for European options: 

X -s > xe-r(T-t) -se-q(T-t) 

American puts are therefore worth more than European puts, so that P > p. 

A put~all relationship for American call and put options is derived in a similar way to the put

call parity for European options. Under the assumption of r>q, the put~ll relationship is 

P+Se-q(T-t) >c+Xe-r(T-t) 
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2. q>r: The lower bound for American options is greater than the lower bound for European options: 

S -X >Se-q(T-t) -xe-rCT-t) 

Hence, it could be optimal to exercise an American call before expiration under the assumption of 

q>r. American calls are therefore worth more than European calls, so that C > c. 

However, the lower bound of European put options is greater than the lower bound of American 

put options: 

Xe-r(T-t) -Se-q(T-t) >X -S 

Early exercise of American put options is never optimal under the assumption of q>r. Hence, 

American put options are worth the same as European put options, so that P = p. 

Under the assumption of q>r, the put~call relationship is 

p+Se-q(T-t) <C +Xe-rCT-t) 

The analytical results of the two cases above confirm the prior analysis result regarding the relationship 

between American and European index options. Additionally, the lower and upper bounds are defined for 

American and European index options. A put~call relationship for the American index options is also derived 

from the upper and lower bounds. Nevertheless, the put~call relationship for American index options cannot 

derive an exact valuation. 
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Appendix 2.8 

Analytical Approximations 

The wealth of analytical approximations in the international literature is summarized here. The summary is 

required to obtain an overview about the most important analytical approximations and their advantages as 

well as tlleir disadvantages. Hence, the review briefly describes each method and its usefulness for the 

valuation of American options. The review further tries to list the most important analytical approximations in 

a historical order. A list of the discussed methods is given below: 

Black's (1975) pseudo·American approximation 

the Roii·Geske.Whaley model 

Johnson's (1983) model 

the Geske and Johnson (1984) model· 

the Barone.Adesi and Whaley (1987) model 

The review of the analytical approximations starts with the pseudo·American approximation approach by 

Black (1975). The pseudo·American approach develops a technique where the American option on a 

dividend paying underlying is divided into two different options. The first option values the American option 

like a European option. The second option prices the American option like a European option with an 

expiration in the second before the ex·dividend date. Both of these created options are valued separately 

with the Black and Scholes (1973) model. The highest value of both created options will be the value of the 

American option. However, the pseudo·American model is only an approximation that restricts the exercise 

dates to the second before the ex~ividend date and to the expiration. Hence, the pseudo·American 

approach undervalues the American call option. This undervaluation is confirmed empirically by Whaley 

(1982) showing an undervaluation of 1.48 percent 

The second analytical approximation method reviewed is the in stages developed model by Roll (1977), 

Geske (1979b), and Whaley (1981). The Roli-Geske.Whaley model implements a technique that divides the 

American call option into a portfolio of three options (discussed below). 

The first option of the above mentioned option portfolio is a European call option characterized by the 

same expiration and strike price as the American call option. The second option is also a European option 

but with the. expiration at a second before the ex-dividend date. In addition, the strike price of the second 

option is altered by the dividend. The third and last part is a compound option39 which is written on the first 

European option in the option portfolio. Consequently, the value of the American call option in the Roii

Geske.Whaley model is the sum of the three options in the created option portfolio. The valuation of the 

American put on a underlying without dividend payment is analogous. 

The Roii-Geske.Whaley model is however limited to handle only American calls on a dividend paying 

underlying and American puts on a non-dividend paying underlying. This limitation is the main disadvantage 

of the Roii-Geske.Whaley model. Another disadvantage of the model is the problematic handling of more 

39 Compound options are options on options. The compound option displays the cost of exercising the 
option and it is priced by the compound option model by Geske (1979a). 
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than one dividend before expiration, which leads to a trivariate or higher-order multivariate cumulative 

density function (as argued by Whaley (1982)) .. Furthermore, Whaley (1982) notes a prediction error of the 

Roii-Geske-Whaley model of 1.08 percent with a standard deviation of 23.82 percent. This approximation 

error may be better than for the pseudo-American approach by Black (1975) but it is still inappropriate for 

the use of option pricing. 

Hence, further approximation methods are discussed. One of these approximations is a method for 

American puts on stocks without dividend payment proposed by Johnson (1983). His approach is based on 

an interpolation between two European puts with different strike prices. The main problems of Johnson's 

(1983) method are however the assumption of only two discrete exercise dates and the assumption of no 

dividend payment. Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) pointed out that Johnson's (1983) method misprices 

long·term options. Hence, the Johnson (1983) method is also not useful in the appropriate pricing of options. 

However, Blomeyer (1986) extends Johnson's (1983) method to a stock with one dividend payment to 

avoid some of the prior criticism. Nevertheless, Blomeyer (1986) still faces the problems of only up to frve 

discrete exercise dates and only one allowed dividend payment. The method proposed by Blomeyer (1986) 

is therefore still inappropriate for the pricing of options. 

So far, no appropriate approximation methods for the pricing of American options are found in the 

international literature. The discussed approximation methods are partly complex and inaccurate. Hence, 

their use in the pricing of American options is limited. Nevertheless, two more promising approximation 

methods (Geske and Johnson (1984) and Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987)) are discussed in detail. 

Geske and Johnson (1984) propose another approach for the valuation of the American put based on 

Johnson's (1983) method. The Geske and Johnson (1984) approach constructs a sequence of compound 

options (whose valuation is based on the technique by Geske (1979a)) for the valuation of the American put. 

Their result is very accurate. 

The high accuracy of the Geske and Johnson (1984) results is confirmed in the research by Shastri and 

Tandon (1986) who also price American call options with this technique. However, the Geske and Johnson 

(1984) approximation method has some important disadvantages as listed below. 

The Geske and Johnson (1984) method still suffers from the inherited problem by the Johnson (1983) 

method that exercise is only possible at a few discrete points in time. Moreover, the Geske and Johnson 

(1984) method requires at least the evaluation of cumulative univariate, bivariate and trivariate normal 

density functions40
• According to Shastri and Tandon (1986) is the disadvantage of a cumulative multivariate 

normal density functions, in the case of a large number of options, that very large amounts of computer time 

are required. Furthermore, Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) demonstrate that the pricing error of Geske and 

Johnson option prices becomes larger for long-term options. In spite of the noted problems, the Geske and 

Johnson (1984) method is better than the prior described approximation methods and it works well for short

term American options (which have the highest liquidity). 

An attempt by Ohmberg (1987) to improve the Geske and Johnson (1984) method however leads to a 

problem that diminishes the successful properties of both the Geske and Johnson (1984) method as well as 

40 For example, Geske and Johnson (1984) show results that are based on a cumulative quadivariate normal 
density function. 
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the Ohmberg (1987) method. Ohmberg (1987) describes the interpolation policy of the put values with 

different dividends by Geske and Johnson .(1984) as a source of •substantial (positive) interpolation errors•. 

Ohmberg's (1987) own approximation technique derives by contrast a solution for the American put under 

the assumption that the critical strike price41 is an exponential function of time. The advantage of Ohm berg's 

technique is the speed and the accuracy, which is far greater than the Geske and Johnson (1984) 

approximation can perform for stocks without dividend payment. . 

However, Ohmberg (1987) reveals that the approximation technique by Geske and Johnson (1984) as 

well as his own method have potential errors if dividends are included. In particular, the potential errors 

appear for dividends that are below the critical amount of dividend payment42
. The put values for dividend 

amounts below the critical amount of dividend payment are interpolated in the Ohmberg as well as in the 

Geske and Johnson formulas. Ohmberg (1987) gives empirical evidence that this interpolation of the put 

values causes an average error of 3.6 cent and an maximum error of 27.6 cent compared to numerical 

solutions. Hence, the Ohmberg (1987) technique as well as the Geske and Johnson (1984) method should 

only be implemented for American put options on underlyings that do not pay dividends. 

Still, none of the above discussed approximation method is appropriate for American options on 

underlings that pay dividends. Hence, a final approximation method is introduced that solves this problem. 

This method is the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) approximation method that gives the best 

approximation results of all discussed techniques under examination. 

The Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) method is one of the most applied approximation techniques 

because of its accuracy. Historically, the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) approximation technique is based 

on MacMillan's (1986) quadratic approximation approach on stocks without dividend payment. However, the 

Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) method also prices American options on underlying assets that pay 

dividends under the assumption of a continuous dividend yield. 

The approximation by Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) estimates the difference between the premium for 

American options and European options. The estimated difference is referred to as •early exercise premium• 

of American options. This early exercise premium is treated as an option in the Barone-Adesi and Whaley 

(1987) model. Hence, the early exercise premium option can be used for the valuation of American options 

on indices and index futures under the assumption of a continuous dividend yield for indices. 

The accuracy of the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) approximation technique is very good compared to 

the prior approximation methods above. The approximation error is only up to 0.4 percent error for short

term options (as revealed by Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987)). However, long-term options with times to 

expiration from one year up to three years have considerably greater pricing errors, as the research by 

Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) shows. Consequently, Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) recommend the 

implementation of their method or of the Geske and Johnson (1984) model for options with less than one 

year to expiration. However, for options with expirations beyond one year Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) 

advise instead numerical methods, for example binomial or finite-difference models because of their higher 

accuracy. 

41 The critical strike price is the strike price above which the option will be exercised. 
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In sum, no approximation method is without weakness although the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) 

technique is very accurate for short-term American options. It is furthermore superior in its accuracy to the 

other discussed methods. Hence, the Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987) method is the only method to 

recommend if small approximation errors are less important. Otherwise, none of the approximation methods 

could be recommended and other solutions have therefore to be developed for the problem of the American 

option valuation. 

42 
The critical amount of dividend payment is defined as the amount that is needed for exercising the option 
contract. 
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Appendix 2.C 

Numerical Methods 

An analytical solution of the valuation of American options does not exist However, the number of analytical 

approximations to value American options is plentiful but they are not without problems. The problems of 

analytical approximations are their inaccuracy and their limitation to specific tasks (e.g. underlyings without 

dividends). In this light of the unsatisfactory results by analytical approximations, new ways have to be found 

to value American options accurately. Such new ways are combined in numerical methods that comply with 

the aim of accuracy. However, the number of existing numerical methods is too extensive to be reviewed 

here, hence only the most important and representative methods are considered. A list of the discussed 

numerical methods is given below: 

multinomial trees (e.g. binomial tree) 

finite difference 

Monte Carlo simulation 

The first numerical method to be reviewed is the binomial model derived by Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein 

(1979) and independently by Bartter and Rendleman (1979). The binomial model is based on the 

assumption that price movements of a stock are binomial for each time step (i.e. two outcomes are possible 

at every time step). The lifetime of an option is therefore subdivided into a determined number of time steps 

so that a binomial tree is created with its size depending on the number of time steps. The valuation process 

of the binomial tree model first calculates a complete tree of stock prices. Second, the options are evaluated 

by starting at the end of the tree and computing backward to the start of the tree. If the number of time steps 

becomes greater, the model moves towards a continuous stochastic process, which is one of the 

assumptions of the Black and Scholes (1973) model. Hence, the Black and Scholes (1973) model is a 

limiting case of the binomial model. 

The advantage of the binomial tree model is the flexibility of the application for different options styles. 

The binomial tree method is able to value American and European options with or without dividend payment. 

However, the disadvantage of the numerical binomial tree model is the high computational cost compared to 

the closed-form Black and Scholes (1973) model. The more accuracy required from the binomial tree model, 

the greater the number of time steps necessary. For' example, Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein (1979) split the 

lifetime of an European call into 150 time steps to obtain approximate values with a maximum absolute error 

of one •cent• compared to the option price of the Black and Scholes (1973) model. In sum, the binomial tree 

method is an appropriate technique to price American options accurately and it can therefore be 

recommended. 

The accuracy of the binomial model is also evident in other tree methods. For example, Parkinson (1977) 

priced the American put option with a numerical integration that is a combined binomial and trinomial 

method. Boyle (1986) picked up the idea of the trinomial method to gain a greater efficiency from the 

trinomial tree compared to the binomial tree. The greater efficiency of the trinomial tree is achieved because 

three outcomes are computed at each time step instead of two outcomes per time step in the binomial tree. 

Hence, the trinomial tree is able to obtain the same results as the binomial tree with only half the number of 
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time steps or improves the result with the same number of time steps respectively. In spite of the gain of 

efficiency, the trinomial tree is slightly more complex than the binomial tree. However, the trinomial tree also 

values the prices of American options very accurately. 

The accuracy of both tree methods is appropriate for the pricing of American options. Although the 

computation of the option price is more efficient with the trinomial tree, the trinomial tree has a higher 

complexity than the binomial tree. Hence, both models can be recommended with an own preference to the 

less complex binomial tree. 

The second point in the list of reviewed numerical methods are finite difference techniques (i.e. the explicit 

and the implicit finite difference). In fact, the finite difference techniques are quite similar to the discus~ed 

tree methods. Brennan and Schwartz (1978) demonstrate that binomial and trinomial trees with an infinite 

number of time steps are the same as the explicit finite difference method. 

The explicit finite difference method is one of two finite difference methods. The other finite difference 

method is referred to as the implicit finite difference method. Hull and White (1990) comment that the 

implicit finite difference method is equivalent to a multinomial tree with an infinite number of time steps. The 

technique of finite difference methods is more complex than tree methods and is briefly described below. 

Finite difference models approximate the differential equation on which the option price formula is based. 

Geske and Shastri (1985) demonstrate that the explicit finite difference method is capable of solving the 

differential equation for the unknown option price with the previous option prices whilst the implicit finite 

difference method has to solve a set of equations simultaneously. The application of the implicit finite 

difference method is therefore more complex than the explicit finite difference method, especially because 

the simultaneous solving process of a set of equations requires the inversion of matrices. Furthermore, 

Geske and Shastri (1985) find (in a comparison between binomial, explicit, and implicit methods) that the 

explicit finite difference method with a logarithmic transformation43 is more efficient than the binomial 

method for a larger number of options. They find also that the explicit finite difference method with 

logarithmic transformation is more efficient than implicit finite difference methods. 

The result of the finite difference techniques is very accurate and faster than tree methods if the difference 

method achieves a solution. However, the weakness of the finite difference methods is a small probability 

that no solution is found for the option price of the American option. Hence, the finite difference methods are .. 

not superior to the tree methods and therefore the tree methods are recommended for the use in the 

valuation of American options. 

The recommendation to implement tree methods, in particular the binomial tree, is not altered by the final 

numerical method on the list, the Monte Carlo simulation. This last numerical method is briefly discussed 

below. 

The Monte Carlo method simulates an outcome a large number of times and attempts to obtain the price 

of a derivative, for example an option, from the large number of simulated outcomes. Boyle (1977) 

demonstrates the use of the Monte Carlo method for the valuation of European options. The main advantage 

of the Monte Carlo method is the flexibility of the valuation of different options, especially when no other 

pricing procedures exist. However, the Monte Carlo method has two main disadvantages. The first 

disadvantage is that large number of simulations are required. The second disadvantage and the more 

43 The finite difference method uses In S instead S as underlying variable. 
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important one is that the valuation of American style options is difficult or impossible (as discussed in 

Dewynne, Howison, and Wilmott ( 1995)). Hence, the Monte Carlo method is not appropriate for the valuation 

of American options and the recommendation to use binomial trees is maintained. 
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Chapter 3 

3 Descriptive Empirical Examination of the Environment in South 

Africa 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapters central aim is to provide a descriptive empirical assessment of the South 

African option market. The descriptive empirical assessment focuses in particular on the 

behaviour of the implied and the historical volatility and serves as a foundation for the 

remainder of the thesis. 

Before the empirical assessment starts, three different topics require introduction to the 

framework for the empirical examination that follows. First, the historical development of 

the South African option market is considered in section 3.2. Thereafter, a detailed analysis 

of the options data follows in section 3.3. Thirdly in section 3.4, an option price model is 

introduced to compute the required implied volatility for the empirical research. This 

option price model is required for the computation of the implied volatility in this chapter 

but it is discarded later because of its shortfalls revealed by the empirical research. Hence, 

a new option price model for South Africa is proposed in Chapter 4. 

Based upon the option price model introduced in section 3.4, an empirical examination 

of volatility in South Africa follows in section 3.5. In particular, the validity of the constant 

volatility assumption (assumed by the option price model implemented here as well as by 

the Black and Scholes (1973) model) is questioned. Hence in a first empirical examination 

in section 3.5.1, the implied volatility is compared to the historical volatility to establish if 

there are significant departures from the constant volatility assumption (as is evident in the 

international literature44
). Moreover in the sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, two methods are 

considered to analyse the behaviour of implied volatility across strike prices and across 

expirations. The first method constitutes a novel approach to the construction of volatility 

indices for options on futures (using daily data) for descriptive purposes. The second 

nonparametric methodology is based upon Rubinstein (1985a) but modified in order to 
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examine implied volatility in South Africa. Consequently, this second method has the 

advantage over the first method by enabling tests of statistical significance. Both methods, 

that is, the implied volatility index method, as well as the nonparametric test method, yield 

consistent results. 

The historical development of the South African derivatives market follows (in section 

3.2). 

3.2 History 

The trading of equity options has been documented in South Africa as early as the end of 

the last century. Futures trading began in April 1987 with the Rand Merchant Bank acting 

as informal clearing house for futures on the Actuaries45 All Shares, All Gold, and All 

Industrial indices. In 1990, the South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX) was established, 

trading standardized equity future contracts on the All Share Index (ALSI), the Gold Index 

(GLDI), and the Industrial Index (INDI) in the financial division46 of SAFEX. The 

Financial and Industrial Index (FNDI) was added to the existing future and option 

contracts in October 1995, however the trading in this future and its options has been 

highly illiquid47
. The FNDI is consequently not considered further in the forthcoming 

investigations in this thesis. 

On 16 October 1992, the first options on futures (available on all equity futures) were 
~-

·launched by SAfE~8. The most liquid option contracts exist on the ALSI futures, 
~.~-:::-:-~ . _·_,""' 

followed by the INDI futures, and lastly by the option contracts for the GLDI futures. 

44 References can be found in Chapter 2 in section 2.3.4. 
45 The Actuaries indices were 80 percent market capitalisation indices and were abolished by SAFEX as 

underlying for futures with expiration in March 1996. Instead, SAFEX has implemented stock indices 
with a standardized munber of shares as underlying for futures. Further details are given in section 3.3. 

46 Seven other non-equity contracts are currently traded in the financial division of SAFEX: the Krugerrand 
future, the Rand/Dollar future, four different Republic of South Africa Bond futures, and the short-term 
Interest Rate future. In addition, the agricultural division at SAFEX actually trades six futures on 
agricultural products: the beef index future, the beef future, the white and the yellow maize futures, the 
potatoes future and the wheat future. 

47 Only 218 lraJ!sactions with an amount of 12,230 future contracts with the value ofR 1,205,604,800 were 
traded in the first year of existence between 6 October 1995 and 30 September 1996. 

48 The first trade for the INDI option contract dated from the 7 January 1993 and the frrst trade for the GLDI 
option contract dated from the 19January 1993. 
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On 1 September 1997, the first options on stocks were traded. SAFEX started the 

Arnencan style stock~options only on the more liquid shares namely Anglo American, 

DeBeers, Richemont, Sasol, SA Breweries, and Liberty. Currently, SAFEX considers to 

expand the stock options to all component shares of the indices. Naturally, no 

comprehensive empirical research is reasonable for the stock options because of the current 

paucity of available data. Hence, the research in this thesis focuses only on the options on 

the futures. 

3.3 Data 

The data for_t_his_empirical research consists of reported trades for high,_l_o':\'. first_ and last 

trading prices for options and futures on the ALSI, the GLDI, and the INDI. All the data 

examined was downloaded from the SAFEX website49
. The captured data consists of 

prices traded at SAFE X from the 16 October 1992 to the 31 December 1996. In this period, 
···-... -. ··-· -" ""'"' -~~~--=--

th'"'e~underlying indices changed from a so-called 80 percent market capitalisation index to 

indices with 40 shares for the ALSI, 10 shares for the GLDI, and 25 shares for the INJ?I 

respectively. The new indices (with typically smaller component holdings) have been in 

existence since 18 June 199550
• Figure 3.3-1 displays the chart of all three old and new 

indices in the period 1 October 1992 to 31 December 1996. 

49 The address of SAFEX homepage is http:l/www.safex.co.za. 
S<J Options and futures with expirations up until March 1996 were based on the 80 percent market 

capitalisation indices. Subsequent to March 1996, options and futures have been based on the new indices. 
A separation between the old and the new indices is deemed unnecessaty for the purpose of this research 
because the behaviour of the old and new indices is nearly identical during the overlapping time between 
15 June 1995 to 29 March 1996 with a correlation of 0.9963 for the ALSI, 0.9979 for the GLDI, and 
0.9915 for the INDI. 
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Figure 3.3-1. Daily Closing Prices of the 80 percent Market Capitalisation Indices and the Fixed 
Number Share Indices 

The 80 percent indices are displayed for the period 1 October 1992 to 29 March 1996 whilst the new fixCxt 
nwnber share indices are reported for the period 15 June 1995 to 31 December 19%. 

The selection of the trading data follows Rubinstein's (1985a) approach. A data 

"cleaning" procedure is necessary for the prevention of arbitrage violations and mistake 

trades. These are briefly discussed below: 

Arbitrage Violation 

One kind of arbitrage violation results when implied volatilities become zero or negative. 

The existence of negative or zero implied volatilities are not feasible by the definition of 

the underlying option price models because such an implied volatility value suggests that a 

risk-free profit is possible. The option is valued below the intrinsic. value if the volatility· is 

c~~' below zero so that an American ~ption can immediately be exercised with .a profit, because 

the exercise value will be higher than the option premiul'!l. Such arbitrage violations should 

be excluded from the data to prevent a distortion of the data. 

Mistake Trades 

:0~} trade is classified as a mistake trade when the implied volatility is far beyond the regular 

volatility. A standard deviation in excess of150 percent per annum typically constitutes a 
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mistake trade for the period from 1992 to 1996. The second condition for mistake trades is 

that the trades at one day are followed by the same trade (the same option price, nearly the 

same high irregular volatility, and the same volume of options recorded) on the next day. 

The impression is that these trades were a mistake on the first trading date and that these 

trades were neutralized with compensating trades on the next trading day. Such trades also 

have to be excluded from the data set to prevent a distortion of the data. 

For example, the ALSI data over the 1992-1996 period consisted of35844 trading prices 

(see .Table 3.3-1). This excludes 1020 trading prices which were identified as arbitrage 

violations and mistake trades and were consequently omitted from the data. Hence, only 

2.77 percent of all ALSI trading prices were identified as arbitrage violations and mistake 

trades. In addition, the conditions are similar to the GLDI and the INDI with 2.20 and 1.49 

percent of all trading prices respectively identified as arbitrage violations and mistake 

trades. 

Further selection of the data set with the view of searching for other arbitrage violations 

or mistake trades cannot be tested51 because of the type of the data. Hence, the possibility 

of other violations (not discovered) cannot be excluded from the data and derived results 

from the data might therefore be questionable. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain 

significant results that enhance the understanding of the prevailing conditions in the South 

African option market. 

Table 3.3-1 provides a summarys2 of the data in this research. The number of traded 

option seriess3 is divided into the following categories of tradin~ prices: first, last, high, 
. \ 

and low price. If only one trade was made in an option series, this trade is recorded as the 

first, last, high, and low price of the option series for this day. Additionally, the sum of all 

numbers of trading prices of the categories first, last, high, and low prices are calculated in 

51 It is not known for example if the last quote of one particular option was traded at the same time as the last 
quote for another option or if some hours of trading separate them. The possible differences in the trading 
time in particular are a problem in a market where often only one or two trades in one contract are traded a 
trading day. It is assumed that only the trading time differences during the trading day causes arbitrage 
violations. Furthermore, it is assumed that the arbitrage violations result only from the way in which the 
trades are reported Therefore, the recognized arbitrage violations are not handled as arbitrage violations 
but as additional information for the particular trading day. 

52 A further very detailed analysis of the data is reh;gated to Appendix 3.A. . 
53 An option series is defined here as the traded prices (first, last, high, and low) of one trading day for one 

particular strike and one particular expiration. 
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the last column of Table 3.3-1 so that the research is based upon 3 5844 trading prices of 

the ALSI, 12925 trading prices of the INDI, and 6943 trading prices of the GLDI. 

TableJ.J-1 
Data Categorised into Trading Classes 

The data is reported for the ALSI, INDI, and GLDI after screening for arbitrage violations and mistake trades 
in the period 16 October 1992 to 31 December 19%. The column "option series" is the sum of option series 
for each trading day over all trading days (1066). Furthermore, the trades are differentiated in first, last, high, 
and low prices and summed up to the total number of available trading prices for each index in the last 
column. If only one trade took place in an option series for a particular trading day, the price of this trade will 
be first, last, high and low price for the particular day. 

Index Option 

ALSI 
INDI 
GWI 

Series 
9216 
3304 
1762 

First (1) 
8981 
3246 
1743 

Trades 
Last (2) High (3) 

8999 8820 
3243 3201 
1736 1730 

Low(4) 
9044 
3235 
1734 

Total of 
(1) to (4) 

35844 
12925 
6943 

In conclusion, the data description gives a perspective of the trading environment. On a 

point of terminology it must also be noted that strike ratios'4 below one will be referred to 

as out-of-the-money options and strike ratios above one will be referred to in-the-money 

options. Nevertheless, the so called out-of-the-money options consist of out-of-the-money 

puts and in-the-money calls and the so-called in-the-money options consist of in-the-money 

puts and out-of-the-money calls. However, it is assumed'5 that the out-of-the-money puts 

(in-the-money· puts) and the in-the-money calls (out-of-the-money calls) have the same 

characteristics (because of the put-call-parity), so that they can be combined. 

The empirical description of the environment in South Africa and in particular at 

SAFEX is continued by the consideration of a widely in South Africa used option price 

model for options on futures (e.g. from SAFEX). 

3.4 An Option Price Model with Constant Volatility Assumption 

The focus of this section lies on the specification of an option price model that has been 

used for example by SAFEX for the computation of the mark-to-market prices since 1992. 

54 A strike ratio is defined as the strike price divided by the underlying asset price. 
55 The assumption is based on the explanation given in Appendix 3.A. 
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This option price model implemented by SAFEXs6 constitutes a modification of the Black 

(1976) model for American options on futures with mark-to-market procedure. The 

modification of the Black (1976) model is presented below for the South African 

environment. Consequently, this modified option price model is henceforth referred to as 

the modified Black model. 

In addition, an understanding of the ensuing research requires the basic knowledge of the 

specifications of the option contracts traded at SAFEX. Hence, a brief introduction of the 

option contract specifications follows below. 

3 .4 .1 Contract Specifications 

The contract specifications for option contracts at SAFEX are described below: 

Traded option contracts at SAFEX are American style options on futures. Their 
~~--~------------------------------~----~----------underlying futures and the option contracts themselves expire at the same date and the 

same time that is the 15th day (or next business day) of the cycle Mar<,;h, June, September, 

and December. In-the-money options are automatically exercised in the underlying futures 

· contract at expiration and exercised options are randomly assigned to short positions. The 

exercised option contracts are settled in the corresponding future contract. In addition, the 

relation between option contract and future contract is one to one, which means that each 

option contains the right on one future. 

Moreover,· the price of the option (i.e. the premium) is not paid upfront; instead, the 

opt~mium is mark-to-market like a future57
. Mark-to-market is performed--at' mid

market price of the option dailys8
. 

Nevertheless, a margins9 has to be paid on the option premium, but a market-related 

short-term interest-rate is paid on the deposited margin from SAFEX. Finally, no 

restrictions on the price movement of options or futures are imposed. 

56 Kindly pointed out by Khonaye Pen.xa. Risk Management Department, SAFEX Clearing Company 
. (SAFCOM) and furthermore described in the option premium specification of the contract specifications 

for futures and options contracts published by SAFEX on http://www.safex.co.za. SAFEX references the 
Black (1976) model but actually uses a modification of this model for the mark-to-market of the option 
price characterised by Asay (1982) and analytically developed by Lieu (1990). 

51 The future is mm:k-to-market at mid-mm:ket price at close of trading daily. 
58 SAFEX is able to perform intraday mm:k-to-market under extreme volatile conditions. 
59 SAFEX uses the SPAN (Standard Portfolio Analysis of Risk) method to find the correct margin amount to 

be paid to SAFEX. No margin .has to be paid on positions that will offset each other. 
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3.4.2 The Option Price Formula for American Options on Futures with a Futures-Style 

Mark-to-Market Procedure in the South African Environment 

As discussed in the review, American options on futures cannot be valued with accuracy 

usi~g the Black and Scholes (1973) model or any other analytical mo~el. Hence, numerical 

methods such as binomial models or finite difference models have to be used to calculate 

\' option values accurately. However, this view is only reasonable for option contracts which 

require an upfront payment (i.e. at the completion of the trade) of the option premium. 

In South Africa, a peculiarity of the traded option contracts is that at SAFEX American 

options on futures with a future-style mark-to-market procedure60 for the option premium 

are traded. This future-style mark-to-market procedure for the option premium means that 

no premium has to be paid until the expiration of the option. The option premium therefore 

does not require financing over the lifetime of the option (in contrast to an upfront 

premium) in South Africa. 

However, a margin has to be paid for the purchased options. The margin has to be 

deposited at SAFEX to meet potential losses from the position in options. However, 

SAFEX pays interest at a market-related interest rate for the deposited margin. 

Consequently, no opportunity costs are produced (neither from the option premium nor 

from the margin) so that the purchase of an option can be done without initial investment 

costs at SAFEX. 

This feature of no initial investment costs is one of the most important characteristics 

that has to be taken account of in an option price formula for American options on futures 

with the mark-to-market procedure. A first approach to the implementation of the future 

style mark-to-market procedure was proposed by Asay (1982). Asay's (1982) solution is 

confirmed by Lieu (1990) who additionally develops the theoretical background for an 

option price model for futures-style options. An in-depth theoretical derivation of the 

option price model for American options on futures with mark-to-market procedure is 

given in Appendix 3.B. 

60 The option premium is .not paid upfront and only the changes in the daily mark-to-market prices of the 
option price are debited or credited to the margin account. 
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_ The theoretical derivation of the option price formula in Appendix 3 .B as well as by 

~~y (1982) and by Lieu (1990) produces the following modified Black model which 

"'':._;.-;differs to the Black (1976) model by the absence of the interest rate term: 

a call option is valued as 

a put option as 

where 

ln!..+(cr 2 /2)(T-t) 
d - ---=-x=----r====----
1- cr~(T-t) 

d2 = d1 -cr~(T-t) 

with N(.) as the cumulative standard normal distribution and cr as the volatility. 

In addition, the put-call parity of this option price model reveals only one difference to 

the Black (1976) model. This difference is again caused by the absence of the interest rate 

term in the put-call parity formula. Hence, the put-call parity for the option price model (as 

in Lieu (1990)) is 

Cy -Py =F-X 

The aim of this section was to discuss and to arrive at a suitable option price model for 

the use in the following empirical examinations. The proposed option price model turns out 

to be a modification of the Black (1976) model (that can be applied to European options as 

well as to American options). Because the early exercise of the American call or put 

options is never optimal, the modified Black model can be applied to American options on 

futures with mark-to-market procedure in the South African environment. 

However, the modified Black model is based on the assumption of constant volatility. 

This assumption will be examined in the remainder of this chapter using two different 

research methodologies. First, the constant volatility assumption is examined descriptively 

in section 3.5.2 and secondly with nonparametric tests in section 3.5.3. In addition, 

historical volatility will be compared to implied volatility in section 3.5.1 in order to assess 

their differences. 
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3.5 Volatility in South Africa 

The aim of this section is to examine the behaviour of volatility and particularly the . 

constant volatility assumption required in all models of the Black and Scholes family 

(which includes the modified Black model). This volatility assumption is assessed using 

the South African data described earlier (in section 3.3). 

Volatility can be defined in different ways. Different forms of volatility were discussed 

in Chapter 2 under the heading "Volatility" (in section 2.3) where the difference between 

historical volatility and implied volatility was emphasized. In the ensuing section, 

problems of implementing the historical volatility will be considered briefly but the 

primary emphasis is on the examination of the behaviour of the implied volatility in the 

South African environment. Strike price biases and expiration biases are evident in markets 

other than South Africa (see for example, Rubinstein (1985a) for US stocks, Sheikh (1991) 

for the S&P 100, Duque and Paxson (1994) for British stocks, and Heynen (1994) for the 

Dutch EOE index). The specific aim of Chapter 3 (section 3.5.2 and 3.5.3) however is to 

test the South African market for strike price biases and expiration biases. 

The existence of strike price biases and expiration biases in any markets suggest that the 

assumption of a constant implied volatility is inappropriate. As a consequence, the 

appropriateness of the modified Black option price model is brought into question. 

The following empirical investigation into the behaviour of volatility in South Africa has 

three stages. First, a brief examination on the differences between historical and implied . 

volatility is presented. Second, a "Volatility Smile Index" (VSI) similar to Tompkins 

(1994) and a proposed "Volatility Term Structure Index" (VTSI) is constructed. The 

purpose of the VSI and the VTSI is to assist in the observation of volatility patterns such as 

strike price biases and expiration biases. The final and third stage contains an examination 

of the non-constant volatility assumption using nonparametric tests (based on Rubinstein 

(1985a)). This third stage verifies the prior results from the VSI and the VTSI analysis and 

it establishes the foundation for further implied volatility developments in the thesis. 

The first stage consists of a brief comparison between historical volatility and implied 

volatility. 
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3.5.1 A Comparison between Historical Volatility and Implied Volatility 

In this section, the historical volatility is compared to the implied volatility of the ALSI, 

the GLDI, and the INDI. In particular, the comparison between historical and implied 

volatility for the ALSI is discussed here and for the sake of brevity the results for the GLDI 

and INDI are relegated to Appendix 3.C. 

In the first test of volatility, historical volatility over different periods is investigated and 

compared to at-the-money implied volatility with around one month to expiration. In 

addition, this comparison between historical volatility and implied volatility is established 

for similar dates for each year in the period 1993 to 1996. The historical volatilities are 

only calculated on the basis of the closing price for periods when trading took place at least 

once a day for each trading day, otherwise they are noted as not available, NA. The 

results61 for the ALSI are displayed in Table 3.5.1-1. 

Table 3.5.1-l 
A Comparison between Historical Volatility and Implied Volatility for the ALSI) 

The at-the-money implied volatility is calculated for options on the ALSI with an expiration of around one 
calendar month later. The historical volatilities are based on the future of the ALSI with one month to 
expiration and they are calculated on the basis of the closing price over 21, 42, and 63 trading days prior to 
the referenced date. The nearest date to one month to expiration is chosen for the recorded date. 

Date 
13/08/93 
15/02/94 
15/08/94 
15/02/95 
15/08/95 
15/02/96 
15/08/96 

Implied Historical Volatility over prior days 
Volatility 

At-the-money 
0.1914 
0.3074 
0.1862 
0.1740 
0.1402 
0.1485 
0.1850 

21 Days 

0.2072 
0.2559 
0.1237 
0.2535 
0.1360 
0.1054 
0.1534 

42 Days 
0.2059 
0.2244 
0.2102 
0.2223 

NA 
0.1178 
0.1667 

63 Days 
NA 

0.2102 
NA 

0.2098 
NA 

0.1308 
NA 

*NA indicates that trading did not take place at least once a day for each trading day. 

Expiration 
September 

March 
September 

March 
September 

March 
September 

The results of the comparison between the historical volatility and the implied volatility 

for the ALSI in Table 3.5.1-1 are similar to evidence in international markets62
. The 

historical volatility seems to be dependent on the period over which it is calculated. For 

example, the 15th February 1994 presents I:esults for the ALSI that reveal historical 

volatilities of 0.2559, 0.2244, and 0.2102 respectively for periods of 21, 42, and 63 days 

61 The results for the INDI and the GLDI are presented in Table 3.C-1 and Table 3.C-2 respectively in 
Appendix 3.C. 

62 For example, see Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995). 
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prior to the 15th February 1994 (i.e. declining volatilities with increasing period for 

computation). 

However, the direction of the trend of the historical volatility is not always consistent for 

all dates. For example the 15th February 1994, the trend in the historical volatility is 

downward (0.2559, 0.2244, and 0.2102) for periods 21, 42, and 63 days prior to the 15th 

February 1994 whereas the trend is upward (0.1054, 0.1178, and 0.1308) for the defined 

periods prior the 15th February 1996. Nevertheless, the results of the analysis suggest that 

the historical volatility is dependent on the selected period, but that the direction of the 

trend of the historical volatility is not consistent across different dates. 

Moreover, the historical volatility appears to be a poor indicator of the implied volatility. 

For example, the differences between implied volatility and historical volatility, calculated 

over a period of21 days prior the 15th August 1994, 1995 and 1996, are 0.0625, 0.0042, 

and 0.0316 respectively for the ALSI, instead of being zero to be a perfect indicator. 

The results of the INDI and the GLDI are quite similar but it appears that the GLDI 

(with the highest level of volatility) has the highest differences between the historical 

volatility and the implied volatility. Hence, the absolute .level of volatility seems to 

influence the differences between historical volatility and implied volatility. 

Consequently, the results suggest that the historical volatility is a poor indicator of the 
~~--,- ~--~ ------ .. ---- -- -- -

implied volatility and that the historical volatility is not corislannrcross-different~period-s: 

Although the differences between historical and implied volatility are observed for 

selected dates, it cannot be concluded that one of both volatility types is correct or both 

false. Nevertheless, the results of the analysis of the historical volatility suggest the null 

hypothesis of constant volatility is questionable because historical volatilities (of the same 

date) differ with interval length. However, the above analysis does not constitute a direct 

statistical test on implied volatility. A more direct statistical test is conducted in section 

3.5.3, however in section 3.5.2 below further descriptive evidence mounts against the 

constant volatility assumption. 
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3.5.2 The Volatility Smile Index and the Volatility Term Structure Index63 

The objective of the following empirical research is to assess the realism of the constant 

/ , volatility assumption by relying on both quantitative and graphical analysis of the implied 

volatility. The purpose of the graphical analysis is to display the implied volatility across 

different strike prices and across expirations for the South African option market. It is 

assumed (as null hypothesis) initially that such implied volatilities (across strike prices and 

across expirations) are constant, as required by the modified Black model. 

This· research therefore implements two procedures to establish a summary across strike 

pr~ces and across expirations. The first procedure involves the computation of the 

"Volatility Smile Index" (VSI) which enables the assessment of the constant volatility 

assumption across strike prices. The VSI, when depicted graphically, shows the 

~.· relationship between implied volatility and strike prices. The second procedure involves 

the computation of the "Volatility Term Structure Index" (VTSI) which enables the 

assessment of the constant volatility assumption through time, i.e. across expirations. The 

VTSI, when depicted graphically, shows the relationship between implied volatility and 

expirations. 

Both procedures, the VSI and the VTSI, are based on a standardization technique by 

Tompkins (1994). We have amended his procedure to take account of the South African 

environment. Because the procedures are fairly elaborate and tedious, details of them are 

relegated to Appendix 3.D. 

The analysis of Tompkins (1994) is further expanded with a distinction between call 

options and put options for all three indices. While Tompkins (1994) analyses only calls 

and puts combined, the examination of the calls and the puts separately constitute an 

attempt to gain new insights into the behaviour of implied volatility. 

Often, only the last trading price is used for empirical research which has the 

disadvantage that the last trading price can be strongly influenced by tactical or 

manipulative orders. For example, traders often try to manipulate the last trading price to 

change their settlement price. Hence, a criticism of Tompkins (1994) is his use of only one 

63 The methodology and parts of the results have been published in Wandmacher and Bradfield (1998a). 
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trading price per day. The approach here chosen constructs a data set from four trading 

prices (first, last, high, and low) for each particular strike price and for each particular 

expiration per trading day. A similar approach is employed by Garman and Klass (1980) 

who use the high, low, opening, and closing prices for the estimation of historical 

volatility. They claim that they obtain a higher accuracy with their method compared to the 

use of only the closing price. 

The entire VSI and VTSI analysis is based on the assumption that the implied volatility 

can be computed from the option prices. As a start, it is necessary to assume that the 

modified Black model is suitable for the computation of the implied volatility in the South 

African context. As an explicit solution is not possible using the modified Black model (or 

any other option price model), the iterative method ofBisection64 is selected to assist in the 

estimation of the implied volatility. 

The results of the implied volatility examination in the South African option market are 

presented below for the ALSI (the results of the INDI and the GLDI are relegated to 

Appendix 3 .E). Although similar, some differences between the three indices are 

highlighted in a conclusion of the VSI and VTSI results (in section 3.5.2.2). 

3.5.2.1 Empirical Evidence of Volatility Smiles and ofVolatility Term Structures 

The empirical evidence .is quantitatively summarized and thereafter the results are 

graphically analysed. The analysis focuses on the VSI and VTSI separately. 

Firstly, the results of the implied volatility analysis concerning the VSI are shown in 

Table 3.5.2.1-1. The VSI is produced using only the nearest expiration per trading day to 

avoid noise from the term structure. For computation purposes, the data is divided into 

64 The method of Bisection is explained in detail in the section "'Implied Volatility" in Chapter 2 in ~on 
2.3.4. 
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three categories: firstly the call and put data combined, secondly the call data separately, 

and thirdly the put data separately65
. 

Table 3.5.2.1-1 
The Analysis of the Smile Pattern through the VSI for the ALSI 

The index volatility values are sorted in strike classes and in expiration classes for the defined ex'])iration 
classes. Onl~ index volatili!X values are used from trnding da~s that have at least one trnding Erice. 

Strike Classes 
Data Expiration deep out-of- out-of-the- at-the-money in-the- deep in-the-
Category Class the-money money money money 

0.60 to 0.85 0.85 to 0.95 0.95to 1.05 1.05 to 1.15 1.15 to 1.40 
Call/Put 1 to 10 NA 172.34 115.92 126.77 108.11 

11 to 20 494.49 145.50 109.61 126.68 115.56 
21 to 30 305.91 134.76 106.40 113.88 128.93 
31 to60 223.31 115.60 106.26 112.55 110.09 
61 to 90 185.64 112.79 104.97 110.55 110.16 
91 to 180 139.58 107.86 102.66 103.43 112.88 
181 to 270 106.32 103.69 102.71 106.77 106.11 
271+ 103.13 102.15 100.31 104.48 102.10 

Call 1 to 10 NA 152.19 102.35 122.06 99.79 
11 to 20 324.21 157.69 103.94 107.20 109.35 
21 to 30 274.89 158.24 100.94 112.74 139.33 
31 to 60 227.28 124.34 104.78 106.67 108.43 
61 to 90 154.40 111.48 102.55 104.54 109.07 
91 to 180 129.05 101.97 100.49 100.66 106.38 
181 to 270 100.85 100.04 100.38 102.51 100.81 
271+ 121.22 97.18 100.66 103.10 106.10 

Put 1 to 10 93.98 137.46 125.17 101.71 NA 
11 to 20 101.56 134.16 112.46 158.34 NA 
21 to 30 162.69 123.98 108.54 128.03 NA 
31 to 60 188.06 118.97 110.70 114.37 113.71 
61 to 90 153.37 113.82 108.44 106.25 159.15 
91 to 180 129.50 108.37 102.81 127.82 NA 
181 to 270 105.68 106.77 106.71 99.65 NA 
271+ 107.ll 103.40 106.14 115.49 101.45 

•NA indicates that trnding did not take place at least once. 
a. The strike class headings would revert for a call (i.e. out~f-the-money becomes in-the-money and vice 

versa). However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) 
volatility because of the put -call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent to the volatility. 

From Table 3.5.2.1-1, which summarizes the VSI results, it is evident that the index 

volatility in all strike classes decreases with increasing time to expiration (i.e. higher 

expiration class), see for example the combined call and put data (i.e. call/put). Here, the 

out-of-the-money, the at-the-money and the in-the-money index volatility of the first 

expiration class (172.34, 115.92, and 126.77 respectively) decrease towards the last 

expiration class (102.15, 100.31, and 104.48 respectively). 

65 The three data formats are required to examine potential peculiarities and differences between calls and 
puts. 
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The classical "smile" discussed in international literature has the lowest index volatility 

at-the-money and higher index volatilities in-the-money and out-of-the-money, however the 

data does not conform exactly to this pattern. From Table 3.5.2.1-1 it is evident that the 

"smile" for the ALSI seems to have the lowest index volatility at-the-money and higher 

index volatilities in-the-money and out-of-the-money but a higher out-of-the-money index 

volatility than in-the-money index volatility. See for example the call data category in the 

expiration class 21 to 30 days to expiration in Table 3.5.2.1-1 where the at-the-money 

index volatility (of 100.94) is below the in-the-money index volatility (of 112.7 4) which is 

in tum below the out-of-the-money index volatility (of 158.24). 

Another common pattern can be found in the expiration class 31 to 60 days to expiration 

in the combined call and put data. Here, the deep in-the-money index volatility (110.09) is 

below the in-the-money index volatility (112.55) so that no full "smile" appears. The 

appearance is more like a skewed "grin". 

In Figure 3.5 .2.1-1, it is evident that the "smiles" and the "grins" are more pronounced 

the nearer the time to expiration. The closeness to expiration and probable distortions (e.g. 

roll-overs) seem to support the pronunciation of the "smiles" and the "grins" especially in 

the first and second expiration class. 

In sum, it is concluded that "smiles" and "grins" do exist for the ALSI. The "smiles" 

sometimes appear more like "grins" in reality, which is consistent with a study of British 

stocks by Duque and Paxson (1994). Their finding that the "smile effect" increases as the 

time to expiration decreases matches the findings here closely. Hence, it is concluded that 

the null hypothesis of a constant volatility is again questionable based on the findings. 

A graphical analysis illustrating the "smiles", the "grins", and their characteristics 

follows in Figure 3.5.2.1-1. The graphical analysis consists of the eight curves (for each 

expiration class) of the combined call and put data in Table 3.5.2.1-1. It can be observed 

from Figure 3.5.2.1-1 that the first "smiles" or "grins" are more pronounced and that they 

are nearly flat for high expiration classes. The "smiles" or "grins" are also skewed to the 

out-of-the-money strike class. Furthermore, it can be observed that the at-the-money index 

volatility levels grow from near to far to expiration and that the far out-of-the-money index 

volatility levels decrease from near to far to expiration indicating a flatter index volatility 

pattern for high expiration classes. 
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The analytical and graphical analysis is also consistent with the findings of the implied 

volatility smiles by Derman and Kani (1994). They also find a volatility skew (grin) for the 

volatility across different strikes having high implied volatility levels for out-of-the·money 

strikes and a flat or only slightly rising volatility for in-the-money strikes. 
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Figure 3.5.2.1-1. Eigbt Smile and Grin Patterns for tbe Combined Call and Put Data of tbe ALSI 
The index volatility values are sorted into the strike classes and expiration classes. The volatility values 
(494.49 and 305.91) for the second and third expiration classes are not plotted exactly to prevent a distortion 
of the graphic. 

Both the quantitative and graphical analysis of the VSI for the ALSI suggest the 

rejection of the null hypothesis of constant volatility, however the appearance of implied 

volatility across different expirations is continued to be examined in the VTSI analysis 

below. The results of the implied volatilities concerning the VTSI are shown in Table 

3.5.2.1-2. 
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Table 3.5.2.1-2 
The Analysis of the Term Structure with the VTSI for the ALSI 

The index volatility values are sorted in strike classes and in expiration intervals. Index volatility values are 
only used from trading days that have three different expirations equivalent to the expiration intervals. 

Data 
Category 

CaiiiPut 

Call 

Put 

Expiration 
Interval 
(days to 
expiration) 

deep out-of
the-money 
0.6to 0.85 

out-of-the-
money 

0.85 to0.95 

11 to 90 207.46 102.93 
101 to 180 132.74 102.38 
191 to 540 119.72 107.88 
11 to 90 228.80 NA 
101 to 180 NA 107.05 
191 to 540 155.75 141.00 
11 to 90 NA 105.57 

· 101 to 180 111.74 107.89 
191 to 540 106.78 109.29 

*NA indicates that trading did not take place at least once. 

Strike Class 
at-the-money 

0.95 to 1.05 

91.51 
98.43 
104.48 
94.25 
103.82 
112.79 
98.35 
103.20 
104.44 

in-the-
money 

1.05 to 1.15 

109.33 
96.69 
99.59 
117.68 
100.90 
108.27 
98.11 
105.42 
97.87 

deep in-the-
money 

1.15 to 1.4 

NA 
104.85 
97.87 
NA 

97.69 
116.70 

NA 
NA 
NA 

a. The strike class headings would revert for a call (i.e. out--of-the-money becomes in-the-money and vice 
versa). However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out--of-the-money call (put) 
volatility because of the put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent to the volatility. 

In Table 3.5.2.1-2, however a significant trend in the volatility index for the at-the

money options can be observed (e.g. the call/put category has an index volatility of 91.51 

for the first expiration interval but an index volatility of 104.48 for the third expiration 

interval). All three data categories indicate that the volatility index grows from near to 

expiration to far to expiration for the at-the-money strike class. This rising volatility index 

pattern can also be observed for the out-of-the-money strike class for all data types, 

whereas the deep out-of-the-money strike class displays the opposite effect (the volatility 

index decreases with rising time to expiration). The in-the-money strike classes by contrast 

present no clear picture of the direction of the volatility index for time to expiration . 

A second trend is noted in the growing volatility index from at-the-money options to 

deep out-of-the-money options in all data types. This increasing trend in the volatility index 

can be seen for example by the rise from 91.51 to 207.46 in the first expiration interval in 

the combined call and put category. The in-the-money index volatility is more distorted but 

two directions can be identified. The index volatility decreases from at-the-money to in

the-money strike classes, or it increases. The increase of the index volatility from the at

the-money to in-the-money strike classes in combination with the increase from the at-the

money to out-of-the-money strike classes can be described as "smile", whilst the decrease 

of the index volatility from the at-the-money to in-the-money strike classes in combination 

with the increase from the at-the-money to out-of-the-money strike classes can be described 
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as "grin". A good example of the "smile" effect is the first expiration interval .of the 

call/put category (from 91.51 to 109.33), whereas the "grin" is aptly described by the third 

expiration interval of the combined call and put category (from 104.48 to 97.87). 

It is perhaps a little bit surprising to find no deep in-the-money puts in Table 3.5.2.1-2. 

Normally, deep in-the-money options are not bought; instead, the underlying is sold 

because the delta66 of the options is already equal to one. Hence, a deep in-the~money put 

only occurs if existing put options become deep in-the-money (as a consequence of a large 

fall in the market). Deep in-the-money puts cannot be found in the data because no large 

fall in the ALSI is reported for the period between October 1992 and December 1996. · 

Consequently, it is less surprising that nearly no deep in-the-money put options can be 

found. 

In sum, the evidence suggests that the null hypothesis of a constant volatility through 

time is questionable as clear trends are evident in the term structure of implied volatility. 

This is especially notable for the at-the-money volatility index (that grows from near to 

expiration to far to expiration). 

A further graphical analysis of the VTSI ~isplays the properties discussed above. The 

graphical analysis consists of a three-dimensional layer (for the three levels of expiratio~ 

intervals) of the combined call and put data in Table 3.5.2.1-2 and is depicted in Figure 

3.5.2.1-2. 

It can be observed from Figure 3.5.2.1-2 that the layers across expiration intervals 

become less skewed for the far to expiration range. In addition, the at-the-mr;mey volatility 

grows from near to far to expiration and that the deep out-of-the-money volatility decreases 

from near to far to expiration. 

Figure 3.5.2.1-2 shows explicitly that the at-the-money volatility grows from near to far 

to expiration. This result is consistent with evidence in the S&P 500 option market by 

Derman and Kani (1994). They present the term structure for only one day but also find an 

increasing volatility with the time to expiration for at-the-money options. 

66 The delta of an option measures the rate of change of its price with respect to the underlying price. A delta 
of one means that the option changes in the same way as the underlying. 
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Figure 3.5.2.1-2. Three-dimensional Layer of the Term Structure for the Combined Call and Put Data 
oftheALSI 

The index volatility values are sorted into the strike classes and expiration intervals. Missing data points are 
interpolated to produce a layer of the term structure over the expiration intervals. · 

3.5.2.2 Conclusion and Summary 

The purpose of the VSI and the VTSI analysis was the assessment of the null hypothesis 

that the implied volatility is constant across different strike prices and through time. All the 

results suggest that the null hypothesis of constant volatility is not appropriate because the 

patterns found for implied volatility differ from the constant volatility assumption. The 

shapes of the patterns were also found to differ systematically across the various expiration 

classes and can be seen follow the "smile" patterns found in the North-American, UK, and 

Dutch markets. Moreover, no significant difference between the three data sets, the call, 

the put, and their combination (i.e. call and put) was evident. The most important results 

are briefly summarized below: 

It was found that the implied volatility increases with time to expiration for the ALSI 

and the INDI whilst the implied volatility decreases with time to expiration for the GLDI. 

The term structure of the implied volatility was most significant for the at-the-money 
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options whereas the term structure effect becomes smaller or is reversed the more the 

options depart from the at-the-money range. In addition, it was observed that out-of-the

money options tend to have a higher implied volatility the more they are out-of-the-money. 

At-the-money and in-the-money options tend to have constantly lower implied volatilities 

than out-of-the-money options except for some expiration classes in the GLDI (where 

unrepresentative values of the small database might have caused the exceptions). This 

described pattern of a low at-the-money implied volatility combined with a higher in-the

money and out-of-the-money implied volatility is then referred to as "smile". Otherwise, in

the-money implied volatility is often flatter or lower compared to at-the-money implied 

volatility so that "grins" arise with higher out-of-the-money implied volatilities. 

The "smiles" or "grins" seem to diminish with the higher the time to expiration, and they 

are most significant the shorter the time to expiration. It can therefore be concluded that 

long-term options with more than 180 days to expiration are significantly less influenced 

by their "moneyness". In addition, the fact that the "smiles" or "grins" become more 

significant the shorter the time to expiration can be caused by distortions near to 

expiration. For example, distortions can be caused by rollovers from the near to expiration 

options to options with a longer expiration. 

In sum, the results confirm that the assumption of constant volatility required by the 

modified Black model (and others) is unrealistic in the South African environment. In the 

pursuit of greater accuracy in the pricing of options in South Africa, it is recommended that 

models that do not rely on the constant volatility assumption may therefore be more 

suitable. 

3.5.3 Nonparametric Tests oflmplied Volatility67 

The advantage of nonparametric tests by comparison to the VSI and VTSI analysis is that 

not only do they represent direct statistical tests but that they are "distribution-free" (in the 

sense that they assume nothing about the underlying population from which the sample is 

drawn). The nonparametric methodology is implemented in several papers (see for 

67 The methodology and parts of the results have been published in Wandmacher and Bradfield (1998b). 
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example Sheikh (1991) and Heynen (1994)) and has become a standard methodology for 

tests of implied volatility. To the author's knowledge this nonparametric methodology has 

not been implemented on American options on futures in the South African environment. 

In addition, the conclusions of the VSI and VTSI analysis are confirmed using the more 

rigorous nonparametric tests. 

The advantage of the nonparametric tests is to assess statistically the null hypothesis of 

constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations (as required by the modified 

Black model). The results of the nonparametric tests are then presented in the form of 

tables for the time-to-expiration bias test as well as for the striking price bias test. 

This research therefore applies the nonparametric approach of Rubinstein (1985a) to 

analyse the implied volatility across strike prices and across expirations. However, due to 

the different environment in South Africa, the nonparametric tests require modification. 

The two main differences are summarized below: 

1. The nonparametric research of implied volatilities by Rubinstein (1985a), Sheikh 

(1991), and Heynen (1994) is only performed for options where the underlying asset is 

a non-derivative (Rubinstein (I 985a) examines options on shares, Sheikh ( 1991) 

investigates options on the S&P 100 index, and Heynen (1994) analyses options on the 

Dutch European Options Exchange Index). In the South African environment, only 

options on futures (i.e. a derivative underlying) have a sufficient history of trading to 

conduct such an analysis. The influence of the derivative underlying on the analysis is 

explained in Appendix 3.F under the heading "South African Modifications". 

2. The studies by Rubinstein (1985a), Sheikh (1991), and Heynen (1994) only implement 

data from call options (that cannot be exercised prematurely). Instead, a data set is 

utilized where the call and put data ate combined because early exercise is not 

profitable in the South African environment due to the applied mark-to-market 

procedure for the option price at SAFE~8. In addition, the results for two additional 

data sets having call and put data partitioned separately are also presented. 

68 Margin yields market-related short-tenn interest mtes at SAFEX. 
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Two more differences to Rubinstein's (1985a) methodology arise through the 

implementation of the nonparametric methodology in South Africa. The first difference 

concerns the option price model used to compute the required implied volatility estimates. 

In the South African environment, the modified Black model is applied. This option price 

model represents a significant simplification (to the Black and Scholes (1973) model used 

by Rubinstein (1985a)) because the modified Black model does not require the interest rate 

for the computation of the implied volatility. Hence, the results are immune from the biases 

of incorrectly approximated interest rates, whilst the results of several of the above 

mentioned studies may well be influenced by such a problem. 

The second difference to Rubinstein's (1985a) methodology is the use of futures as 

underlying assets in the South African situation. The use of futures has one important 

advantage compared to non-derivative underlyings (i.e. the index) in that the dividend 

calculation and estimation are not required. The dividend estimation is very costly with 

large data sets and is a source of many approximation errors that are avoided by the use of 

derivative underlyings (as in the ensuing analysis). 

Having discussed the major departures from the prior research above, the focus moves 

onto the construction of the nonparametric tests below. 

A first step in the construction of non parametric tests is the categorisation of each option 

price as a function of the strike ratio and time to expiration. Details of the definition of the 

categories are similar to Rubinstein (1985a), but are modified for the South African 

environment. These details are relegated to Appendix 3.F and are discussed under the 

heading "Category Definitions". 

The categorised option prices are required to identify "pairs" (as described in Rubinstein 

(1985a)) for the nonparametric tests. A pair for the time-to-expiration bias test is defined 

as two option prices that are observed at the same date in the same constant price interval 

of the same underlying and that have the same strike price, but that have different 

expirations. A pair for the striking price bias test is defined as two option prices that are 

observed at the same date in the same constant price interval of the same underlying and 

that have the same expiration, but that have different strike prices. Each option price is 

only used once for each nonparametric test. 
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Both definitions of pairs for the time-to-expiration bias test and for the striking price 

bias test require modifications for the South African environment. These modifications are 

also explained in detail in Appendix 3.F under the heading "South African Modifications". 

The number of pairs in each data set is shown in Table 3.5.3-1, where the pairs of the 

ALSI are calculated for the call and put data combined, the call data separately, and the put 

data separately. It can be observed that 3128 pairs are defined for the time-to-expiration 

bias test compared to 6439 pairs for the striking price bias test in the combined call and 

put data set. 

Table 3.5.3-1 
Number of Pairs in Different Data Sets 

The numbers of pairs are shown for each index and their subsequent data sets. Both, the pairs for the time-to
expiration bias test and the pairs for the striking price bias test are displayed. 

Data Set 

Calland Put 
Call 
Put 

ALSI INDI 
Striking Time.to- Striking Time-to-

Price Bias Expiration Price Bias Expiration 
Test Bias Test Test Bias Test 
6439 3128 1493 846 
3851 1212 642 364 
2840 863 723 238 

GLDI 
Striking Time-to-

Price Bias Expiration 
Test Bias Test 
1282 181 
954 63 
325 8 

Henceforth, the techniques69 by Rubinstein (1985a) are implemented for the calculation 

of the nonparametric test results of the time-to-expiration bias test [alternately the striking 

price bias test]. The test methodology contains two components. First, a probability, 

presented by p, is calculated assuming the null hypothesis of a constant volatility is true. 

According to Rubinstein (1985a) the probability, p, is computed from the equation: 

=I-1\./ (Sh + 0.5)- (Tn /2)) 
p L,l ~~2 (1) 

where Sh is the number of pairs that have a higher implied volatility with a shorter 

expiration [alternately with a lower strike ratio]. The total number of pairs is denoted with 

Tn while N(.) represents the standard normal distribution function. 

· The resulting probability, p, should be equal to 0.5 according to the null hypothesis of 

constant volatility. A probability, p, close to 0 gives evidence that the shorter expiration 

[alternately the lower strike ratio] has a higher implied volatility. A probability, p, close to 

69 These techniques are also applied by Heynen (1994) and Sheikh (1991), although Sheikh (1991) gives an 
incorrect formula for the statistical significance test. 
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1 by contrast, implies that the longer expiration [alternately the higher strike ratio] has a 

higher implied volatility. Under a standard 5% significance level tese0
, the null hypothesis 

would be rejected if the probability, p, is between 0 and 0.025, or when it is between 0.975 

and 1. 

The statistical significance test is supplemented by a second nonparametric test with a 

measure of economic importance71 . According to Rubinstein (1985a), the test for economic 

importance requires the median difference in implied volatilities to be zero in each 

comparison72 (under the null hypothesis of a constant volatility). Nevertheless, the median 

difference in implied volatilities has nothing to do with a bias from the modified Black 

option values. Hence, the percentage difference between the traded option prices and their 

theoretical modified Black values is equated for the two option prices in each pair. This is 

done by using the implied volatility as input variable. According to Rubinstein (1985a), the 

solution of the equation (2) below results in a measure of economic importance, a, 

(discussed further below). 

B~eo·(a)-PI = p2 -B~eo·(a) = 0.01a 
PI p2 

(2) 

where Pi is the traded price for each option in the pair (i = 1, 2) and Bteo. is the theoretical 

option price of the modified Black model for the implied volatility, a . The measure of 

economic importance is presented by a . 

The economic importance, a, is the value that displays the m1mmum difference 

between the market price and the theoretical modified Black value for the option prices in 

a pair. The a is therefore the lower bound of economic bias in the modified Black model. 

In accordance with Rubinstein (1985a), the median of the a's is used for each comparison 

of pairs. 

The null hypothesis implies that the probability, p (measure of statistical significance) 

should be 0.5 and the a (measure of economic importance) should be zero. Although the 

70 With a 10% significance level test, the null hypothesis would be rejected for probabilities, p, between 0 
and 0.05 or 0.95 and 1. 

71 The measure of economic importance is originally referred to as economic significance in Rubinstein 
(1985a). The potential ambiguity between statistical significance and economic significance leads to the 
more cautious reference of economic importance. 

72 For example, a comparison between shorter and longer expiration with 10 pairs may reveal in each pair a 
difference in the implied volatility. The result for the comparison is the median of the differences in the 
implied volatility for the 10 pairs. 
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rejection of the null hypothesis can only be based upon the statistical significance, the 

economic importance nevertheless provides additional information to assess the 

implications of the size of the statistical significance for the practical use. This distinction 

is expanded below. 

Statistical Si[Jflificance and Economic Importance 

A result may be statistically significant but may still not be pronounced enough to be 

practically useful. Hence, a statistically significant result is perhaps not always sufficient 

for practical purposes. In such cases, the computed measure of economic importance 

(similar to the jargon of economic significance in Rubinstein (1985a)) will be low. By 

contrast, if the computed measure of economic importance is high, it would suggest that 

the statistically significant result is practically usefuf3
. 

The results of the examination of biases for implied volatility in the South African 

option market are presented for the ALSI below. For brevity, the results of the INDI and 

the GLDI are relegated to Appendix 3.G and 3.H (these results are very similar to the 

findings of the ALSI). However, differences between the three indices are highlighted in 

the conclusion and summary of the striking price biases and time-to-expiration biases (in 

section 3.5.3.2). 

3.5.3.1 Empirical Evidence of Striking Price Biases and Time-to-Expiration Biases 

The empirical evidence for the combined call and put data of the ALSI is presented in 

Table 3.5.3.1-1 for the time-to-expiration bias test and in Table 3.5.3.1-2 for the striking 

price bias test. Further evidence is presented in Appendix 3 .H for the call data separately 

(Table 3.H-1 and Table 3.H-2 respectively) and the put data separately (Table 3.H-3 and 

Table 3.H-4 respectively). 

Recognising that the presentation of our results in tabulation form are unavoidably 

complex, a similar table structure to those found in Rubinstein (1985a), Sheikh (1991), and 

73 Furthermore, statistically insignificant results with either a low measure of economic importance or a high 
measure of economic importance are possible. Such results are defined as unimportant. 
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Heynen (1994) is implemented. Due to this unavoidable complexity of the tables, a brief 

explanation of their structure begins this section. The results for the INDI and the GLDI 

are presented using the same table structure and are found in Appendix 3.G (for the 

combined call and put data) and in Appendix 3.H (for the separate call and the separate put 

data). 

Table 3.5.3.1-1 shows the results for the time-to-expiration bias test on the ALSI (Table 

3.H-1 for the separate call data and Table 3.H-3 for the separate put data respectively) for 

three panels (10-90 vs. 100-180, 10-90 vs. 190-540, and 100-180 vs. 190-540). The results 

for each panel are presented for each of the strike ratios (0.60-0.85, 0.85-0.95, 0.95-1.05, 

1.05-1.15, and 1.15-1.40) in Table 3.5.3.1-1. The first column of each strike ratio displays 

the total number of pairs, Tn, for a panel. The second column of each strike ratio shows the 

value of the economic importance, a., on the first line and the value of the probability, p, 

(or statistical significance) on the second line. Hence, the third column of each strike ratio 

represents the number of pairs for each panel where the shorter expiration, Sh, has a higher 

implied volatility than the longer expiration. The first column value Tn and the third 

column value Share required in equation (1) to calculate the probability, p. This computed 

probability, p, is given as the second value in the second column. 

Table 3.5.3.1-2 summarizing the results of the striking price bias test for the ALSI (and 

Table 3.H-2 and Table 3.H-4 in Appendix 3.H for the separate call data and the separate 

put data respectively) is constructed in similar manner to Table 3.5.3.1-1. The only 

differences are that ten panels exist (0.60-0.85 vs. 0.85-0.95, 0.60-0.85 vs. 0.95-1.05, ... , 

and 1.05-1.15 vs. 1.15-1.40) and thatthe results for each panel are presented across days to 

expiration (10-30, 30-60, 60-90, 90-180, 180-270, >270). Hence, column one and two 

across days to expiration in Table 3.5.3.1-2 are defined analogous to Table 3.5.3.1-1, 

whilst column three across days to expiration represents the number of pairs for each panel 

where the lower strike ratio, Sh, has a higher implied volatility than the higher strike ratio. 

Having focused on the structure of the tables, the focus moves to the results within the 

tables below. 
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Table 3.5.3.1-1 
Nonparametric Time-to-Expiration Bias Test for the Combined Call and Put Data of tbe ALSI 

The test is earned out for nearly identical calls and puts only differing in their expirations for the period 16 
October 92 to 31 December 1996. The Tn colUillriS give the total number of pairs and the Sh columns 
represent the number of pairs for which the shorter expiration has a higher implied volatility. The first value 
in the middle column of each comparison displays the economic importance, a. , in percent and the second 
value given is the statistical significance or probability, p. 

Strike Ratio 
deep out-of-the- out-of-the- at-the- in-the- deep in-the-

money money money money money 
0.60-0.85 0.85-0.95 0.95-1.05 1.05-1.15 1.15-1.40 

Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh 
Days to (). (). (). (). (). 

Expiration p p p p p 

10-90 0 0 29 11 609 137 16 10 0 0 
vs. NA 2.19 5.41 NA NA 

100-180 NA 0.87 1.00** NA NA 

10-90 16 16 112 60 972 461 86 30 5 0 
vs. NA 1.94 6.47 2.71 NA 

190-540 NA 0.10 1.00** 1.00** NA 

100-180 0 0 34 12 216 28 30 10 3 3 
vs. NA 4.61 5.44 2.93 NA 

190-540 NA 0.94 t.oou 0.95* NA 
a. The strike ratio headings would revert for a call (1.e. out-of-the-money becomes m-the-money and v1ce 

versa). However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) 
volatility because of the put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests 
are unreliable. 

* Significantly different ftom 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
** Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 

A discussion of the results of the time-to-expiration bias test for the ALSI begins the 

analysis. The results of the time-to-expiration bias test for the ALSI are shown in Table 

3.5.3.1-1. From Table 3.5.3.1-1, it is evident that the at-the-money ratios result in the 

rejection of the null hypothesis at the 5 percent level because their probabilities are 1.00 

(i.e. the longer time to expiration has the higher implied volatility). Additional to the 

statistical significance, the measure of economic importance is also large having values 

between 5.41 and 6.47. Similar results can be observed in Appendix 3.H for the call data 

separately in Table 3.H-1 and for the put data separately in Table 3.H-3. This pattern of a 

higher implied volatility for the longer time to maturity was also documented by 

Rubinstein (1985a) for at-the-money options (in the first period74 of his research). Sheikh 

( 1991) finds a similar pattern in one of three investigated subperiods of his research. 

74 Rubinstein ( 1985a) differentiates his research into two periods. 
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Moreover, it can be observed in Table 3.5.3.1-1 that the statistical significance decreases 

from the at-the-money ratio to the in-the-money ratio (also in Table 3.H-1 and Table 3.H-3 

for the separate call data and the separate put data respectively). See for example Table 

3.5.3.1-1 where the statistical significance in the third panel (i.e. 100-180 vs. 190-540) for 

the in-the-money ratio (i.e. 1.05-1.15) is only statistically significant at the 10 percent level 

(p = 0.95). The economic importance also declines simultaneously with the decrease of the 

statistical significance and therefore indicates that the results of in-the-money options are 

less significant than the results of at-the-money options. The decrease of the statistical 

significance from the at-the-money to the in-the-money ratio is also observable in 

Rubinstein (1985a) and Sheikh (1991). 

Additionally, the statistical significance for the out-of-the-money ratio diminishes to 

insignificant results in Table 3.5.3.1-1 (and in Table 3.H-3 for the separate put data 

respectively). However, Table 3.H-1 for the separate call data shows one significant result 

at the 10 percent level for the out-of-the-money ratio with a probability of 0.03 (i.e. the 

shorter time to expiration has the higher implied volatility). Although this result is based 

upon a small sample (Tn = 22), it indicates a substantial change in the implied volatility 

direction from the at-the-money ratio to the out-of-the-money ratio. This substantial change 

of the implied volatility implies that the at-the-money ratio and the out-of-the-money ratio 

have differing directions in time-to-expiration biases. Nevertheless, both ratios suggest the 

violation of the non-constant volatility assumption. 

Concluding the discussion on the time-to-expiration bias test for the ALSI, the null 

hypothesis is rejected at a 5 percent significance level for the at-the-money ratio. The 

results of the in-the-money ratio suggest the rejection of the null hypothesis at the 10 

percent significance level with exception of the third panel in Table 3.H-1 for the separate 

call data. The results of the out-of-the-money ratio also suggest the rejection of the null 

hypothesis at the 10 percent significance level. Furthermore, the levels of the economic 

importance are consistent with the statistical significance results. From Table 3.5.3.1-1, it 

is evident that the economic importance declines across the strike ratio (strike + future) 

from having the highest value for the at-the-money ratio to lower values for the out-of-the

money ratio and in-the-money ratio. 
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The above discussion dealt with the time-to-expiration bias test for the ALSI (in Table 

3.5.3.1-1, Table 3.H-1, and Table 3.H-3 for the combined call and put data as well as for 

the separate call and the separate put data respectively). The examination is continued with 

the analysis of the striking price bias test below. 

The results of the striking price bias test for the combined call and put data set are 

shown in Table 3.5.3.1-2, whilst the results for the separate call data and put data are 

shown in Table 3.H-2 and Table 3.H-4 in Appendix 3.H respectively. 

It is evident in the three tables that the probabilities are mostly 0 or close to 0 (i.e. the 

lower strike ratio has the higher implied volatility) and therefore highly statistically 

significant. The exceptions of these probabilities of 0 or close to 0 are observed across 

more than "180 days" to expiration (i.e. 180-270 and >270) and in the at-the-money/in-the

money panel (i.e. 0.95-1.05 vs. 1.05-1.15). 

For the combined call and put data in Table 3.5 .3 .1-2, the results of the at-the-money/in

the-money panel (i.e. 0. 95-1.05 vs. 1. 05-1.15) show a decreasing probability as the time to 

expiration increases. For example, the probability decreases from 1.00 to 0 across the "10-

30" to the ">270 days" to expiration in Table 3.5.3.1-2. The results (1.00 and 0) are 

statistically significant at the 5 percent level and suggest to reject the null hypothesis of a 

constant volatility. 

The "more than 180 days" to expiration categories (i.e. 180-270 and >270) show several 

statistically significant results at the 5 percent level but also a few insignificant results. It 

seems that with increasing time to expiration the results become less significant. This 

conclusion is supported by very low values for the economic importance for longer time to 

expirations. However, the economic importance 75 also shows relatively small values for 

statistical significant results. Furthermore, our results are similar to the findings by 

Rubinstein (1985a) (for his first period investigated). 

15 The economic importance may be questionable because of its frequent low value in the tables for the 
striking price bias test. Heynen (1994) compares the a with the bid-ask spread and only views a • s higher 
than 3 percent as significant. Rubinstein (l985a) argues that the economic importance depends on the 
market participant and the purpose of the option. He also explains that a is only the minimum deviation 
from the modified Black value for both options in the pair, and that the economic importance is only 
designed to show the weakness of the assumption of constant volatility. We think that some market 
participants make riskless atbitJ:age profits with small deviations from zero in the option markets if almost 
all market participants calculate the option prices according to the modified Black model. Riskless 
atbitrage profits conflict with the assumption of constant volatility so that low values of the economic 
importance can be interpreted as an indicator of inefficiency of the modified Black model. 
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Table 3.5.3.1-2 
Nonparametric Striking Price Bias Test for the Combined Call and Put Data of tbe ALSI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls and puts only differing in the strike prices for the period 16 
October 92 to 31 December 1996. The Tn columns give the total number of pairs and the Sh columns 
represent the number of pairs for which the lower strike ratio (strike+ future) has a higher implied volatility. 
The first value in the middle column of each comparison displays the economic importance, a. , in percent 
and the second value is the statistical significance or probability, p. 

D E .. ays to ~xpuation 

I Tn 
10-30 tl 30-60 

shl Tn 
60-90 , I 90-180 I 180-270 I >270 

Sh I Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn 
Strike a. a. a. 

~ 
a. a. 

Ratio p p p p p 

0.60-0.85 2 2 28 25 39 34 166 98 215 124 331 157 
VS. NA -1.53 -2.40 -0.33 -0.37 0.15 

0.85-0.95 NA 0*" o•• 0.01 ... 0.01"" 0.81 

0.60-0.85 3 2 9 9 0 0 23 20 47 27 110 69 
vs. NA NA NA -2.64 -0.21 -0.52 

0.95-1.05 NA NA NA 0"* 0.12 ou 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 16 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 106 71 250 17 274 166 641 353 466 272 921 498 
vs. -4.74 -3.35 -1.21 -0.41 -0.33 -0.25 

0.95-1.05 ou 0** o·· 0*- 0*" 0.01" 

0.85-0.95 0 0 7 6 1 . 1 32 25 8 8 95 65 
vs. NA NA NA -1.38 NA -1.16 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA o•• NA 0*" 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 76 26 157 73 182 91 533 300 359 195 750 524 
VS. 1.96 0.78 0.03 -0.38 -0.23 -1.33 

1.05-1.15 1.00 .. 0.79 0.47 0"" 0.05* o•• 

0.95-1.05 4 0 0 0 0 0 23 15 20 11 71 52 
vs. NA NA NA -1.34 -0.44 -1.56 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA 0.05" 0.25 0 

1.05-1.15 2 1 9 3 19 8 121 69 118 56 189 100 
vs. NA NA NA -0.72 0.30 -0.09 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA o.os• 0.68 0.19 
a. The ratio of strike pnce and future pnce headings would revert for a call (I.e. out-of-the-money becomes 

in-the-money and vice versa). However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of
the-money call (put) volatility because of the put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept 
consistent 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests 
are unreliable. 

* Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
** Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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The empirical results suggest that the lower strike ratio has predominantly higher 

implied volatilities. These results become more pronounced in terms of the economic 

importance with declining strike ratios and with decreasing time to expiration. Rubinstein's 

(1985a) results also correspond favourably to the obtained results. 

In sum, it is concluded that the lower strike ratio generally has the higher implied 

volatility for the ALSI in South Africa, in particular for out-of-the-money comparisons 

(panel I to 7 in Table 3.5.3.1-2). Nevertheless, it is also observed that the pronunciation 

decreases for increasing time to expiration because the results become less significant 

(statistically and economically) with increasing time to expiration. Furthermore, the 

exception of a higher implied volatility for a higher strike ratio for the at-the-money/in-the

money panel (i.e. 0.95-1.05 vs. 1.05-1.15) with a short time to expiration seems significant 

and should be taken account of in option-pricing decisions. Finally, the null hypothesis of 

constant volatilities across strike prices for options on ALSI futures in South Africa is 

rejected. 

A conclusion and a summary follow below where the results for the time-to-expiration 

bias test and the striking price bias test are summarized and where the results of the INDI 

and the GLDI are included. 

3.5.3.2 Conclusion and Summary 

The purpose of the nonparametric tests was to test the null hypothesis that the implied 

volatility is constant across strike prices and across expirations. The results of the tests, 

based upon statistical significance and economic importance, suggest, that the null 

hypothesis of constant volatility should be rejected. Furthermore, a distinction between the 

three data sets, the call, the put, and their combination was found to be unnecessary 

because no significant difference was found between them. The most important results are 

briefly summarized below: 

The nonparametric time-to-expiration bias test revealed that the implied volatility 

generally increased with time to expiration in the at-the-money range for the ALSI, the 
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INDI, and the GLDI. Similar results are found by Rubinstein (1985a) and Sheikh (1991). 

Furthermore, it was observed that the implied volatility is generally higher for the lower 

strike ratio for the ALSI and the INDI. Evidence in Heynen (1994) and Rubinstein (1985a) 

also show similar results. However, the results of the GLDI showed that the implied 

volatility is sometimes higher for the higher strike ratio but based on only a very small data 

set for the GLDI. Finally, it was found that the pronounced effect of non-constant implied 

volatility decreases (i.e. becomes more constant) with increasing time to expiration for all 

three indices. 

A plausible explanation for why the higher implied volatility for lower strike ratios is 

evident is because such options increased in value as a consequence of the market crash in 

October 1987. The expectation of large profits due to a large fall in market prices is 

consequently priced in the options by higher implied volatilities. Additionally, one might 

expect that the effect of higher implied volatilities would be more pronounced for a short 

time to expiration than for a long time to expiration. This is because a large fall in market 

prices tend to take place in a very short period of time (e.g. the market crash in 1987) so 

that an option with long time to expiration has a higher probability of a market recovery. 

Hence, the option with a long time to expiration has a less pronounced effect of volatilities 

across expirations. Finally, a plausible explanation for the finding that the implied 

volatilities for at-the-money strikes increase using the time-to-expiration bias test may be 

explained by the additional risk of significant price movements the longer the time to 

expiration. 

To the author's knowledge the methodological adaptations to derivative underlyings as 

opposed to traditional implementation on non-derivative underlying assets is the first of its 

kind. The advantage of implementing the nonparametric test methodology on options on 

futures is twofold. Firstly, no dividends have to be calculated or estimated. The widely 

used approximation of dividend yields instead of the discrete dividends is one of the 

problems that we avoid. Secondly, options on futures are mark-to-market and therefore are 

not influenced by any interest rate. Consequently, the use of approximate interest rates like 

the Treasury bills or the Bank bills are not required and approximation errors do not 

therefore occur. Furthermore, early exercise of the American options on futures is not 
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optimal. Hence, all data can be used and does not have to be filtered because of the early 

exercise problems experienced by Rubinstein (1985a). 

Nevertheless, some shortcomings are alluded to the analysis: the main weakness of the 

nonparametric analysis is the unavoidable non-simultaneous price problem. This non

simultaneous price problem arises because the price of the options and the price of the 

futures might not be traded at the same time. Although the same trading classes for option 

and future prices are implemented, this problem cannot totally be avoided.,'Sheikh (1991) 

assumes that artificial prices are a further problem, especially for the daily mark-to-market 

products at the end of the day because market makers may try to influence their margin 

requirements by manipulating the closing bid and ask prices 76
. 

In sum, the results obtained reject the assumption of constant volatility required by the 

modified Black model (among others) for the South African environment. Hence, the 

pricing of options in South Africa requires models that do not rely on the constant 

volatility assumption. 

3.6 Conclusion of Chapter 3 

The results of the descriptive assessment concerning the comparison between historical 

volatility and implied volatility (section 3.5.1) as well as the results of the VSI and VTSI 

analysis (section 3.5.2) suggest the rejection of the assumption of constant volatility across 

strike prices and across expirations for the South African environment. These results were 

confirmed using the more rigorous nonparametric test approach (section 3.5.3). All the 

results are consistent across all approaches with the partly exception of the GLDI. 

However, the GLDI analysis is based on a very small data set so that distortions are 

thinkable caused by the lack of data. 

Hence, the suitability of the modified Black model must also be questioned for option 

pricing in South Africa (as its underlying assumption of constant volatility is found 

unrealistic). These results found for the South African market are consistent with the 

76 The daily mark-to-market price is calculated as the mid-market price at the closing of trading at SAFEX. 
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mentioned findings in various international markets. In particular, the finding that out-of

the-money puts have higher implied volatilities than expected (by the modified Black 

model and the Black and Scholes (1973) model) is consistent with results in the literature 

on other markets. These higher implied volatilities especially for out-of-the-money puts 

may well be a consequence of the market crash in October 1987. On this occasion, the 

actual probability of large and sudden losses was substantial higher than expected by the 

lognormal distribution implemented in the Black and Scholes (1973) model, or the 

modified Black model. 

The results obtained of volatility biases, or "smiles", are the basis on which a new option 

price model with non-constant volatility· should be constructed for the South African 

environment. This aim forms a major focus of the subsequent work in this thesis. The 

viewpoint is adopted that the option price model should price options according to the 

information contained in the market. Hence, it is proposed that volatility inputs be 

implemented in the "proposed" option price model by incorporating the implied volatilities 

from all traded options across strike prices and expirations. 

The development of this "proposed" option price model is presented in the following 

chapter. 
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Appendix 3.A 

A Detailed Analysis of the Data 

The aim of this appendix is a more detailed analysis of the data, especially the examination of dependencies 

on the option type or the strike price. A description of the trading data is essential and interesting in the case 

of a new exchange like SAFEX. The trades are listed for each trading year separately for calls and puts for the 

ALSI, the INDI, and the GLDI in Table 3.A-1. In Table 3.A·1, it can be observed that the trading volume was 

zero for the GLDI and the INDI in 1992 and also very small for the ALSI with 164 trades. It is also evident from 

Table 3.A·1 that the trading volume has increased substantially for each of the following years since then. 

Table3.A·1 
Data Categorised in Trading Years 

The data is reported for the ALSI. INDI. and GIDI after screening for arbitrage violations and mistake trades in the 
period 16 October 1992 to 31 December 1996. The number of trades separated for calls and puts are shown for each of 
the years in the data. 

Year ALSI INDI QLDI 
Calls Puts Calls . ·· Puts / ' Calls Puts' 

1992 108 56 0 / 

1993' 3454 2462 
1994 4839 4383 
1995 5177 4064 
1996 6661 4640 
Total 20239 15605 / 6445 6480 5f24 1819 

Additionally, the option series are further divided and their distribution is examined across strike ratios77 in 

Table 3.A-2. Hence, the total number of options is differentiated into five strike classes78
. Beginning with a 

strike class of "below 0.85", four more strike classes are constructed: "0.85 to 0.95", "0.95 to 1.05", "1.05 to 

1.15", and "above 1.15". Finally, the option series are additionally divided into "Call" and "Put" trades. 

A strike class of "0.95 to 1.05" is interpreted as an at-the-money option for either call option or put option. 

However, the interpretation is not that simple for other strike classes. All strike classes below the at-the-money 

class are interpreted for calls as in-the-money or for puts as out-of-the-money respectively. Vice versa, all 

strike classes above the at-the-money class are interpreted as out-of-the-money calls or in-the-money puts 

respectively. 

This interpretation is correct if the validity of the put-call parity by Black and Scholes (1973) is assumed. 

The put-call parity implies that an out-of-the-money put has the same parameters (e.g. volatility, interest-rate, 

and time) as an in-the-money call and vice versa. Hence, call and put options in each strike class can be 

interpreted as the same concerning their parameters. 

77 A strike ratio is defined as the division of the strike price by the tmderlying asset price. 
78 A strike class defines all strike ratios that are included in a particnlar range qf strike ratios. 
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Table3.A-2 
Distribution of the Number of Traded Options to their Strike Class 

The three indices are divided in five strike classes and additionally in call and put trades to assess the distribution of the 
traded options in them. The last column shows the sum of trades depending on its type for each index. The numbers in 

·~ bold are the percentage numbers in percent calculated with respect to the sum of call and put in the last column. The 
other numbers are the absolute values of traded options. 

Strike Classes 
Index Type below 0.85 0.85 to 0.95 0.95 to 1.05 1.05 to 1.15 above 1.15 Sum 
ALSI Call 703 2090 12109 4128 1209 20239 

1.96 5.83 33.78 11.52 3.37 56.46 
Put 1093 4937 8813 743 19 15605 

3.05 13.77 ~· 24.59 2.~7 0.05 43.54 
INDI Call z 342 / 525v759 66 ,/'"': 6445 

/

0.19 2.65· 40.64 5.87 0.5l 49.86 ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /o 6~ 

o. 76 /9.48 39.1 0.80 / 0.00 ~0.14 
GLDI CaiV 45 / 302 z906 1293/ 51v 5124 

0.6y 4.35 /41.86 18.~2 8.32 73.80 
Put P/6 453 / 1087 .87 , 16 1819 

v2.53 6.52 15.66 /1.25 loaJ 26.20 

The distribution of the traded option prices with respect to the class is presented in Table 3.A-2. Table 3.A-

2 shows that most frequently traded options are at-the-money options (ALSI with 58.37 percent at-the-money 

options, GLDI with 57.51 percent at-the-money options, and INDI with 79.74 percent at-the-money options). 

Additionally, the distribution of trading prices is skewed towards the strike classes below at-the-money for put 

options and above at-the-money for call options for each of the indices in Table 3.A-2. These options are 

therefore out-of-the-money options and are traded more often than in-the-money options in the referenced 

period. Table 3.A-2 displays that the ALSI data exhibited 31.71 percent out-of-the-money options, the GLDI 

contains 36.01 percent out-of-the-money options, and the INDI contains 16.62 percent out-of-the-money 

options. The remainder79 of the number of traded option prices is the in-the-money options with 9. 92 percent 

of the ALSI, 6.48 percent of the GLDI, and 3.64 percent ofthe INDI. 

The analysis of the differentiation between calls and puts produces interesting results for the out-of-the

money options as well. The portion of out-of-the-money calls from the overall out-of-the-money options is 

46.95 percent for the ALSI, 74.84 percent for the GLDI, and 38.41 percent for the INDL The GLDI with 74.84 

percent in out-of-the-money calls with respect to all out-of-the-money options is extremely high. However, if 

the overall number of trading prices is considered, the results of the INDI and GLDI should be interpreted 

more cautiously because of the sparse data in comparison to the ALSI results (which is based on a larger data 

set). 

79 Inaccuracies are possible because of rounding. 
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Table3.A·3 
Distribution of the Number of Traded Options around the At-the-money Strike 

The three indices are divided in three strike classes and further separated in call and put trades to assess the distribution of 
the traded option prices aroood the at-the-money strike. The last colwnn shows the sum of trades depending of its type for 
each index. The numbers in bold are the percentage numbers in percent calculated with respect to the sum of call and put 
in the last colwnn. The other numbers are the absolute values of traded options. 

Index Type 0.95 to 0.99 

ALSI Call 2849 
13.62 

Put 4013 
19.18 

INDI 

/ 
833 
8.08 

2487/ 
24.13 

z_ Call / 'l63 

v-~.11 
Put 539 

13.50 

Strike Classes 
0.99 to 1.01 

5065 
24.21 
3382 
16.16 
2513 

,/_,. 24.38 
2011 
19.51 

890/ 
22.29 

/ 

/307 
7.69 

1.01 to 1.05 
4195 
20.05 
1418 
6.78 

~~~/ 18.50 
556 
5.39 
'253 

31.38 
241 
6.04 

Sum 
12109 
57.88 
8813 
42;12 
5253 
50.97 
5054 

1087 
27.22 

Finally, the at-the-money strike class (0.95 to 1.05) is further partioned because of its high percentage of all 

trading prices. Hence, the at-the-money strike class is further split in three intervals in Table 3.A-3 displaying 

very similar results to the results obtained by the prior analysis of all strike classes. However, the number of 

trades of near out-of-the-money put options (0.95 to 0.99) is larger than the number of trades for at-the-money 

options (0.99 to 1.01) in all three indices. Another difference is found in the results of the GLDI in Table 3.A-3. 

The distribution of the trading prices for the GLDI exhibits a larger number of near out-of-the-money calls than 

at-the-money calls. 
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Appendix 3.8 

Theoretical Model Derivation 

In this section of the appendix a detailed derivation of an option price model for options on futures in the South 

African environment follows. Black's (1976) model for European options on futures gives a first idea for the 

valuation of options on futures in South Africa. However, it cannot be applied to the options on futures in South 

Africa in its current form because Black's (1976) model does not handle the future-style mark-t~market 

procedure of the option premium at SAFEX. Nevertheless, it is imaginable to modify the Black ( 1976) model to 

incorporate the future style mark-to-market procedure. Hence, the development of the option price model is 

based upon the Black (1976) model that is again based upon the Black and Scholes (1973) model. To 

understand what modifications are required in the Black (1976) model in order to be applicable to the South 

African environment, the proposed modifications to the Black (1976) model need to be derived. 

Before the start of an technical in-depth analysis of the option price model, the assumptions by Black and 

Scholes (1973) for an option price model are discussed in the context of the South African environment. 

Assumptions 

Following the "ideal conditions" from the Black and Scholes (1973) model for the option and the underlying, it 

is assumed that 

1. the option is European style (i.e. that the option can only be exercised at expiration) 

2. the underlying pays no dividends or other distributions 

3. no transaction costs in buying or selling the underlying or the option are imposed and no 

taxes exist. Short selling is allowed and borrowing any fraction of a security is possible. 

The borrowing rate equals the lending rate. 

4. the short-term interest rate is constant and known. 

5. the underlying follows a random walk in continuous time. This implies that the underlying 

has a constant volatility and that the price path of the underlying is continuous. The 

distribution of possible underlying prices is lognormal at the end of any finite interval. 

The assumption of Black and Scholes ( 1973) that the option is European style is obviously inappropriate for 

the South African environment. Nevertheless, it is initially assumed to be appropriate for the purpose of the 

derivation of the model. Later, this assumption is relaxed and the early exercise feature of American options is 

included into the option price model. Mditionally, the assumption about no dividend payments from the 

underlying is assumed to be appropriate in the South African context with futures as underlying. 

The third assumption of short selling being allowed is also appropriate in South Africa. In addition, the 

assumption that no transaction costs and taxes occur is considered as a simplified approach to the option 

modelling problem. Although transaction costs and taxes exist in reality, both are particularly dependent on the 

personal situation of the market participant. Moreover, the possibility of borrowing fractions and of borrowing 

or lending at the same interest rate depends again on the status of each market participant but is assumed 
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appropriate in South Africa. For exari'l~ie, l~rge jnarket partl6ipants such as investment banks or life insurer 

have nearly identical borrowing and lending rates. 

The fourth assumption concerning the short-term interest rate is examined in the course of the model 

development 

The fifth and last assumption ofthe Black and Scholes (1973) model that the underlying follows a random 

walk will be considered as appropriate for the purposes here. 

The discussed ·assumptions are the framework on which the technical development of the option price 

model is based below. 

After the discussion of the assumptions by Black and Scholes ( 1973) underpinning an option price model, a 

technical in-depth analysis of an option price model for the South African environment follows. It is initially 

assumed by Black (1976) that the future follows a random walk much like the spot underlying assumed by 

Black and Scholes (1973) first This process can be described by the following model offuture price behavior 

where the instantaneous future price change relative is 

dF /F = Jldt +adz (3.S..1) 

with o as the instantaneous standard deviation, 1.1 as the expected instantaneous price change of the future 

contract80
, and dz as a Wiener process81

• 

Hence, a riskless hedge portfolio is created with the future, F, and the option on the future. f, as contents. 

The option, f, is in this process, a function of the future, F, and of the time. t. The portfolio is defined as risk-

. Of 
free if it consists of one option short, (-f), and - futures long (or vice versa) as the hedge condition in a oF 
infinitesimal time interval dt. This hedged portfolio is risk-free under the assumptions of a continuous 

adjustment of the hedge and a market without any restrictions82
• Hence, the value of the portfolio, n. is the 

combined value of both positions: 

Of 
ll=-f+-F 

iJF 

Arbitrage would normally provide an expected rate of return of this portfolio equal to the short-term interest 

rate as described by Black and Scholes (1973). However, under the assumption of a portfolio consisting of a 

future and an option on a future with future-style mark-to-market procedure, the expected rate of return differs 

from the result in Black and Scholes (1973). 

80 Whaley (1986a) defines the expected futures price change relative, ~.as equal to the expected spot price 
change relative, a. , less the difference between the riskless rate of interest, r, and the assumed continuous 
rate of receipt, d, [hence a.- (r-d) ]. He assumes additionally that the spot price, S, follows the stochastic 
differential equation 

dS/S = adt +adz 
with the standard deviation, a , that is the same for both the underlying spot and futures price changes. 

81 A Wiener process is a particular type of a Markov stochastic process. The Markov process considers only 
the present price as relevant for the future. Hence, the Wiener Process contains the randomness that is 
required for the random walk. 

82 Restrictions are transaction costs, short selling limitations or differences in the borrowing or lending 
interest rate. 
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The value of a future contract is zero at inception of the trade and so is the value of an option on futures 

with future-style mark-to-market procedure. Asay (1982) argues that risk-free hedges between the future 

contract and the option can therefore be established without any investment This means for the portfolio 

value at inception that its value is zero. 

TI=O 

The change of the portfolio value, dTI , with the change of time, dt, depends on the change in the option 

position, (-df), and on the change of the future position, dF, where the dt, df, and dF are the symbols for an 

infinitesimal change of the respective parameter t, f, and F. The change of the portfolio value is 

Of 
dTI= -df+-dF 

OF 
(3.8-2) 

The change of the portfolio value (i.e. the value of the hedge) is not zero in dt, so that the solution is not trivial. 

The solution of the problem gives an insight into the correct option price model. Hence, the change of the 

portfolio value has to be analysed. The equation of the change in portfolio value above contains two parts, df 

and dF, that must be defined. 

The model for the future price behavior (in equation 3. B-1) delivers the definition for dF that is required to 

solve the first definition problem. One still has to define df to obtain a solution for the option price model. 

However, the definition of df needs more attention to the theoretical analysis. Hence, the findings of Ito (see 

for example, Merton (1992) or Hull (1993)), Ito's process and Ito's lemma83 are introduced. The equation of 

future price behavior (equation 3.8-1) is an Ito process on which Ito's lemma can be applied. 

Hence, Ito's lemma is (in consistent notation of the thesis): 

or ar 1 2 2 a2r 
df = -dF +-dt +-cr F -

OF 0t 2 qp2 

The lemma is then applied to the Ito process (in equation 3.8-1 ). This is done by substituting dF (the 

change of the future position) with equation 3.8-1 into Ito's lemma. Hence, the result of the utilized lemma is 

df= IJF-+-+-cr F - dt+crF-dz ( 
or or 1 2 2 a2r) or 
OF 0t 2 OF 2 OF 

After df (the change of the option position) is defined, the equation can be solved with respect to the change of 

Of 
the portfolio value (equation 3.8-2). Substituting for -df and -dF in dTI (equation 3.8-2), the change of the 

OF 

portfolio value is 

83 Ito's lemma can be applied on functions with a stochastic process that is known as Ito process. The Ito 
process is a genernlized Wiener process where A, the expected drift rate, and B, the expected variance 
rate, are functions of the value of any random variable G and time t: 

dG = A(G, t)dt + B(G, t)dz 
where dz is a Wiener process. Ito's lemma is 

Of Of I 82f 2 df =-dG+-dt+---B dt 
8G at 2 002 

By substituting dG in Ito's lemma by the function of the Ito process, which depends on G and t, ito's 
lemma shows that the Ito process follows 

df =(A!!_+ Of +!_B2 
82

f)dt+B!!.__dz 
8G at 2 002 00 
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. . i .. 

(
Of 1 2 2 0 f) dll=- -+-a F - dt 
0t 2 OF2 

The change of the portfolio value, dll , is risk-free because of the constructed hedge. Additionally, it must 

be shown that the portfolio is arbitrage-free. Otherwise arbitrageurs could profit from incorrect priced options. 

Hence, the change in the portfolio value must be eql.\al to short-term risk-free securities that can earn the 

short-term rate of interest, r, in the same time. It is derived that 

dll= rlldt 

If the change of the portfolio value, dfl , is substituted by rlldt (as arbitrage condition), it follows that 

- -+-0' F - dt = rlldt (
ar 1 2. 2 a2r) 
0t 2 OF2 

However, the value of the portfolio is zero ( n = 0 ), because neither the future nor the option has to be paid 

for. Hence 

This result can also be achieved in another manner (see also Lieu(1990)). As noted, the change of the 

portfolio value is risk-free. Hence, the initial investment is zero for the hedge. These conditions mean that 

arbitrage is only prevented if the return is zero. 

Hence 

dll=O 

(
ar 1 2 2 cPr) --+-a F- dt=O 
Ot 2 OF2 

This solution is identical to the first result by simply multiplying with H) 

ar 1 2 2 a2r 
-+-a F -=0 
0t 2 OF2 

The intention at the start of the theoretical model derivation was to modify the Black ( 1976) model for the 

conditions prevailing in South Africa. Consequently, the Black partial differentiation is compared briefly to the 

derived one above. The Black partial differentiation is 

ar t 2 2 iPr 
-+-a F --rF=O 
Ot 2 OF2 

Tile difference between the Black partial differentiation and the derived partial differentiation is obvious. 

The component of (-rF) is absent in the derived result for the South African option market. The difference 

between both partial differentiation can only be explained by the mark-to-market feature of options on futures 

because all other assumptions and conditions are the same for both models. 

The consequences of the absence of (-rF) are important when one considers the assumptions for the South 
( 

African environment. Hence, the assumption relating to a known and constant short-term interest rate is no 

longer relevant because the interest rate is irrelevant in the option price model for South Africa. In addition, the 

assumption about borrowing any fraction of the price of a security to buy or to hold it at the short-term interest 

rate is also no longer of importance for the option price model because of two reasons: 
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1. no initial investment has to be made 

2. the interest rate has no function in the South African option price model 

All consequences of the derived partial differentiation on the option price model for South Africa will be seen in 

the option price formula. 

The option price formula for options on futures with future-style mark-to-market procedure can only be 

obtained if the boundary conditions are applied to the derived partial differentiation. These boundary 

conditions however require definition for European options. However, the boundary conditions are different for 

calls and puts, hence they are taken account of separately. The boundary conditions are valid for the time to 

expiration, T -t, and are for calls on futures, CF, with strike price, X: 

CF(F, t) = 0 for F = 0 

CF(F, t) - F for F _,.IX) 
CF(F, T) = max(F- X, 0) 

The boundary conditions for puts on futures, PF, are 

PF(F, t) = F for F = 0 

PF(F, t)- 0 for F _.IX) 
PF(F, T) = max( X- F, 0) 

The boundary conditions for the derived option price model are equivalent to the boundary conditions of the 

Black (1976) model. Using the Black and Scholes (1973) method to solve the partial differentiation, the option 

price formula is consequently produced for the option price model in the South African environment. 

This solution is however only appropriate for European options on futures (as assumed above). 

Consequently, a further step in the development of the option price model must be the incorporation of options 

with the American exercise style. The solution of the early exercise is directly related to the result of European 

options. Hence, only the boundary conditions require extension. The new boundary conditions (for either a call 

or a put) incorporate the early exercise right. Hence, the fourth boundary conditions are 

CF(F, tc) = Max[F-X, CF(F, tc)) 

PF(F, tc) = Max[X-F, PF (F, tc)] 

forts tc < T 

forts tc < T 

where CF(F,tc) or PF(F,tc) is the value of the call or the put option respectively if not exercised at time tc 

(where tc is between the current time, t, and the time of expiration, T). 

However, the early exercise of an option is only a problem for the valuation if the early exercise brings an 

advantage compared to holding the option. One condition for the early exercise is that the option must be in

the-money otherwise the early exercised option would lose the time value of the option. 

Consequently, the probability of the profitable early exercise of an in-the-money call or an in-the-money put 

option is assessed in the South African environment. If it is not profitable to exercise early, no difference would 

exist between American and European options. Hence, the same option price model could be used for both 

expiration types. The proposed problem of the early exercise value and its application to the options on futures 

in South Africa is assessed in a technical analysis below. 

Early Exercise Value 

The problem of the early exercise value is first established for a call option. The condition for an optimal early 

exercise is that the call option is in-the-money (i.e. the future price is higher than strike price of the option), so 

that 
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F>x 
where F is the price of the future and X is the strike price. 

Moreover, the formula for a call option from the Black (1976) model with absent interest rate (as in South 

Africa} is 

where 

F 
ln-+(o-2 /2)(T-t) 

dl = _.....x"'---===--
aJ(T-t) 

d2 = d1 -o-J(T -'t) 

with N(.} as the cumulative standard normal distribution and o- as the volatility. 

In addition, the fourth boundary condition requires (in the case of an early exercise} that the value of the 

call option should be lower than the difference between future and strike price, (F- X). It follows 

CF < (F -X) 

Hence, CF is substituted by the option price formula of the call. Hence 

FN(d1)-XN(d2 )< F-X 

This condition establishes consequently whether an early exercise is profitable. 

The formulas ford, and d2 from above imply that d, is higher than d2 (d, > d2) for F >X, o- > 0 and T > t. 

Hence 

and 

FN(d1)-XN(d2 ) >F -X 

This result suggest that early exercise of call options is not profitable because at all time!) is the price of the 

call option higher than the earty exercise value i.e. 

CF>F-X 

The solution for the in-the-money put option can be derived in the same way84
• The result is the same as 

for the call option, an early exercise is never profitable. 

In summary, the discussion of the early exercise value of American options on futures with the future-style 

mark-to·market procedure reveals that either the call option value or the put option value always exceeds the 

early exercise value. Consequently, in South Africa it is never optimal under the condition of a mark·to·market 

of the option premium to exercise a American call or a put option on futures before expiration85
• Hence, the 

American call options on futures with the mark·to.market procedure are valued like European options on 

futures with the mark-to.market procedure. 

84 The in-the-money condition for the put option is shown as X > F. The early exercise of the in-the-money 
put option would be only profitable if PF < X - F. If PF is substiruted using the formula for the put price 
(analogous to the price of the call option), the condition for a profitable early exercise becomes 

XN(-d 2 )-FN(-d1) <X-F 

Moreover, it is shown that N(-d2) > N(-d1) and consequently that PF >X- F. Hence, the put value exceeds 
the early exercise value always. Consequently, an early exercise of the put option is never profitable. 

85 Lieu (1990) comes to the same conclusion for this type of option. 
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Appendix 3.C 

Comparisons between Historical Volatility and Implied Volatility for the INDI and the 

GLDI 

Tablel.C-1 
A Comparison between Historical Volatility and Implied Volatility for tbe INDI 

The at-the-money implied volatility is calculated for options on the INDI with an expiration of around one calendar 
month later. The historical volatilities are based on the future of the INDI with one month to expiration and they are 
calculated on the basis of the closing price over 21, 42, and 63 trading days prior to the referenced date. The nearest date 
to one month to expiration is chosen for the recorded date. 

Implied Historical Volatility over prior days 

Date 
13/08/93 
15/02/94 
15/08/94 
15/02/95 
15/08/95 
15/02/96 
15/08/96 

Volatility 
At-the-money 

0.1797 
0.2738 
0.1866 
0.1736 
0.1645 
0.1187 
0.1900 

21 Days . 

0.1155 
0.2382 
0.1291 
0.2297 
0.1449 
0.0998 
0.1812 

42 Days 
0.1091 
0.2238 
0.1830 
0.1776 
0.1203 
0.1146 
0.1785 

•NA indicates that trading takes place at least once a day for each trading day. 

TableJ.C-2 

63 Days 
0.1119 
0.2097 

NA 
0.1670 

NA 
0.1177 

NA 

Expiration 
September 

March 
September 

March 
September 

March 
September 

A Comparison between Historical Volatility and Implied Volatility for the GLDI 
The at-the-money implied volatility is calculated for options on the GLDI with an expiration of aroWld one calendar 
month later. The historical volatilities are based on the future of the GLDI with one month to expiration and they are 
calculated on the basis of the closing price over 21, 42, and 63 trading days prior to the referenced date The nearest date 
to one month to expiration is chosen for the recorded date. 

Implied · Historical Volatility over prior days 

Date 
13/08/93 
15/02/94 
15/08/94 
15/02/95 
15/08/95 
15/02/96 
15/08/96 

Volatility 
At-the-money 

0.4505 
0.5914 
0,3499 
0.4815 
0.3737 
0.6223 
0.3475 

21 Days 
0.4632 
0.5005 
0.2599 
0.5014 
0.2810 
0.4583 
0.1740 

· 42Days 
0.4560 
0.5247 
0.2909 
0.4347 
0.2755 

NA 
0.2090 

•NA indicates that trading takes place at least once a day for each trading day. 

100 

63 Days 
0.5159 

NA 
0.4691 
0.3944 

NA 
NA 
NA 

Expiration 
September 

March 
September 

March 
September 

March 
September 
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Appendix 3.0 

Construction of the VSI and VTSI88 

The construction of the VSI follows along similar lines to that of Tompkins (1994). The VTSI is an additional 

extension to Tompkins (1994) where the implied volatility is examined across expirations. Both, the VSI and 

VTSI use standardization techniques where the levels of the underlying as well as. the levels of the implied 

volatility are standardized. These standardisation techniques implemented further in the research have the 

advantage that historical patterns of implied volatility can be compared through time. 

The analysis of the VSI and the VTSI requires some fairly technical manipulations, we briefly outline the 

procedures used together with some definitions below: 

Strike Ratio 

A strike ratio is produced by dividing the strike price of the option by the price of the undet1ying. 

VolatilitY Index 

The volatility index uses all options per trading day. The option with the strike ratio nearest to 1.0 for a trading 

day is defined as the at-the-money option of the trading day. The volatility of the at-the-money option is then · 

employed as denominator for the volatility of all options for the trading day. The result of the division is finally 

multiplied by 100 to produce the index volatility (e.g. the at-the-money option for each trading day has an 

index volatility of 100). 

Each volatility index value is accompanied by its strike ratio and the time to expiration measured in days. 

They thus form a three-dimensional data unit for each option price. The next step requires the construction of 

the VSI and VTSI for each trading day. 

The construction of the daily VSI and VTSI again requires some definitiQns that we will provide briefly: 

Strike Class 

The index volatility is sorted according to the value ofthe strike ratio and partitioned into one of the following 

five intervals of strike classes: 

1. Deep out--of-the-money(0.60to 0.85). 

2. Out--of-the-money (0.85 to.0.95) 

3. At-the-money (0.95 to 1.05) 

4. Jn-the-money(1.05to 1.15) 

5. Deep in-the-money (1.15 to 1.40) 

The five selected strike classes are sufficient for the examination of the data concerning the constant 

volatility assumption across strike prices. However, a finer separation of the strike classes is required if the 

implied volatility shall be forecasted as in Tompkins (1994) .. 

The expressions like in-the-money or out-the-money are defined in section 3.3. For example, the out--of-the

money strike class describes out--of-the-money puts and in-the-money calls. The definition is based on the put-
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call parity so that the in-the--money volatility of a call is the same as the out-of-the--money volatility of a put. 

Hence, in-the-money is used for in-the-money puts and out-of-the--money calls. 

ExPiration Class (only applicable to the VSI) 

Only options with the nearest expiration per trading day are used. E:ach index volatility with its particular days 

to expiration is then sorted according to the number of days to expiration into one of the following expiration 

classes: 

1. 1 to 10 days to expiration 

2. 11 to 20 days to expiration 

3. 21 to 30 days to expiration 

4. 31 to 60 days to expiration 

5. 61 to 90 days to expiration 

6. 91 to 180 days to expiration 

7. 181 to 270 days to expiration 

8. 271+ days to expiration 

The first three expiration classes are chosen in this form to give insights into implied volatility near the 

expiration87
. The remaining expiration classes show the appearance of implied volatility over short-time to 

expiration until long-time to expiration. 

The selected concept of expiration classes differs to Tompkins (1994) who instead implements the exact 

number of days to expiration. However, the difference between expiration classes and the exact number of 

days to expiration does not affect the results. Instead, the implementation of expiration classes might better 

explain the effects of time to expiration. 

The daily VSI is constructed by averaging the index volatilities in each strike class per trading day. The 

averaged index volatilities in the strike classes are further accompanied by the corresponding expiration class. 

Only the nearest expiration class is used per trading day to prevent noise by the term structure (of different 

expirations per trading day). 

The VSI is then constructed by sorting the index volatilities of the strike classes according to their expiration 

class over all trading days. Index volatilities with the same strike class and expiration class are averaged 

again. The VSI emerges with one value in each combination of strike class and expiration class. 

The VTSI requires a further definition of the expiration intervals because more than one expiration per 

trading day has to be employed to calculate the term structure of implied volatilities. The implementation of 

more than one expiration per trading day is added to the concept of the VSI because the VSI incorporates only 

the nearest expiration per trading day. However, the VTSI requires at least two different expirations per trading 

day to be different to the VSI. As a consequence, the concept of expiration intervals is further explained below: 

Expiration Interval (only applicable to the VTSIJ 

Only trading days are used where two or three different expirations respectively were traded. Each index 

volatility with its particular days to expiration is then sorted according to the number of days to expiration into 

one of the following expiration intervals: 

86 The methodology has been published in Wandmacher and Brndfield (1998a). 
· 
87 Implied volatilities near expiration may be distorted because of rollover effects. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

11 to 90 days to expiration 

101 to 180 days to expiration 

191 to 540 days to expiration 

Empincal Examinations (Appendices) 

Trading in the ALSI options typically takes place for all three different expirations per Uading day while the 

GLDI and the INDI only trade in the first two different expirations per trading day. The fixed expiration intervals 

are chosen to account for these facts. Distorted results of the VTSI for days near to expiration are avoided by 

omitting the first ten days of trading similar to Rubinstein ( 1985a). 

Moreover, the calculation of the volatility index is similar to the above method described for the VSI. 

However, one difference exist for the volatility index calculation of the VTSI because the at .the-money volatility 

is defined as the strike ratio that is nearest to one (independent from its expiration interval). 

The daily"VTSI is then calculated by averaging the index volatilities in each strike class for each expiration 

interval per trading day that meets the oondition of three different expirations or two different .expirations 

respectively. 

Moreover, the VTSI over all trading days averages the index volatilities of the daily VTSI so that we finally 

obtain a layer of expiration intervals and strike classes. 

Hence, a rather critical point of the calculation process emerges. The averaging of the expiration classes 

may destroy a change in the direction of the term structure or the smile. It can therefore be concluded from 

examination of the results that a different volatility structure in the market (from the assumed constant volatility 

by the modified Black model) exists. However, it cannot be concluded that the volatility structure is constant 

even if a constant volatility structure is observed because the averaging process could have averaged two 

opposite volatility structures to one constant volatility structure. Hence, the purpose of the VSI. and VTSI 

methods is only to test the null hypothesis of constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations. 
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Appendix 3.E 

Empirical Evidence of Volatility Smiles and Volatility Term Structures for the INDI 

andtheGLDI 

The INDI and the GLDI do not have the same data history as the ALSI. While the ALSI normally trades three 

expirations per trading day, the INDI and the GLDI traded only two expirations per trading day up until 1995. 

Thereafter, a third expiration has been traded sometimes but the number of days with three traded expirations 

is so small for the INDI and the GLDI that the definition of the VTSI requires modification. This modification of 

the VTSI allows us to use trading prices from days where only two different expirations are traded. 

The /NDI 

The implied volatility analysis of the INDI begins with the VSI shown in Table 3.E-1. It is evident from Table 

3.E-1 that the results of the INDI are very similar to the findings for the ALSI. For example, the index volatility 

tends to decrease with increasing time to expiration for the out-of-the-money strike class (from 199.31 dowri to 

100.51 ). However, the results for expiration classes far from expiration differ substantially from the trend in the 

ALSI but these results of the INDI are only founded on a very small amount of data. 

In sum, the results for the INDI match the findings of the ALSI very well. There is also evidence of "grins" 

and that the index volatilities reflect more pronounced patterns in expiration classes near to expiration than in 

expiration classes with more time to expiration. 

Hence, it can be concluded that "grins" do exist for the INDI as for the ALSI. Consequently, the null 

hypothesis of constant volatility seems inappropriate on the basis of the results for the INDI. 
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Table3.E4 
The Analysis of the Smile Pattern through the VSI for the INDI 

The index volatility values are sorted in strike classes and in expiration classes for the defmed expiration classes. Only 
index volatili!}: values are used from trading da~s that have at least one trading Erice. 

Strike Classes 
Data Expiration deep out-of- out-of-the· at-the- in-the- deep in-the-
Category Class the-money money money money money 

0.60to0.85 0.85to0.95 0.95 to 1.05 1.05 to 1.15 1.15 to 1.40 
Call/Put 1 to 10 NA 199.31 115.54 140.98 97.76 

11 to 20 91.97 147.04 108.39 90.79 93.63 
21 to 30 316.32 136.35 107.96 110.63 90.18 
31 to60 258.40 120.59 105.94 105.45 106.64 
61 to 90 163.81 110.79 103.41 103.51 104.16 
91 to 180 148.98 110.35 106.28 102.52 NA 
181 to 270 99.68 94.53 100.05 109.61 NA 
271+ NA 100.51 107.22 126.83 NA 

Call 1 to 10 166.48 218.07 113.44 110.17 75.66 
11 to 20 NA 218.15 103.93 102.67 102.56 
21 to 30 360.70 146.84 98.90 108.85 75.31 
31 to60 155.32 97.49 101.83 102.28 104.73 
61 to 90 103.90 108.94 98.76 104.39 96.55 
91 to 180 NA 102.37 99.31 94.00 NA 
181 to 270 99.05 92.62 98.20 101.10 NA 
271+ NA 94.91 100.06 146.72 NA 

Put 1 to 10 NA 167.59 116.94 167.72 NA 
11 to20 103.39 137.30 111.18 NA NA 
21 to 30 104.57 136.84 111.84 76.88 NA 
31 to60 237.75 128.93 107.97 89.92 NA 
61 to 90 154.22 110.16 106.01 95.11 NA 
91 to 180 118.71 107.33 110.35 NA NA 
181 to 270 96.58 100.59 102.56 100.94 NA 
271+ 84.74 102.39 103.00 NA NA 

•NA indicates that trading did not take place at least once. 
a. The strike class headings would revert for a call (i.e. out-of-the-money becomes in-the-money and vice versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent to the volatility. 

A graphical analysis (similar to that of the ALSI) of the VSI for the INDI is constructed for the combined call 

and put data in Figure 3.E-1. The graphical analysis shows a more distorted picture for the INDI but 

nevertheless the "grins• and ·smiles• are more pronounced for expiration classes near to the expiration. As 

already mentioned, the departures can be put down to the lack of data for the INDI. 

In sum, the results of the VSI analysis for the INDI are very similar to the results of the ALSI. Hence, the 

conclusion of both VSI analyses is the same that the null hypothesis of constant volatility can be doubted for 

both indices. 
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0 ~ 
0.6 to 0.85 0.8S ~ 0.9S 0.9S ~ l.OS l.OS ~ l.lS 1.1S ~ 1.40 ~ 20 
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Slrike Class 
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Figure J.E-1. Eight Smile and Grin Pattems for the Combined Call and Put Data of the INDI 
The index volatility values are sorted into strike classes and expiration classes. The volatility value (316.32) for the third 
expiration class is not plotted exactly to prevent a distortion of the content 

The analysis of the VSI suggests that the null hypothesis is inappropriate for the behaviour of volatility 

across strike prices. Hence, the examination of volatility is extended with the VTSl across expirations. The 

summarized results of the VTSl are presented in Table 3.E·2. 

Tablel.E-2 
The Analysis of the Term Structure with tbe VTSI for tbe INDI 

The index volatility values are sorted in strike classes and in expiration classes. Index volatility values are only used from 
trading days that trade simultaneously trading prices with two different expirations equivalent to the expiration intervals. 

Data 
Category 
Call/Put 

Call 

Put 

Expiration 
Interval 
(days to 
expiration) 

deep out-of
the-money 
0.6 to0.85 

out-of-the-
money 

0.85 to0.95 

11 to 90 358.48 114.30 
101 to 180 125.55 106.50 
11 to 90 NA 111.58 
101 to 180 NA 111.73 
11 to 90 NA 122.56 
101 to 180 164.24 110.02 

*NA indicates that trading did not take place at least once. 

Strike Classes 
at-the-
money 

0.95 to 1.05 

99.10 
106.24 
99.97 
107.30 
99.44 
105.32 

in-the-
money 

1.05 to 1.15 

100.07 
100.02 
115.84 
107.96 
61.86 
85.04 

deep in-the-
money 

1.15 to 1.4 

108.32 
102.45 
148.23 
108.46 

NA 
NA 

a. The strike class headings would revert for a call (i.e. out-of-the-money becomes in-the-money and vice versa). 
However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent to the volatility. 

All three data categories in Table 3.E-2 show similar results to the ALSI analysis. For example, the at-the

money index volatility grows from the first expiration interval to the second expiration interval. Moreover, the 

volatility index for the out-of-the-money and the in-the-money behaves similarly to the ALSI. In addition, the 

index volatility tends to increase from the at-the-money strike class to the out-of-the-money strike class. For 
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example, the st-thiHnonsy index volatility is 97.51 for the combined call and put data whereas the deep out

of-the-money index volatility is 350.75. · · 

As with the~ ALSI, the _INDI also shows evidence,of_problems·with the availability of.deep out-of-the-money 

and deep in-the-money strike classes (denoted by NA). 

In conclusion, the null hypothesis of constant volatility is also questionable on the basis of the results of the 

VTSI analysis for the INOJ. An additional graphical summary of the VTSI is displayed ~n Figure 3.E-2. 

The presentation in Figure 3.E-2 is only based on two expiration intervals, hence orily two lines are 

constructed~ However, ·it can be observed that the index volatility function becomes less pronounced the 

higher the time to expiration. From Figure 3.E-2 it is also evident that the at-the-money index volatility grows 

from the near to expiration interval to the far to expiration interval. 
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Figure J.E-2. Two Lines of tbe Term Structure for tbe Combined Call and Put Data of tbe INDI 
The index volatility values are·sotted into strike clas~ ari.d expiriition intervals. The index volatility value (358.48) for 
the first expiration interval is not plotted exactly to prevent a.distortion of.the content. 

TheGLDI 

The implied volatility ·analysis of the GLDI starts also with the VSI shown in Table 3.E-3. However, as 

mentioned in the data description the data for the GLDI is very sparse (it is approximately half of the INDI data 

and around a fifth of the ALSI data). Nevertheless, it is evident from Table 3.E-3 that the pattern in the 

expiration classes near to expiration are more pronounced than in the expiration classes far from expiration. 

For example, it is evident that the volatility indices of the combined call and put data are nearly constant after 

the fourth expiration. 

These results correSpond to the results of the ALSI and the INDL A different result of the GLOI is the 

increasing index volatility up to the third. expiration class (however, the sparse data may distort this resu.lt). 
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Finally, the analysis of the term structure .ends with a graphical summary of the VTSI for the GLOI using the 

combined call and put data from Table 3.E-4. Figure 3.E-4 shows the patterns of the first and second 

expiration in form of two lines. It is evident from Figure 3.E-4 that the first expiration line grows from the out-of

the-money to the in-the-money strike classes while the second expiration line is nearly flat. 

Although the results of the term structure analysis are different to the ALSI and the INDI results, the null 

hypothesis of constant volatility for the GLDI also appears inappropriate based on the findings . 
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Appendix 3.F 

Definitions and Modifications for the Nonparametric Test Methodology88 

The aim of this appendix is to outline and modify Rubinstein's ( 1985a) methodology of the non parametric test 

for the application in the South African environment. Hence, this appendix consists of two main parts: 

1. category definitions 

2. South African modifications 

Both parts follow below. 

Category Definitions 

Oetails of the definition of the categories are modified for the South African environment for the time-to

expiration bias test and the striking price bias test Both tests require strike classes that are defined below: 

1. Deep out-of-the-money (0.60 to 0.85) 

2. Out-of-the-money (0.85 to 0.95) 

3. At-the-money(0.95 to 1.05) 

4. In-the-money ( 1. 05 to 1.15) 

5. Deepin-the-money(1.15to 1.40) 

The definition of the time to expiration interval is different from Rubinstein (1985a) because options at 

SAFEX have quarterly expirations (compared to monthly expiration expirations of the stock options in 

Rubinsteins research). Additionally, only up to three different expirations were traded at SAFEX at the same 

time. As a consequence, three intervals of time to expiration are chosen for the nonparametric time-to

expiration bias test89
: 

1. nearest expiration ( 10 to 90 days) 

2. middle expiration (100 to 180 days) 

3. far expiration (190 to 540 days) 

Additionally, we differentiate between the nonparametric time-to-expiration bias tests and striking price bias 

tests in regard to the selection of the time to expiration intervals. Hence, more time to expiration intervals are 

calculated for the nonparametric striking price bias tests than for the time-to-expiration bias tests (which differs 

to Rubinstein's ( 1985a) research). The higher number of time to expiration intervals for the striking price bias 

tests is however essential to obtain a clearer impression of the market conditions across the strike classes. 

Nevertheless, similar to Rubinstein (1985a) the last ten trading days before expiration are omitted to prevent 

distortions of the near expiration. The time to expiration intervals for the striking price bias tests are 

1. nearest expiration (10 to 30 days) 

2. very near to expiration (30 to 60 days) 

88 The methodology is published in Wandmacher and Bradfield (1998b). 
89 The potential for distortions. in the last trading days before expiration is taken account of by the omission 

of the last ten trading days. Heynen (1994) omits the last 15 trading days whereas Rubinstein (1985a) and 
Sheikh ( 1991) omit the last 21 trading days before expiration. 
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3. near to expiration (60 to 90 days) 

4. middle expiration (90 to 180 days) 

5. far expiration (180 to 270 days) 

6. very far expiration (more than 270 days) 

In total, the strike classes and the time to expiration intervals produce 15 categories for the nonparametric 

time-to-expiration bias test and 30 categories for the non parametric striking price bias test. Hence, each option 

price is sorted into one of the 15 categories for non parametric time-to-expiration bias tests and into one of the 

30 categories for nonparametric striking price bias tests. 

South African Modifications 

Both the pair definition for the time-to-expiration bias test and for the striking price bias test must be modified 

for the South African environment. The first modification applies to both tests. 

Rubinstein (1985a) implements rigorous criteria for both tests to prevent different trading times for options 

and underlying. Similarly, we define four trading classes with the first, the last, the high, and the low trading 

price for each option and future. Nevertheless, we must bear in mind that the use of trading classes is a 

relaxation of Rubinstein's (1985a) rigorous criteria. 

A second modification in this thesis only concerns the time-to-expiration bias test. As mentioned earlier, 

prior research has used the nonparametric tests only on non-derivative underlyings while a derivative 

underlying (i.e. future) is the topic of interest examined here. The difference between non-derivative 

underlyings (e.g. stock indices, stocks) and derivative under1yings (e.g. futures) is particularly important 

because of the definition of the pairs in the time-to-expiration bias test. The definition of the pairs in the time

to-expiration bias test requires that the expirations should be different but that the strike prices are the same. 

Rubinstein (1985a) concludes implicitly that the strike ratios (strike price + underlying price) are the same. 

However, such a conclusion is only valid for non-derivative underlyings. 

Derivative underlyings, in particular futures, normally differ in their prices for different expirations. The 

problem with the time-to-expiration bias test is that the strike ratios may differ from each other because of the 

price differences between the futures. Hence, an additional condition for the time-to-expiration bias test is that 

only pairs are used that have the same strike ratio. 
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Appendix 3.G 

Empirical Evidence of Time-to-Expiration Biases and Striking Price Biases for the 

INDI and the GLDI 

The structure of the time-t!H*xpiration bias tests and striking price bias tests for the INDI and the GLDI is the 

same as for the ALSI. The analysis will be brief and focuses primarily on the results of the INDI and the GLDL 
' In addition, differences to the ALSI results will be highlighted. 

The INDI 

The results of the time-t!H*xpiration bias test of the INDI are very similar to the results of the ALSI so that only 

the main aspects are briefly reported. The empirical evidence of the time-to-expiration bias test is displayed for 

the combined call and put data in Table 3.G-1. The results for the separate call and put data sets are 

presented in Appendix 3.H in the Table 3.H-5 and Table 3.H-7 respectively. 

The results in Table 3.G-1 display that the null hypothesis of constant volatility is rejected at the 5 percent 

level with probabilities of 1.00 for the at-the--money strike ratios. These probability values suggest that the 

longer the time to expiration, the higher the implied volatility for the at-the--money range. In addition to the 

statistical significance, the economic importance is also reflected by large values (of2.33 and 5.44) for the at

the-money options in Table 3.G-1. Further evidence, p,articularly for other strike ratios, cannot be provided 

because of the deficiency of sufficient pairs for the analysis. 

However, the results of the INDI are similar to that of the ALSI for the at-the--money ratio. Hence, it is also 

sufficient to reject the null hypothesis of constant volatility across expirations for the INDL 
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Tablel.G-1 
Nonparametric Time-to-Expiration Bias Test for the Combined Call and Put Data of the INDI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls and puts only differing in their expirations for the period 16 October 92 to 
31 December 1996. The Tn colwnns give the total number of pairs and the Sh columns represent the number of pairs for 
which the shorter expiration has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle column of each comparison 
displays the economic importance, a, in percent and the second value given is the statistical significance or probability, 

Strike Ratio 
deep out-of-the- out-of-the- at-the- in-the- deep in-the-

money money money money money 
0.60-0.85 0.85-0.95 I 0.95·1.05 1.05-1.15 1.15-1.40 

Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sb Tn Sh Tn Sh 
Days to a a a a a 

Expimtion p p p p p 

10-90 0 0 4 3 434 164 3 3 0 0 
vs. NA NA 2.33 NA NA 

100-180 NA NA 1.00** NA NA 

10-90 0 0 6 6 360 165 16 13 0 0 
vs. NA NA 1.92 NA NA 

190-540 NA NA 0.94 NA NA 

100-180 0 0 0 0 21 4 2 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA 5.44 NA NA 

190-540 NA NA 1.00** NA NA 
a. The strike mtio headings would revert for a call (t.e. out-ofthe-money becomes m-the-money and vice versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-ofthe-money call (put) volatility because of the . 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
wtreliable. 

• Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
•• Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 

The analysis ofthe INOI continues with the striking price bias test. The results of the striking price bies test 

are shown in Table 3.G-2 for the combined call and put data (and in Appendix 3.H in Table 3.H-6 and Table 

3.H-8 respectively for the separately analysed call and put data). 

It is evident from all three tables that the probability value is mostly 0 or close to 0 which means that the 

results are therefore statistically significant at the 5 percent level. Hence, the lower strike ratio generally has 

the higher implied volatility (as was found for the ALSI). However, the only exceptions are probability values 

close to 1 for expirations of more than "180 days• to expiration in the out-of-the-money/at-the-money panel 

(i.e. 0.85-0.95 vs. 0.95-1.05) In all three tables. The exceptions are furthermore only statistically significant at 

the 10 percent level. 

The results of the INOI also suggest to reject the null hypothesis of constant volatility across strike prices 

(as for the ALSI). 
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Table 3.G-:Z 
Nonparametric Striking Price Bias Test for the Combined Call and Put Data of the INDI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls and puts only differing in the strike prices for the period 16 October 92 to 
31 December 1996. The Tn colwnns give the total number of pairs and the Sh colwnns represent the number of pairs for 
which the lower strike ratio (strike+ future) has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle column of each 
comparison displays the economic importance, a , in percent and the second value is the statistical significance or 
probability, p. 

D E .. ays to ~xpuation 

I Tn 
10-30 ~I 30-60 

Shl Tn 
60-90 .I 90-180 I 180-270 I >270 

Sh I Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn 

Strike a a a a a j_;__ Ratio p p p p p -
0.60-0.85 0 0 8 7 10 10 26 16 0 0 8 8 

vs. NA NA NA -1.90 NA NA 
0.85-0.95 NA NA NA 0.08 NA NA 

0.60-0.85 3 3 5 5 5 5 6 4 10 4 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 33 19 194 11 181 ll9 293 161 91 42 72 28 
vs. -0.45 -0.97 -2.07 -0.45 0.08 0.23 

0.95-1.05 0.15 0"" 0** 0.04* 0.74 0.96* 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 12 12 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 8 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 20 7 95 58 103 62 158 110 48 27 60 41 
vs. -3.36 -1.23 -0.89 -1.94 -0.08 -0.56 

1.05-1.15 0.87 ().01* 0.02** o•• 0.16 0** 

0.95-l.OS 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 12 8 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 0 0 1 1 5 1 0 0 8 3 0 0 
VS •. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
a. The ratio of strike pnce and future pnce headings would revert for a call (1.e. out-of-the-money becomes in-the

money and vice versa). However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the•money call (put) 
volatility because of the put .call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

* Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 peicent level. 
"* Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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TheGLDI 

The results of the time-to-expiration bias test for the GLDI are strongly distorted by the scarcity of data. The 

results for the combined call and put data are displayed in Table 3.G-3 (whilst the results for the separately 

calculated call90 data are presented in Appendix 3.H in Table 3.H-9). 

However, the computed results in Table 3.G-3 are very similar to the results of the ALSI and the INDI for 

the time-to-expiration bias test. The longer time to expiration intervals seem to have the higher implied 
' volatilities but are statistically significant at the 5 percent level on only one occasion. Nevertheless, it seems 

that the results for the time-to-expiration bias test of the GLDI suggest a rejection of the null hypothesis of 

constant volatility across expirations (as for the ALSI and the INOI). 

Table l.G--3 
Nonparametric Time-to-Expiration Bias Test for the Combined Call and Put Data of the GLDI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls and puts only differing in their expirations for the period 16 October 92 to 
31 December 1996. The Tn columns give the total number of pairs and the Sh columns represent the number of pairs for 
which the shorter expiration bas a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle column of each comparison 
displays the economic importance. a.. in percent and the second value given is the statistical significance or probability, 

Strike Ratio 
deep out -of-the- out -of-the- at-the- in-the- deep in·the-

money money money money money 
0.60-0.85 0.85-0.95 0.95-1.05 1.05-1.15 1.15-1.40 

Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh 
Days to a. a. a. a. a. 

Exoiration D p D D p 

10-90 8 3 14 2 118 35 12 0 6 2 
vs. NA NA 4.08 NA NA 

100-180 NA NA 1.00** NA NA 

10-90 0 0 2 0 8 3 1 1 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA 

190-540 NA NA NA NA NA 

100-180 0 0 0 0 8 0 4 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA 

190-540 NA NA NA NA NA 
a. The strike mtio headings would revert for a call (t.e. out-ofthe-money becomes m-the-money and wee versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-ofthe-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

• Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
• • Significantly different from O.S at the S percent level. 

Moreover, the analysis of the GLDI continues with a striking price bias test The results of the striking price 

bias test are presented for the combined call and put data in Table 3.G-4 (and for the separately calculated 

call data and put data in Ta~le 3.H-10 and Table 3.H-11 respectively in Appendix 3.H). 

The number of findings for the striking price bias test for the GLDI are influenced once more by the sparse 

data. However for the GLDI, one important difference is evident in the call data results shown in Table 3.H-10 

(to the results in the ALSI and the INDI). Most probabilities are not zero or close to zero but instead close to 

90 The lack of data becomes very obvious in the results for the sepamtely calculated put data because no 
comparison in the time-to-expiration bias test has more than 20 observations (i.e. pairs). 
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one. For example, the out-of-lh~moneylat-lh~money panel (0.85-0.95 vs. 0.95-1.05) in Table 3.H-10 shows 

one statistically significant result at the 5 percent level and another one at the 10 percent level that have are 

probability of close to 1. Hence, the higher strike ratio has the higher implied volatility. It is also a pattern that 

can be detected in an "out-of-lh~money and in-lh~money" (original terms) comparison in the second 

subperiod in Sheikh's (1991) research. 

In addition, the economic importance of the two statistical significance results in Table 3.H-10 tends to 

decrease with increasing time to expiration. This effect is also evident for the GLDI in Table 3.G-4 (and is 

similar to the results of the ALSI and the INDI). 

In sum, the results of the striking price bias test for the GLDI give evidence to reject the null hypothesis of 

constant volatility across strike prices (as in the ALSI and the INDI). 
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Table3.G-4 
Nonparametric Striking Price Bias Test for the Combined Call and Put Data of the GLDI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls and puts only differing in the strike prices for the period 16 October 92 to 
31 December 1996. The Tn columns give the total number of pairs and the Sh columns represent the number of pairs for 
which the lower strike ratio (strike+ future) has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle column of each 
comparison displays the economic importance, a , in percent and the second value is the statistical significance or 
probability, p. 

D E .. ays to ~xprration 

I Tn 
10-30 II 30-60 

shl Tn 
60-90 I 90-180 I 180-270 I >270 

Sh I Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn 

Strike a a a a a a 
Ratio p p p p p p 

0.60-0.85 2 2 34 23 34 19 25 11 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA -2.32 -1.20 3.58 NA NA 

0.85-0.95 NA ~.ot· 0.20 0.66 NA NA 

0.60-0.85 4 4 19 8 19 4 15 2 7 4 4 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 58 31 114 59 143 69 50 19 1 0 0 0 
VS. -0.90 -0.38 0.20 0.31 NA NA 

0.95-1.05 0.26 0.32 0.63 0.94 NA NA 

0.85-0.95 8 2 5 4 13 6 3 2 2 2 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 3 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 104 38 172 77 162 83 94 60 6 6 4 4 
VS. 4.21 0.95 -0.38 -1.14 NA NA 

1.05-1.15 1.00 .. 0.90 0.35 o·· NA NA 

0.95-1.05 11 5 27 13 40 26 45 17 0 0 4 4 
vs. NA 0.62 -3.80 1.07 NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA o.so 0.02•• 0.93 NA NA 

1.05-1.15 2 0 7 5 22 14 9 5 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA -0.21 NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA 0.07 NA NA NA 
a. The ratio of strike pnce and future pnce headings would revert for a call (1.e. out-of-the-money becomes in-the

money and vice versa). However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) 
volatility because of the put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

• Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
.. Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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Appendix 3.H .>' 

Separate Call and Put Data for the ALSI, the INDI, and the GLDI 

We include the summarized tables for the non parametric time--tCHJxpiration bias test and for the non parametric 

striking price bias test of the separately computed call data set and the separately calculated put data set. For 

the sake of brevity we do not discuss them in any detail, but make the point that the primary results are similar 

to the results of combined call and put data set. 

Tablel.H-1 
Nonparametric Time-to-Expiration Bias Test for the Call Data of the ALSI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls only differing in their expirations for the period 16 October 92 to 31 
December 1996. The Tn columns give the total number of pairs and the Sh columns represent the number of pairs for 
which the shorter expiration has a higher implied volatility. The flrst value in the middle oolumn of each comp8rison 
displays the economic importance, a, in percent and the second value given is the statistical significance or probability, 

Strike Ratio 
deep out-of-the- out-of-the- at-the- in-the- deep in-the-

money money money money· money 
0.60-0.85 0.85-0.95 0.95-1.05 1.05-1.15 1.15-1.40 

Tn Sh Tn Sh To Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh 
Days to a a a a a 

Expiration p p p p p 

10-90 0 0 0 0 209 42 6 6 0 0 
vs. NA NA 6.02 NA NA 

100-180 NA NA 1.00** NA NA 

10-90 3 3 22 15 755 168 68 25 5 0 
vs. NA -1.69 6.01 4.33 NA 

190-540 NA 0.03* 1.00** 0.98** NA 

100-180 0 0 0 0 112 8 29 10 3 
I 

3 
vs. NA NA 6.27 2.24 NA 

190-540 NA NA 1.00** 0.93 NA 
a. The strike mtlo headings would revert for a call (I.e. out-of-the-money becomes m-the-money and vzce versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
WU"eliable. 

• Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
• • Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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TableJ.H.,2 
Nonparametric Striking Price Bias Test for the Call Data of the ALSI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls only differing in the strike prices for the period 16 October 92 to 31 
December 1996. The Tn colWlUls give the total number of pairs and the Sh colWlU1S represent the number of pairs for 
which the lower strike ratio (strike+ future) has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle colWllll of each 
comparison displays the economic importance, a , in percent and the second value is the statistical significance or 
probability, p. 

D t E . ti ays o ~xprra on 

I Tn 
10-30 I 30-60 ll 60-90 I 90-180 I 180-270 l >270 

Sh J Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn 

Strike a a a a a a 
Ratio j) p p p j)_ _p 

0.60-0.85 I I 26 24 19 15 37 22 48 26 53 25 
VS. NA -1.53 NA -0.12 -0.08 0.03 

0.85-0.95 NA ou NA 0.09 0.24 0.61 

0.60-0.85 4 4 10 9 3 3 27 21 67 36 45 31 
VS. NA NA NA -0.73 -0.08 -0.23 

0.95-1.05 NA NA NA 0** 0.23 0** 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 6 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 20 16 70 44 93 59 297 168 175 111 378 213 
VS. -2.19 -0.47 -0.37 -0.20 -0.25 -0.24 

0.95-1.05 o•• jft.ot· o·· o.ot•• 0** 0.01** 

0.85-0.95 0 0 3 2 0 0 2 2 4 4 47 41 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA -2.23 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA o·· 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 8 8 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 59 28 135 81 147 85 470 300 329 200 698 512 
VS. 0.07 -0.93 -0.57 -0.81 -0.52 -1.30 

1.05-1.15 0.60 o.ot• ~.02** o·· o·· o·· 

0.95-1.05 4 0 I 0 0 0 19 15 18 12 105 75 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA -1.88 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA o·· 

1.05-1.15 0 0 8 0 14 6 127 74 88 40 178 100 
VS. NA NA NA -0.81 0.92 -0.19 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA 0.03* 0.77 0.04• 
a. The strike mtio headings would revert for a call (I.e. out-of-the-money becomes m-the-money and wee versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

• Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
.. Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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' Table 3.8:~3 
Nonparametric Time-to-Expiration Bias Test for the Put Data of the ALSI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical puts on1y differing in their expirations for the period 16 October 92 to 31 
December 1996. The Tn columns give the total number of pairs and the Sh columns represent the number of pairs for 
which the shorter expiration has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle column of each comparison 
displays the economic importance, a. , in percent and the second value given is the statistical significance or probability, 

Strike Ratio 
deep out-of-the- out -of-the- at-the- in-the- deep in-the-

money money money money money 
0.60-0.85 0.85-0.95 0.95-1.05 1.05-1.15 1.15-1.40 

Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh 
Days to a. a. a. a. a. 

Expiration p p p p p 

10-90 0 0 22 8 224 60 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA 6.86 4.42 NA NA 

100-180 NA 0.86 1.00** NA NA 

10-90 1 1 55 29 496 113 4 2 0 0 
vs. NA 6.89 6.65 NA NA 

190-540 NA 0.29 1.00** NA NA 

100-180 0 0 21 11 40 7 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA -1.94 3.67 NA NA 

190-540 NA 0.33 t.oou NA NA 
a. The strike mtlo headings would revert for a call (1.e. out-of-the-money becomes m-the-money and v1ce versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the sante as the out-of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

" Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
"'" Significantly different from 0.5 at the S percent level. 
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TableJ.H-4 
Nonparametric Striking Price Bias Test for the Put Data of the ALSI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical puts only differing in the strike prices for the period 16 October 92 to 31 
December 1996. The Tn columns give the total number of pairs and the Sh columns represent the number of pairs for 
which the lower strike ratio (st:rike +future) has a higher implied volatility. The fust value in the middle column of each 
comparison displays the economic importance, a , in percent and the second value is the statistical significance or 
probability, p. 

D E .. ays to !xpiration 

I Tn 
10...30 tl 30-60 i I 60...90 I 90-180 I 180-270 I >270 

Sbl Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn 

Strike (X. (X. (X. (X. (X. (X. 

Ratio p p p p p p 

0.6()..0.85 0 0 5 5 22 19 132 82 119 74 246 121 
vs. NA NA -40.94 -0.33 -0.67 0.07 

0.85-0.95 NA NA o-- 0** 0'"' 0.58 

0.6o..0.85 ·4 4 0 0 0 0 13 13 33 20 47 31 
vs. NA NA NA NA -0.15 -1.08 

0.95-1.05 NA NA NA NA 0.08 0.01 .. 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 78 50 199 149 20~ 132 470 251 288 170 544 257 
vs. -6.29 -3.31 -1.73 -0.12 -0.35 0.14 

0.95-1.05 0** o·· o•• 0.06 0** 0.89 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 1 1 7 7 4 2 61 57 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA -1.38 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA 0 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 25 7 47 15 40 21 82 35 88 34 66 45 
vs. 1.45 2.71 -0.13 0.19 0.32 -0.63 

1.05-1.15 0.98 ... 0.99** 0.31 0.89 0.98*" 0** 

0.95-1.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-l.lS 2 1 I 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
a. The strike ratio headings would revert for a call (t.e. out-ofthe-money becomes m-the-money and vzce versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 ·pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

" Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
"" Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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Table J.H-5 
Non parametric Time-to-Expiration Bias Test for the Call Data of the INDI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls only differing in their expirations for the period 16 October 92 to 31 
December 19%. The Tn colwnns give the total nwnber of pairs and the Sh colwnns represent the number of pairs for 
which the shorter expiration has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle colwnn of each comparison 
displays the economic importance, a, in percent and the second value given is the statistical significance or probability, 

Strike Ratio 
deep out -of-the- out -of-the- at-the- in-the- deep in-the-

money money money money money 
0.60-0.85 0.85-0.95 0.95-1.05 1.05-1.15 1.15-1.40 

Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh 
Days to a a a a a 

Expiration p p_ p p D 

10-90 0 0 0 0 182 44 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA 3.80 NA NA 

100-180 NA NA 1.00** NA NA 

.10-90 0 0 0 0 159 76 11 10 0 0 
vs. NA NA 1.23 NA NA 

190-540 NA NA 0.68 NA NA 

100-180 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA 

190-540 NA NA NA NA NA 
a. The strike mtio headings would revert for a call (1.e. out~fthe-money becomes m-the-money and v1ce versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
Wlfeliable. .. Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 

,.. Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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Table3.H-6 
Nonparametric Striking Price Bias Test for the Call Data of the INDI 

The test is canied out for nearly identical calls only differing in the strike prices for the period 16 October 92 to 31 
December 1996. The Tn columns give the total nwnber of pairs and the Sh colwnns represent the number of pairs for 
which the lower strike ratio (strike + future) has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle column of each 
comparison displays the economic importance, a. , in percent and the second value is the statistical significance or 
probability, p. 

D E .. ays to ~xpttation 

I Tn 
10..30 I 30-60 .I 60-90 I 90-180 I 180-270 I >270 

Sh I Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn 

Strike a. a. a. a. a. a. 
Ratio p p p p p p 

0.60-0.85 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 3 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 10 7 20 12 15 12 99 68 25 8 11 0 
vs. NA -1.07 NA -0.56 0.63 NA 

0.95-1.05 NA 0.13 NA ou 0.95* NA 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 15 10 85 57 82 50 124 95 52 42 52 41 
vs. NA -1.68 -0.69 -2.07 -2.75 -1.27 

1.05-1.15 NA 0"" ...02"" o•• 0** o•• 

0.95-1.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 12 12 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 1 1 1 1 5 1 4 4 8 0 4 4 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
a. The strike ratio headings would revert for a call (1.e. out-of-the-money becomes m-the-money and vice versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

" Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent leveL 
"" Significantly <Jffferent from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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· Tatile 3.H;. 7 
Noiiparametric Time:it&'Expiration Bias TeSt for the Put Data.·of tbe:JNDJ 

The test is tariied out for· n·eady ~identical .puts only ·differing 'in~ their expirations Jot. the period · 1'6 rOctober 92 to 31 
·' lJecertiber ':1996. •l'be Tn cotumns·give the tOtal 'number of pairs' and. the ,Sh eolumns-repre~f the riuntbet ·of. pairs for 
<which 'the shortefexpiration ~.a higher implied volatility. Jb.e first .value .ifi the middle •oolumri :ofeacti comparison 
displays the ecimomic impOrtance,· ~; in-~t 8n4 the second value·given is,the statistical significance or probability, 

. . .. · · Strike Ratio 
deep out"9f•llie·. out:.Of•the· .at-the- in-the- deep in-the· 

" .· money_ MOJ!W .~;,. . tll<?ney; ~ . mon~ . !Boney. ,. ·, .. .. 
0.60-0.85 0.85-'0.95 0;954:05 U>S-1.15' 1,15-1:40. 

Tn .. Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh. ifn Sh 
Days to• a a, a. ' a a 

Ex:piration J) p p ' p' ;J) .. 
' .. 

·10-90 0 0 3 2 131 52 o· 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA ' 

: L5o NA NA 
100-:180 NA. NA 

! 9-~9** NA NA 
' 

:10-90 0 0 6 ' 6 98 42 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA 0.69 NA NA 

190-540. NA N.A ·0.~91 NA NA 

100-180 0 0 0 0 40 7 0 0 :0 0 
vs. NA NA .NA NA 

I 
:NA 

190-5:40 . NA. NA : ' .NA NA l NA ·-.. a.. ·The strike ratio !Jteaqmgs would revert for· a call (1.e.1 out-of-the-money becomes. m-the-money and vice versa) . 
c However;the in~t_he~ntotieyput (call) volatility ,is th~ same as tM Ot!t-of:thi":.money call (put) volatility because :of:the 
put-c8ll parity convention: Hence, the headings are'kept conSistent. . · · . : · · · 

b. NA .indicates a Comparison. with les{truln 20 . pairs So 1th{lt the. economic. and statistical significance .. tests }are 
lll'ii'eliable. . · · . · . · · 

" Significantly different frOm 0.5 8t the 10 Perceitt level. 
• • Significantly different frQm 0.5 at the 5 .percerit level. 
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Table J.H-10 
Nonparametric Striking Price Bias Test for the Call Data of the GLDI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical calls only differing in the strike prices for the period 16 October 92 to 31 
December 1996. The Tn columns give the total nwnber of pairs and the Sh columns represent the nwnber of pairs for 
which the lower strike ratio (strike+ future) has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle colwnn of each 
comparison displays the economic importance, a , in percent and the second value is the statistical signifie8il.ce or 
probability, p. 

D E .. ays to ~xpi.ration 

I Tn 
10-30 I 30~0 ~·I 60-90 I . 90-180 I 180-270 I >270 

Sh I Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn 

Strike a a a a a a 
Ratio p p p p p p 

0.60-0.85 2 2 1 1 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 NA NA NA NA NA NA . 
0.60-0.85 0 0 7 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.95-1.05 NA NA :NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-l.IS NA NA :N'A NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

l.IS-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA '. NA 

0.85-0.95 29 16 46 17 71 25 26 9 0 0 0 0 
vs. -0.44 1.37 0.84 0.31 NA NA 

0.95-1.05 0.23 0.95• 0.99•• 0.92 NA NA 

0.85-0.95 . 0 0 3 3 12 10 5 1 2 2 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

l.05-l.l5 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA · NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 82 38 185 85 154 88 89 59 6 6 8 8 
vs. -0.14 0.45 -0:54 -1.35 NA NA 

l.OS-l.l5 0.71 0.85 O.OJ• ou NA NA 

0.95-1.05 10 10 33 15 39 28 45 27 4 4 4 4 
vs. NA 0.85 -3.71 -1.93 NA NA 

l.IS-1.40 NA 0.64 o·· 0.07 NA NA 

Los~ us ll 8 20 ll 24 14 13 5 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA -0.16 -0.12 NA NA NA 

l.IS-1.40 NA 0.25 0.15. NA NA NA 
a. The strike mtio headings would revert for a call (t.e. out-ofthe-money becomes m-d1e-money and wee versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out-ofthe-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent 

b. · NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

• Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level. 
• • Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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~ "",·;Table J.H~ilt 
Nonparametric Striking Price Bias Test for the Put Data of the GLDI 

The test is carried out for nearly identical puts only differing in the strike prices for the period 16 October 92 to 31 
December 1996. The Tn columns give the total nwnber of pairs and the Sh columns represent the number of pairs for 
which the lower strike ratio (strike+ future) has a higher implied volatility. The first value in the middle column of each 
comparison displays the economic importance, a. , in percent and the second value is the statistical significance or 
probability, p. 

D E .. ays to ~XJ)uation 

I Tn 
10-30 

" 30-60 ll 60-90 I 90-180 I 180-270 I >270 

Shl Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn Sh Tn 

Strike a. a. a. a. a. a. 
Ratio D p p p p p 

0.60-0.85 0 0 30 21 28 23 25 11 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA -2.88 -2.60 3.57 NA NA 

0.85-0.95 NA ~.01 ... ou 0.66 NA NA 

0.60-0.85 4 4 11 8 16 5 13 1 4 4 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.60-0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

l.l5-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 7 1 41 16 77 35 14 7 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA 0.90 0.97 NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 NA 0.89 0.75 NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 3 2 8 5 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.85-0.95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05 11 6 14 9 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VS. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

0.95-1.05. 3 0 1 1 0 0 4 I 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

l.l5-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.05-1.15 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
vs. NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1.15-1.40 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
a. The strike ratio headings would revert for a call (1.e. out--of-the-money becomes in-the-money and vice versa). 

However, the in-the-money put (call) volatility is the same as the out--of-the-money call (put) volatility because of the 
put-call parity convention. Hence, the headings are kept consistent. 

b. NA indicates a comparison with less than 20 pairs so that the economic and statistical significance tests are 
unreliable. 

* Significantly different from 0.5 at the 10 percent level 
*" Significantly different from 0.5 at the 5 percent level. 
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Chapter 4 

4 A Non-Constant Volatility Model 

4.1 Introduction 

The empirical evidence of the volatility tests (VSIIVTSI and nonparametric) in Chapter 3 

suggest that it is not appropriate to assume constant volatility across strike prices ~nd 

across ex irations in South Africa. Similar evidence in international markets led to the 

development of a range of option price models, for example, option price models 

incorporating non-constant implied volatility, stochastic volatility, or even jumps of the 

underlying prices. The research in this chapter focuses primarily on the development of an 
r 

option price model for the South Africa ent that inco orates non-constant 

implied volatility in section 4.2. As it turns out this opt~rice model relies on binomial 
I 

trees. Although option price models such as stochastic volatility models also take account =--- .. 
of non-constant volatility, we comment on them only briefly so as to place our 

o:::----,__..----

development in this thesis in a more general context. 

Stochastic volatility models incorporate the volatility as a random process so that, for -v 
example, the pattern of volatility smiles can be accommodated. The research on stochastic 

volatility models is extensive {see for example Hull and White (1987), Scott (1987), Stein 

and Stein (1991), Heston (1993), or Ball and Roma (1994)). However, stochastic volatility 

is only one· assumption on the state of volatility and other volatility states may well be 

more appropriate. Nevertheless, the assumption of the volatility state is not the o~ 
' 

potential shortcoming of the Blackand Scholes (1973) model in practice. Another potential 

problem is that markets tend empirically to exhibits "jumps"91 that cannot be 

accommodated by the Black and Scholes (1973~ mGdel. However, the jump diffusion 

model proposed by Merton (1976) based on the Brownian motion process (with additional 

impleqtented occasional jumps independent of the market risk) accommodates the problem 

of "jumps". Further models attempting to incorporate non-constant volatility or "jumps" 

for example are the "Constant Elasticity of Variance Model" by Cox and Ross (1976), the 

--~~----------------------~ 
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"Compound Option Model" by Geske (1979a), the "Pure Jump Model" by Cox, Ross and 

Rubinstein (1979), and the "Displaced Diffusion Model" by Rubinstein (1983) .. 
( - -

All of these option price models attempt to address the empirical shortcomings of the 

Black and Scho~es (1973) model but most suffer new shortcomings themselves. Dupire 

(1994) considers the combination of these shortcomings and introduces the jargon "losing 

the completeness" to summarize them. The "completeness" (as discussed by Dupire 

(1994)) constitutes the highest value of an option price model because "it [the 

completeness] allows for arbitrage pricing and hedging" of options. For examp$, 

stochastic volatility models are not able to hedge options with the underlying asset so that 
~ 

they are "losing their completeness". However, recent option price models (for example by 

~~an and Kani (1994) or~ {1994)) incorporate non-constant implied volatility 

through binomial or trinomial trees without "losing the completeness". The option price 

model by Derman and Kani (1994) is based on the binomial tree, the preferred numerical 
~ ~ ~ 

method in this thesis (see section 2.2.3 and Appendix 2.C) and it is therefore selected as 

foundation for the development of an option price model in the South African 

environment. 

~ing brief discussion is intended to give a better insight on these recent option 

price models. 

The first tree-models were presented by Dupire (1994), Derman and Kani (1994), and 

Rubinstein (1994). These m~sume that the volatility of the underlying asset's return 

is a "determin_lsj~" (Dumas, Fleming, and Whaley (1996)) of both the underlying 

as_setprice ~~ ~e tim.:_!g eN?,iration (however, Rubinstein (1994) does not account for the 

time to expiration). In addition, these option price models assume that this "deterministic 

volatility function" can be deduced numerically from the option data. Hence, the widely 

used (Hull (1993)) model of stock price behaviour92 with J.l as expected rate of return and 

a as __ stockprice volatility (as used byBlack and Scholes (1973)) is extended by Dupire 

(1994) and Derman and Kani (1994) to 

--dS-. - = JJ.(t)dt +o(S, t)dz s 

91 "Jumps" mean the sudden increase or decrease in the price of the underlying asset of the option. 
92 The Black and Scholes stochastic differential equation is ~S = j.ldt + crdz . 
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where S is the underling asset, dz a Wiener process, and J.L(t) is the risk-neutral return of 
' ' 

the underlying asset depending only on time. Moreover, Derman and Kani (1994) argue 

that cr(S, t) is the local. volatility function that is dependent on both the underlying asset 

price and time. However, Rubinstein (1994) only accounts for the dependence of the 

volatility from the underlying asset price and ignores the dependence on the time to 

expiration. Hence, the model of stock price behaviour changes to 

dS 
- = J.Ldt + cr(S)dz s 

(~) 
The absence of the volatility dependence on the time in the option price model by 

Rubinstein (1994) shi_!!s the research focus towards the option price model~-tleffllan 

and Kani (1994) and Dupire (1994) for the South African environment. Nevertheless, the 

methodological differences between the Rubinstein (1994) model and the models by 

Derman and Kani (1994) and Dupire (1994) are briefly discussed in the next paragraph to 

place this shift of emphasis into perspective. 

These two main models of implied trees with their different methodologies are discussed 

in their foundations in the literature. First, the implied volatility tree model by Derman and 

Kani (1994) and Dupire (1994) is constructed using a forward process to the end of the tre.e. 

based upon option prices from the market across strike prices and across expirations. The -second model, the implied binomial tree by Rubinstein (1994) by contrast is constructed 

backwards from the expiration. Rubinstein's (1994) model therefore infers risk-neutral 

probabilities93 from the option prices for a chosen ex iration. ence, the Rubinstein (1994) 

method is limited94 because it incorporates only the information on option prices across 

strike prices. 
.• 

The models proposed by Derman an~- Kani (1994) and Dupire .(1994) have the 

advantage of incorporating both the information acrossstrike prices and across expirations. 
- =:::.. 

Dupire (1994) uses a trinomial tree while Derman and Kani (1994) prefer a binomial tree. 
. . > 

Here, in section 4.2, th_e focus lies on the implied volatility tree by Derman and Kani 
~ 

(1994). The binomial tree by Derman and Kani (1994) is preferred to the trinomial tree by 

Dupire (1994) because it is less complex (see Appendix 2.C). 

93 Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996) propose a further method to infer the risk-neutral probabilities from 
option prices. 
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The proposed option price model for the South African environment in this thesis 

therefore is based on the Derman and Kani (1994) model. In addition to the construction of 

the implied volatility tree, th~equired . interpol~ion ~and . extrapolation method~~r this 

option price model are examined in section 4.3. Moreover in section 4.4, the proposed 
-------~----......, 

option price model will be tested by considering the implied volatility biases established in 

Chapter 3. The tests of the proposed option price model for the South African environment 

aim to assess and compare its accuracy against conventional models such as the modified 

Black model and the binomial model. Finally in section 4.5, implied return distributions 

are established by implementing the most appropriate option price model for the use in 

South Africa. 

The chapter proceeds with the construction of an implied volatility tree on options on 

futures in the ~nvironment of South Africa and · concludes with the establishment of 

implied return distributions from evidence in the South African option market. 

4.2 Implied Volatility Tree in So~th Africa 

The aim of the ensuing discussion and development in this chapter is to establish an option 

price model that values American options on futures by taking account of the market -

conditions in South Africa (i.e. non-constant volatility). The Derman and Kani (1994) 

model which seems the most appropnate for the South African context is able to 

incorporate a variety of implied volatilities across strike prices and across expirations. The 

non-constant implied volatility_ is therefore accommodated in an implied volatility tree by 

assuming that the implied volatility depends on the price of the underlying, S, and on the 
~---------~-;-~-~------~----~ 
time to expiration, t, in a functional form ( a(S, t)). 
~-~ 

Derman and Kani (1994) assume that the volatility function can pe deduced numerically 

from the option prices. Their framework is based on a binomial tree where the option 

prices are used to compute the p~ob~-;-:;ih~. ti:-e-s -of:::-t7h_e_p-at7h-s -=-to-t7h_e_n-od'e_s_an---.-d...,th,...e_p_o ..... s~it..-io-n-o""fl"':"th'e-
--~-~~~~---="-~-~--~ "' 

nodes m the tr~owever, De~an and Kani's (1994) technique require~~~_!ll...Qlet~- set 
~·~ . .,........---o--~- ...... ____. ~ ~-,..-·-~~-~---,------~----:-~""-~~----- . 

of European option _p~.ac_ro.ss__strike Jtti~s~m:t(l!~ros~ :expirations. This complete set of 
----~~~-- . -- , ___ .. --,.-~_..,._, ... _ ---;: . ------ -- ... 

94 Recently. Jackwerth (1997) has presented a method based on Rubinstein (1994) that incorporates different 
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options can only be obtained by interpolation b~rneen_existing_op.tio.n__nrice~ (a new 

in&rpolation technique is proposed in section 4.3). Nevertheless, the focus of this section 

will be on the Derman and Kani (1994) model and the required extensions and 

modifications for the South African environment. 

The South African environment requires a different approach to implied volatility trees 

to that of Derman and Kani (1994) because the available option data only consists of 

American options on futures instead of European options on a non-derivative asset (e.g. 

equity index). 

One . consideration for modifications is the different exercise style of options in the 

Derman and Kani (1994) model and in South Africa (European vs. American95
). However, 

modifications are only required if the option prices differ for these two exercise styles. A 

difference in option prices between European and American options cannot however be 
' . 

observed in South Africa (as already discussed in section 3.4 because of the mark-to-

market of the option premium). Hence, the American option on futures should be priced 

according to European option on futures with mark-to-market procedure. The Derman and 

Kan'f (1994) model for European options therefore seems appropriate~ 
modifications for opJi_Qns on futures. 

The use of options on futures with a mark-to-market procedure has three consequences. 

First, the underlying is no longer an asset with a potential dividend payment. Second, no 

interest rate is required because the premium of the option is mark-to-market. These two 

modifications lead to a third important consequence, the forward price of the future (Forn,i) 

is equal to the future price (Fn,i) for all nodes (n, i) in the implied volatility tree: 

(4.2-1) 

where n is the time step and i is the level in each time step (i = 1, ... ,n+ 1) in t~e tree. 

The equation 4.2-1 is required to satisfy the following risk neutrality condition according 

to the Derman and Kani (1994) model: 

Forn,i = Fn,i = Pn,iFn+l,i+l + (1- Pn,i )Fn+l,i (4.2-2) 

expirations and different types of options. 
95 The first method to use American options is presented by Chriss ( 1997) but his method assumes that the 

option premium is paid upfront 
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wh~re F n+ l,i and F n+ l,i+ 1 are the prices of the future corresponding to the levels of the nodes 
-~" -

_{n, i) in the tree and Pn.i is the transition probability~6 . The risk neutrality condition in 

equation 4.2-2 is rearranged for the transition probability, Pn.i. so that 
f 0 ··, 

~ :_!:~., •. J 
~~!, (4:·t-j(7' 

/; 
Fni -Fn+li 

Pn,i = ' ' 
Fn+l,i+l - Fn+l,i 

As in~ ~E~J<anL{Ul-94},-the~implitxt_yo}ati~ity tree is constructed by fo~ard 

induction from the level (n) of the treeto the next level (n+1) of the tree. An overview of 
~~~-- - " "- " " - ·- .- .· ·-----~-- - -" .. "····--. 
the construction process is given in Figure 4. 2-1 below. · · · ~- -

Fn+l,i+l 

level n n+1 

time tn+l 

Figure 4.2-1. Construction of the Implied Volatility Tree 

Notation 
F n. i = the value of the future at 

node (n, i) 
Pn. i =risk-neutral transition 

· probability from node (n, i) 
to node (n+l, i+l) 

n = horizontal level of the tree 
i = vertical level of the tree 
"-n,i =known Arrow-Debreu 

price at node (n, i) 

The figure shows how the implied volatility tree is constructed from level (n) to the next level (n+l). 

As in Derman and Kani (1994), uniformly97 spaced levels (n) are used in this thesis to 

c-Ct: the -implied volatility tree98 for the South African environment. The different idea 

of non-uniformly spaced levels (n) is discussed by Derman, Kani, and Chriss (1996). They 

propose non-uniformly spaced levels (n) in an implied volatility tree that is based on a 

,r -~ trinomial tree, instead of a binomial tree in the Derman and Kani (1994) model_~Derrnan, 

·· ' '/ Kani, and Chriss (1996) argue that the advantage of the non-uniformly spaced levels (n) is 
I 

. ' tlie prevention of negative transition probabilities. These negative transitiol}. probabilities 

may result in negative option prices computed by the implied volatility tree. Negative 

transition probabilities however emerge only on two occasions. Firstly, the forward price 

of the nodes at level (n+ 1) lies above the upward node or below the downward node. 

96 The transition probability is the probability of the path to the next node. 
97 Uniformly spaced levels (n) mean that the nodes of each level (n) are the same time differential apart. 
98 The implied volatility tree is also referred to as implied tree. 
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Secondly, excessive option prices are implemented in the implied volatility tree (i.e. very 

large or wiry small option prices). 

The first source of negat~ve transition probabilities is however not applicable to the 

South African environment because the forward price is equal to the future price (in 

equation 4.2-1) at the nodes of level (n+l). The second source of negative transition 

probabilities is applicable to the environment in South Africa but it cannot be solved by the 

non-uniformly spaced levels (n) as Derman, Kani, and Chriss (1996) acknowledge. Hence, 

uniformly spaced levels (n) are implemented in the implied volatility tree for the South 

African environment. 

Furthermore, the option price model proposed for the South African environment in this 

thesis is based on forward induction as in Derman and Kani (1994). The forward induction --- -process requires the corresponding value of the Ametican option on futures for every node 

at level ( n) to compute the values of the future for all nodes at the level ( n+ 1). These 

rf--~~ , computed values of the future at level (n+l) are subsequently used to compute the fV') 1...- ./ f'}t) l_, '¢I 
1 

. 
1 transition probability between the nodes at level (n) and level (n+ I) (as in equation 4.2-3). 

However, the requirement of options prices of American options on futures for each 

node at level (n) can be problematic because options are sometimes illiquid (i.e. no prices 

exist) and they are only traded at specific discrete strike steps. Nevertheless, the implied 

. volatility tree is based on the assumption that a continuous function of option prices or of 

implied volatility respectively across strike prices and across expirations (i.e. for each node 

is an option value specified) can be found through extrapolation and interpolation99 of the 

discrete trading data. An in-depth discussion of appropriate extrapolation and interpolation 

techniques can be found in section 4.3. 

The . novel technical appro~ch of constructing an implied volatility tree model for the 

South African environment commences in the ensuing section. 

99 The implemented extrapolation and interpolation methods are discussed in section 4.3. 
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4.2.1 Modelling of an Implied Volatility Tree Model in South Africa 

The modelling of an implied volatility tree model for the South African environment 

begins with the introduction of "Arrow-Debreu100 prices". "Arrow-Debreu prices" are 

required to compute the values of the future for the nodes at level (n+ 1 ). The first Arrow

Debreu price is Au at the starting node ( 1, 1) of the tree. All further Arrow-Debreu prices 

are then calculated as follows: 

{

Pn,i-1 An,i-1 

A . = . A . + 1- . . n+1,1 P n~-1 n,l-1 ( P n,1 P...n,l 

(1 P n,i P...n.i · 

fori= n + 1 

for 2 ~ i ~ n 

fori= 1 

(4.2.1-1) 

After the introduction of the "Arrow-Debreu prices", the construction of the implied 

volatility tre~ continues with the definition of its base (i.e. its starting node ( 1, 1)) that is the 

current value of the future, Ft,I· Additionally, the prices of the call option, C(K, tn+1), and 

the put option, P(K, tn+1), respectively (which expire at time tn+I with a strike price K) are 

required for the computation of the implied volatility tree. The call option values as well as 

the put option values are known through interpolation and extrapolation. However, the 

strike price, K, at time tn+I is equal to Fn, i at time tn for a call option and a put option 

respectively. Hence, the price of a call option on futures is given in the binomial model by 

the sum of the probabilities of reaching each node (n+1, i) multiplied by the call payoff 

over all nodes i at the time tn+I· Consequently, the value of a call 101 with expiration tn+I and 

a current underlying asset price equal to the strike price, K, is 

n+1 
C(K, tn+1) = L An,i max(Fn,i - K, 0) (4.2.1-2) 

i=1 

Thus far, the Derman and Kani (1994) model has been modified in accordance with the 

conditions appropriate to the South African environment. In the ensuing discussion on the 

use of the implied volatility tree for the South African environment, modifications of the 

100 Merton (1992) defines an Arrow-Debreu state contingent security as a security that pays its holder $1 if a 
particular state of the world occurs at a particular point in time, and otherwise pays nothing. Here, the 
Arrow-Debreu price of a node is the value of this security. It pays $1 if the future price reaches the node 
and zero otherwise. 

101 The research refers to Gall options while the result for put options is analogous. If the result for put options 
is different, the put conditions and their results are noted. 
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Derman and Kani (1994) model by other authors will also be considered. For example, 

Barle and Cakici (1995) modify the Derman and Kani (1994) model to avoid mispricing of 

options through the implied volatility tree. Their modifications are discussed within the 

South African context below. 

The frr~di~_!J_y_ B~J!~- gaklci 029~~QE~etps -~~~ ~hang~ of the strike 

price, K, Jor which each ~all option in the tree should be evaluated. Derman and Kani 
t"''- '-.... . - --~ =----· ~- =-==--= - -- -- -- ·~ ''=-~ - ·- - ~-

(1994) establish the condition for the strike price that the price of the upward node at time 

tn+l shall 'be greater than or equal to the spot price of node (i) at time tn and less than or 

equal to the spot price of node (i+ 1) at time tn. The result of this condition is that the strike 
" 

price is equal to the spot price of node (i) at time tn. Barle and Cakici (1995) however 

.th~t thTs coiidifiorfoiUerman alld Kani -(1994)- is not necessarily true. Hen?e, Bar!e __ _ 

and Cakici (1995) modify the condition by Derman and Kani (1994) so that the price of the 
--....-.=-=- - -~=·---===--- _. 

upward node at time tn+ 1 lies between the forward prices of the nodes (i) and (i+ 1) at time 

t0 • Consequently, the strike price now equals the forward price of node (i) at time t0 • 

In this manner, Barle and Cakici (1995) account for one of the problems of the Derman 

and Kani (1994) model (because otherwise the Derman and Kani (1994) model is able to 

produce upward node prices that fall between the spot price of node (i) at time tn and its 

forward, or between the spot price of node (i+ 1) at time tn and its forward). As Barle and 

Cakici (1995) argue these errors can accumulate and cause serious discrepancies. Here, we 

implement the idea of Barle and Cakici (1995) for the options on futures in the South 

African implied volatility tree model 

(Forn,i =) Fn,i ::; Fn+l,i+l ::; Fn,i+l (=Forn,i+l) (4.2.1-3) 

Nevertheless, the result in equation 4.2.1-3 for the South African implied volatility tree 

model presents an· identical result for the Derman and Kani (1994) as well as the Barle and 

Cakici (1995) approach because the price of the forward is the same as the price of the 

future (i.e. the spot) in the South African environment. Hence, the strike price is equal to 

the future(= forward) price of node (i) at time tn so that 

n+l 
C{Fn,i 'tn+l) = L An,j (Fn,j- Fn,;) (4.2.1-4) 

j=i+l 

where the strike price, K, equals Fn,i for 1::; i::; n. Hence, as in Derman and Kani (1994) 

the theoretical binomial value of a call option with the strike price Fn,i and expiration tn+l is 
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rearranged for the South African environment. The rearrangement shows the value of the 

call option in terms of known Arrow-Debreu prices and forward prices when the strike 

price equals the value of the node at level (n). By implementing the risk neutrality 

condition in equation 4.2-2, the equation for the value of the call option becomes 
=----=-----~~-~-- ~· -- -=-= 

n 

C~ Pn,i_'-n,i (Fn+l,i+I_- Fn.'i ~-~ ~1An,j~~n.i ~ Fn:~) (4.2.1-5) 

The ftrst term on the right side of equation 4.2.1~5 IepresenlsJhe.contribution of the_frrst 
~-o -- - • ••• ~--- ---- ---

upward node to the call option price. Derman and Kani (1994) argue that this first tef1!1 
----- --· •_--o-~,"""'-=----~-~ --·----- -·- ··-- --

depends on the unknown transiti9f!_prob_abili~YLPn.i.Jowards the u_pward node _(n+J)+ 1 )_ 

ancr oii .the tinkno\vn price of the upward node, Fn+l,i+l· Ho'Yever"' ~he second term of the 
......_____ - - ---=-=- ' 

right hand side of equation 4.2.1-5 is only a_sum of known Parameters (as in Derman and 

Kani (1994)). Hence, the values of the two left unknowns, Fn+I,i+I and Pn,i, have to be 
---------

~~· 

The unknown price of the upward node, Fn+I,i+I, and the unknown transition probability, 

Pn.i, towards the upward node at level tn+I c~-~e __ ~ound with the known value of 

C(Fn.i, tn+l) and the known value of the future (= forward) at time tn. Both known values 

are taken from the market data. Hence, the risk neutrality condition (equation 4.2-2) and 

the equation 4.2.1-5 are simultaneously solved for Fn+I,i+I so that 

F _ Fn+l_jC(Fn,i, tn+l)- I:)- '-n.iFn,i (Fn.i - Fn+I.J 

n+l,i+l - [C(Fn,i' tn+l)- I:]- '-n,i (Fn,i -.Fn+l,i) 
(4.2.1-6) 

where 

n 

I:= L'-n,j(Fn,j -Fn.J 
j=i+l 

and_':"it~ Pn.i is the same as equation 4.2-3. 

The implied tree is then constructed for all nodes above the centre of the tree if Fn+l,i is 

known at one node. The centre of the tree and the procedure to obtain Fn+l,i is discussed 

below and constitutes the second modification of the Derman and Kani ( 1994) model by 

Barle and Cakici (1995). 

The second modification of Barle and Cakici ( 1995) affects the centre condition of ~he 
c 

tree. While Derman and Kani (1994) choose the current spot price as the centre of the tree, 
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Barle and Cakici (1995) propose to centre the tree at the most probable movement of the 

underlying, at the forward price. As discussed, the forward price and the future (i.e. the 

spot price here) are the same in the South African environment so that the second 

modification plays no role in the model for options on futures. Hence, for the South 

African environment the following centring conditions are implemented ~ O?Z) 

Fn+l,n, 2+1 = F1•1 • , .• J if(n + 1) is odd \-:::5) SY'l-r11 ~:So, o 

Fn+l i x Fn+lt'+l = F.1
2
1 if (n + 1) is even c:: ...0. ,z -· . . . . . - . -::::.) -...n t 1,.2 -::; .) 

where F1,1 is the price of the underlying at the base of the implied volatility tree (i.e. initial 

price at the begin of the tree). Hence, the "(n+ 1) is even" condition is substituted into the 

formula for Fn+I;i+I to obtain the upper node price of the two central nodes [i.e. lower node 

(n+1, i) and upper node (n+1, i+1) with i = (n+1)/2]. If n is odd, then the upper central 

node is 

Fl. I [C(FI,I 'tn+l) + An,iFI,I -I:] 
Fn+l,i+l = '\ F C(F ) "" 

"'n i I I - I I' tn+l + .&J . . . 
fori= (n + 1)/2 (4.2.1-7) 

. where 

n 

I:="A. .(F.-F) L..J D,J D,J D,l 

j=i+l 

All further nodes above the value of the node (n+ 1, i+ 1) for i = (n + 1)/ 2 can be found 

using the equation established already for Fn+I,i+I (in equation 4.2.1-6). 

The calculation of the nodes below the central node are based upon extrapolated and 

interpolated put options, denoted by P(Fn,i, tn+I) with the strike price Fn,i and the expiration 

time tn+I· The formula for the lower nodes depends on the knowledge of the price of Fn+I, 

i+ 1 as it can be observed in the equation 

F . = Fn+l,i+l (P(Fn.i, tn+l)- I:]+ A.n,iFn.i (Fn,i - Fn+l,i+l) 

n+l,t [P(Fn,i > tn+l)- I:]+ An,i (Fn,i - Fn+l,i+l) 
(4.2.1-8) 

where 

i-1 

I:= LAn,j(Fn,i -Fn) 
j=l 

However, this proposed implied volatility tree model for the South African enviropment 

still has one important shortcoming. That is the introduction of the market option prices 
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into the implied volatility tree model to recover the price of the future at the time step tn+I 

may result in a future price Fn+I, i+I that lies outside of the "tree building condition" of 

equation 4.2.1-3. Consequently, a transition probability, Pn.i, below zero or above one is 

produced. Derman and Kani (1994) solve the problem rather inefficiently by manually 

overriding the future price with a value that corresponds to the previous levels and that 

smoothes the implied volatility function. Barle and Cakici (1995) propose to set the future 

price (or the forward price in the South African environment), Fn+I,i+I, equal to the average 

ofFn,i and Fn,i+I· They propose a further approach that would use the settings from previous 

levels (n < n+l) to set Fn+I,i+I nearer to Fn,i or Fn,i+I· However, Barle and ·cakici (1995) 

argue that calculations other than averaging yield little change to their results. Their 

proposal is more easily understood if their averaging calculation is considered in a 

practical context. We elaborate on this calculation below. 

A price of Fn+I,i+I lying outside the [Fn,i, Fn,i+Il interval only becomes existent if the 

market price of the required option is significantly low or high (i.e. the implied volatility 

tends toward zero or infinite). Neither of both option prices (i.e. implied volatilities near 

zero or infinite) would be long in existence because arbitrage would bring the option prices 

(i.e. implied volatilities) back to appropriate levels. Hence, arbitrage violating option 

prices with extreme implied volatility are not considered as a basis for the option pricing 

process in the practical context. Moreover, the forward price computed from an arbitrage 

violating option price is also not considered. Instead, this forward price can only be 

obtained by averaging the forwards of option prices ·with the strike price below the 

arbitrage violating option price and with the strike price above the arbitrage violating 

option price. Hence, the appropriate forward price for the arbitrage violating option price 

is obtained in the same way as to the method proposed by Barle and Cakici (1995). 

Nevertheless, the method of Barle and Cakici (1995) does neglect the spacing of the 

nodes between different levels (for example, level (n) and level (n+l)). This omission of 

the node spacing can lead to unrealistic values of nodes in the implied volatility tree (as 
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observed in a number of tests102
). Hence, a solution for the spacing problem based on 

Derman and Kani (1994), Chriss (1997), and Barle and Cakici (1995) is considered in this 

thesis. A description of the expanded and novel algorithms for the South African 

environment is however somewhat elaborate and tedious and is therefore relegated to 

Appendix 4.A. 

The solution for the inappropriate transition probabilities problem combines the 

strengths of the methods by Derman and Kani (1994), Chriss (1997), and Barle and Cakici 

(1995) and is presented in Appendix 4.A. 

For example, Chriss (1997) proposes a solution to the problem of "bad probabilities" 

(i.e. transition probabilities below zero and above one) that shall ensure a similar spacing 

between the nodes at level (n+ 1) and the nodes at level (n) in the tree. In particular, Chriss 

( 1997) bases his solution on the logarithmic spacing method introduced by Derman and 

K~ni (1994). Nevertheless, Chriss's (1997) logarithmic spacing method fails on some 

occasions, consequently, he introduces a second method that prevents bad probabilities in 

his tree, although logarithmic spacing' is abandoned by this second method103
. 

In conclusion, inappropriate transition probabilities shall be avoided using the methods 

discussed (e.g. the logarithmic spacing method). Derman and Kani (1994) and Chriss 

(1997) implement methods to preserve the logarithmic spacing in the implied volatility tree 

while Barle and Cakici (1995) use a method that averages the neighbouring forward prices 

of the miscalculated node value. Barle and Cakici (1995) argue that the implementation of 

the logarithmic spacing does not always lead to an solution (supported by Chriss (1997)). 

102 The unrealistic values of the nodes nonnally originate in the highest and lowest node levels of the implied 
volatility tree. As Chriss ( 1997) argues these unrealistic values have no impact on the calculation of the 
option price because these very high or very low values of the nodes are accompanied by low 
probabilities. However, our research found that these unrealistic values can distort the implied probability 
distribution and affect the computed option price sensitivities. 

103 Chriss (1997) differentiates in the implementation of the logarithmic spacing method between up (1.) and 
down (2.) moves in the tree. His notation is translated according to the notation of the thesis and the 
application for options on futures, i.e. 

1. 
F _ Fn+l.i X Fn,i+l 

n+l,i+l- F , 
n,t 

F _ Fn+l,i+2 X Fn,i 
n+l,i+l- p 

n,i+l 
2. 

1f the new calculated Fn+1, i+J still violates the tree building condition and produces bad probabilities, 
Chriss (1997) implements a second method (3.) without the requirement oflogarithmic spacing: 

3. Fn+l,i+l = Fn,i +& 

where & is a small number that puts the value of the node (n+1, i+1) just above the value of the node (n, i). 
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Chriss (1997) attempts to solve this problem in a manner that is both simple and superior to 

the manual overriding of node values by Derman and Kani (1994). However, his method 

has the disadvantage that the consistency of the tree can be disrupted significantly by his 

second method. Chriss (1997) further neglects the upper and lower bounds of the tree (i.e. 

the highest and lowest step for each level in the tree) with his solution of logarithmic 

spacing. However, a combination of the solutions by Derman and Kani (1994, Chriss 

(1997), and Barle and Cakici (1995) and a newly proposed logarithmic spacing method for 

the South African environment· provides an adequate solution to the problems discussed 

above. The elaborate technical approach and its algorithms are found in Appendix 4. A. 

4.2.2 Conclusion 

A newly proposed implied volatility tree model for options on futures appropriate for the 

South African environment has been presented. This implied volatility tree model is based 

on the Derman and Kani (1994) model but modified and expanded for use in South Africa. 

The first modification to the Derman and Kani (1994) model concerning the implied 

volatility tree is the assumption that the forward price and the future price (as underlying) 

are identical. The consequence of this assumption is a simpler computation because no 

distinction must be made between forward price and underlying price (i.e. the future price) 

as in Barle and Cakici (1995). Secondly, the problem of "bad probabilities" is solved with 

a new extensive algorithm that is based on the methods by Derman and Kani (1994), 

Chriss (1997), and Barle and Cakici (1995). 

In sum, the proposed implied volatility tree for the South African environment is the first 

of its kind to our knowledge. The implied volatility tree enables the option pricing process 

to become more consistent to the market environment. In addition, the proposed algorithm 

to avoid "bad probabilities" can be extended to other market environments. 

Finally, the proposed implied volatility tree model (considered in section 4.2) must be 

tested to assess its pricing abilities. However, the test is only meaningful if reasonable 

extrapolation and interpolation methods are implemented to obtain an accurate' volatility 

surface (across strike prices and across expirations). Hence, a variety of extrapolation and 

interpolation methods are discussed below. Afterwards, the proposed implied volatility tree 
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model for options on futures and the embedded extrapolation and interpolation methods are 

tested in section 4.4. 

4.3 Extrapolati~n and Interpolation Methods 

The aim of the following research is to develop a method for establishing a continuous 

volatility surface across strike prices and across expirations. As it turns out, extrapolation 

and interpolation methods are required to construct an appropriate volatility surface across 

strike prices and across expirations. The aim of this section therefore is to find a technique 

that is stable, simple, and practical in the South African environment as well as in the 

international markets. 

Thus the focus here is on a continuous volatility surface rather an continuous option 

price function. Shimko (1993) for example, argues that implied volatilities are smoother 

than option prices suggesting that superior interpolation results can be achieved using 

implied volatilities. 

The development of a suitable extrapolation and interpolation technique depends on the 

quality ofthe data in the first instance. If trading data with bid and ask quotes is available, 

two volatility surfaces should in theory be constructed to price options. In the context of 

the data in South Africa, only traded option prices are available (i.e. without a bid and an 

ask quote). Hence, only one volatility surface can be constructed (which can be thought of 

as a mixture between bid and ask prices). 

The quality of the data is also measured by its "smoothness" which is an important 

characteristic. For example, an implied volatility function across strike prices is not 

"smooth" if the implied volatility changes direction frequently. In this instance, it would 

not be possible to find an appropriate function of implied volatility across strike prices. 

Additionally, the "smoothness" of a volatility function (across strike prices or across 

expirations respectively) as well as of a volatility surface might be impaired by very small 

or very large implied volatilities in the data. As discussed in section 4.2.1 earlier, very 

small or very large volatilities may have to be overridden anyway because they contain no 

useful information value for the implied volatility tree. Such effects of mispriced options 

may therefore distort the input data. Hence, the trade off between the information value of 
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each option price (and its implied volatility) and the smoothness of the implied volatility 

surface needs to be considered. 

In sum, a volatility function or a volatility surface can perhaps never be adequately 

constructed using one inflexible extrapolation and interpolation method because: 

I. the implied volatility might change in every instant 

2. the implied volatility obtained from the data is too scattered 

3. out-of-the-money, at-the-money, and in-the-money volatilities tend to behave 

differently during the time to expiration104 

Hence, the aim here is to find a methodology for the extrapolation and interpolation to 

accommodate the changes in the data. The research in this thesis therefore views the 

extrapolation and interpolation across strike prices and across expirations separately. The 

examination of the interpolation across strike prices below, begins the investigation. The 

examination across expirations follows thereafter. 

A linear interpolation across strike prices is not realistic because it can result in an 

implied volatility function which is very jagged (i.e. not smooth). Shimko (1993) uses a 

best-fit least squares parabola to estimate the implied volatility function across strike prices 

which avoids the jaggedness of the implied volatility function. Moreover, Dumas, Fleming, 

and Whaley (1996) implement. a variety of approaches to model the implied volatility 

function across strike prices and across time to expiration. They find that among the 

variety, a quadratic function (across strike prices as well as across time to expiration) 

yields the best solution. This result is also consistent with Shimko's (1993) suggestion. 

However, as Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) point out the quadratic function is 

inaccurate for strike prices far away from the money. 

Two additional methods for the construction of a volatility surface were proposed 

recently. Firstly, Chriss (1997) proposes a simple and stable grid interpolation technique 

for a continuous volatility surface. However, the grid interpolation technique has as 

disadvantage that it requires four known option prices to compute the missing option price. 

In addition, the four known option prices have to surround the missing option price. These 

104 The results of the analysis of the implied volatility across expirations show that the out-of-the-money and 
the in-the-money implied volatility decrease with increasing time to expiration whilst the at-the-money 
implied volatility increases. 
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requirements are not realistic in practice, hence the grid interpolation is somewhat 

impractical (especially in illiquid markets). This technique therefore is deemed 

inappropriate for extrapolation purposes here. 

Secondly, another approach for computing the volatility surface has been proposed by 

Avellaneda et a/. (1997) who implement a "relative-entropy minimization" approach. 

Although they conclude that their results are accurate, their procedure is neither simple to 

' implement nor without shortcomings. One of the shortcomings occurs because Avellaneda 

. ...___ eta/. (1997) use a prior volatility surface that is arbitrarily chosen to calculate the volatility 

surface. Hence, the volatility surface obtained depends on the prior volatility surface 

selected which in tum depends on the number of input option prices. Clearly, if the number 

of input option prices is small, the prior volatility surface does not change much, hence the 

results depend on the prior volatility surface. 

Although a quadratic form may not be most suitable, it is still believed that the general 

regression method with ordinary least squares should be used for an appropriate approach 

of building a volatility function across strike prices. Its advantage is that this approach is 

stable, simple, and practical by contrast to the methods discussed above. Consequently, 

regression models have been adopted as a suitable approach in this thesis to handle the 

extrapolation and interpolation. 

Finding a suitable volatility function across strike prices also seems difficult using the 

ordinary least squares regression model because implied volatility can be different for out

of-the-money, at-the-money, and in-the-money strike prices. The recognition of these 

potential differences in the pattern of implied volatility across strike prices leads to the 

consideration of a piecewise volatility function across strike prices. Accordingly, the 

regression will be calculated piecewise in the thesis. 

The structure of section 4.3 therefore consists of three comparisons of regression models 

for the extrapolation and interpolation across strike prices (in sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 
/ 

4.3.3). Additionally, a proposed method for extrapolation and interpolation across 

expirations is discussed in section 4.3.4. Finally, a summarizing conclusion can be found 

in section 4.3.5. 

Each comparison begins with a graph of the two implied volatility functions estimated 

by the regression models. Thereafter a statistical analysis of the results of the two 
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compared regression models follows. The research in this section considers a quadratic 

regression model and a trinomial regression mode1105
: 

Quadratic Regression Model: 

Trinomial Regression Model: 

y=a+~1x+~2x 2 +e 

y=a+~1x+~2x 2 +~3x 3 +E 

where x is the strike price, y the estimated volatility, a and ~i are the estimated 

regressors, and e is the residual parameter. The quadratic regression model is selected to 

be consistent with prior research (see for example Shimko (1993)) whilst the trinomial 

regression model is chosen to improve the implied volatility function by avoiding the far 

away from the money problem (as discussed in Jackwerth and Rubinstein {1995)). The 

quadratic and the trinomial regression are considered as piecewise functions of the implied 

volatility function across strike prices. Section 4.3.1 therefore focuses on the comparison 

between the quadratic and the trinomial regression model whilst section 4.3 .2 focuses on 

the comparison between a piecewise quadratic regression model and a trinomial regression 

model. The last section 4.3.3 compares a piecewise quadratic regression model to a 

piecewise trinomial regression model. This comparison is included to investigate the 

interesting issue of a trade off between more sophisticated modelling approaches and their 

gain in accuracy. The adopted method for extrapolation and interpolation across 

expirations is discussed theoretically in section 4.3.4. Initially however, an appropriate data 

set must be considered for the analysis in this section. 

The appropriate data set used in the comparison of quadratic and trinomial regression 

models should have the following characteristics based on the prior discussions: 

I. a signific~nt "smile" or "grin" distribution (i.e. a curved implied volatility 

function across strike prices) 

2. a similar form to the implied volatility function across strike prices as used 

in Jackwerth and Rubinstein {1995) (Le. nearly constant implied volatilities 

far away from the money)106 

3. be representative (Le. not suffering from the non-simultaneous pncmg 

problem) 

105 The trinomial regression model is also known as cubic regression model. 
106 This second requirement is introduced to prevent the criticism concerning the implied volatility estimation 

for far from the money strike prices with quadratic volatility functions (as in Jackwerth and Rubinstein 
(1995)). 
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In considering the requirements of an appropriate data set, we conclude that South African 

data is not appropriate in its current form. Hence we consider existing approaches for the 

modelling of implied volatility functions in the international literature. The data proposed 

by Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) (for the S&P 500 option prices on the 4/12/1990) 

meets all the necessary requirements107, hence their data is used in the ensuing comparison 

of the regression models, instead. 

The compar1sons of the regression models starts with the companson between the 

quadratic and the trinomial regression model below. 

4.3.1 Comparison of the Quadratic Regression with the Trinomial Regression Model 

The objective of this section is to establish the most suitable regression model for the 

implementation in the implied volatility tree model. Under consideration in this section is 

the quadratic and the trinomial regression model. Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) argue 

that the quadratic regression model cannot appropriately fit an implied volatility function 

(found for the S&P 500 options). Hence, a more suitable solution to establish an 

appropriate implied volatility function across strike prices might well be obtainable using a 

trinomial regression model108. 

It can be observed in Figure 4.3.1-1 that the quadratic regression model has similar 

problems of fit (described in section 4.3 earlier) when the strike prices are far away from -the money. The quadratic regression overestimates the implied volatility for strike ratios 

beldw 0. 79 considerably and underestimates the implied volatility for strike ratios above 

1.15 considerably. Further extrapolations above 1.15 and below 0. 79 become more 

inaccurate using the volatility function modelled with the quadratic regression approach. 

The problems discussed do not however occur for the trinomial regression model in Figure 

4.3.1-1. The trinomial regression by contrast seems to fit the "far away" from the money 

regions fairly well. 

107 Jackwerth and Rubinstein's (1995) data set additionally matches the South African characteristics very 
well, hence it can be used in this examination without losing the connection to the South African market 

108 As yet a trinomial model has not been considered in the literature for this purpose. 
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Figure 4.3.1-1. Comparison of the Quadratic Regression with the Trinomial Regression 
The data in Jackwertb and Rubinstein (1995) (i.e. implied volatilities of the S&P 500 option prices on 
December 4, 1990) is fitted using quadratic regression as well as trinomial regression. The initial raw data is 
displayed with linear interpolation between the data points. 

The statistical comparison of the quadratic and trinomial regression models in Table 

4.3.1-1 lends support to the graphical evidence that the trinomial model is superior. The 
-------- 7 

"goodness-of-fit" estimator109 (R_2) increases substantially from 0.8941 for the quadratic 

model to 0.9782 for the trinomial model. Moreover, the residual sum of squares (RSS) and 

the variance of the residuals (s2
) decrease substantially for the trinomial regression in Table 

4.3.1-1. 

109 The "goodness-of-fit" estimator (R2
) is adjusted to take account of small number of input volatilities in 

this and in the following sections. The adjustment computation follows Anderson, Sweeney, and 
Williams (1993) i.e. 

adjustedR 2 = 1-(1-R 2 )(N -1)/DF 
where R2 is the unadjusted "goodness-of-estimator", N is the number of input volatilities, and DF are the 
degrees of freedom. 
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Table 4.3.1-1 
Comparison of Quadratic and Trinomial Regression Statistics 

The data from Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) is examined using the residual sum of squares, RSS, to the 
variance of the residuals, s2

, and to the "goodness-of-fit" estimator, R2
• The value in brackets wtder the 

heading ofR2 is the wtadjusted value of the "goodness-of-fit" estimator. 

Regression Models 

Quadratic Regression110 

Trinomial Regression 

Degrees Residual Sum . Variance of 
of Freedom of Squares Residuals 

DF RSS s2 

12 11.0059 0.9172 
11 2.0713 0.1883 

Goodness
of-Fit 

R2 
0.8941 (0.9092) 
0.9782 (0.9829) 

The quadratic and the trinomial models are also assessed using an F-test111 (under the 

null hypothesis that the simpler model is more appropriate). The F-Test is especially 

designed to establish whether R2 is significantly larger for a regression model with higher 

order. The value ofF obtained for the quadratic and trinomial regression test is 47.45 and 

lies above the critical value of9.65 for the F-test at a significance level of one percent. The 

null hypothesis is therefore rejected implying that the trinomial model is the more 

appropriate regression model. 

Although, the trinomial regression model is a reasonable model for the data in statistical 

terms. Figure 4.3.1-1 does however highlight some deviations from the original data that 

may become economically important. See for example the departures in the regions around 

strike ratios of 0.85 and 1.12. A potential approach to model these deviations more 

accuarately could be the use of higher polynomial regressions, but it should be noted that 

higher polynomial regressions tend to become more unstable. A novel proposal of two 

piecewise quadratic regressions instead of one trinomial regression across strike ratios is 

considered further below. 

110 The statistical results presented are only a partial selection. In addition, serial dependence of the residuals 
appears problematic for the quadratic regression. 

111 The value of F is defined in the notation of the thesis (similar to Anderson, Sweeney, and Williams 
(1993)) as 

F = (RSS(quad)-RSS(trinom))/(DF(quad)- DF(trinom)) 

RSS(trinom) I DF(trinom) 
where quad. and trinom are the abbreviations for quadratic and trinomial'respectively. 
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4.3.2 Comparison of the Trinomial Regression with the Piecewise Quadratic Regression 

Model 

The aim of this section is to compare the trinomial regression model (the result of section 

4.3.1) with the piecewise quadratic regression model to find the most suitable regression 

model for implementation in the implied volatility tree model. Hence, the trinomial 

regression model is compared directly to a quadratic regression model that contains two 

regressions (as pieces). The first piece of the quadratic regression model is computed for 

the strike ratio less than or equal to one whereas the second piece of the quadratic 

regression model is computed for the strike ratio greater than or equal to one. It is seems in 

Figure 4.3.2-1 that the piecewise quadratic regression model is superior to the trinomial 

regression model. For example, the fit in the regions around strike ratios of0.85 and 1.12 is 

better for the piecewise quadratic regression model by contrast to the trinomial regression 

model in Figure 4.3.2-1. The piecewise quadratic regression model also seems superior for 

the extrapolation of far away from the money strike ratios by comparison to the trinomial 

regression model. Consequently, the problem of an inaccurate implied volatility for "far 

away" from the money strike ratios (i.e. above 1.18 and below 0.79) does not seem to 

occur for the piecewise quadratic regions. The statistical summary of the comparison 

between the piecewise quadratic regression and the trinomial regression model in Table 

4.3.2-1 below gives quantitative support for this assertion. 
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Figure 4.3.2-1. Comparison of the Trinomial Regression with the Piecewise Quadratic Regression 
The data in Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) (i.e. implied volatilities of the S&P 500 option prices on 
December 4, 1990) is fitted using a piecewise quadratic regression as well as trinomial regression. The first 
piece of the quadratic regression is defined for strike ratios less than or equal to one whereas the second piece 
of the quadratic regression is defined for strike ratios greater than or equal to one. The initial raw data is 
displayed with linear interpolation between the data points. 

The statistical analysis is however limited in Table 4.3.2-1 because the two regression 

models (i.e. piecewise quadratic and trinomial regression model) are based on different 

data sets. The piecewise quadratic regression uses the implied volatilities of the at-the

money strike ratio112 (i.e. x = 1) for each interval. Consequently, a comparison with the 

trinomial regression model is not strictly equitable because the piecewise quadratic 

regression approach has one implied volatility more than the trinomial regression model. 

Hence, a second trinomial regression model is artificially estimated using the trinomial 

regression model with two at-the-money strike ratios (i.e. both at x = 1) in Table 4.3 .2-1. 

However, the artificially computed trinomial regression model and the trinomial regression 

model do not exhibit substantial differences. Nevertheless, a comparison between the 

artificial computed trinomial regression model and the piecewise quadratic regression 

seems appropriate because of their similarities in their data sets. 

Although it can be argued that a superior fit is evident for the piecewise quadratic 

regression model in Figure 4.3.2-1, the "goodness-of-fit" estimator (R2
) reveals a different 

112 The strike ratio lies on the x-axis. 
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picture. The "goodness-of-fit" estimator R2 is particularly higher for the artificial trinomial 

regression model in the comparison with the strike ratios above and equal to one. However, 

it is problematic to compare the two different regression models directly because R2 is 

based on the whole data set for the artificial trinomial regression whilst the piecewise 

quadratic regression model only computes R2 for each piece of the data set. Nevertheless, 

the residual sum of squares, RSS, can be used to give some insight into the comparison of 

the two regression models. If the two RSS values of the piecewise quadratic regression 

model are summed to 1. 0985, the result is still substantially lower than the RSS value of 

2.1897 of the trinomial regression model. The lower result ofthe added RSS suggests that 

the piecewise quadratic regression is the model that has a superior fit confirming the result 

of the graphical analysis. 

Table 4.3.2-1 
Comparison of Piecewise Quadratic and Trinomial Regression Statistics 

The data from Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) is examined using the residual sum of squares, RSS, the 
variance of the residuals, s2

, and the "goodness-of-fit" estimator, R2
• Moreover, the results are presented for a 

trinomial regression, an artificial trinomial regression (with two strike ratios of x = 1 ), and a piecewise 
quadratic regression (with strike ratios below and equal to one and above and equal to one). The value in 
brackets under the heading of R2 is the unadjusted value of the "goodness-of-fit" estimator. 

Regression Models 

Trinomial Regression 
Artificial Trinomial Regression 
Quadratic Regression for x s; 1 
Quadratic Regression for x ~ 1 

Degrees Residual Sum Variance of 
of Freedom of Squares Residuals 

DF RSS s2 

11 2.0713 0.1883 
12 2.1897 0.1825 
6 0.7832 0.1305 
4 0.3153 0.0788 

Goodness
of-Fit 

Rz 
0.9782 (0.9829) 
0.9775 (0.9823) 
0.9747 (0.9819) 
0.8796 (0.9197) 

Although the fit of the piecewise quadratic regression deemed satisfactory here, a final 

attempt to improve the performance of the interpolation method is conducted below. 

4.3.3 Comparison of the Piecewise Trinomial Regression with the Piecewise Quadratic 

Regression Model 

A further extension of the interpolation method focuses on a piecewise trinomial regression 

model in a similar manner to the piecewise quadratic regression model (in the prior 

section). This last comparison between a piecewise quadratic and a piecewise trinomial 

regression is conducted to investigate the interesting issue of a trade off between 
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sophisticated modelling approaches and their gain in accuracy (i.e. quadratic and trinomial 

regression). The effects may be statistically small but they are perhaps economically 

important. The graphical analysis in Figure 4.3.3-1 only shows the strike ratios less than or 

equal to one113 (because the small differences between the regression models could not be 

successfully portrayed graphically otherwise). 

The advantage of the piecewise trinomial regression is only evident for strike ratios 

below 0.88 and above 0.79 in Figure 4.3.3-1. The piecewise trinomial regression reveals a 

superior fit for the strike ratios between 0. 79 and 0.88 but shows no superiority for the 

strike ratios below 0. 76. Hence, the piecewise trinomial regression reveals a marginal 

improvement but the price paid for the added complexity is probably higher than its 

potential gain. The statistical survey concerning the comparison of the piecewise trinomial 

regression model and the piecewise quadratic regression model follows. 

20+-----~-------r------~----~------~------~----~------~ 

0.76 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.97 

Strike Ratios 

-Raw Data -Quadratic Trinomial 

Figure 4.3.3-1. Comparison of the Piecewise Trinomial Regression with the Piecewise Quadratic 
Regression 

The data in Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) (i.e. implied volatilities of the S&P 500 option prices on 
December 4, 1990) is fitted using a piecewise quadratic regression as well as a piecewise trinomial regression 
for strike ratios less than or equal to one. The initial raw data is displayed with linear interpolation between 
the data points. 

113 The graphical analysis of strike ratios greater than or equal to one is shown in Figure 4.B-l in Appendix 
4.B. 
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The statistical analysis in Table 4.3.3-1 is also based on separated data sets for each 

regression model. The "goodness-of-fit" estimator (R2
) does not confirm the results of the 

graphical analysis in Figure 4.3.3-1 that the piecewise trinomial regression fits the data 

slightly better than the piecewise quadratic regression model (0.9717 vs. 0.9747 for x::;; 1 

and 0.8436 vs. 0.8796 for x ~ 1 ). The residual sums of squares, RSS, is however larger for 

the piecewise quadratic regression model than for the piecewise trinomial regression model 

whilst the variance of the residuals, s2
, is smaller. The decrease in the RSS however is seen 

to be very small for the piecewise trinomial regression model. 

Both regression models are also assessed using the F-test (under the null hypothesis that 

the simpler is more appropriate). The F-test is carried out separately for the comparison of 

the quadratic and the trinomial regression model for x::;; 1 and x ;:::: 1 respectively. The 

value ofF obtained for the x::;; 1 comparison is 0.58 and lies below the critical value of 

6.61 for the F-test at a significance level of five percent. The value ofF obtained for the 

x ;:::: 1 comparison is 0.08 and also lies well below the critical value of 10.13 for the F-test 

at a significance level of five percent. Consequently, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected 

implying that the piecewise quadratic regression model can still be viewed as the more 

appropriate regression model. 

Table 4.3.3-1 
Comparison of Separated Quadratic and Separated Trinomial Regression Statistics 

The data from Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) is examined using the residual sum of squares, RSS, the 
variance of the residuals, s2

, and the "goodness-of-fit" estimator, R2
• Moreover, the results are presented for a 

piecewise trinomial regression and a piecewise quadratic regression (with strike ratios below and equal to 
one and above and equal to one). The value in brackets under the heading of R2 is the unadjusted value of the 
"goodness-of-fit" estimator. 

Degrees Residual Sum Variance of Goodness-
Regression Models of Freedom of Squares Residuals of-Fit 

DF RSS s2 R2 
Quadratic Regression for x :s; 1 6 0.7832 0.1305 0.9747 (0.9819) 
Quadratic Regression for x :2: 1 4 0.3153 0.0788 0.8796 {0.9197} 
Trinomial Regression for x :s; I 5 0.7016 O.I403 0.9717 (0.9838) 
Trinomial Regression for x <:"!: I 3 0.3071 O.I024 0.8436 {0.9218} 

The superior piecewise quadratic regression model will consequently be implemented in 

the proposed implied volatility tree model in section 4.4. However, this piecewise 

quadratic regression model is only suitable for extrapolation and interpolation of implied 

volatilities across strike prices. A theoretical discussion about the extrapolation and 

interpolation method across expirations follows. 
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4.3.4 Extrapolation and Interpolation Method across Expirations 

The focus of this section is on a theoretical discussion of a suitable extrapolation and 

interpolation method for implied volatilities across expirations. The search for a method to 

extrapolate and interpolate implied volatilities across expirations is however limited to the 

interpolation of volatilities between available expirations. An extrapolation of implied 

volatilities across expirations is not required because detailed research (in Chapter 3) has 

revealed that options with a long time to expiration (i.e. over 180 days) and the same strike 

price are approximately constant in their implied volatility across different expirations. In 

addition, options with a short time to expiration (i.e. less than 10 days) also have 

approximately constant implied volatilities across different expirations. Hence, it is 

assumed that the implied volatility function across strike prices of the shortest traded 

expiration captures all implied volatility functions across strike prices with shorter 

expirations. Consequently, it is also assumed that the implied volatility function across 

strike prices of the longest traded expiration captures all implied volatility functions across 

strike prices with longer expirations. Substantial empirical support for these assumptions is 

given in the analysis of the "smile pattern" in Chapter 3. Hence, the remaining expirations 

between the shortest and longest expiration available are interpolated by a method 

introduced below. 

The simplest way for the interpolation is certainly a linear interpolation114
• Here, the 

linear interpolation is considered to estimate the implied volatilities between available 

expirations. The linear interpolation although it was found to be unsuitable for the 

interpolation across strike prices has the advantage of simplicity for estimating the implied 

volatilities across expirations115
• Hence, the linear interpolation meets the proposed 

conditions of a simple, stable, and practical method and is implemented together with the 

proposed piecewise quadratic regression model in the implied volatility tree model. 

114 The linear interpolation is calculated using the following fonn 
tl -t2 

O'(t2) = O'(tl) +(O'(t3) -O'(tl)) -
tl - t3 

where the expirations tare t 1 < t 2 < t 3 and G(t;) is the implied volatility at tj. 
115 The danger of the linear interpolation across expirations is that non-linear functions are incorrectly 

estimated and an estimation error results. This danger becomes less important the more expirations are 
available. In addition, the trade off between simplicity and a more sophisticated model suggest the linear 
interpolation as the more suitable solution. · 
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A further idea for an extrapolation and interpolation method of implied volatilities across 

expirations again is a regression model (as for the extrapolation and interpolation across 

strike prices). However, a regression model for the implied volatilities across expirations is 

very complicated to implement because an infinite116 number of regressions would be 

required. A piecewise separation into at-the-money, out-of-the-money, and in-the-money 

strike ratios does not help either because the implied volatility function can also be 

different in each of these three "money" regions. In addition, the . fewer the number of 

regressions models the higher is the estimation error of the computed regression models. 

Hence, a regression model for implied volatilities across expirations is not appropriate for 

the implementation in the implied volatility tree model because it is neither stable, simple, 

nor practicable. As a consequence, a linear interpolation is used for implied volatilities 

across expirations. 

The conclusion regarding the assessment of the extrapolation and interpolation method 

to be implemented in the implied volatility tree follows. 

4.3.5 Conclusion 

The aim of the research concerning extrapolation and interpolation methods was to find a 

suitable method to implement in the proposed implied volatility tree for the South African 

environment. This aim was successfully achieved. A piecewise quadratic regression model 

was found in a number of comparisons to be the most suitable model for the extrapolation 

and interpolation of implied volatilities across strike prices. The extrapolation and 

interpolation method of implied volatilities across expirations was limited to an 

interpolation method because the detailed results of Chapter 3 revealed constant implied 

volatility for options near to expiration and far from expiration respectively. The 

established interpolation method for implied volatilities across expirations was a linear 

interpolation. Both the linear interpolation across expirations and the piecewise quadratic 

116 The infinite number of regressions is required because the implied volatility function across expirations 
increases with a rising time to expiration for at-the-money strike ratios but decreases for out-of-the-money 
and in-the-money strike ratios in South Africa (for example, see the ALSI in Chapter 3). This leads to the 
requirement of a regression model for each strike ratio. Hence, the large number of regression models to 
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regression model across strike prices will be implemented in the proposed implied 

volatility tree for the South African environment. 

This implied volatility tree model will be rigorously tested (in section 4.4) to assess the 

model performance. 

4.4 Tests of the Implied Volatility Tree Model 

The aim of the tests of the implied volatility tree for options on futures is to assess the 

accuracy of the proposed implied volatility tree model for the South African environment. 

To date, tests of accuracy for implied volatility trees are mainly carried out by establishing 

whether the option price model has the ability to re-estimate a hypothetical input 

accurately. These tests have recently been conducted on the assumption of non-constant 

implied volatility (e.g. Barle and Cakici (1995)). This test methodology is discussed in 

section 4.4.2. For comparison purposes we conduct equivalent tests on both non-constant 

and constant implied volatilities. Initially, a test methodology which assumes a constant 

implied volatility is introduced in section 4.4.1. The constant implied volatility test is 

required to assess the robustness of the proposed implied volatility tree under this 

assumption. The conclusion in section 4.4.3 summarizes the results. 

Both test methodologies require the consideration of different option price models to 

compare their results with each other. For example, Barle and Cakici (1995) compare the 

option prices computed by their implied tree model with option prices based on the Black 

and Scholes (1973) model. In this thesis, the modified Black model is implemented instead 

of the Black and Scholes (1973) model and the resulting option prices are compared to the 

option prices obtained from the implied volatility tree model proposed for the South 

African environment. It should be noted however that the results of this comparison are 

dependent on the size of the tree model. The option prices of a binomial tree model only 

approximate the modified Black option prices with a decreasing approximation error the 

bigger the binomial tree becomes (i.e. increasing number of steps in the tree). 

Consequently, the value of the comparison between the modified Black option prices and 

compute suggest to reject a regression model as extrapolation and interpolation method for implied 
volatilities across expirations. 
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the option prices computed by the implied volatility tree model can be affected by this 

approximation error. A binomial tree model with constant volatility is included therefore to 

compare its results with that of the implied volatility tree model (i.e. without 

approximation error). Besides the modified Black model and the binomial tree model, a 

third option price model proposed by Chriss (1997) is also included. This third option price 

model is included because it combines the implied volatility tree model with the Black and 

Scholes (1973) model (hence the modified Black model in the South African 

environment). Henceforth in the thesis this model by Chriss (1997) with the embedded 

modified Black model inside of the implied volatility tree model is referred to as "Implied 

Black Tree". A more detailed discussion of this "Implied Black Tree" model is found 

below. 

Implied Black Tree 

Chriss (1997) combines an implied volatility tree model with the Black and Scholes (1973) 

model 117
. His proposal aims at greater computational efficiency118 of the implied volatility 

tree by implementing the Black and Scholes (1973) model. The proposed model by Chriss 

(1997) (i.e. the implied Black tree) is further introduced to study the consequences of the 

embedded lognormal model (i.e. the modified Black model in South Africa) in this kind of 

an implied volatility tree. Assuming that a lognormal model prices out-of-the-money 

options incorrect (because the tails of the market distribution are much bigger than in the 

lognormal distribution), the implied Black tree is expected to perform poorly by 

comparison to the implied volatility tree model. 

One approach comparing the performance of the different option price models is the 

comparison oftheir mean absolute errors, MAE's, and their mean squared errors, MSE's 

(used for example by Gwilym and Buckle (1997)). The values of the MAE and the MSE 

are calculated as follows 

n 

L loptionl- option21 
MAE= ..:....i=..:....1 _____ _ 

n 

117 Here, the modified Black formula for options on futures is used. 
118 For example, our tests yielded a computation time of 86 seconds for a 50-step implied volatility tree whilst 

the implied Black tree required only 30 seconds for the computation. 
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i ( option1- option2) 2 

MSE = ..!:i"':!.-1 
-------

n 

where option 1 is the option price of the first model and option2 is the option price of the 

second model respectively in the option price model comparison. 

Finally, it is assumed that all implied volatilities outside the [0.6, 1.4] interval are 

constant119 as indicated in Chapter 3 because no other strike ratios can be found in the 

South African data. In addition, implied volatilities near to these extreme strike ratios are 

nearly constant (as presented in Chapter 3 for the ALSI, the GLDI, and the INDI). 

The tests start with the assumption of constant volatility for all chosen option price 

models below. 

4.4 .1 Test with Constant Volatility 

The first test is based upon the assumption of constant volatility across strike prices and 

across expirations. Here, a hypothetical call 120 is calculated with 180 days to expiration and 

a constant volatility of 20 percent based ·upon a future with the value of 100 at the 

beginning of the contract (i.e. F t,t). Moreover, the option prices for the tree models are 

computed using 50 steps121 in the trees. The results of the first test for cal1122 options can be 

observed in Table4.4.1-1 and in Table4.4.1-2. 

Table 4. 4.1-1 shows the strike prices in the first column for the computed call option. 

The prices of the call options are presented in the columns two to five (in Table 4.4.1-1) 

for the selected option price models (i.e. modified Black model, binomial model, implied 

volatility tree, and implied Black tree). Table 4.4.1-2 displays supplementary results in the 

ll!l The implied volatility value of the 0.6 strike ratio is valid for the range of strike ratios below 0.6 and the 
implied volatility value of the 1.4 strike ratio is valid for the range of strike ratios above 1.4. 

120 In the South African environment for options on futures, the expiration style does not matter as discussed 
earlier (in section 3.4.2). 

121 A rigorous analysis was conducted to establish the number of steps required but is not included for the 
sake of brevity (available from the aulhor). In this section, it was found that trees with 50 steps are 
sufficient by consideration of the trade off between accuracy and computational efficiency. Although 50 
step trees are computational expensive, they are necessmy for accuracy. Later in the thesis, the 
requirement of accuracy is relaxed allowing less computational expensive trees (for example 20 steps). 

122 Similar results for put options are displayed in Table 4.C-1 in Appendix 4.C. 
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form of a matrix of the MAE and MSE results for the comparisons between the 

implemented option price models. 

Table 4.4.1-1 
Comparison of Option Price Models for Call Options witb Constant Volatility 

The call option prices are based on a volatility of 20 percent with 180 days to expiration and a future price of . 
100. The tree models (binomial tree, implied tree, and implied Black tree) are calculated using 50 steps. The 
range of strike prices (60 to 140) proxies the South Africa environment (examined in this thesis) with strike 
ratios between 0.6 to 1.4. 

Strike Option Prices for Different Option Price Models 
Prices Modified Black Binomial Tree Implied Tree Implied Black Tree 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
60 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 
70 30.021 30.018 30.018 30.018 
80 20.299 20.300 20.300 20.284 
85 15.791 15.780 15.780 15.751 
90 11.745 11.758 11.758 11.701 
95 8.318 8.333 8.333 8.260 
100 5.599 5.571 5.571 5.488 
105 3.581 3.590 3.590 3.513 
110 2.179 2.196 2.196 2.132 
115 1.265 1.277 1.277 1.229 
120 0.702 0.708 0.708 0.675 
130 0.192 0.191 0.191 0.181 
140 0.046 0.044 0.044 0.042 

Note that the option prices are rounded to three decimal places because the traded option contracts consist of 
ten options for the ALSI, GLDI, and INDI at SAFEX examined. 

Table 4.4.1-1 reveals small differences in the option prices between the modified Black 

model in column (2) and the binomial model in column (3). These small differences reflect 

the approximation error of the binomial model. Shastri and Tandon (1986) argue that the 

approximation error between a Black and Scholes (1973) model (i.e. in South Africa the 

modified Black model) and a binomial tree model becomes smaller the more steps are used 

for the binomial tree but simultaneously the binomial tree becomes computationally more 

expensive (i.e. it takes longer for the calculation). Consequently, a comparison between the 

modified Black model and the implied volatility tree or the implied Black tree is also 

affected by an approximation error. However, the comparison between the binomial tree 

model and the implied volatility tree or the implied Black tree is not affected by an 

approximation error because the approximation error offsets its influence in the 

comparison between these models. 

The comparison between the option prices of the binomial tree in column (3) and the 

implied tree in column (4) reveals no differences in their option prices for the same strike 

price. Consequently, ~his result of no price differences suggests that the implied tree is as 
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accurate as a binomial tree under the assumption of constant volatility. The price 

differences in the option prices of the implied tree in column ( 4) and the modified Black 

model in column (2) can therefore . be put down to the approximation error discussed 

earlier. Finally, the comparison between the option prices of the binomial tre~ model in 

column (3) (as well as the implied tree in column (4)) and the implied Black tree in column 

(5) reveals option price differences for nearly all strike prices. In particular, the results 

suggest that the implied Black tree is not as accurate as the binomial tree model (or the 

implied tree model). 

A matrix with the MAE and the MSE results for the different model comparisons with 

cal1123 options is introduced in Table 4.4.1-2. 

Table 4.4.1-2 
Matrix of MAE and MSE Results for Call Options in Comparisons of Different Option Price Models 

The results of the comparisons between different option price models in Table 4.4.1-1 yield the mean 
absolute error, MAE. in the first row of each comparison and as the mean squared error, MSE, in the second 
row of each comparison in bold. 

Option Price Models 
Modified Black Binomial Tree Implied Tree 

Option Price MAE MAE 
Models MSE MSE 
Modified 0 0.009096 
Black 0 0.000145 
Binomial 0.009096 0 
Tree 0.000145 0 
Implied 0.009091 0.000020 
Tree 0.000145 o 
Implied Black 0.035711 0.037896 
Tree 0.002188 0.002321 

Note that the results are rounded to six decimal places. 

MAE 
MSE 

0.009091 
0.000145 
0.000020 

0 
0 
0 

0.037906 
0.002321 

Implied Black 
Tree 
MAE 
MSE 

0.035711 
0.002188 
0.037896 
0.002321 
0.037906 
0.002321 

0 
0 

For the comparison between the binomial tree model and the implied tree model Table 

4.4.1-2 reveals a MSE value of zero and a MAE value of0.000020 (caused by differences 

in their option prices beyond the third decimal place). This result of similar option prices is 

consistent with the findings in Table 4.4.1-1. In addition in Table 4.4.1-2, it is seen that the 

MSE values for the comparisons between the modified Black model and the binomial tree 

model or the implied tree model respectively are identical (0.000145) and that the MAE 

values only differ in the sixth decimal place (0.009096 vs. 0.009091). These results suggest 

that the approximation errors between the modified Black model and the binomial tree 

123 The equivalent matrix for put options can be found in Table 4.C-2 in Appendix 4.C. 
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model or the implied tree model respectively are similar whilst the approximation error 

between the binomial tree model and the implied tree model is nearly zero. 

The results for the comparison of the implied Black tree model with the binomial model 

or the implied tree respectively in Table 4.4.1-2 also confirm the findings of Table 4.4.1-1. 

The MAE and MSE results for these comparisons reveal an MAE of0.037896 or 0.037906 

respectively and an MSE of0.002321 twice. 

The differences in the option prices between the implied Black tree and the binomial tree 

or the implied tree respectively can be considered to be of practical relevance. For 

example, if 1000 option contracts124 are traded at a strike price of 100 with the option price 

of the binomial tree (identical to the option price of the implied tree), the price of these 

1000 contracts would be ZAR 55,710 whilst the price of the contract using the implied 

Black tree price is only ZAR 54,880. The difference between the models is ZAR 830 or 1.5 

percent which is practically relevant. Consequently, this practical relevant result may 

suggest the rejection of the implied Black tree. However, the computational efficiency of 

the implied Black model (as discussed in section 4.4) is superior to the implied volatility 

tree. In conclusion, the trade off between computational efficiency and accuracy needs to 

be considered. The inaccurate and practical relevant results of the implied Black tree with 

their advantage of computational efficiency do not however seem worth the substantial loss 

of accuracy. Hence the implied Black tree is not considered as appropriate in the South 

African environment under the assumption of constant volatility. 

The test conducted under the assumption of constant implied volatility reveals that the 

implied volatility tree model is superior to the implied Black tree. Moreover, this test also 

reveals that the option prices of the implied tree model are in essence similar to the 

binomial model. In addition, it should be noted that it is essential to assess the accuracy of 

the implied tree model comparatively to a model that is based on the same conditions12s. 

As a next step in the assessment of the implied tree model, a second test which now 

assumes non-constant volatility follows. 

124 The number of 1000 option contracts corresponds to 10,000 options at SAFEX because one option 
contract consists of 10 options. 
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4.4.2 Test with Non-Constant Volatility 

The objective of the second test is to assess the ability of the models to re-estimate 

accurately a hypothetical input under the assumption of non-constant volatility. Hence, the 

computed option prices of five option price models are contrasted to the hypothetical input 

option prices. The computation of the hypothetical input option prices as well as the 

computation of the option prices by the implied tree model, the implied Black tree model, 

and the "implied tree with approximation error" model are based on a non-constant 

volatility assumption. This non-constant volatility assumption is established by a technique 

similar to that used by Chriss (1997). Chriss (1997) implements a linear volatility 

function126 by simplifying non-linear "smiles" (as evident, for example, in the ALSI in 

Chapter 3). This linear simplification is however deemed sufficient for the assessment of 

the objective of this section (i.e. to re-estimate accurately a hypothetical input under the 

assumption of non-constant volatility). This implemented linear volatility function is 

subsequently used as the volatility input for the computation of all required option prices 

here. 

The linear volatility function is defined for two intervals. The first interval is defined 

over the range of strike prices between 60 and 1 00 whilst the second interval is defined 

over the range of strike prices between 100 and 140. The piecewise definition of the 

volatility function in the two intervals is consistent with prior research (in section 4.3). It is 

evident in the empirical examination of the ALSI, the GLDI, and the INDI in Chapter 3 

that the implied volatility function differs between the out-of-the-money interval (i.e. above 

and equal to the strike price of 100 for call options127
) and the in-the-money interval (i.e. 

below and equal to the strike price of 100 for call options). Consequently, the volatility 

function is defined as 

125 This means that the approximation error between the modified Black model and the binomial model is not 
relevant for the comparison between the binomial model and the implied tree model. 

126 The motivation for the use of a linear volatility function for the computation of the option prices in this 
thesis instead of traded option prices is twofold. First, the use of a volatility function instead of single data 
points prevents the distortion of the results by scattered data points. Second, the linear volatility function 
is consistent with similar studies by Barle and Cakici (1995) and Chriss (1997). 

127 The definition of the piecewise volatility function is reversed for put options. 
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(
Future- Strike) 

y 1 = 0.20+ x0.15 
100 

for 60 ~Strike~ 100 

(
Future- Strike) 

y 2 =0.20- x0.05 
100 

for 100 ~Strike~ 140 

where "future" is the price of the underlying asset (which is in South Africa the future) and 

"strike" is the strike price of the option. The future price is assumed to be 100 and the time 

to expiration 60 days. 

The test results are presented in two tables (Table 4.4.2-1 and Table 4.4.2-2). Table 

4.4.2-1 compares the hypothetical input option prices of calls128 with call option prices 

computed using the modified Black model, the binomial tree model, the implied tree 

model, the implied Black tree model, and an "implied tree model with approximation 

error". The comparison of the option prices is required to assess the quality of each option 

price model. This assessment is supported by the computation of the MAE and the MSE 

between the hypothetical input option prices and the option prices for the five option price 

models in Table 4.4.2-2. 

In particular, the focus of the test is on the quality of the option prices computed by the 

proposed implied tree model for the South African environment (shown in column (5) of 

Table 4.4.2-1). In addition, a second implied tree model, i.e. the "implied tree model with 

approximation error", is proposed in this thesis to enhance the computational efficiency of 

the implied tree model. The computed option prices of this "implied tree model with 

approximation error" are exhibited in column (7) of Table 4.4.2-1. The motivation and 

explanation of this option price model is elaborate and is therefore relegated to Appendix 

4.E. 

The comparison between the hypothetical input option prices and the option prices of the 

five option price models in Table 4.4.2-1 begins the assessment. 

128 Similar results to the results of the call option in Table 4.4.2·1 and in Table 4.4.2-2 are observed for the 
results of the put option in Table 4.0·1 and Table 4.0·2 respectively in Appendix 4.0. 
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Table 4.4.2-1 
Comparison between Input and Output Option Prices for Call Options with Non-Constant Volatility 

The call option prices are based on 60 days to expiration and a future price of 100. The option prices of the 
implied tree models (i.e. the implied tree, the implied Black tree, and the implied tree with approximation 
error) are computed using 50 steps under the assumption of non-constant volatility. The option prices of the 
modified Black model and of the binomial tree model are computed with a constant volatility assumption (i.e. 
20 percent across the strike prices). The range of strike prices (60 to 140) is chosen to reflect the strike prices 
available in the South Africa environment 

Strike 
Prices 

(1) 
60 
70 
80 
85 
90 
95 
100 
105 
110 
115 
120 
130 
140 

Input 
Option Price 

(2) 
40.000 
30.000 
20.023 
15.118 
10.455 
6.361 
3.234 
1.432 
0.545 
0.181 
0.054 
0.004 
0.000 

Modified 
Black 

(3) 
40.000 
30.000 
20.006 
15.063 
10.351 
6.263 
3.234 
1.397 
0.501 
0.150 
0.038 
0.001 
0.000 

Output Option Prices for Different Option Price Model 
Binomial Implied Implied Implied Tree with 

Tree Tree Black Tree Approximation Error 
(4) (5) (6) (3)- (4) + (5) = (7) 

40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 
30.000 30.000 30.000 30.000 
20.006 20.022 20.020 20.022 
15.059 15.117 15.108 15.121 
10.353 10.455 10.427 10.453 
6.267 6.358 6.315 6.354 
3.218 3.218 3.170 3.234 
1.393 1.426 1.380 1.430 
0.497 0.535 0.523 0.539 
0.145 0.177 0.163 0.182 
0.035 0.053 0.032 0.056 
0.001 0.003 0.000 0.003 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Note that the option prices are rounded to three decimal places because the traded option contracts consist of 
ten options for the ALSI, GLDI, and INDI at SAFEX examined. 

Firstly, all option prices are compared for the at-the-money strike price (i.e. 100) in 

Table 4.4.2-1. For the at-the-money strike price the identical option prices of the modified 

Black model in column (3) and the hypothetical input option price in column (2) are a 

consequence of the same implied volatility input and the use of the same option price 

model (i.e. all hypothetical input option prices are computed under the assumption of non

constant volatility across strike prices with the modified Black model). In addition, the 

hypothetical input option price and the option price computed by the "implied tree with 

approximation error" in column (7) are also identical. This result is however based on the 

identical option prices of the binomial model tree in column (4) and the implied tree model 

in column (5) as well as on the consequently unchanged option price of the modified Black 

model in column (3). The differences between the hypothetical input option price (as well 

as the option prices computed by the modified Black model) and the option prices using 

the binomial tree model in column (4) and the implied tree model in column (5) are 

identical. These identical differences are a consequence of an approximation error (because 

of the implementation of 50-step trees). The higher difference between the hypothetical 

input option price and the option price computed by the implied Black tree model in 
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column (6) consequently suggests that the implied Black tree model is an inappropriate 

option price model. 

After the introductory discussion of the option price differences for the at-the-money 

strike price, the focus shifts to the differences between the hypothetical input option prices 

and the option prices computed by the five option price models for the in-the-money and 

out-of-the-money strike prices in Table 4.4.2-1. 

Differences between the hypothetical input option prices and the option prices of the five 

option price models are observed for the in-the-money strike prices (strike < 100) as well 

as for the out-of-the-money strike prices (strike > 1 00). For example, the out-of-the-money 

option with strike 110 has an input price of 0.545. The result closest to this option price is 

found for the "implied tree with approximation error" (in column (7) in Table 4.4.2-1) with 

a price of 0.539. The second closest result to the hypothetical input option price is found 

for the implied tree model (in column (5)) with a price of 0.535 (although its price is 

negatively influenced by the approximation error of the 50-step tree129
). The option price 

computed by the implied Black tree model (i.e. 0.523) in column (6) reveals the highest 

difference from the hypothetical input option price of all option prices computed under the 

assumption of non-constant volatility. However, the result of the implied Black tree is still 

better than the results for the modified Black model and the binomial tree model with their 

option prices computed under the assumption of constant volatility. 

The option price models with the constant volatility assumption (i.e. the modified Black 

model and the binomial model) yield option prices of 0.501 and 0.497 in column (3) and 

(4) respectively, which differ from the hypothetical input option price by 8.1 percent and 

9.1 percent respectively. These price differences reveal a substantial source of pricing error 

when constant volatility is assumed. 

The further assessment of the ability of the option price models to replicate the input 

prices is given by the results in Table 4.4.2-2. 

129 The approximation error between the modified Black price and the binomial price is 0.004. A 100-step 
tree has a price of0.545. 
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Table 4.4.2-2 
Matrix of MAE and MSE Results for Call Options for Input Replication 

The results of the comparisons between input option prices and output option prices of the different models 
in Table 4.4.2-1 yield the mean absolute error, MAE, in the first row and the mean squared error, MSE, in the 
second row in bold. 

Modified Binomial 
Black Tree 

Option Model (1) (2) 
Input MAE 0.030918 0.033306 
Prices MSE 0.002164 0.002211 

Note that the results are rounded on six decimal places. 

Option Price Models 
Implied Implied 

Tree Black Tree 
(3) (4) 

0.003362 0.020550 
0.000032 0.000847 

Implied Tree with 
Approximation Error 

(5) 
0.001873 
0.000008 

The results in Table 4.4.2-2 for call options130 reveal that the MAE and MSE values for 

the "implied tree with approximation error" in column (5) are the smallest of all option 

price models. The second best results (i.e. the second smallest) for the MAE and the MSE 

are found for the implied tree model in column (3). Hence, the "implied tree with 

approximation error" reveals once again its superiority to the implied tree. The MAE and 

MSE results of the implied Black tree in column (4) however suggest that this option price 

model is not appropriate (as in section 4.4 .1) for the computation of the option prices under 

the assumption of non-constant volatility. It is suggested that the large MAE and MSE 

values of the implied Black tree are caused by the embedded modified Black model inside 

the implied tree as this modified Black model assumes an inappropriate lognormal return 

distribution. 

The results of the option price models with constant volatility reveal the largest MAE 

and MSE values for all option price models. The binomial tree model in column (2) 

exhibits the largest MAE and MSE values of all the option price models. A plausible 

suggestion for these poor results can be based on the combinati<;m of the approximation 

error for the binomial tree and the assumption of constant volatility. The second largest 

MAE and MSE are found for the modified Black model in column (1). These MAE's and 

MSE's are smaller than the results of the binomial model because no approximation error 

is accounted for in the modified Black model. However, the results of the modified Black 

model suggest that the constant volatility assumption is responsible for the differences 

between the computed option prices and the hypothetical option prices. Consequently, the 

best result is obtained using the "implied tree with approximation error". 

Finally, the results of the constant and non-constant volatility test are summarized and 

concluded below. 
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4.4.3 Conclusion 

In summary, the tests have presented evidence that the implied tree model appears to be the 

best option price model (ofthe option price models considered) to price options accurately 

in the South African environment. This finding is upheld under both the assumption of 

constant volatility as well as of non-constant volatility. Furthermore, it was established that 

option price models with constant volatility like the binomial tree model or the modified 

Black model do not have the ability to price the options accurately in the presence of non

constant volatility. Further assessments were conducted on the implied tree model in its 

original form (with a binomial pricing method for the required options in the implied tree) 

and in a modified form proposed by Chriss (1997) (with the modified Black pricing 

method for the required options in the implied tree). The results of the assessments for the 

constant and the non-constant volatility assumption clearly indicate that the implied Black 

tree model by Chriss (1997) is not as accurate as the implied tree model. Hence, the 

implied Black tree model is not considered as an useful model in the South African 

context. Finally, a new methodology was considered to improve the pricing of options via 

the implied tree model. This proposed method takes account of the difference between the 

option price of the modified Black model and the option price of the binomial tree (i.e. the 

approximation error) by summing up this difference and the option price computed by the 

implied tree model. This proposed method has the advantage of yielding more accurate 

option prices by using an "implied tree model with approximation error'' by contrast to an 
. 

implied tree model (without the approximation error adjustment) under the assumption of 

the same number of steps for both tree models. 

The final investigation in this chapter (in section 4.5) considers return distributions 

implicit in the implied volatility tree (henceforth referred to as implied distributions). 

130 Similar results for put options are displayed in Table 4.D-2 in Appendix 4.D. 
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4.5 Implied Distributions 

The implied return distribution is implicit in all option prices and can be inferred from 

these option prices. This implicit return distribution is henceforth referred to as the 

"implied distribution". Currently, two main categories of methodologies are available to 

establish this "implied distribution". The first category consists of all methodologies that 

establish the implied distribution directly from the option prices, whilst the second 

category requires the construction of an implied volatility tree. Chriss (1997) argues that 

the first category of the methodologies (in particular the implied binomial tree by 

Rubinstein (1994)) has the weakness of constructing only a terminal distribution without 

controlling the distribution on other dates. Both categories are briefly explained in more 

detail in section 4.5.2 for the first category and section 4.5.3 for the second category of 

methodologies. 

This section 4.5 contains two more important segments. Section 4.5.4 describes the 

construction of a hypothetical "volatility surface" across strike prices and across 

expirations constructed in accordance with the findings on implied volatility in Chapter 3. 

The motivation for the hypothetical construction of this volatility surface is based on the 

poor quality of the data. The relatively illiquid option market in South Africa for the period 

between 1992 to 1996 does not provide a sufficient basis of data for one single day to 

analyse the characteristics of the non-constant volatility on the implied distribution. In 

particular, the availability of data with only four option prices per contract for each trading 

day causes substantial problems in the computation (for example the non-simultaneous 

pricing problem between the option price and the future price). An acceptable data set can 

however found in practice when bid and ask quotes are used to construct the volatility 

surface. In this thesis, bid and ask quotes are however not available in the data set (because 

they are not available in the data provided by SAFEX). Nevertheless, the effects of non

constant volatility on implied distributions are evident in the international literature (e.g. 

Shimko (1993)). Hence, a data set is constructed for the volatility surface in section 4.5.4. 

This data set is constructed in accordance with the results of Chapter 3 (i.e. the volatility 

smile and the time to expiration bias for the ALSI, the INDI, and the GLDI). Furthermore, 

this data set is used to analyse that is sufficient to analyse in section 4.5.5 the effects of 

non-constant volatility on the implied distribution for the South African environment. 
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Finally, a summarizing conclusion m section 4.5.6 ends the analyses of the implied 

distribution. 

Before the analyses of the implied distribution starts, the background of return 

distributions in option price models and their connection to volatility assumptions (e.g. the 

constant volatility assumption in the Black and Scholes (1973) model) is briefly discussed 

(in section 4.5.1). This discussion is introduced because it explains why implied 

distribution should be used instead of any pre-selected return distributions (e.g. lognormal 

distribution). 

The discussion continues with the background of return distributions below. 

4.5.1 Background ofReturn Distributions 

The assumption of a constant volatility is rejected by the empirical evidence in Chapter 3. 

Moreover, it is evident in South Africa that implied volatilities differ systematically across 

strike prices and across expirations (e.g. in the form of"smiles"). Mayhew (1995) argues 

that volatility smiles can be caused by systematic market . imperfections or by a return 

distribution of the underlying asset that differs from the assumed lognormal distribution in 

the Black and Scholes (1973) model. In addition, it is suggested that these reasons are also 

responsible for the non-constant implied volatility across expirations. 

Systematic market imperfections are however unlikely to be the cause of volatility smile 

pattern or volatility term structure pattern because these pattern are evident in a series of 

substantially different markets (e.g. USA, UK, Netherlands, and South Africa). It seems 

unreasonable that systematic market imperfections can cause the volatility patterns through 

all the different markets. Hence, the focus of the ensuing discussion in this section lies on 

the assumed lognormal distribution (as assumed in option price models like the Black and 

Scholes (1973) model or the modified Black model). 

Consequently, it is assumed that only a different distribution (than the assumed 

lognormal distribution) can reflect the systematic differences in the volatility patterns for 

an option price model. However, the international literature contains a wealth of research 

on return distributions. For example, Fama (1965) and Mandelbrot's (1963) find that the 

daily returns ofunderlyings follow Stable Paretian distributions. Black and Scholes (1973) 

assume that returns follow a specific case of the family of Stable Paretian distributions, 
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that is, a lognormal distribution (to establish the Black and Scholes (1973) option price 

model). Sherrick, Irwin, and Forster (1996) prefer the Burr-XU distribution for S&P 500 

future prices whereas Klerck and du Toit (1986) find neither a normal distribution nor a 

Stable Paretian distribution for share returns at the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). 

The different distributions show a diffuse picture that could be explained by non-stationary 

distributions. Fama (1965) assumes that the distribution is normal at any point in time, but 

the parameter of the distribution can change across time. The only real result of the 

research about return distribution seems to be that no particular distribution can be applied 

or as Bates (1995) puts it, that there is no single alternative distributional hypothesis that 

can eliminate the Black and Scholes strike price biases. 

The volatility biases can however be eliminated by a flexible return distribution that is 

implicitly computed from the option prices and changes with every change in the option 

prices. This implied distribution can be computed by two categories of methodologies (as 

discussed in section 4.5). The first category that aims at establishing the implied 

distribution from the option prices follows below, and the second category follows 

immediately thereafter in section 4.5.3. 

4.5.2 Direct Establishment oflmplied Distributions 

The direct establishment of implied distributions from option prices has been done for 

some 20 years. Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) established how implied distributions can 

be inferred from option prices. They demonstrate that the implied distribution is 

established using the second derivative of the call option price with respect to the strike 

price. However, their approach can only be used for options with the same expiration. 

Recently, Shimko (1993) has implemented the method of Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) 

to recover an implied distribution for the S&P 500. 

Shimko (1993) finds that the implied distribution for the S&P 500 is negatively skewed 

and more leptokurtic than the lognormal distribution. Rubinstein (1994) also establishes 

the implied distribution directly from option prices but he uses a quadratic optimization 

program instead of the Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) method. Rubinstein's (1994) 

method is improved by Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996) who find platykurtic implied 

distributions before the crash in 1987, and leptokurtic implied distributions after the crash 
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for the S&P 500 (which confirms the result of Shimko (1993)). Rubinstein's (1994) or 

Jackwerth and Rubinstein's (1996) implied distributions are implemented in the implied 

binomial tree method by Rubinstein (1994) to compute option prices based on the found 

implied distribution. 

Chriss (1997) argues that the problem of this implied binomial tree lies with the terminal 

distribution implemented because the implied binomial tree cannot control the distribution 

on dates other than the date of the terminal distribution. Hence, the implied binomial tree 

method assumes one implied distribution for all dates which does not accurately reflect the 

environment in South Africa. Consequently, the focus changes to the second category of 

methodologies that use an implied volatility tree to establish the implied distribution. 

4.5.3 Indirect Establishment of Implied Distributions 

The a~vantage of the second category of techniques that establish the implied distribution 

through an implied volatility tree, is that implied distributions can be established for 

European options as well as for American options and for several expirations. Chriss 

(1997) argues that the implied distribution for a given future time can be estimated from 

the Arrow-Debreu prices and from the stock price nodes at the given time. The Arrow

Debreu prices are required to compute the transition probabilities (i.e. the probability of 

reaching the node (n, i)) by discounting the Arrow-Debreu prices with a discount factor. 

However, the Arrow-Debreu prices do not need to be discounted in the South African 

environment because the transition probability is equal to the Arrow-Debreti prices for 

options on futures with mark-to-market procedure. Hence, the implied distribution can be 

estimated directly from the Arrow-Debreu prices and the future prices in the implied 

volatility tree. 

The most important advantage of establishing the implied distribution using the implied 

volatility tree is that the implied volatility tree accommodates the structure of the implied 

volatility across strike prices and across expirations. Instead, Rubinstein (1994) assumes 

that only the option prices for the selected expiration are relevant for the establishment of 

the terminal implied distribution in the implied binomial tree. Rubinstein (1994) argues 

that the prices of the· options expiring at the end of the tree (i.e. at the expiration) can be 
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used to infer consistent values for options expiring earlier in the tree. His argument would 

however lead to option prices that are only consistent with one specified expiration. 

Instead, the implied volatility changes realistically in each considered expiration as 

displayed in the analysis of the implied volatility in Chapter 3. 

Rubinstein's (1994) argument for the use of only one expiration becomes particularly 

questionable when compared to the market of interest rate bearing securities (because of 

their similarity to option prices with implied volatility). In the interest rate market the 

whole structure of interest rates across different expirations is required to infer the correct 

price for an interest rate bearing security. The use of the interest rate structure as well as 

the volatility term structure (i.e. all expirations) makes sense especially if all possible paths 

for the interest rate or for the implied volatility are considered. The information on these 

paths cannot be obtained by one expiration. Consequently, from here on the research in this 

thesis focuses on the implied volatility tree model to estimate implied distributions. 

The estimation of the implied distributions require a volatility surface (as discussed in 

section 4.5). The construction of this required volatility surface is considered in the 

following section. 

4.5.4 The Volatility Surface 

The knowledge gained from research in this thesis thus far suggests that the analysis of 

implied distributions requires a volatility surface (that reflects non-constant volatilities 

across strike prices and across expirations). Hence, a volatility surface is constructed that 

to be consistent with the established results (in Chapter 3) having the characteristic 

volatility smiles and term structures of the ALSI, the GLDI, and the INDI. The results of 

the implied volatility research for these three indices are very similar hence only one 

volatility surface is considered for the demonstration of the effects of non-constant 

volatility on implied distributions here. Because the implied volatility (and consequently 

the volatility surface) can change every instant, the implied distribution changes too. 

Hence, it is important to note that the volatility surface obtained and consequently the 

implied distribution are non-stationary. 
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The implied volatility surface is constructed by incorporating the results131 on the 

implied volatility (from Chapter 3) in a subjective way. As discussed in section 4.5, the 

available data for the period from 1992 to 1996 for the South African environment is not 

sufficient for the ensuing analysis in section 4.5.5. Hence, a volatility surface is 

subjectively constructed132 and is displayed by Figure 4.5.4-1. 
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Figure 4.5.4-1. Volatility Surface Consistent with the Environment in South Africa 
A volatility surface is constructed for expirations between 30 days and 180 days across strike ratios of 0. 7 to 
1.3. The volatility smile is most pronounced for a short time to expiration while the pronunciation tends to 
diminish for an increasing time to expiration. 

131 The research in Chapter 3 reveals very similar results for the ALSI, the INDI, and the GLDI. The implied 
volatility is higher for out..ofthe-money and in-the-money strike ratios compared to at-the-money strike 
ratios. Moreover, the out..ofthe-money implied volatilities are higher than the in-the-money implied 
volatilities. Finally, the implied volatilities increases slightly for at-the-money options with increasing 
time to expiration whilst the out..ofthe-money and the in-the-money implied volatilities decrease resulting 
in a nearly flat volatility smile is produced for far away expirations. 

132 The volatility surface is constructed by computing implied volatilities for strike ratios from 0.7 to 1.3 for 
30, 90, and 180 days to expiration. The initial implied volatilities used for this computation are estimated 
from the available ALSI, GLDI, and INDI data in Chapter 3 and are averaged. Consequently, each data 
point is subjectively selected in order to fit into the research results of Chapter 3. 
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4.5.5 The Effect of Non-Constant Volatility on Implied Distributions 

The volatility surface in Figure 4.5.4-1 allows an analysis of implied distributions for 

several expirations. Here, for the sake of clarity and brevity only the implied distributions 

for 30, 90 and 180 days to expiration are shown graphically (in Figure 4.5.5-1, Figure 

4.5.5-2, and Figure 4.5.5-3 respectively) to focus on the main differences between them. 

The assessment of implied distributions is normally conducted by comparing the 

established implied distribution with the lognormal distribution in the literature (e.g. 

Derman and Kani (1994)). However, this sort of comparison between an implied 

distribution (established through a binomial tree, i.e. implied volatility tree with a discrete 

number of steps) and the lognormal distribution (equivalent to establishing an implied 

distribution by a tree with an infinite number of steps) can become very problematic. 

The binomial tree can only yield an approximation to the lognormal distribution because 

of its use of a discrete number of steps. This approximation causes an approximation error 

that becomes larger as the number of steps for the binomial tree are reduced. The 

approximation error can however impair the analysis. Hence this thesis proposes to 

compare the implied distribution established by the implied volatility tree under the 

assumption of non-constant volatility with an implied distribution established by a similar 

implied volatility tree but with the assumption of constant volatility133 (across strike prices 

and across expirations). This proposal avoids the approximation error discussed and 

consequently its influence on the results of the analysis. 

The analysis starts with the implied distribution for 30 days to expiration. 

30 Days to Expiration 

The first implied distribution for the volatility surface is established for 30 days to 

expiration in Figure 4.5.5-1 (where the differences from the constant volatility assumption 

and its implied distribution can be clearly observed). Both implied distributions are based 

on a 20-step implied volatility tree and a future price of 100. Moreover, the implied 

distribution of the implied volatility tree with the constant volatility assumption is based on 

133 The required constant implied volatility input is assumed to be the at-the-money volatility of the 
expiration for which the implied distribution is established. 
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the at-the-money volatility of the volatility surface for 30 days to expiration (i.e. 21.5 

percent). 
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Figure 4.5.5-1. Implied Distributions for 30 Days to Expiration 
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The implied distributions for constant and non-constant volatility across strike prices are computed for 30 
days to expiration. The implied distribution with constant volatility assumes an implied volatility of 21.5 
percent, that is, the at-the-money volatility of the implied distribution with non-constant volatility. 

Figure 4.5.5-1 shows clearly that the implied distribution with non-constant volatility 

differs from the implied distribution with constant volatility. The implied distribution with 

non-constant volatility is negatively skewed (i.e. more dispersed with a long tail on the 

left) and more leptokurtic compared to the implied distribution with constant volatility. 

Hence, the non-constant implied distribution displays a larger risk of negative returns (i.e. 

decreasing future prices) than expected by the lognormal theory 134
. These results are 

similar to the findings of Shimko (1993). 

In conclusion, the implied distribution with non-constant volatility presents a higher 

expected probability of large price falls in the underlying market (i.e. future) by 

comparison to the implied distribution with constant volatility. The results reveal that the 

higher expected probability of large price declines (in South Africa) is priced into the 

options through the pattern of the implied volatility. Consequently, options which profit 

134 The lognormal theory is here presented by the implied distribution with constant volatility. 
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from large price drops have a higher implied volatility (i.e. they are more expensive) than 

options which do not profit from these price drops. 

The analysis continues with the implied distribution for 90 days to expiration. 

90 Days to Expiration 

The second implied distribution examined for 90 days to expiration is again estimated from 

the volatility surface in Figure 4.5.4-1. The slope of the volatility surface for 90 days to 

expiration is lower by contrast to the slope of the volatility surface for the 30 days to 

expiration (as observable in Figure 4.5.4-1). The consequence of the lower slope is that a 

smaller left tail is expected for the implied distribution for 90 days to expiration than for 

the implied distribution with 30 days to expiration. However, the left tail of the implied 

distribution with non-constant volatility is expected to be bigger than the left tail of the 

implied distribution with constant volatility (similar to 30 days to expiration). 
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Figure 4.5.5-2. Implied Distributions for 90 Days to Expiration 
The implied distributions for constant and non-constant volatility across strike prices are computed for 90 
days to expiration. The implied distribution with constant volatility assumes an implied volatility of 21.85 
percent, that is, the at-the-money volatility of the non-constant volatility distribution. 
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In Figure 4.5.5-2 it is evident that the left tail of the implied distribution with non

constant volatility is as expected, indeed bigger than the left tail of the implied distribution 

with constant volatility (and it is smaller than the left tail of the implied distribution with 

non-constant volatility with 30 days to expiration in Figure 4.5.5-1). In addition, the 

implied distribution with non-constant volatility is more leptokurtic than the implied 

distribution with constant volatility. Consequently, the left tail of the implied distribution 

with non-constant volatility again contradicts the lognormal theory (requiring a smaller left 

tail). Moreover, the right tails of the implied distribution with non-constant and with 

constant volatility are nearly identical. These nearly identical tails are caused by a volatility 

surface that decreases from at-the-money to in-the-money but increases from in-the-money 

to deep in-the-money. This kind of volatility surface shown in Figure 4. 5. 4-1 seems to be 

unique to the South African market because other markets (for example, US markets in 

Derman and Kani (1994) or Shimko (1993)) reflect a monotonically decreasing volatility 

function in their results. 

The implied distribution with non-constant volatility, again, reflects a higher risk of 

larger price decreases for the underlying asset than expected by the lognormal theory. The 

higher risk of larger price drops is displayed by the left tail ofthe implied distribution with 

non-constant volatility in Figure 4.5.5-2. This bigger left tail indicates higher implied 

volatilities for options that would profit from price drops. Nevertheless, the implied 

volatility for these profiting options must be smaller for 90 days to expiration than for 30 

days to expiration because the left tail of the implied distribution with non-constant 

volatility is smaller for 90 days to expiration than for 30 days to expiration. 

Finally, the analysis ends with the implied distribution for 180 days to expiration. 

180 Days to Expiration 

Finally, the third implied distribution for 180 days to expiration is presented in Figure 

4.5.5-3. The implied distribution for 180 days to expiration is estimated from the volatility 

surface (in Figure 4.5.4-1) with a lower slope compared to the volatility surface for implied 

distributions with 30 or 90 days to expiration. In fact, an almost flat line of implied 

volatilities is observed for 180 days to expiration in Figure 4.5.4-1. Hence, an implied 

distribution with non-constant volatility that is nearly identical to the implied distribution 
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with constant volatility is expected. However, the left tail of the implied distribution with 

non-constant volatility is expected to be slightly bigger than the left tail of the implied 

distribution with constant volatility for two differen~ reasons. 

The first reason is that the implied volatility for deep out-of-the-money strike ratios is 

still slightly higher than the implemented at-the-money implied volatility for an implied 

distribution with constant volatility. Second and more importantly, the entire volatility 

surface is required to produce the implied distribution. Hence, the higher slopes of the 

volatility surface for expirations less than 180 days are also implemented in the implied 

distribution with non-constant volatility for 180 days to expiration. A brief discussion of 

the differentiation between non-constant volatility and expirations, and constant volatility 

across expirations for implied distributions follows below. Thereafter the implied 

distribution for 180 days to expiration is analysed more detailed. 
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Figure 4.5.5-3. Implied Distributions for 180 Days to Expiration 
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The implied distributions for constant and non-constant volatility across strike prices are computed for 180 
days to expiration. The implied distribution with constant volatility assumes an implied volatility of 22.10 
percent, that is, the at-the-money volatility of the implied distribution With non-constant volatility. 
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A comparison o(Non-Constant Volatility and Constant Volatility across Expirations 
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Figure 4.5.5-4. Implied Distributions for 180 Days to Expiration with Constant Volatilities across 
Expirations 

The implied distributions for constant and non-constant volatility across strike prices are computed for 180 
days to expiration. The implied distribution with constant volatility assumes an implied volatility of 22.10 
percent, that is, the at-the-money volatility of the implied distribution with non-constant volatility. The 
implied volatilities across expirations are constant. 

The effect of the incorporation of the entire volatility surface is more evident for the 

implied distribution with non-constant volatility for 180 days to expiration because the 

differences in implied volatilities are higher between 180 days to expiration and earlier 

expirations than, for example, between 90 days to expiration and earlier expirations. The 

effect of the incorporated volatility surface for 180 days to expiration can be assessed by 

comparing Figure 4.5.5-3 with Figure 4.5.5-4. In Figure 4.5.5-4 (by contrast to Figure 

4.5.5-3) the implied distribution is based on the assumption of constant volatility across 

expirations whilst similarly to Figure 4.5.5-3 the volatility is non-constant across strike 

pnces. 

It is evident from examining Figure 4.5.5-3 and Figure 4.5.5-4 that the implied 

distribution with constant volatility across expirations in Figure 4.5.5-4 is a superior 
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match13s to the implied distribution with non-constant volatility across expirations in 

Figure 4.5.5-3. This superior match is expected because the implied volatility function for 

180 days to expiration has a slope of almost zero and it assumes the volatilities of this 

expiration as constant across all other expirations. Hence, the assumed implied volatility 

surface in Figure 4.5.5-4 is almost constant across strike prices and across expirations. 

Consequently, the implied distribution with non-constant volatility across strike prices and 

constant volatility across expirations is very similar to the implied distribution with 

constant volatility in Figure 4.5.5-4. 

However, the comparison between Figure 4.5.5-3 and Figure 4.5.5-4 suggests that the 

implied volatility surface in its entire structure is required to estimate an implied 

distribution (and not only across strike prices as in Figure 4.5.5-4). This suggestion is 

especially important if a substantially pronounced implied volatility surface across 

expirations is evident. For example, the volatility surface in Figure 4.5.4-1 is responsible 

for the slightly bigger left tail of the implied distribution with non-constant volatility across 

expirations in Figure 4.5.5-3 compared to the implied distribution with constant volatility 

across expirations in Figure 4.5.5-4. The assumption, that the implied volatilities for 180 

days to expiration are constant across all expirations, results in biased results especially for 

the left tail of the implied distribution. The size of the bias can be estimated by comparing 

the left tails ofthe implied distribution with non-constant volatility in Figure 4.5.5-3 and 

the implied distribution with constant volatility across expirations in Figure 4.5.5-4. 

Having discussed the impact of constant volatility across expirations above, the focus 

shifts back to the analysis of the implied distribution with non-constant volatility across 

strike prices and across expirations for 180 days to expiration below. 

Although both the implied distributions with constant and non-constant volatility across 

expirations in Figure 4.5.5-3 do match better than in Figure 4.5.5-1 and Figure 4.5.5-2, the 

implied distribution with non-constant volatility still has a slightly larger left tail and is 

more leptokurtic than the implied distribution with constant volatility (across strike prices 

and ·across expirations). This bigger left tail of the implied distribution with non-constant 

volatility again indicates a higher risk of large price declines for the underlying asset than 

135 Superior match in the sense that the non-constant volatility distribution across strike prices matches the 
constant volatility distribution across strike prices. 
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expected by the lognormal theory. The right tail however seems to be very similar to the 

lognormal theory. 

The bigger left tail of the implied distribution with non-constant volatility implies that 

options profiting from large price declines (in the underlying asset) have higher implied 

volatilities. Nevertheless, this profit opportunity is smaller for 180 days to expiration than 

for 30 or 90 days to expiration (because the left tail of the implied distribution with non

constant volatility is smaller for 180 days to expiration than for 30 or 90 days to 

expiration). 

Finally, the results of the implied distributions are concluded below. 

4.5.6 Conclusion 

The analysis of implied distributions for options on futures was conducted here for the first 

time (to the authors knowledge). The advantage of the analysis here is that the implied 

distributions of three different expirations are directly estimated through the implied 

volatility tree with its Arrow-Debreu prices and underlying asset prices. This technique of 

estimating the implied distributions consequently has the advantage that no specific 

expiration (as in Rubinstein (1994)) has to be selected. The analysis of the implied 

distributions for 30 days, 90 days, and 180 days to expiration has revealed that the implied 

distributions change from a fat left tailed distribution to an implied distribution with only a 

slight left tail for an increasing time to expiration (under the assumption of the volatility 

surface in Figure 4. 5.4-1 ). In addition, the analysis of the implied distribution with non

constant volatility has revealed more leptokurtic implied distributions by contrast to the 

implied distributions with constant volatility. In sum, the implied distribution with non

constant volatility suggests a larger risk of price declines than expected by the lognormal 

theory. 

Additionally, it was revealed that the small left tail of the non-constant.volatility implied 

distribution for 180 days to expiration with non-constant volatility arises mainly from the 

volatility surface (i.e. from implied volatilities of earlier expirations). Hence, it was 

concluded that without the incorporation of the entire volatility surface (i.e. without taking 

account of the implied volatility across strike prices and across expirations) a bias results 
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in the estimation of the implied distribution. Consequently, the entire volatility surface is 

required to infer implied distributions accurately. 

An overall summary and conclusion for the entire chapter follows below. 

4.6 Conclusion and Summary of Chapter 4 

The development of an implied volatility tree model for options on futures in the South 

African environment was the aim of this fourth Chapter. This aim was successfully 

achieved using the implied volatility tree model discussed in section 4.2. New approaches 

for the implementation of the implied volatility tree model, in particular the prevention of 

negative transition probabilities, were developed and successfully tested. Moreover, a 

simple, stable, and practical solution was presented and developed by modifying and 

extending existing methods for the interpolation and extrapolation of implied volatilities. 

The recognition and the solution of the problems underlying the implied volatility tree 

model have resulted in a option price model that is not only applicable to South Africa but 

to international markets as well. 

Moreover, the implied volatility tree was assessed by exammmg its accuracy and 

efficiency. The assessments display very good results regarding the accuracy of the 

implied volatility tree (under both the assumption of constant volatility or non-constant 

volatility). Hence, the implied volatility tree is deemed a suitable modelling approach for 

the South African environment with non-constant implied volatility. 

In addition, a technique is proposed to enhance the computational efficiency of the 

implied volatility tree and to improve its accuracy simultaneously. This technique sums the 

difference between the option price of the modified Black model and the option price of 

the binomial model with the option price of the implied volatility tree model. This 

approach yields a much greater accuracy (which is achieved with fewer steps) compared to 

a "standard" implied volatility tree model. 

Another attempt by Chriss (1997) to enhance the computational efficiency of the implied 

volatility tree by introducing the modified Black model into the implied volatility tree 

model has failed significantly. This implied Black tree model revealed less accurate results 
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that can be ascribed to the lognormal distribution implemented in the modified Black 

model. 

Finally, the proposed implied volatility tree estimated the implied probability 

distributions from a hypothetical volatility surface. This hypothetical volatility surface 

reflects the findings of the research on implied volatility for the South African environment 

(in Chapter 3). The estimated implied distributions display larger left tails than expected 

from the lognormal theory assumed by the modified Black model or by the Black and 

Scholes (1973) model. These larger left tails suggest that the expected probability of large 

market price falls is higher than in the option price models that assume a lognormal 

distribution. Moreover, it was found that the entire volatility surface must be implemented 

to infer implied distributions because implied distributions do not only depend on the 

pattern of the implied volatilities across strike prices, but depend on the pattern of implied 

volatilities across expirations as well. 

The effects of non-constant volatility on option price sensitivities and on portfolio 

management strategies with options are analysed further in the following chapter. 
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Appendix 4.A 

Algorithms to Prevent "Bad Probabilities" 

The combination of the techniques by Barte and Cakici (1995) and Chriss (1997) as well as some proposed 

modifications (i.e. for the spacing between nodes) are differentiated into three different cases: 

. 1. Centre ofthe Implied Tree 

2. All Nodes above the Centre of the Implied Tree 

3. All Nodes below the Centre of the Implied Tree 

The first case outlines the conditions and calculations for the centre of the tree with one centre node, if n is 

even, and two centre nodes if n is odd. In the second case, the conditions and formulas are outlined for all 

nodes above the centre of the tree. The third and last case shows the conditions and equations for all nodes 

below the centre of the tree. 

1. Centre of the Implied Tree 

1.1.n is odd 

1.1.1. upnode,i=(n+1)12 

Conditions (for n ~ I ): 

if the conditions are violated: 

1. Fn+l,i+l =(Fn,i+l +Fn,;)/2 

1.1.2. down node, i = ((n+1)12)-1 

Conditions (for n > 1 ): 

Fn,i-1 SFn+l,i SFn,i 

if the conditions are violated: 

1. 
Fn i-1 x Fn+l i+l F . - . , 

n+l,1- F . 
n,1 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1: 

2. Fn+l,i =(Fn,i +Fn,i-1)/2 

1.2. n is even 

1.2.1. centre node, i = ( n/2) 

Equation (for n ~I): 

2. All Nodes above the Centre of the Implied Tree 

2.1. for n > I and i < n 

Conditions: 

Fn,i SFn+l,i+l SFn,i+l and 

Fn+l,i SFn+l,i+l 

if the conditions are violated: 
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1. 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1: 

2. Fn+l,i+l = Fn+l,i + (Fn,i+l - Fn,i) 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1 and step 2: 

3. Fn+l,i+l = Fn,i +(Fn,i+l - Fn,i )/2 

2.2. for n > 1 and i = n 

Conditions: 

Fn,i SFn+l,i+l and 

if the conditions are violated: 

1. -
Fn_+...:.l,_i x_F_n:...,i 

Fn+l,i+l = 
Fn,H 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1: 

2. Fn+l,i+l =Fn+l,i +(Fn,i- Fn,i-1) 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1 and step 2: 

3. Fn+l,i+l =Fn,i +(Fn,i -Fn,i-d/2 

3. All Nodes below the Centre of the Implied Tree 

3.1. for n > 1 and i> 1 

Conditions: 

E 1 · 1 xF · F . s n+ ,I+ D,l and 
n+l,l F 

n,i+l 

Fn+l,i S Fn+l,i+l 

if the conditions are violated: 

1. 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1: 

2. Fn+l,i =Fn+l,i+l -(Fn,i -Fn,i-1) 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1 and step 2: 

3. Fn+l,i =Fn,i -(Fn,i -Fn,i-1)/2 

3.2. for n > 1 and i = 1 

Conditions: 

F 1 · 1 xF · F · s n+ ,t+ n,t and 
n+l,l F 

n,i+l 

Fn+l,i SFn,i and 

Fn+l,i SFn+l,i+l 

if the conditions are violated: 
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-
F n_+...;.l,t_. +l_x_F_n'-,i 

Fn+l,i = 
Fn,i+l 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1: 

2. Fn+l,i =Fn+l,i+l -<Fn,i+l -Fn.d 

if the conditions are still violated after step 1 and step 2: 

3. Fn+l,i =Fn,i -<Fn,i+l -Fn,i)/2 

The first case (i.e. the centre of the implied tree) for the calculation of the nodes in the implied tree is 

distinct to the other cases because only one or respectively two nodes are calculated. Nevertheless, the first 

case gives insights for above mentioned further nodes. If n is odd and the computed up centre node violates 

the established conditions, the averaging method of Barle and Cakici (1995) is implemented. Moreover, if the 

computed down centre node violates the established conditions, a method similar to the proposed logarithmic 

spacing method by Chriss (1997) is implemented in a first step. If the logarithmic spacing method also fails 

(i.e. the node still violates the established conditions), the averaging method by Bane and Cakici (1995) is 

implemented as second step. The logarithmic spacing method is preferred to the averaging method because 

the logarithmic spacing preserves the characteristics of the binomial tree. 

The second and third case require the same methods for each calculated range of nodes (i.e. all nodes 

above and below the centre of the tree). The first stage uses the logarithmic spacing method if a node fails the 

.conditions above. Here, a method similar to the logarithmic spacing method by Chriss (1997) is adapted to 

incorporate the upper boundaries of the tree for the second case as well as the lower boundaries for the third 

case. However, if the logarithmic spacing fails, a new method is implemented to establish the next node for 

the second and third case. This new method takes account of the distance between two consecutive nodes 

from the previous level (n) to the level (n+1). This "distance method" reflects an attempt to approximate the 

logarithmic spacing whilst using the same distance between two nodes at level (n+1) as at level (n). However, 

the "distance method" may also fail so that the averaging method by Barle and Cakici (1995) is implemented 

as third step. The averaging method has the advantage that it will be successful because the node at level 

(n+1) lies between the two previous nodes at level (n) for i < n and i > 1 respectively or it will lay above or 

below the previous node at level (n) for i = n and i = 1 respectively. The disadvantage of the averaging 

method is that the logarithmic spacing is not preserved. However, the averaging method approximates the 

logarithmic spacing better than the method proposed by Chriss ( 1997) if the logarithmic spacing method fails. 

Although the three stage method described above yields a satisfactory solution to preventing bad 

probabilities, the implied tree remains an approximation of the binomial tree. The approximation error of the 

implied tree model to the binomial tree model is however relatively small (in fact, no difference in the option 

prices between the two option price models is found under the assumption of constant volatility in Table 4.4.1-

1 if rounded to three decimal places). 
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Appendix 4.8 

Comparison of the Piecewise Trinomial Regression with the Piecewise Quadratic 

Regression for Strike Ratios greater than or equal to One 

~ 

j w~--------~~~------------------------------------~ 
~ 

1.03 Ul6 1.09 1.12 l.lS 1.18 1.21 

Strike Ratios 

-.-Raw Data -Quadratic • • Trinomial 

Figure 4.8-1. Comparison of tbe Piecewise Trinomial Regression witb the Piecewise Quadratic 
Regression 

The data in Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1995) for ask volatilities of the S&P 500 option prices on December 4, 1990 is 
fitted using trinomial regression as well as quadratic regression for strike ratios greater than or equal to one. The initial 
raw data is displayed with linear interpolation between the data points. 
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Appendix 4.C 

Test with Constant Volatility for Put Options 

Table4.C-1 
Comparison of Option Price Models for Put Options witb Constant Volatility 

The put option prices are based on a volatility of 20 percent with 180 days to expiration and a future price of 100. The 
tree models (binomial tree, implied tree, and implied Black tree) are calculated using 50 steps. The range of strike prices 
(60 to 140) proxies the South Africa environment (examined in this thesis) with strike ratios between 0.6 to 1.4. 

Strike Option Prices for Different Option Price Models 
Prices Modified Black Binomial Tree Implied Tree 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
60 0.000 0.000 0.000 
70 0.021 0.018 0.018 
80 0.299 0.300 0.300 
85 0.791 0.780 0.780 
90 1.745 1.758 1.758 
95 --. 3.318 3.333 3.333 
100 5.599 5.571 5.571 
105 8.581 8.590 8.590 
110 12.179 12.196 12.196 
115 16.265 16.277 16.277 
120 20.702 20.707 20.707 
130 30.192 30.191 30.191 
140 40.046 40.044 40.044 

Implied Black Tree 
(5) 

0.000 
0.018 
0.284 
0.751 
1.701 
3.259 
5.488 
8.513 
12.132 
16.229 
20.675 
30.180 
40.042 

Note that the option prices are rounded to three decimal places because the traded option contracts consist of ten options 
for the ALSL GLDL and INDI at SAFEX examined. 

Table4.C-2 
Matrix of MAE and MSE Results for Put Options in Comparisons of Different Option Price Models 

The results of the comparisons between different option price models in Table 4.4.1-1 yield the mean absolute error, 
MAE, in the first row of each comparison and as the mean squared error, MSE, in the second row of each comparison in 
bold. 

Option Price Models 
Modified Black Binomial Tree Implied Tree 

Option Price MAE MAE 
Models MSE MSE 
Modified 0 0.009097 
Black 0 0.000145 
Binomial 0.009097 0 
Tree 0.000145 0 
Implied 0.009091 0.000010 
Tree 0.000145 0 
Implied Black 0.035711 0.037901 
Tree 0.002188 0.002321 

Note that the results are rounded to six decimal places. 
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MAE 
MSE 

0.009091 
0.000145 
0.000010 

0 
0 
0 

0.037906 
0.002321 

Implied Black 
Tree 
MAE 
MSE 

0.035711 
0,002188 
0.037901 
0.002321 
0.037906 
0.002321 

0 
0 
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Appendix 4.0 

Test with Non-Constant Volatility for Put Options 

Table 4.D-1 
Comparison between Input and Output Option Prices for Put Options with Non-Constant Volatility 

The put option prices are based on 60 days to expiration and a future price of 100. The option prices of the implied tree 
models (i.e. the implied tree, the implied Black tree, and the implied tree with approximation error) are computed using 
50 steps under the assumption of non-constant volatility). The option prices of the modified Black model and of the 
binomial tree model are computed with a constant volatility assumption (i.e. 20 percent across the strike prices). The 
range of strike prices (60 to 140) is chosen to reflect the strike prices available in the South Afiica environment. 

Strike 
Prices 

(1) 
60 
70 
80 
85 
90 
95 
100 
105 
110 
115 
120 
130 
140 

Input 
Option Price 

(2) 
0.000 
0.000 
0.023 
0.118 
0.455 
1.361 
3.234 
6.432 
10.545 
15.181 
20.054 
30.004 
40.000 

Modified 
Black 

(3) 
0.000 
0.000 
0.006 
0.063 
0.351 
1.263 
3.234 
6.397 
10.501 
15.150 
20.038 
30.001 
40.000 

Output Option Prices for Different Option Price Model 
Binomial Implied Implied Implied Tree with 

Tree Tree Black Tree Approximation Error 
(4) (5) (6) (3)- (4) + (5) = (7) 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.006 0.022 0.020 0.022 
0.059 0.117 0.108 0.121 
0.353 0.455 0.427 0.453 
1.267 1.358 1.315 1.354 
3.218 3.218 3.170 3.234 
6.393 6.426 6.380 6.430 
10.497 10.535 10.523 10.539 
15.144 15.176 15.163 15.183 
20.035 20.053 20.032 20.056 
30.001 30.003 30.000 30.003 
40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 

Note that the option prices are rounded to three decimal p1aces because the traded option contracts consist of ten options 
for the ALSI, the GLDI, and the INDI at SAFEX examined. 

Table4.D-2 
Matrix of MAE and MSE Results for Put Options for Input Replication 

The results of the comparisons between input option prices and output option prices of the different models in Table 4.0.. 
I yield the mean absolute error, MAE in the first row and as the mean squared error, MSE, in the second row in bold. 

Modified Binomial 
Black Tree 

OptionModel (1) (2) 
Input MAE 0.030951 0.033338 
Prices MSE 0.002166 0.002213 

Note that the results are rounded to six decimal p1aces. 
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Option Price Models 
Implied Implied 

Tree Black Tree 
(3) (4) 

0.003398 0.020586 
0.000032 0.000849 

Implied Tree with 
Approximation Error 

(5) 
0.001921 
0.000008 
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Appendix 4.E 

The Explanation of the Implied Tree Model with Approximation Error 

The aim of this appendix is to explain the "implied tree with approximation error". The "implied tree with 

approximation error" takes account of the approximation error between the option prices of the modified Black 

model and the option prices of the binomial tree model and adds this approximation error to the option price 

computed by the implied tree model. A more detailed explanation is given below. 

N 
An N-step implied tree requires ~) binomial calculations because an option price for each step at each 

i=l 

level is calculated. This means that a 50-step implied tree requires the computation of 1275 options (where 

each option is calculated with a 1 to 50 steps binomial tree). 

In a test, the results for a 50-step implied tree and a 25-step "implied tree with approximation error" are 

computed with otherwise identical parameters. The 50-step implied tree model displays an MAE of 0.003362 

and an MSE of 0.00032 respectively (see Table 4.4.2-2), whilst the 25-step "implied tree with approximation 

error" only has an MAE of 0.002507 and an MSE of 0.000019 respectively. Moreover, the lower values of 

MAE and MSE for the "implied tree with approximation error" comes at a significantly lower computational 

cost. The implied tree with 25-steps requires only 325 calculations of options where each option is calculated 

with a 1 to 25 steps binomial tree. Additionally, only one computation is required for each option price of the 

binomial tree and the option price of the modified Black model. In sum, the 327 calculations required are far 

less than the 1275 calculations required for the implied tree model and the "implied tree with approximation 

error" is therefore clearly the computationally more efficient method. 

Nevertheless, the inclusion of the approximation error cannot provide perfect results in the presence of 

non-constant volatility. The option prices of the modified Black model and of the binomial tree model are 

based upon a constant volatility assumption so that the approximation error between them is only the 

approximation error under the assumption of constant volatility. If this approximation error is added to the 

implied tree, the accuracy of the implied tree is improved but approximation errors especially for out-of-the

money options remain. 

In sum, the proposed option price model of the "implied tree with approximation error" gains accuracy or 

computational efficiency respectively by contrast to the "standard" implied tree. 
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Chapter 5 

5 Options in Portfolio Management- Effects of Non-Constant Volatility 

5.1 Introduction 

The effects of non-constant implied volatility on options in portfolio management are 

discussed in this chapter. The analysis starts with a discussion (in section 5 .2) on the effects 

of non-constant implied volatility on the sensitivities of option prices. Shimko (1993) argues 

that the evidence of non-lognormal implied distributions implies that the Black and Scholes 

delta of call options overestimates the true market delta. A similar result is noted by Chriss 

(1997). However, the effects of non-constant implied volatility on option price sensitivities 

have not been examined extensively in the international literature. Hence, the focus of the 

discussion in section 5.2 is on the delta (section 5.2.1), the gamma (section 5.2.2), the theta 

(section 5.2.3), and the vega (section 5.2.4) to reveal the impact of non-constant implied 

volatility on the sensitivities of option prices. A summarizing conclusion is presented in 

section 5.2.5. 

These four selected option price sensitivities play a primary role for the consideration of 

options in portfolio management (besides the price of the option). The results of the 

research concerning the effects of non-constant volatility on the option price sensitivities 

can thus be expected to influence portfolio management strategies. Results concerning the 

effect of non-constant implied volatility on the different portfolio strategies will be 

presented and discussed in section 5.3. As discussed in section 2.4, options in portfolio 

management play different roles (here it is argued that the effect of non-constant implied 

volatility differs for the different portfolio management strategies). 

Section 5.3 comprises four portfolio strategies and a concluding summary. The first 

portfolio strategy discussed concerns strategic asset allocation (in section 5.3 .1 ). The effect 

of non-constant implied volatilities on strategic asset allocation strategies are primarily 

demonstrated by the influence of the option price change. 
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By contrast, the tactical asset allocation (discussed in section 5.3.2) reveals the influences 

of non-constant implied volatilities through the change in the delta sensitivity on this 

portfolio strategy. The change in delta of the option has important consequences for tactical 

asset allocation. The change in the delta of the option also implies a change in the beta and 

the elasticity of an option. The beta of the option is subsequently required to compute the 

beta of a portfolio. For example, to hedge a portfolio against a market decline so that the 

portfolio value does not change while the market changes (i.e. to a beta of zero). Option 

betas are typically several times larger than an asset beta. Consequently, an inaccurately 

computed option beta has a large influence to the overall beta of the portfolio. Hence, an 

intended tactical asset allocation strategy can fail by the neglect of the non-constant 

volatility influence. In order to prevent an inaccurate estimation of the option beta, the delta 

of the option price should be computed accurately with an option price model that takes 

account of the non-constant implied volatility. 

The discussion on the third portfolio strategy (in section 5.3.3) involves the effects of 

non-constant implied volatility on a hedging technique. In this hedging strategy, the required 

option price sensitivities, delta and gamma, are investigated for different hedging strategies. 

Additionally, the effect of non-constant implied volatility on options used as instrument for 

speculation is briefly discussed in this section. Finally, the portfolio strategy in section 5.3.4 

highlights the effect of non-constant implied volatility on portfolio insurance. This portfolio 

strategy consists of the synthetic replication of a put option that is also substantially affected 

by non-constant implied volatility. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the accurate volatility estimation is the basis for a successful 

portfolio insurance strategy with synthetic options as well as for the strategic asset 

allocation with synthetic options. Hence, we argue that an option price model like the 

proposed implied volatility tree (discussed in Chapter 4) should be used to take account of 

the non-constant volatility. 

The examination of the sensitivities of the option prices under the assumption of non-. 
constant implied volatility follows. 
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5.2 Option Price Sensitivities in the Presence of Non-Constant Implied Volatility 

This investigation has the objective of assessing the impact of the assumption of non

constant implied volatility on option price sensitivities (i.e. the non-constant implied 

volatility surface in section 4.5.4 is implemented). All option price sensitivities examined are 

computed for 90 days to expiration. The required inputs for the option price computation 

are a future with the value of 100 and a selected strike price range from 60 to 140. Call 

options with strike prices below 1 00 are referred to as in-the-money and call options with 

strike prices above 1 00 are referred to as out-of-the-money options 136
• The objective of this 

section is an assessment of the differences between 

constant implied volatility across strike prices and across expirations 

constant implied volatility across expirations but non-constant volatility across 

strike prices and 

non-constant volatilities across strike prices and across expirations 

Consequently, option price sensitivities are computed for the modified Black model and 

the binomial model for each of the following two cases: 

1. with constant implied volatility across strike prices and across expirations and 

2. with non-constant implied volatilities across strike prices but constant implied 

volatilities across expirations. 

These four computed results for each option price sensitivity are subsequently compared to 

a fifth option price sensitivity that is computed with an implied volatility tree (i.e. the 

implied volatilities are non-constant across strike prices and across expirations). The option 

price sensitivities for the modified Black model are computed according to the methodology 

outlined in Appendix 5 .A The option price sensitivities for the binomial model and for the 

implied volatility tree model, by contrast, are computed according to the methodology 

outlined in Appendix 5.B. 

The option price sensitivities for the binomial model are computed in order to compare its 

option price sensitivities with the option price sensitivities of the implied volatility tree by 

136 The reverse notation is valid for put options. 
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avoiding the approximation error to the results of the modified Black model137
• Due to the 

construction of the tree models (i.e. binomial tree and implied volatility tree with 50-steps), 

a small approximation error is produced between the results of the modified Black model 

and the results of the tree models. This approximation error is however very small (as 

presented for the comparison between binomial model and modified Black model in 

Appendix 5. C), especially for the delta, the gamma, and the theta. The approximation error 

of the vega by contrast is slightly higher for the comparison between binomial model and 

modified Black model in Appendix S.C. Consequently, the comparison of the results 

between the tree models (i.e. binomial tree and implied volatility tree) is preferred. 

The comparison of the five computed option price sensitivities is presented in the fonn of 

a table. This table structure is similar for all of the option price sensitivities considered. 

Hence, the structure of the tables is briefly introduced and explained. A range of strike 

prices is displayed in the first column of Table 5 .2.1-1. In addition, the second column of 

Table 5.2.1-1 displays the option prices with 90 days to expiration computed from the 

volatility surface (in section 4.5.4). Columns three through to seven give a comparison of 

option price sensitivities for the option price models (noted in the header of each column) 

and their implied volatility input (i.e. constant volatility, non-constant implied volatility 

across strike prices, and the implied volatility surface) for each of the strike prices in column 

(1). 

The examination of the delta follows below. 

5.2.1 The Effects ofNon-Constant Implied Volatility on the Delta 

The effects of the non-constant implied volatility on the delta are presented in the fonn of a 

comparison between the deltas of five option price models in the columns (3) to (7) in Table 

5.2.1-1. 

137 The graphical comparison between the results of the modified Black model and the results of the 50-step 
binomial tree for a constant volatility of 21.85 percent with 90 days to expiration are presented in 
Appendix 5. C 
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Table 5.2.1-1 
Comparison of Deltas for Call Options 

The option prices in column (2) are computed using the volatility surface (in section 4.5.4) for 90 days to 
expiration as input. The delta values for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree are computed based 
on a 50-step tree. The deltas for the modified Black model and the binomial model in column (3) and (4) 
respectively are computed using a constant volatility of 21.85 percent (i.e. the at-the-money volatility of the 
volatility surface for 90 days to expiration). The deltas in column (5) and (6) for the modified Black model 
and the binomial model respectively are computed according to the differing implied volatilities from the 
volatility surface for 90 days to expiration but with constant implied volatilities across expirations. Finally, 
the deltas in column (7) for the implied volatility tree model accounts for the non-constant implied 
volatilities across strike prices and across expirations from the volatility surface. 

Modified 
Black 

Strike Option constant 
Prices Prices volatility 

(1) (2) (3) 
60 40.000 1.0000 
70 30.009 0.9996 
80 20.180 0.9826 
85 15.513 0.9397 
90 11.202 0.8474 
95 7.427 0.7009 
100 4.326 0.5216 
105 2.207 0.3462 
110 1.006 0.2049 
115 0.420 0.1086 
120 0.171 0.0519 
130 0.035 0.0090 
140 0.004 0.0012 

Deltas for Different Option Price Models 
Binomial Modified Binomial 

Black 
constant strike price strike price 
volatility volatility volatility 

(4) (5) (6) 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.9997 0.9977 0.9979 
0.9833 0.9656 0.9666 
0.9404 0.9146 0.9149 
0.8475 0.8250 0.8264 
0.7010 0.6921 0.6920 
0.5215 0.5216 0.5215 
0.3465 0.3382 0.3382 
0.2034 0.1883 0.1881 
0.1083 0.0925 0.0909 
0.0500 0.0424 0.0414 
0.0086 0.0098 0.0093 
0.0009 0.0013 O.OOll 

Implied 
Volatility Tree 

volatility 
surface 

(7) 
0.9999 
0.9954 
0.9501 
0.8861 
0.7769 
0.6290 
0.4577 
0.2908 
0.1611 
0.0785 
0.0365 
0.0069 
0.0010 

A comparison between the delta values of the modified Black model and of the binomial 

model in column (3) and (4) or column (5) and (6) respectively in Table 5.2.1-1 reveals that 

small approximation errors are produced between the deltas of the modified Black model 

and the deltas of the binomial tree model (with 50-steps). The assessment of these small 

approximation errors is supported by MSE values of 0.000001 in both comparisons (i.e. 

columns 3 and 4 or columns 5 and 6 respectively). These findings of approximation errors 

suggests that the binomial tree model should be preferred to the modified Black model for 

the comparisons with the implied volatility tree model. Consequently, only the comparison 

between the binomial tree model and the implied volatility tree is examined further (instead 

of examining the comparison between the modified Black model and the implied volatility 

tree model). The analysis of the comparison between the binomial tree and the modified 

Black models however continues in more detail. 

The deltas in the comparison of column (3) and (5) or (4) and (6) respectively in Table 

5.2.1-1 are very similar for the at-the-money strike (i.e. strike at 100) because the modified 
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Black model as well as the binomial model have the same implied volatility input of 21.85 

percent (the small observed difference in the fourth decimal place is caused by rounding 

during the computation). However, the deltas of the models with constant volatility (i.e. 

column (3) and (4)) differ considerably to the deltas of the models with non-constant 

volatility (i.e. column (5) and (6)) for all other strike prices. For example, the deltas for the 

strike prices of 85 and 115 are 0.9404 and 0.1083 for the binomial model with constant 

volatility in column (4) whilst the deltas for the same strikes are only 0.9149 and 0.0909 

respectively for the binomial model with non-constant volatility across strike prices in 

column (6). Moreover, the deltas between the option price models with constant volatility 

and the option price models with non-constant volatility across strike prices differ only 

slightly for far away from the money strike prices. For example, the deltas for the strike 

prices of60 and 140 are 1.000 and 0.0009 respectively for the binomial model with constant 

volatility in column (4) whilst the deltas for the same strikes are nearly identical with values 

of 1. 000 and 0. 0011 respectively for the binomial model with non-constant volatility across 

strike prices in column (6). 

In addition, the difference in the delta values between the models with constant volatility 

and the models with non-constant volatility across strike prices have two maximums, one 

between the at-the-money (i.e. 100) and the deep in-the-money strike prices (i.e. 60) at the 

strike price of 85 and the other between the at-the-money and the deep out-of-the-money 

strike prices (i.e. 140) at the strike price of 115. Hence, the comparison of the results of 

differences in the deltas between the constant volatility models and the option price models 

with non-constant volatility across strike prices reveals that an inappropriate implied 

volatility input (i.e. constant implied volatility) is an important source of an inaccurate delta 

estimation. The effect of the implementation of the implied volatility (i.e. non-constant 

implied volatility) is analysed further in a comparison between the delta values of the 

implied volatility tree (i.e. column (7)) and the binomial tree model (i.e. column 4 and 

column 6 respectively) in Table 5.2.1-1. 

In the comparison between the deltas of the implied volatility tree in column (7) and the 

binomial tree model with non-constant volatility across strike prices in column (6) in Table 

5.2.1-1, it is evident that the deep in-the-money and deep out-of-the-money strike prices 

have similar delta values. More importantly, the deltas of the strike prices between the deep 
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out-of-the-money and deep in-the-money strike prices differ substantially. Especially deltas 

near the at-the-money strike price show the largest differences. For example, the delta of 

the at-the-money strike price for the implied volatility tree (7) is only 0.4577 whilst the delta 

of the same strike price for the binomial tree with non-constant volatility across strike prices 

(6) is 0.5215 in Table 5.2.1-1. In addition, one maximum (of delta differences) is observed 

in the comparison between the implied volatility tree model and the binomial tree model 

with non-constant volatility across strike prices. This maximum is at the at-the-money strike 

price (i.e. 1 00). 

The comparison between deltas of the implied volatility tree in column (7) and the 

binomial tree with constant volatility in column ( 4) in Table 5.2.1-1 reveals similar results 

(as the comparison between the implied volatility tree and the binomial tree with non

constant volatility across strike prices). Again only one maximum between delta values is 

found at the strike price of 95. However, this maximum is skewed to the in-the-money 

strike prices. The skew to the in-the-money strike prices is expected because an in-the

money call (like an out-of-the-money put) has a higher implied volatility in the volatility 

surface implemented for the implied volatility tree. Hence, the maximum difference of delta 

values for a put option is skewed to the out-of-the-money strike prices which is presented in 

Appendix 5 .D. 

Finally, the implementation of the volatility surface for options with 90 days to expiration 

(i.e. non-constant volatility across strike prices and expirations) in the implied volatility tree 

reveals substantially different delta values by comparison to constant volatility models (or 

even in the comparison with models with non-constant volatility across strike prices). The 

accurate computation of the delta requires a model that incorporates all implied volatilities 

across strike prices and across expirations. Option price models with different implied 

volatility assumptions estimate the deltas inaccurately and therefore can result in incorrect 

portfolio management strategies using options. The effects on options in portfolio 

management will be discussed in section 5.3. 

The analysis of the gamma option price sensitivity follows below. 
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5.2.2 The Effects ofNon-Constant Implied Volatility on the Gamma 

Five different option price models are compared with regard to their computed gammas in 

the columns (3) to (7) of Table 5.2.2-1. The gammas are computed for 90 days to 

expiration for 

constant volatility 

non-constant volatility across strike prices 

and non-constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations 

In addition, the computed gammas are multiplied by the factor 1000 to be consistent with 

their use in practical applications. The computed gammas are presented in Table 5.2.2-1. 

Table 5.2.2-1 
Comparison of Gammas for Call Options 

The option prices in column (2) are computed using the volatility surface (in section 4.5.4) for 90 days to 
expiration as input. The gamma values for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree are computed 
based on a 50-step tree. The gammas for the modified Black model and the binomial model in column (3) 
and (4) respectively are computed using a constant volatility of 21.85 percent (i.e. the at-the-money 
volatility of the volatility surface for 90 days to expiration). The gammas in column (5) and (6) for the 
modified Black model and the binomial model respectively are computed according to the differing implied 
volatilities from the volatility surface for 90 days to expiration but with constant implied volatilities across 
expirations. Finally, the gammas in column (7) for the implied volatility tree model accounts for the non
constant implied volatilities across strike prices and across expirations. Additionally, all gammas are 
multiplied by the factor 1000. 

Gammas for Different Option Price Models 
Modified Binomial Modified Binomial Implied 

Black Black Volatility Tree 
Strike Option constant constant strike price strike price volatility 
Prices Prices volatility volatility volatility volatility surface 

{12 ~22 Pl {4l {5} {6l ~72 
60 40.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.005 0.053 
70 30.009 0.138 0.112 0.566 0.504 1.316 
80 20.180 3.961 3.829 5.992 5.880 9.945 
85 15.513 11.023 10.964 12.565 12.554 18.683 
90 11.202 21.737 21.818 21.392 21.521 28.702 
95 7.427 32.004 32.177 30.444 30.590 36.805 
100 4.326 36.719 37.278 36.719 "37.278 40.559 
105 2.207 34.007 34.173 35.182 35.368 35.087 
110 1.006 26.181 26.336 26.478 26.596 24.793 
115 0.420 17.173 17.174 16.317 16.208 14.803 
120 0.171 9.799 9.569 8.793 8.648 8.070 
130 0.035 2.248 2.129 2.385 2.262 1.937 
140 0.004 0.354 0.278 0.393 0.327 0.311 

The approximation error between gamma values of the modified Black model in column 

(3) and the binomial tree in column (4) (i.e. both with constant volatility) seems to be more 
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substantial than for delta values (in section 5.2.1 ). However, the gammas are multiplied by 

the factor 1000 so that the approximation error is in fact very small. Without the 

multiplication by the factor 1000, the MSE value between the two models with constant 

volatility would be recorded as zero when rounded to six decimal places. Consequently, the 

binomial tree produces very good estimates for the gamma values. Hence, only the binomial 

tree is compared to the implied volatility tree in the analysis of this section. Firstly however, 

the values of the modified Black models in column (3) and (5) are compared to the values 

of the binomial tree model in column (4) and (6). 

In the Table 5.2.2-1, the gammas for the modified Black models shown in columns (3) 

and (5) as well as the gammas for the binomial models shown in columns (4) and (6) are the 

same for the at-the-money strike price (i.e. 100) because the gammas are computed with the 

same volatility input (i.e. 21.85 percent) across the option price models. However, the 

gammas of the option price models with constant volatility (in the columns 3 and 4) differ 

considerably to the gammas of the option price models with non-constant volatility across 

strike prices (in the columns 5 and 6). For example, the gammas of the binomial model with 

constant volatility in column (4) are 10.964 and 17.174 for the strike prices of 85 and 115 

respectively compared to 12.554 and 16.208 respectively as gammas of the binomial model 

with non-constant volatility across strike prices in column (6) in Table 5.2.2-1. 

Substantially different gamma differences between the option price models with constant 

volatility (i.e. columns 3 and 4) and option price models with non-constant volatility across 

strike prices (i.e. columns 5 and 6) are observed with regard to the strike prices between at

the-money (i.e. 100) and far away from the money (i.e. 60 and 140). The gamma differences 

between at-the-money and in-the-money strike prices have a maximum at the strike price of 

95 and a negative138 maximum at the strike price of 80. Similarly, the gamma differences 

between at-the-money and out-of-the-money strike prices have a negative maximum at the 

strike price of 105 and a maximum in the strike price interval [115, 120]. From these strike 

prices on, the gamma differences are close to zero for deep in-the-money and deep out-of

the-money strike prices. 

138 A negative .difference can result because the second option price sensitivity in the selected comparison is 
subtracted from the first option price sensitivity. 
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The comparison between the option price models with constant volatility (i.e. columns 3 

and 4) and the option price models with non-constant volatility across strike prices (i.e. 

columns 5 and 6) reveals a dependency on the volatility input. It seems that at-the-money 

and far away from the money options could be computed independently from the volatility 

structure. However, the considerable changes in the gamma values near at-the-money as 

well as further in-the-money and out-of-the-money highlights the problem of an inaccurate 

gamma estimation caused by an inaccurate volatility input. The full effects of the 

incorporation of the non-constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations is 

analysed in comparisons between the implied volatility tree (in column 7) and the binomial 

models in the columns (4) and (6). 

The comparison between the implied volatility tree model in column (7) and the binomial 

model with non-constant volatility across strike prices in column ( 6) displays similar 

gammas for far away from the money strike prices. However, the gamma differences 

between the far away from the money strike prices differ considerably. The highest gamma 

difference is found in the near in-the-money strike prices at a strike price of 90 whilst a 

second maximum (in the gamma difference) is observed in the near out-of-the-money strike 

prices at the strike price of 110. The global maximum gamma difference for in-the-money 

strike prices can be explained by the implementation of the volatility surface (i.e. non

constant volatility across strike prices and expirations). Additionally, out-of-the-money puts 

have, as expected from the largest implied volatility input, the largest absolute gamma 

difference in the out-of-the-money strike prices as displayed in Table S.D-2 in Appendix 

S.D. 

The comparison between the implied volatility tree in column (7) and the binomial tree 

with constant volatility in column ( 4) reveals similar results to the comparison between the 

implied volatility tree and the binomial tree with non-constant volatility across strike prices. 

However, the differences in gamma values are larger than before. This shift in the 

magnitude of the differences is expected because the difference in the volatility input 

between the implied volatility tree and the binomial tree with constant volatility exacerbates 

the difference between the implied volatility tree and the binomial tree with non-constant 

volatility across strike prices. 
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In sum, only the implementation of the whole volatility surface ((i.e. non-constant 

volatility across strike prices and expirations) leads to accurate gamma values. Option price 

models that assume different volatility inputs (than the entire volatility surface) do therefore 

not only price the option prices inaccurately but also miscalculate the gamma values that are 

essential, for example, in delta-gamma hedging. The effects of the implemented volatility 

surface on hedging as well as other portfolio management strategies are analysed in section 

5.3. 

The analysis of the option price sensitivities continues with the theta below. 

5.2.3 The Effects ofNon-Constant Implied Volatility on the Theta 

The analysis of the effects of non-constant implied volatility on the theta is also based on the 

comparison of five different option price models with different assumptions about volatility 

in the columns (3) to (7) in Table 5.2.3-1. In this thesis, the theta is presented in its original 

form although it is sometimes used in a different form in the options trading environment. 

There, the theta is divided by the number of days per year139 in order to compute the effect 

of diminishing time with respect to the option premium. As this adjusted theta conveys no 

additional information to the theta in its original form, the theta in its original form is 

implemented in the ensuing analysis. 

139 The number of days per year can be based upon two different assumptions: firstly, the ·number of 
calendar days is used, or secondly, the number of trading days (e.g. 250 days) is used. 
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Table 5.2.3-1 
Comparison of Thetas for Call Options 

The option prices in column (2) are computed using the volatility surface (in section 4.5.4) for 90 days to 
expiration as input. The theta values for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree are computed based 
on a 50-step tree. The thetas for the modified Black model and the binomial model in column (3) and (4) 
respectively are computed using a constant volatility of 21.85 percent (i.e. the at-the-money volatility of the 
volatility surface for 90 days to expiration). The thetas in column (5) and (6) for the modified Black model 
and the binomial model respectively are computed according to the differing implied volatilities from the 
volatility surface for 90 days to expiration but with constant implied volatilities across expirations. Finally, 
the thetas in column (7) for the implied volatility tree model accounts for the non-constant implied 
volatilities across strike prices and across expirations from the volatility surface. 

Modified 
Black 

Strike Option constant 
Prices Prices volatility 

(1) (2) (3) 
60 40.000 0.000 
70 30.009 -0.033 
80 20.180 -0.945 
85 15.513 -2.631 
90 11.202 -5.188 
95 7.427 -7.638 
100 4.326 -8.763 
105 2.207 -8.116 
110 1.006 -6.248 
115 0.420 -4.099 
120 0.171 -2.339 
130 0.035 -0.537 
140 0.004 -0.085 

Thetas for Different Option Price Models 
Binomial Modified Binomial 

Black 
constant strike price strike price 
volatility volatility volatility 

(4) (5) (6) 
0.000 -0.003 -0.002 
-0.027 -0.191 -0.170 
-0.914 -1.960 -1.924 
-2.617 -3.938 -3.936 
-5.208 -6.298 -6.337 
-7.680 -8.242 -8.283 
-8.898 -8.763 -8.898 
-8.157 -7.706 -7.748 
-6.286 -5.579 -5.605 
-4.099 -3.411 -3.389 
-2.284 -1.881 -1.850 
-0.508 -0.583 -0.553 
-0.066 -0.096 -0.080 

Implied 
Volatility Tree 

volatility 
surface 

(7) 
-0.012 
-0.310 
-2.340 
-4.395 
-6.752 
-8.658 
-9.542 
-8.254 
-5.833 
-3.483 
-1.899 
-0.456 
-0.073 

The approximation error between the thetas of the modified Black models (in the 

columns 3 and 5) and the binomial models (in the columns 4 and 6) with the constant 

volatility as well as the non-constant volatility assumption is very small in Table 5.2.3-1 

(with a MSE value of0.002211 for option price models with constant volatility and a MSE 

value of 0. 002162 for non-constant volatility across strike prices). Hence, the binomial tree 

approximates the thetas very well. The binomial tree is therefore used exclusively for the 

comparison of the thetas of the implied volatility tree in column (7) of Table 5.2.3-1 (to 

compare option price models on the same basis as discussed in section 4.4). 

In addition, the thetas are similar for the at-the-money strike price (i.e. 1 00) in the 

columns (3) and (5) or in the columns (4) and (6) respectively, due to the same input 

volatility of 21.85 percent. However, the thetas differ considerably between models with 

constant volatility and models with non-constant volatility across other strike prices. For 

example, the thetas of the binomial model with constant volatility for the strike prices 85 
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and 115 are -2.617 and -4.099 respectively, whilst the thetas of the binomial model with 

non-constant volatility across strike prices are -3.936 and -3.389 respectively. 

These differing theta values are ho:vever expected. The value of theta is higher for in-the

money call options due to a higher volatility input from the non-constant volatility across 

strike prices (i.e. the "smile") than the constant volatility input. Consequently, the value of 

theta is lower for the out-of-the-money call options due to a lower volatility input from the 

non-constant volatility across strike prices (i.e. the "smile") than the constant volatility 

input. However, one exception is evident for deep out-of-the-money strike prices (i.e. 130 

and 140) because the non-constant volatility across strike prices (i.e. the "smile") provides a 

higher volatility input than the constant volatility140
• 

In addition, two maximums are evident in the theta difference between the option price 

models with constant volatility (in the columns 3 and 4 ) and the option price models with 

non-constant volatility across strike prices (in the columns 5 and 6). The largest negative 

maximum in theta differences is found between the at-the-money and the deep in-the-money 

strike prices at the strike price of 85 in Table 5.2.3-1. The second maximum of the theta 

differences is observed between the at-the-money and the deep out-of-the-money strike 

prices at the strike price of 115. 

The differences in thetas between option price models with constant volatility and models 

with non-constant volatility across strike prices demand the implementation of an option 

price model that accurately accounts for non-constant volatility across strike prices. Finally, 

the analysis of this section focuses on the incorporation of non-constant volatility across 

strike prices and across expirations (i.e. the volatility surface with 90 days to expiration 

from section 4.5.3) and its effects on the theta. 

The non-constant volatility across strike prices and expirations (i.e. the volatility surface) 

is implemented in the implied volatility tree in column (7) of Table 5.2.3-1. The thetas 

computed by the implied volatility tree are firstly compared to the thetas of the binomial tree 

with non-constant volatility across strike prices in column (6). The comparison between the 

two option price models reveals that the thetas for far away from the money strike prices 

are only slightly different. More importantly, the thetas of both option price models differ 

140 The results are analogous for put options and can be found in Table 5.0-3 in Appendix S.D. 
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considerably between the far away from the money strike prices with the largest theta 

difference occurring at the at-the-money strike price (i.e. 100). The theta at the at-the

money strike price is -9.542 for the implied volatility tree in column (7), whilst the theta is 

only -8.898 for the binomial tree in column (6) in Table 5.2.3-1. Hence, it is concluded that 

the incorporation of the volatility surface (i.e. non-constant volatility across strike prices 

and across expirations) has a considerable effect on the theta. This effect becomes more 

obvious in the ensuing comparison between the implied volatility tree in column (7) and the 

binomial tree with constant volatility in column (4) ofTable 5.2.3-1. 

In Table 5.2.3-1, the maximum in theta differences is placed between the at-the-money 

and the deep in-the-money strike prices at the strike price of 85 whilst a lower maximum is 

found between the at-the-money and the deep out-of-the-money strike prices at the strike 

price of 115. In sum, the differences between the thetas of both option price models are 

skewed to the in-the-money strike prices because of the higher volatility input from the 

volatility surface used (from section 4.5.4). 

In conclusion, the implementation of non-constant volatility across strike prices and 

across expirations (i.e. the volatility surface) in the implied volatility tree model produces 

substantially different thetas to option price models with constant volatility or non-constant 

volatility across strike prices. Consequently, the implied volatility tree seems to be the only 

option price model that is able to incorporate the entire non-constant volatility structure 

across strike prices and across expirations (in the form of the volatility surface). Hence, the 

implied volatility tree is the only option price model (of the option price models considered) 

that is able to compute accurately option prices and thetas. Moreover, the effect of non

constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations (incorporated in the implied 

volatility tree) on the theta and the two option price sensitivities (analysed in sections 5.2.1 

and 5.2.2) is discussed further in the research concerning options in portfolio management 

summarized in section 5.3. 

The last option price sensitivity to be analysed is the vega. This analysis follows in section 

5.2.4 below. 
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5.2.4 The Effects ofNon-Constant Implied Volatility on the Vega 

The analysis of the vega is achieved by comparing five option price models and their 

computed vegas as shown in the columns (3) to (7) of Table 5.2.4-1. Additionally, the 

option prices from the input volatility for 90 days to expiration are also noted in column (2) 

in Table 5.2.4-1. 

Table 5.2.4-1 
Comparison of Vegas for Call Options 

The option prices in column (2) are computed using the volatility surface (in section 4.5.4) for 90 days to 
expiration as input. The vega values for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree are computed based 
on a 50-step tree. The vegas for the modified Black model and the binomial model in column (3) and (4) 
respectively are computed using a constant volatility of 21.85 percent (i.e. the at-the-money volatility of the 
volatility surface for 90 days to expiration). The vegas in column (5) and (6) for the modified Black model 
and the binomial model respectively are computed according to the differing implied volatilities from the 
volatility surface for 90 days to expiration but with constant implied volatilities across expirations. Finally, 
the vegas in column (7) for the implied volatility tree model accounts for the non-constant implied 
volatilities across strike prices and across expirations from the volatility surface. 

Modified 
Black 

Strike Option constant 
Prices Prices volatility 

(1) (2) (3) 
60 40.000 0.000 
70 30.009 0.074 
80 20.180 2.134 
85 15.513 5.938 
90 11.202 11.710 
95 7.427 17.241 
100 4.326 19.781 
105 2.207 18.320 
110 1.006 14.104 
115 0.420 9.251 
120 0.171 5.279 
130 0.035 1.211 
140 0.004 0.191 

Vegas for Different Option Price Models 
Binomial Modified Binomial 

Black 
constant strike price strike price 
volatility volatility volatility 

(4) (5) (6) 
-0.001 0.006 0.014 
0.065 0.363 0.417 
2.018 3.779 3.420 
5.408 7.757 8.115 
11.532 12.800 12.351 
17.705 17.467 17.705 
19.680 19.781 19.680 
18.615 18.157 18.619 
13.544 13.403 12.755 
9.442 8.227 9.444 
6.430 4.485 4.065 
1.189 1.301 1.189 
0.249 0.215 0.249 

Implied 
Volatility Tree 

volatility 
surface 

(7) 
0.054 
0.872 
4.629 
8.172 
13.660 
17.118 
19.681 
18.959 
12.869 
9.461 
4.176 
1.682 
0.245 

From Table 5.2.4-1 it is evident that the approximation error between the vegas of the 

modified Black models in column (3) and (5) and the binomial tree models in column (4) 

and ( 6) is bigger than for any of the prior option price sensitivities analysed. The MSE value 

for models with constant volatility is 0.178317 whilst the MSE value for models with non

constant volatility is 0.217810. A graphical comparison between the vega values of a 

modified Black model and a binomial model under the assumption of constant volatility (in 

Figure S.C-4 in Appendix S.C) reveals that the variance of the vegas computed by the 
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binomial model is higher than the variance of the vegas computed by the modified Black 

model. However, the vegas computed by the binomial model follow a reverting process that 

brings the vegas of the binomial model back to the vega values of the modified Black 

model. Hence, tree models (i.e. binomial tree and implied volatility tree) are exclusively 

compared with each other to avoid the influence of the approximation error in the following 

analysis. The focus of the research is however primarily on the comparison of the results 

between constant volatility and non-constant volatility across strike prices. 

Due to the same input of volatility (of 21.85 percent), the vegas are similar for the at-the

money strike price of the modified Black models (shown in column 3 and 5) and of the 

binomial models (shown in column 4 and 6). However, the vegas for the in-the-money and 

the out-of-the-money strike prices differ considerably between the option price models with 

constant volatility (i.e. columns 3 and 4) and non-constant volatility across strike prices (i.e. 

columns 5 and 6). The vegas are less different between the option price models in the far 

away from the money strike prices but can differ substantially between the at-the-money 

(i.e. 1 00) and the far away from the money strike prices. The highest absolute vega 

difference between the option price models is therefore found in the out-of-the-money strike 

prices at the strike price of 120 (in the comparison of the binomial models). A maximum of 

a negative difference in vega values is found for the in-the-money strike prices at the strike 

price of85. 

In sum, the comparison between the option price models with constant volatility and with 

non-constant volatility across strike prices reveals that the differences in the values of the 

vegas are strongly influenced by the selection of the volatility input. An inappropriate 

assumption concerning the volatility input (e.g. constant volatility) therefore does not only 

result in a miscalculation of the option price, but also inaccurately estimates the vega. The 

ensuing analysis therefore focuses on the incorporation of non-constant volatility across 

strike prices and across expirations in the implied volatility tree and its effect on the vega. 

The vegas in column (7) computed by the implied volatility tree are therefore compared 

to the vegas in column (6) computed by the binomial tree with non-constant volatility across 

strike prices. Deep out-of-the-money strike prices have similar vegas in Table 5.2.4-1, for 

example, a vega of0.249 for the strike price of 140 is found in column (6) whilst the vega 

for the same strike price is 0.245 in column (7). More importantly, the vegas differ more 
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considerably for strike prices between far away from the money strike prices (i.e. between 

deep out-of-the-money and deep in-the-money). The exception is however the at-the-money 

strike price (i.e. 100) with similar vegas (19.680 and 19.681 respectively) in the columns (6) 

and (7). Higher differences between the vega values of the two option price models are 

computed in the in-the-money strike prices (e.g. the strike prices of80 and 90). 

More pronounced differences in vegas between option price models are found in the 

comparison between the vegas of the implied volatility tree in column (7) and the binomial 

tree with constant volatility in column ( 4). The differences between the vega values of the 

different option price models in Table 5.2.4-1 have a higher magnitude than for the 

comparison between the vegas of the columns (6) and (7). This higher magnitude of the 

differences between the vega values of the implied volatility tree and the binomial model 

with constant volatility is expected. This expectation results from the effect of the 

inappropriate assumption of constant volatility that exacerbates the effect of the assumption 

of non-constant volatility across strike prices (which is also inappropriate by contrast to the 

non-constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations). The analogous results 

are observed for put options in Table 5.0-4 in Appendix 5.0 with the highest differences in 

the vega values between the option price models occurring at the out-of-the-money strike 

price of80. 

Concluding the analysis of the vega, the implementation of non-constant volatility across 

strike prices and across expirations (i.e. the volatility surface) reveals substantially different 

vegas when compared to the assumptions of constant volatility or non-constant volatility 

across strike prices. The necessity to compute vegas accurately therefore requires an option 

price model that implements non-constant volatility across strike prices and across 

expirations fully (as the proposed implied volatility tree does). Inaccurate vegas could 

however have devastating effects on portfolio strategies (discussed further in section 5.3). 

Finally, a summarizing conclusion of the effect of non-constant volatility on option price 

sensitivities follows before the effects of the non-constant volatility are considered in the 

contrast of portfolio management strategies. 
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5.2.5 Conclusion 

The effect of non-constant volatility on option price sensitivities is substantial. Each of the 

analysed option price sensitivities changes under the three input assumptions considered: 

1. constant volatility 

2. non-constant volatility across strike prices 

3. non-constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations 

All option price sensitivities change substantially under these differing volatility inputs. 

The least changed option price sensitivities normally occur for far away from the money 

strike prices. However, even in this case (and in all the other cases of substantial changes 

for other strike prices) the computation of the option price sensitivities should be conducted 

with an option price model that is able to incorporate non-constant volatility across strike 

prices and across expirations. The proposed implied volatility tree model for the South 

African environment (from Chapter 4) is indeed such an option price modeL 

Inaccurate and inappropriate computed option price sensitivities have devastating effects 

on option strategies as well as on portfolio management strategies with options. The 

requirement of the full incorporation of non-constant volatility across strike prices and 

across expirations can be compared to the use of the full term structure of interest rates (for 

the pricing of interest rate bearing securities). Here only a partial interest rate term structure 

could cause large mispricing effects for such securities especially if the term structure is 

very well pronounced. Our conclusions here have similar implications. Hence, the 

implementation of non-constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations 

together with an appropriate option price model is an inevitable consequence of the results 

of the above research. 

The ensumg analyses examines the effects of non-constant volatility on portfolio 

management strategies that implement options to enhance or alter their profile. 
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5.3 The Effects of Non-Constant Volatility on Portfolio Management Strategies 

The effects of non-constant volatility on portfolio management strategies with options are 

analysed using four portfolio strategies (incorporating some of the different strategies 

discussed in Chapter 2). In addition, the portfolio strategies and their results are based on 

the option price sensitivities computed in section 5.2. 

In this thesis, the focus is on the portfolio management strategies with exchange traded 

options (to remain consistent with the prior research). However, it is suggested that "exotic 

options" (i.e. not exchange traded options), for example barrier options, are also 

substantially influenced by non-constant volatility effects. Barrier and other "exotic" options 

are not considered further (for the sake of brevity) but additional research is needed in this 

field. The focus on exchange traded options provides insights on the impact of the non

constant volatility assumption on portfolio management strategies. Exchange traded options 

are sometimes the only way to incorporate options in portfolio management, for example, 

legislation prohibits the use of non-exchange traded options for unit trusts in South 

Afiicai4I. 

The structure of section 5.3 therefore consists of four portfolio management strategies. 

The first portfolio management strategy is the strategic asset allocation with options 

discussed in section 5.3 .I. The second portfolio management strategy is the tactical asset 

allocation with options presented in section 5.3.2. The portfolio management strategy of a 

hedging technique and the effects of non-constant volatility on the hedging results is 

considered in section 5.3.3. The fourth and the last portfolio management strategy proposes 

a synthetic put replication as an example of portfolio insurance in section 5.3.4. 

In each of these four portfolio management strategies, a table is constructed to 

summarize the results of the respective portfolio strategies with options. The selected 

portfolio strategy is briefly introduced in each section and the demonstration of the results 

follows directly after. Finally, a summarizing conclusion is given in section 5.3.5. 

141 The legislative regulations for unit trusts are summarized in Alexander (1996). 
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The first portfolio management strategy analyses the effect of non-constant volatility on 

the strategic asset allocation below. 

5.3.1 Strategic Asset Allocation 

The objective of this section is to analyse the effect of non-constant volatility on the 

strategic asset allocation. This portfolio management strategy is based on a guaranteed 

investment portfolio (as discussed in section 2.4.1). It is assumed for this strategic asset 

allocation that a stock index portfolio can be replicated with options and a cash deposit. In 

addition, the replicated stock index portfolio guarantees the initial investment at the 

expiration of the option and it participates in an increase of the stock index. Furthermore, 

the conditions of the South African environment are assumed in this strategic asset 

allocation strategy (i.e. options on futures with mark-to-market procedure). 

The portfolio value, Pv, is assumed to be 1,000,000, the investment horizon is 90 days, 

and the risk-free interest rate is 14 percene42
• Additionally, it is assumed that the value of 

the future with one year to expiration is 100 at the start of the option contract, to, and no 

dividends are paid during the time to expiration of the option. Finally, a call option with a 

strike price, X, of95, with a volatility of23.27 percent143
, and with 90 days to expiration is 

computed. 

The price of the option is computed using a binomial tree as well as using an implied 

volatility tree (both with 50 steps). The binomial tree assumes the input volatility to be 

constant whilst the implied volatility tree uses the volatility surface from section 4.5.4. The 

binomial tree yields a price of 7.445 for the option whilst the implied volatility yields a price 

of7.493 for the option. 

This strategic asset allocation strategy aims at the protection of the initial investment. 

Hence, the initial investment is guaranteed at the expiration of the option. The portfolio 

value of 1,000,000 is therefore discounted by the interest rate over the time to expiration to 

obtain a portfolio value of 966,068.49. This discounted amount of 966,068.49 is then 

142 The interest rate is 15.03 percent if continuously compounded. 
143 The volatility of 23.27 percent is read off the volatility surface in section 4.5. 3. 
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placed into a cash deposit for 90 days to receive 1,000,000 at expiration of the option. The 

remaining sum of 33,931.51 would normally be invested in the premium of the purchased 

call options. However, the option premium is not paid upfront at SAFEX. Nevertheless, the 

amount of 3 3, 931.51 for the purchase of call options is placed into a margin account at 

SAFEX. This margin account allows the subtraction and the addition of daily losses and 

gains from the option (i.e. mark-to-market). Moreover, SAFEX pays market-related interest 

rates on the margin so that the amount of33,931.51 grows to 35,123.30 over a time of90 

days (assuming a continuous interest rate of 15.03 percene44
). For computational 

simplification, it is assumed that on average the margin remains constant. Additionally, it is 

assumed that the invested margin of33,931.51 is enough security deposit to buy further call 

options without depositing further margin. Finally, the amount of 35,123.30 is invested in 

call options. This money can purchase14s a total of 4, 717 options for the option price of the 

binomial tree whilst only 4,687 options can be bought for the option price of the implied 

volatility tree. 

Table 5.3.1-1 
Returns on Portfolio Management Strategies 

This table compares four different investment decisions and their returns. A full investment in the 
underlying is presented in column (2), a full investment in an interest bearing security can be observed in 
column (3). Column (4) and (5) reveal the returns of a guaranteed portfolio investment strategy with 
different option prices for the binomial tree (i.e. constant volatility) and the implied volatility tree (i.e. non
constant volatility). 

Market Prices at 
Expiration 

(1) 
95 
100 
105 

Underlying Index 

(2) 
950,000 

1,000,000 
1,050,000 

Investment Decisions 

Interest Rate 

(3) 
1,035,123.30 
1,035,123.30 
1,035,123.30 

Guaranteed Portfolio with Different 
Models 

Binomial Tree Implied Volatility 

(4) 
1,000,005.42 
1,023,590.42 
1,047,175.42 

Tree 
(5) 

1,000,003.74 
1,023,438.74 
1,046,873.74 

Table 5.3.1-1 presents the results of a full investment in the underlying in column (2), a 

full investment in an interest bearing security in column (3), and the investment in the 

144 The interest is calculated under the assumption of a daily interest payment on the notional amount of 
33,931.51. Hence 

35,123.30 = 33,931.51e o.
14C:) 

145 After buying the options, a small amount of money remains unused (because only integer number of 
options are available). This money is additionally put in the cash deposit as well (5.24 for the binomial 
tree price and 3.61 for the implied volatility tree price). 
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guaranteed product with the two different option prices in column (4) and (5) respectively. 

The results of the guaranteed portfolio strategy reveal minimum results of 1,000,005.42 and 

1,000,003.74 for both option price models respectively at expiration of the option. 

However, the advantage of the downward protection dampens the potential upward 

performance. The costs for the guaranteed portfolio strategy of 2,824.58 or 3,126.26 

respectively if the market price goes up to 105 is far less than the loss of 50,000 that is 

avoided if the market falls to 95 at expiration of the option. Nevertheless, the guaranteed 

portfolio strategy loses more in performance if the market rises above the 105 price because 

the purchased number of options (i.e. 4717 or 4687 respectively) do not present a full 

participation in the market performance by this guaranteed portfolio strategy. 

The difference in the two guaranteed portfolio strategies for the binomial tree in column 

(4), and the implied volatility tree model in column (5) in Table 5.3.1-1 is caused by the 

difference in the volatility input (i.e. constant volatility or non-constant volatility 

respectively). Although both the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree use the same 

input volatility (i.e. 23.27 percent) for the strike price of 95, a difference in their option 

prices is obvious. This difference is exhibited because the binomial tree assumes that the 

volatility is the same at all nodes in the binomial tree whilst the implied volatility tree 

incorporates the volatility surface at its nodes (i.e. each node has a different volatility). The 

consequence of the different volatility assumptions for the two option price models results 

in a difference of only 1.68 for a strike price of 95. This difference rises to 301.68 for a 

strike price of 105 (at expiration of the option between the guaranteed portfolios of the two 

option price models). The difference increases further the higher the market rises because 

the participation rates of the two guaranteed portfolio strategies differ by 30 options. 

The effect of non-constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations is small 

but important for the guaranteed portfolio strategy. Different returns are computed for the 

same guaranteed portfolio strategy in the columns (4) and (5) in Table 5.3.1-1. The 

difference in their returns suggests the use of an option price model that is able to 

incorporate non-constant volatility. The implementation of the proposed implied volatility 

tree for the South African environment incorporates the effect of non-constant volatility 

accurately across strike prices and across expirations. Hence, the implied volatility tree 
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model diminishes the miscalculation of strategic asset allocation strategies as demonstrated 

for the case of the guaranteed portfolio strategy. 

The effects of non-constant volatility on the second portfolio management strategy, i.e. 

the tactical asset allocation, is considered below. 

5.3.2 Tactical Asset Allocation 

The effect of non-constant volatility as well as a constant volatility assumption on the 

beta146 of an option is considered in the context of tactical asset allocation. The beta 

computation of the option requires the definition of an asset beta, it is therefore assumed to 

be one here. Furthermore, it is assumed that the underlying asset price is 100 and that all 

calculations are based on call options. The results of the option beta are compared in the 

columns (4) and (7) for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree respectively in Table 

5.3.2-1. 

Table 5.3.2-l 
Option Betas for Different Volatility Assumptions 

The table presents the option price, the delta, and the beta for two different option price models across three 
strike prices. The calculations are based on call options. The asset beta is assumed to be one and the 
underlying asset price is assumed to be 100. 

. Option Price Models 
Binomial Tree lmQlied Volatili!Y Tree 

Strike Price Option Price Delta Beta Option Price Delta Beta 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
85 15.517 0.9404 6.061 15.542 0.8861 5.701 
100 4.304 0.5215 12.117 4.303 0.4577 10.637 
115 0.415 0.1083 26.096 0.414 0.0785 18.961 

The deltas of the implied volatility tree in column ( 6) and the deltas of the binomial tree in 

column (3) reveal substantial differences due to their different volatility assumptions. These 

substantial differences of the deltas consequently have considerable effects on the beta of 

the computed call option. The option beta for in-the-money options differs only slightly 

between the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree ( 6. 061 in column ( 4) vs. 5. 701 in 

column (7) for the strike price of 85) whilst the beta differences increase considerably for a 
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rising strike price. For example, the comparison of the option betas between the binomial 

tree model (in column 4 with an option beta of 12.117) and the implied volatility tree (in 

column 7 with an option beta of 10.637) already exhibits a difference of 1.48 in option betas 

for the at-the-money strike price (i.e. 100) in Table 5.3.2-1. 

In sum, the effect of non-constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations, as 

implemented by the volatility surface (from section 4.5.4 and incorporated in the implied 

volatility tree), reveals substantial differences in the results of the option beta. These 

substantial differences have a significant effect on tactical asset allocation strategies because 

beta neutral portfolios (i.e. beta is zero) computed by techniques that do not incorporate 

non-constant volatility might no longer be beta neutral. In particular, the more the strike 

prices depart from being in-the-money in beta portfolio strategies, the higher is the deviation 

of the overall portfolio beta in the comparison between constant volatility and non-constant 

volatility. For example, from inspecting Table 5.3.2-1 it is evident that a beta neutrality 

strategy147 with written call options would be beta positive because the betas of the implied 

volatility tree are lower than the betas of the binomial tree. Hence, a portfolio with such a 

beta neutrality strategy is no longer protected in the case of a decline in prices. It is 

therefore important for tactical asset allocation strategies to incorporate the non-constan~ 

volatility assumption with techniques such as the proposed implied volatility tree to avoid 

substantial errors. 

The third portfolio management strategy examines the effect of non-constant volatility 

(across strike prices and across expirations) on hedging strategies. This hedging strategies 

continue the analysis below. 

146 The calculation of the beta of an option is explained in depth in Chapter 2 in section 2.4.2. 
147 For example, the beta neutrality strategy with written call options has the aim of equalizing the positive 

portfolio beta with the negative option beta (i.e. sold calls or purchased puts) or vice versa, so that the 
total portfolio is beta neutral (i.e. beta is zero). 
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5.3.3 Hedging 

The effect of the non-constant volatility input on the delta-gamma hedging strategy148 is 

analysed in comparison with constant volatility. A portfolio with a delta of zero (i.e. delta 

neutral) and a gamma149 of -1500 is assumed for the purpose of this portfolio strategy. The 

target of a zero gamma is only obtainable by using options because the underlying asset has 

a gamma of zero and therefore cannot be used to change the total gamma of the portfolio. 

Instead, delta hedging is possible with the underlying asset because its delta value is equal to 

one at all times. 

The effect of non-constant volatility on the hedging results is studied in a comparison 

between the results of the implied volatility tree and the binomial tree. Consequently, two 

hedging processes are analysed. First, the portfolio is hedged under the assumption of 

constant volatility (i.e. the binomial tree model) by a call option with a strike price of 95. 

Second, the delta and gamma values are computed under the assumption of non-constant 

volatility from the implied volatility tree. These results are then implemented in the same 

hedging strategy as discussed earlier. The results for both option price models are presented 

in Table 5.3.3-1. 

Table 5.3.3-1 
Delta-Gamma Hedging 

Two option price models (i.e. the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree) are compared for delta
gamma hedging. The binomial tree assumes constant volatility whilst the implied volatility tree uses non
constant volatility (i.e. from the volatility surface in section 4.5.4). The implemented call option has a strike 

rice of95. 
Option Price Models 

Portfolio Values 
+ 49 call options (buy) 
New Portfolio Values 
- 34 underlying assets (sell} 
Delta-Gamma Hedge 

Binomial Tree 
Portfolio-Delta Portfolio-Gamma 

0 -1500 
+50* 0.7010 

35.05 
-35 

0.05 

+50* 32.177 
108.85 

0 
108.85 

Implied Volatility Tree 
Portfolio-Delta Portfolio-Gamma 

0 -1500 
+ 50 • 0.6290 + 50 * 36.805 

31.45 340.25 
-35 0 

-3.55 +340.25 

148 The aim of the delta-gamma hedging is to achieve a zero delta and gamma. However, small deviations 
from zero are also considered as sufficient. 

149 The gamma values are multiplied by the factor 1000. 
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The hedging strategy with the delta and gamma values obtained from the binomial tree 

achieves a relatively150 small gamma value of 108.85 as shown in Table 5.3.3-1 through the 

purchase of 50 call options with a strike price of 95. Additionally, the delta changes to 

35.05. Hence, 35 underlying assets (each with a delta of one and a gamma of zero) are sold 

to reduce the delta to 0.05. These hedging results are considered sufficient for practical 

purposes (because only whole options and underlying assets are available). Hence, the 

target of the delta-gamma hedging is achieved. 

In the second delta-gamma hedging strategy, the delta and gamma values from the 

implied volatility tree (under the assumption of non-constant volatility) are used. The 

strategy of buying 50 call options with a strike price of95 and selling 35 underlying assets is 

applied to the delta and gamma values of the implied volatility tree. The result of this 

application is a severe hedging error. First, the portfolio is mishedged by -3.55 underlying 

assets which means that the portfolio suffers losses if the market rises. Second, the gamma 

position has changed from -1500 to +340.25 which means that the delta is still sensitive to 

the price of the underlying. Both these mishedges however could be avoided by 

implementing an option price model that is able to incorporate non-constant volatility. 

In conclusion, it can be noted that the effect of the non-constant volatility is substantial 

on the result of the delta-gamma hedging. If a portfolio is hedged using an option price 

model based on the assumption of a constant volatility (at all nodes of the binomial tree), 

the hedge can result in substantial errors when the volatility is not constant. Hence, it is 

important to implement an option price model that is able to incorporate non-constant 

volatility (at all nodes of the implied volatility tree) as the proposed implied volatility tree 

does. Consequently, this example has revealed that the incorporation of non-constant 

volatility is not only important for portfolio management but also for the risk management 

of traded options. 

Finally, the last portfolio management strategy considers the effect of non-constant 

volatility on portfolio insurance. 

150 Gamma is multiplied with 1000 so that the real gamma is only 0.1089. 
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5.3.4 Portfolio Insurance 

The effect of non-constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations on portfolio 

insurance is demonstrated using the synthetic replication of a put option. The other portfolio 

insurance strategies of fiduciary calls or bought protective puts (discussed in Chapter 2) are 

in essence similar to the strategic asset allocation example in section 5.3.1 and are therefore 

not examined further for the consideration of portfolio insurance. 

The synthetic replication of a put option requires a position to be held which consists of 

the underlying equal to the delta of the synthetic position 151
. The delta of a put option is 

negative and therefore a position equal to the delta of the underlying asset has to be sold to 

replicate the put synthetically. The revenue from the sale of the underlying asset is 

consequently invested into a cash deposit. However, the synthetic replication of options on 

futures (as in South Africa) does not produce any revenue because the futures are mark-to

market. In addition, the delta changes continuously with time and movements of the future. 

Consequently, the sold position (i.e. negative delta) has to be adjusted continuously as well. 

A comparison between a binomial tree model (i.e. constant volatility) and an implied 

volatility tree model (i.e. non-constant volatility) is selected for the demonstration in this 

section. The results of the demonstration are computed for a put option with 90 days to 

expiration and a strike price of 100. Moreover, the underlying price of the option is 

assumed to be 100 and the value of the insured portfolio is 1,000,000. The results of the 

synthetic put replication are displayed in Table 5.3.4-1. 

Table 5.3.4-1 
Synthetic Put Option Replication 

The table presents a comparison between the binomial tree model and the implied volatility tree model with 
regard to the portfolio insurance of a synthetic put. A synthetic put is produced by selling a position in the 
underlying that is equivalent to the delta of the synthetic put option. The synthetic put option is based on a 
strike price of 100 and has 90 days to expiration. 

Underlying 
Price 
100 

Option Price Models 
Binomial Tree Implied Volatility Tree 

Option Price Delta Asset Value 
in Portfolio 

Option Price Delta Asset Value 
in Portfolio 

4.304 -0.4785 521 500 4.302 -0.5423 457 700 
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The synthetic replication of the put reveals substantial differences in the results for the 

delta values and asset values in the portfolio between the binomial tree model and the 

implied volatility tree model. The differences in their computed deltas, -0.4785 for the 

binomial tree model and -0.5423 for the implied volatility tree model in Table 5.3.4-1, 

affect the synthetic put replication substantially. The delta of -0.4785 for the binomial tree 

model means that 478,500 of the underlying asset value must be sold to replicate the put so 

that the invested portfolio value diminishes to 521,500. Instead, the delta of -0.5423 for the 

implied volatility tree (i.e. non-constant volatility) means that the invested portfolio value is 

only 457,700. This substantial difference of 63,800 (between the portfolio values with 

constant volatility and non-constant volatility) reveals the effect of non-constant volatility 

on this portfolio insurance strategy of the synthetic put replication. 

The difference in assets sold of 6.38 percent between the two option price models used 

displays a huge source of errors in a portfolio insurance strategy with synthetic option 

replication. The portfolio insurance strategy with synthetic option replication could lose 

substantial amounts if the delta of the synthetic option is computed assuming constant 

volatility (in the presence of non-constant volatility). Hence, the example for portfolio 

insurance with synthetic option replication reveals the importance of the incorporation of 

non-constant volatility in option price models. 

A summarizing conclusion ends this section below. 

5.3.5 Conclusion 

The effects of non-constant volatility on portfolio management strategies with options are 

substantial as highlighted by the different portfolio management strategies. The strategic 

asset allocation is probably least affected by the assumption of non-constant volatility. 

Nevertheless important insights (e.g. an option price model should be implemented that 

takes account of non-constant volatility) were revealed from the performance of the 

151 The calculation of the delta is presented for the modified Black model in Appendix 5.A and for the 
binomial models as well as for the implied volatility tree models in Appendix 5.B. 
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guaranteed portfolio strategy. Furthermore, the tactical asset allocation revealed that the 

implementation of non-constant volatility had a substantial influence on the calculation of 

option betas. Thirdly, the delta-gamma hedging revealed substantial differences in the 

hedging performance between the constant volatility assumption and the non-constant 

volatility assumption. Especially, the combined effect of the differences in the delta and the 

gamma values between the two option price models produced substantial differences in the 

hedging results. Finally, the portfolio insurance example with the synthetic put option 

replication also revealed substantial differences between the constant volatility assumption 

and the non-constant volatility assumption. Hence, portfolio management strategies with 

options in South Africa should take account of the effect of non-constant volatility to avoid 

potential losses caused by unrealistic assumptions underpinning option price models used. 

Ultimately, the substantial effects of non-constant volatility on the portfolio management 

strategies suggest that an option price model should be used that is able to incorporate non

constant volatility. Thus far, the proposed implied volatility tree has met these conditions. 

Finally, Chapter 5 ends with the ensuing conclusion. 

5.4 Conclusion of Chapter 5 

The consequences of the non-constant volatility effects on the option price sensitivities (as 

discussed in section 5.2) were observed in the examples of portfolio management strategies 

in section 5.3. The effect of non-constant volatility on option price sensitivities and 

consequently on the portfolio management strategies are considered substantial. Hence, it is 

essential to incorporate the non-constant volatility into option price models in order to 

avoid a variety of errors. Such an option price model which is able to implement the non

constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations is the implied volatility tree 

model proposed in Chapter 4. 

This proposed implied volatility tree is therefore not only deemed necessary for the 

pricing of options but also for the risk management of options and for portfolio strategies. 

This proposed option price model is also open to further extensions. The proposed model 
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takes account of the non-constant volatility assumption in a manner similar to the term 

structure models for interest rates (which incorporate the term structure of interest rates). 

The implied volatility tree is therefore found to be practically as well as theoretically an 

intuitively appealing model for the pricing and managing of options in South Africa. 
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Appendix S.A 

Option Price Sensitivities Estimated from the Modified Black Model in the South 

African Environment 

The modified Black model for the South African environment has been extensively discussed in Chapter 3. 

Here, only the calculations for the option price sensitivities are outlined. The outline starts with the delta, to : 

with 

to=N(d1) 

to= N(d1)-l 

for call options 

for put options 

ln(F/X)+(o-2 /2~!-t) 
d I = ,-;;;;-;:-

o-~(T-t) 

where N(x) is the cumulative normal distribution function, F is the future price, X is the strike price, a- is the 

volatility, and T-t is the time to expiration. 

The second computed option price sensitivity is the gamma, r : 

r- N'(dJ) forcallandputoptions 
- Fo-J(T -t) 

where 

1 2/ 
N'(X)=-· -e-x 2 

~ 

and d1 is defined as above. 

As third option price sensitivity, the theta, e , is computed as 

FN'(dJ )o-e-- forcallandputoptions 
- 2J(T-t) 

where N'(x) and d1 are defined as above. 

Finally, the vega, K 152
, is computed: 

K =FJ(T -t)N'(d1) for call and put options 

where N'(x) and d1 are defined as above. 

152 Here, the vega is indexed by the Greek symbol kappa that is often used as the symbol for the rate of 
change of the value of the option with respect to the underlying asset (in the literature). 
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Appendix 5.8 

Option Price Sensitivities Estimated from Binomial Trees and Implied Volatility 

Trees 

The option price sensitivities are computed directly from the binomial tree or from the implied volatility tree 

respectively. All methods presented are valid for call and put option. The calculation method is implemented 

according to Hull (1993) and adapted into the context and notation of the thesis. The first option price 

sensitivity to be computed is the delta, ~ : 

V2 2 - V2.t 
~=__;·~-;_ 

F2.2- F2,t 

where Vn.; is the option price at node (n, i) and Fn.; is the price of the future at node (n, i). 

as 

The second computed option price sensitivity is the gamma, r , of the option price. The r is computed 

r = ((v3,3- v3,2)1(F3,3 - F3.2))- ((v3.2 - v3.dt(F3.2 - F3.dJ 

0.5 X (F3,3- F3.1) 

Hull (1993) proposes to start two time periods, ~t, before the start of the tree to obtain slightly more 

accurate delta and gamma estimations. This proposal is however not implemented because it provides no 

further advantage in the comparison of deltas and gammas between the binomial tree and the implied 

volatility tree. 

Moreover, the calculation method of the theta, e , and the vega, K , is presented. The theta, e , is 

computed as follows: 

(v32-vtd E>= . . 
2~t 

The vega, K , is computed instead from the two option prices, v* and v, where all conditions are the same. 

The exception is that the volatility, a, for v* is ~a percent higher than the volatility, a , of v. Here, a 

volatility difference, ~a, of 1 percent is used. Hence 

v•-v 
K=-

/la 
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Appendix S.C 

Graphical Comparison of Option Price Sensitivities between the Modified Black 

Model and a Binomial Tree 

The graphical comparison between option price sensitivities for the modified Black model and the binomial 

tree model (with 50 steps) are presented for a constant volatility (of 21.65 percent across strike prices and 

across expirations) for 90 days to expiration. The option price sensitivities are displayed with respect to the 

strike price in Figure S.C-1. The strike price range is chosen according to the definition of the volatility 

surface {in section 4.5.4). Moreover, the graphical analysis is based upon a call option. 

The graphical comparison between the delta of the modified Black model and the delta of the binomial 

tree is presented in Figure 5.C-1. 
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Figure S.C-1. Delta Comparison between the Modified Black Model and the Binomial Tree 

140 

The comparison is computed for the modified Black model and a binomial tree. Both models are based on a constant 
volatility of21.85 percent for a call with 90 days to expiration and a future as underlying asset with a value of 100. 

Nearly no difference can be observed between the deltas of the modified Black model and the deltas of 

the binomial tree in Figure 5.C-1. The binomial tree seems to yield a very good approximation that can be 

deemed sufficient for option pricing in practice (see also Chapter 4). The next comparison for the gamma 

shows similar results in Figure 5.C-2. 
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Figure S.C-2. Gamma Comparison between tbe Modified Black Model and the Binomial Tree 
The comparison is computed for the modified Black model and a binomial tree. Both models are based on a constant 
volatility of21.85 percent for a call with 90 days to expiration and a future as underlying asset with a value of 100. 

Only a very slight difference for the at-the-money range (i.e. strike price is around 1 00) is observed. 

However, the difference is so small that the binomial tree is an acceptable approximation for the purpose of 

option pricing in practice. 

The third comparison is presented for the thetas between the modified Black model and the binomial tree 

in Figure 5. C-3. 
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Figure S.C-3. 1beta Comparison between the Modified Black Model and the Binomial Tree 
The comparison is computed for the modified Black model and a binomial tree. Both models are based on a constant 
volatility of 21.85 percent for a call with 90 days to expiration and a future as underlying asset with a value of 100. 

The result of the theta comparison is very similar to the gamma comparison. Again, only a slight 

difference between the both models can be observed for the at·the-money range. However, the 

approximation of the theta is also acceptable for the purpose of option pricing in practice. 

Finally, the approximation quality of the binomial tree is analysed graphically for the vega in Figure S.C-4. 

The approximation error between the modified Black model and the binomial tree found makes it obvious 

that a direct comparison between the modified Black model and the implied volatility tree model is influenced 

by an approximation error. Hence, a comparison between the modified Black model and the implied volatility 

tree model is only practicable if the approximation error between the modified Black model and the binomial 

tree model is taken into account. Moreover, the observed mean reverting approximation error between the 

modified Black model and the binomial tree makes the approximation of the binomial tree still acceptable for 

the purpose of option pricing in practice and for the purpose of the further research in this thesis. 
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Figure 5.C-4. Vega Comparison between the Modified Black Model and the Binomial Tree 

140 

The comparison is computed for the modified Black model and a binomial tree. Both models are based on a constant 
volatility of21.85 percent for a call with 90 days to expiration and a future as underlying asset with a value of 100. 
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Appendix 5.0 

The Analysis of Option Price Sensitivities for Put Options 

The delta values of different option price models are compared for put options in Table 5.0-1. The analysis 

of the comparison of delta values for the put options is analogue to the analysis of the call options and is 

therefore not discussed in detail for the sake of brevity. 

Table S.D-1 
Comparison of Deltas for Put Options 

The option prices in column (2) are computed using the volatility surface (in section 4.5.4) for 90 days to 
expiration as input The delta values for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree are computed based on a 50-
step tree. The deltas for the modified Black model and the binomial model in colmnn (3) and (4) respectively are 
computed using a constant volatility of 21.85 percent (i.e. the at-the~money volatility of the volatility surface for 90 
days to expiration). The deltas in colmnn (5) and (6) for the modified Black model and the binomial model respectively 
are computed according to the differing implied volatilities from the volatility surface for 90 days to expiration but with 
constant implied volatilities across expirations. Finally, the deltas in colmnn (7) for the implied volatility tree model 
accounts for the non-constant implied volatilities across strike prices and across expirations from the volatility surface. 

Strike Option 
Prices Prices 

(1) (2) 
60 0.000 
70 0.009 
80 0.180 
85 0.513 
90 1.202 
95 2.427 
100 4.326 
105 7.207 
no 11.006 
ll5 15.420 
120 20.171 
130 30.035 
140 40.004 

Modified 
Black 

constant 
volatility 

(3) 
0.0000 
-0.0004 
-0.0174 
-0.0603 
-0.1526 
-0.2991 
-0.4784 
-0.6538 
-0.7951 
-0.8914 

. -0.9481 
-0.9910 
-0.9988 

Deltas for Different Option Price Models 
Binomial Modified Binomial 

Black 
constant strike price strike price 
volatility yolatility volatility 

(4) (5) (6) 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.0003 -0.0023 -0.0021 
-0.0167 -0.0344 -0.0334 
-0.05% -0.0854 -0.0851 
-0.1525 -0.1750 -0.1736 
-0.2990 -0.3079 -0.3080 
-0.4785 -0.4784 -0.4785 
-0.6535 -0.6618 -0.6618 
-0.7966 -0.8117 -0.8119 
-0.8917 -0.9075 -0.9091 
-0.9500 -0.9576 -0.9586 
-0.9914 -0.9902 -0.9907 
-0.9991 -0.9987 -0.9989 

Implied 
Volatility Tree 

volatility 
surface 

(7) 
-0.0001 
-0.0046 
-0.0499 
-0.1139 
-0.2231 
-0.3710 
-0.5423 
-0.7092 
-0.8389 
-0.9215 
-0.9635 
-0.9931 
-0.9990 

The results of the computation of the gamma values for put options are displayed in Table 5.0-2. Again, 

the results of the analysis for the put options are analogous to the results of the call options. 
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Table5.D-2 
Comparison of Gammas for Call Options 

The option prices in column (2) are computed using tbe volatility surface (in section 4.5.4) for 90 days to 
expiration as input. The gamma values for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree are computed based on a 
50-step tree. The gammas for the modified Black model and the binomial model in column (3) and (4) respectively are 
computed using a constant volatility of 21.85 percent (i.e. the at-the-money volatility of the volatility surface for 90 
days to expiration). The gammas in column (5) and (6) for the modified Black model and the binomial model 
respectively are computed according to the differing implied volatilities from the volatility surface for 90 days to 
expiration but with constant implied volatilities across expirations. Finally, the gammas in column (7) for the implied 
volatility tree model accounts for the non-constant implied volatilities across strike prices and across expirations. 
Additionally, all gammas are multiplied by the factor I 000. 

Strike Option 
Prices Prices 

(1) {2) 

60 0.000 
70 0.009 
80 0.180 
85 0.513 
90 1.202 
95 2.427 
100 4.326 
105 7.207 
110 11.006 
115 15.420 
120 20.171 
130 30.035 
140 40.004 

Modified 
Black 

constant 
volatility 

(3) 
0.000 
0.138 
3.961 
11.023 
21.737 
32.004 
36.719 
34.007 
26.181 
17.173 
9.799 
2.248 
0.354 

Gammas for Different Option Price Models 
Binomial Modified Binomial 

Black 
constant strike price strike price 
volatility volatility volatility 

(4) (5) (6) 

0.000 0.009 0.005 
0.112 0.566 0.505 
3.829 5.992 5.880 
10.964 12.565 12.555 
21.818 21.392 21.521 
32.177 30.444 30.591 
37.278 36.719 37.278 
34.173 35.182 35.369 
26.336 26.478 26.597 
17.174 16.317 16.208 
9.569 8.793 8.647 
2.129 2.385 2.262 
0.278 0.393 0.328 

Implied 
Volatility Tree 

volatility 
surface 

(7) 
0.053 
1.316 
9.946 
18.683 
28.702 
36.805 
40.559 
35.087 
24.793 

. 14.803 
8.070 
1.937 
0.311 

The analysis of the delta and gamma values for put options is similar to the results of the computation of 

the theta values for put options which is displayed in Table 5.0-3. Again, the results of the analysis for the 

put options are analogous to the results of the call options. 
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Table S.D-3 
Comparison of Thetas for Put Options 

The option prices in column (2) are computed using the volatility surface (in section 4.5.4) for 90 days to 
expiration as input. The theta values for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree are computed based on a 50-
step tree. The thetas for the modified Black model and the binomial model in column (3) and (4) respectively are 
computed using a constant volatility of 21.85 percent (i.e. the at-the-money volatility of the volatility surface for 90 
days to expiration). The thetas in column (5) and (6) for the modified Black model and the binomial model respectively 
are computed according to the differing implied volatilities from the volatility surface for 90 days to expiration but with 
constant implied volatilities across expirations. Finally, the thetas in column (7) for the implied volatility tree model 
accounts for the non-constant implied volatilities across strike prices and across expirations from the volatility surface. 

Modified 
Black 

Strike Option constant 
Prices Prices volatility 

(1) (2) (3) 

60 0.000 0.000 
70 0.009 -0.033 
80 0.180 -0.945 
85 0.513 -2.631 
90 1.202 -5.188 
95 2.427 -7.638 
100 4.326 -8.763 
105 7.207 -8.116 
110 11.006 -6.248 
115 15.420 -4.099 
120 20.171 -2.339 
130 30.035 -0.537 
140 40.004 -0.085 

Thetas for Different Option Price Models 
Binomial Modified Binomial 

Black 
constant strike price strike price 
volatility volatility volatility 

(4) (5) (6) 
0.000 -0.003 -0.002 
-0.027 -0.191 -0.170 
-0.914 -1.960 -1.924 
-2.617 -3.938 -3.935 
-5.208 -6.298 -6.337 
-7.680 -8.242 -8.283 
-8.898 -8.763 -8.898 
-8.157 -7.706 -7.747 
-6.286 -5.579 -5.605 
-4.099 -3.411 -3.388 
-2.284 -1.881 -1.850 
-0.508 -0.583 -0.553 
-0.067 -0.096 -0.080 

Implied 
Volatility Tree 

volatility 
surface 

(7) 
-0.012 
-0.310 
-2.340 
-4.395 
-6.752 
-8.658 
-9.542 
-8.254 
-5.833 
-3.483 
-1.898 
-0.456 ° 

-0.073 

Similar to the analysis of the three other option price sensitivities for put options, the results of the 

computation of the vega values for put options are displayed in Table 5.0-4. Again, the results of the 

analysis for the put options are analogous to the results of the call options. 
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Table S.D-4 
Comparison of Vegas for Put Options 

The option prices in column (2) are computed using the volatility surface (in section 4.5.4) for 90 days to 
expiration as input. The vega values for the binomial tree and the implied volatility tree are computed based on a 50-
step tree. The vegas for the modified Black model and the binomial model in column (3) and (4) respectively are 
computed using a constant volatility of 21.85 percent (i.e. the aMhe-money volatility of the volatility surface for 90 
days to expiration). The vegas in column (5) and (6) for the modified Black model and the binomial model respectively 
are computed according to the differing implied volatilities from the volatility surface for 90 days to expiration but with 
constant implied volatilities across expirations. Finally, the vegas in column (7) for the implied volatility tree model 
accounts for the non-constant implied volatilities across strike prices and across expirations from the volatility surface. 

Strike Option 
Prices Prices 

(1) (2) 
60 0.000 
70 0.009 
80 0.180 
85 0.513 
90 1.202 
95 2.427 
100 4.326 
105 7.207 
110 11.006 
115 15.420 
120 20.171 
130 30.035 
140 40.004 

Modified 
Black 

constant 
volatility 

(3) 
0.000 
0.074 
2.134 
5.938 
11.710 
17.241 
19.781 
18.320 
14.104 
9.251 
5.279 
1.211 
0.191 

Vegas for Different Option Price Models 
Binomial Modified Binomial 

Black 
constant strike price strike price. 
volatility volatility volatility 

(4) (5) (6) 
0.000 0.006 0.007 
0.068 0.363 0.410 
2.023 3.779 3.419 
5.412 7.757 8.113 
11.537 12.800 12.352 
17.709 17.467 17.703 
19.684 19.781 19.683 
18.619 18.157 18.619 
13.548 13.403 12.757 
9.446 8.227 9.444 
6.435 4.485 4.065 
1.192 1.301 1.188 
0.251 0.215 0.248 
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Implied 
Volatility Tree 

volatility 
surface 

(7) 
0.055 

··0.872 
4.629 
8.172 
13.660 
17.118 
19.681 
18.959 
12.869 
9.460 
4.176 
1.682 
0.245 



Chapter 6 

6 Conclusion and Summary 

Volatility biases across strike prices and across expirations have been documented in the 

international literature for a number of different option markets. As a consequence, different 

option price models have been developed to incorporate the biases in the option price 

models. International literature has however been scant on the effect of volatility biases on 

option prices and on implied distributions. In addition, the international literature has been 

almost silent on the effects of volatility biases on option price sensitivities or on portfolio 

management strategies with options. Furthermore, the strike price bias and the expiration 

bias have been analysed separately in the most studies (in particular for the effects of the 

biases on option price sensitivities). 

This thesis has been particularly aimed at the South African environment. The peculiarity 

of the South African market has been its characterisation as an emerging market. 

Consequently, the established research from the highly developed markets in the US and 

Europe cannot be directly translated to the South African environment. This thesis firstly 

aimed at the behaviour of volatility for options on index futures in South Africa. Secondly, 

an option price model has been proposed for the South African peculiarities of options on 

futures with the mark-to-market of the 9ption premium at SAFEX. Thirdly, an implied 

distribution has been identified for the South Afiican environment. Finally, the effects of the 

volatility behaviour in South Africa have been analysed for option price sensitivities and 

consequently for portfolio management strategies with options. 

The results of the volatility tests in Chapter 3 have revealed empirical evidence that 

historical volatility and implied volatility are different in South Afiica. In addition, historical 

volatility is not constant for options on futures with different expirations for the same 

trading day. The result of this test indicated that the Black and Scholes ( 1973) assumption 

of constant volatility across expirations is not appropriate. Consequently, the proposed 

modified Black model for the South African market is also not appropriate because it is 

based on the assumption of constant volatility. Hence, a new option price model was 
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considered. Further tests were therefore conducted in Chapter 3 in which the implied 

volatility was assessed across strike prices and across expirations. 

The descriptive test of implied volatility with the two volatility index methods, "Volatility 

Smile Index" (VSI) and "Volatility Term Structure Index" (VTSI) in Chapter 3, revealed 

that implied volatility in South Afiica is neither constant across strike prices or across 

expirations as assumed by the Black and Scholes (1973) theory. Systematic volatility biases 

are evident from the VSI and the VTSI analysis for the ALSI, the GLDI, and the INDI. 

These volatility biases are similar to evidence in the international literature. The strike price 

biases have revealed evidence of "grins" (the out-of-the-money volatility is higher than the 

at-the-money or the in-the-money volatility). Moreover, the empirical results revealed that 

the implied volatility "grins" across strike prices has been more pronounced the shorter the 

remaining time to expiration. In addition, the implied volatility across expirations has 

displayed evidence that the implied volatility increases for at-the-money strike prices the 

longer the remaining time to expiration. The results of the volatility index tests in Chapter 3 

resulted in the rejection of the constant volatility assumption, as required by the modified 

Black model, across strike prices and across expirations. Consequently, the modified Black 

model which is based on the constant volatility assumption has also been rejected. 

The last implied volatility test conducted in Chapter 3 was the nonparametric test across 

strike prices and across expirations. This test confirmed the results obtained in the volatility 

index tests above. This confirmation obtained from the nonparametric test was important 

because the nonparametric test was the only test that constructed tests of statistical 

significance. In sum, it was concluded in Chapter 3 that the modified Black model for the 

trading in the South Afiican environment had to be rejected. 

The rejection of the modified Black model led to the proposal of a novel option price 

model for the option trading and pricing in South Afiica in Chapter 4. The proposed model 

in this thesis is based on the implied volatility tree model by Derman and Kani (1994) but it 

has been improved and modified for the conditions in South Afiica. The new implied 

volatility tree model for South Afiica prices options flexibly according to the volatility 

structure. One of the most important improvements is the solution of the negative transition 

probability with an algorithm proposed in this thesis (in Chapter 4). Moreover, the essential 

extrapolation and interpolation methods for the implied volatility tree model were tested and 
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new methods were introduced in Chapter 4. The interpolation and extrapolation across 

strike prices resulted in a regression method with a separation between in-the-money and 

out-of-the-money strike ranges. 

lntimately, the proposed implied volatility tree model was tested in Chapter 4 and 

achieved very good results for tests with constant as well as non-constant volatility. The 

tests resulted in a further modification of the implied tree volatility model to enhance its 

computational efficiency. The modification considers the inclusion of the approximation 

error between the modified Black model and the binomial tree model in the implied volatility 

tree model. It was found in Chapter 4 that the inclusion of the approximation error 

substantially enhanced the computational efficiency of the modified implied volatility tree. 

The successful tests of the implied volatility tree model led to its first application in 

Chapter 4. The new implied volatility tree model was used to establish implied distributions 

from a representative data set for the South Afiican environment. The established implied 

distributions revealed a substantial deviation from distributions with the assumption of 

constant volatility. The left tail of the implied distributions with non-constant implied 

volatility was substantially larger than the left tail of implied distributions with constant 

implied volatility. Hence, the implied distributions. reflected a higher probability of large 

market declines than reflected by the assumption of constant volatility (incorporated in the 

modified Black model). A second important consequence was the need to incorporate non

constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations (instead of implementing only 

the volatility process across strike prices or across expirations). It was revealed in Chapter 4 

that the incorporation of non-constant volatility is fundamental to establish the appropriate 

implied distribution accurately. 

Finally, the effects of non-constant volatility on option price sensitivities and on portfolio 

management strategies with options were analysed in Chapter 5. The results of the option 

price sensitivities presented substantial differences between 

- constant implied volatility across strike prices and across expirations 

- constant implied volatility across expirations but non-constant implied volatility 

across strike prices 

- non-constant implied volatility across strike prices and across expirations. 
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All four analysed option price sensitivities (delta, gamma, theta, and vega) displayed 

evidence in favour of incorporating, fully, non-constant volatility. In particular, it was 

evident in Chapter 5 that the incorporation of only non-constant implied volatility across 

strike prices did not reflect the full structure of the implied volatility. Hence, the usual 

application (in practice) of the modified Black model with non-constant volatility across 

strike prices may achieve a reasonably accurate option price but nevertheless an incorrect 

estimate of the option price sensitivities. Consequently, it is important to implement an 

option price model that incorporates the implied volatility structure fully (as the proposed 

implied volatility tree model did in this thesis). 

. Moreover, the effects of non-constant volatility were discussed for four examples of 

portfolio management· strategies with options in Chapter 5. The effects of non-constant 

volatility in comparison to constant volatility on the portfolio management strategies were 

substantially different. The results of the comparison between the constant and the non

constant volatility assumption revealed the severe effects of neglecting non-constant 

volatility (for example, in the delta-gamma hedge and in the synthetic put replication). The 

importance of an appropriate option price model for portfolio management strategies was 

highlighted in Chapter 5. 

This thesis revealed that option price models based on the inappropriate assumption of 

constant volatility across strike prices and across expirations did not only peiform worse in 

the option pricing but also in the estimation of the option price sensitivities. The inaccurate 

estimation of option price sensitivities led to damaging results for two of the most important 

applications of options today that are hedging techniques and portfolio insurance methods. 

Hence, new models like the proposed implied volatility tree in this thesis should be 

implemented to avoid the potential shortcomings in practical applications. 
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Outlook 

The scope for further development of a new model for option pricing and the analysis of 

non-constant volatility effects does still exist in the South African context. Further research 

which investigates comparisons between the performance of the proposed implied volatility 

tree and other option price models, for example, in performance tests for different hedging 

techniques is a consideration. Moreover, the proposed implied tree technique can still be 

enhanced computationally. Furthermore, exchange-traded options are not the only options 

available today. A substantial part of the trading volume consists of exotic options, for 

example, barrier options. The effects of non-constant volatility on exotic options however 

have had little coverage in the literaturem. As noted in section 5.3, further research is 

needed in this important field, particularly because of the substantial growth in these option 

contracts (i.e. exotic options). 

Finally, the "implied methodology" presented for the option pricing in this thesis can be 

extended further. For example, Tompkins (1994) displays a method in which he implements 

the implied volatilities of different underlyings to compute the "implied correlation" between 

two different assets. A suggested area of further research concerns the calculation of 

"implied betas" therefore. 

The "implied beta" computation however requires the existence ofan option market for 

one or more market indices and an option market for shares so that the beta of the share can 

be calculated relative to the market index. Nevertheless, some problems have to be 

addressed before the "implied betas" can be computed. For example, which implied 

volatility should be used because the implied volatility from the market index as well as from 

the share differs across strike prices and across expirations. This question also has to be 

addressed for the computation of the "implied correlation". A potential solution to this 

problem may involve the selection of implied volatilities across expirations according to the . 
estimated holding time of the underlying asset in the portfolio. In addition, the implied 

volatilities across strike prices can be chosen according to the purchase price of the asset. 

Consequently, further research in this area is needed. 

153 One notable exemption for barrier options is Chriss (1997). 
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The implied correlation and implied beta computation as well as the implied distribution 

and the implied volatility tree give some direction on how to extend the implied 

methodology towards a fully market driven (i.e. implied) valuation for financial transactions. 

The advantage of the implied methodology is the independent estimation and valuation of 

important financial ratios from human biases. Such an independent procedure is important 

for arbitrage transactions as well as risk estimation. However, the incorporated biases of the 

human participants in the markets should not be underestimated because the financial world 

is not based upon fixed parameters as required for the construction of machines or houses 

for example. Hence, the world of financial engineering might be an illusion and 

consequently, the computed values have to be judged by a "human rationalist" who is a 

contradiction in himself 
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